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ABSTRACT 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE GENERAL CERTIFICATE 
OF SECONDARY EDUCATION TO 1986 

CHRISTOPHER J. TURNER 

M . A. THESIS, 1991 

The evolution of the G.C.S.E. was a phase both in the history of 

examinations and also in the social and political interaction of 

education with its environment. Each subject discipline has its own 

development. The turbulent development of modern languages appears to 

have experienced a more easily discernible phase of progression in the 

period approaching the G.C.S.E. than at other times over the century 

and more especially in the post-war period; in fact 'languages' reached 

a greater spread of effective contact of the school population than 

ever before. Such an incidence of events merits .some attention even 

though alternative sequences were occurring in other subject disciplines. 

The G.C.S.E. followed in the tradition of the School Certificate, 

the G.C.E. and the C.S.E. yet it also mirrored major movements in 

British society and its expectation of public education. Competition 

became paramount. Differentiation resolved, somewhat, the problems of 

a common system for the high and lot.T achievers. The irony was that 

the G.C.S.E. suited the comprehensive schools but the comprehensive 

schools did not suit everybody. The teaching profession, whilst 

trying to deal t.~th this problem sensitively, felt its national profile 

deteriorate. These fundamental changes took place at a time of growing 

concern over the education system. Yet fundamental changes in society 

were the key to fundamental changes in education. 

Languages, throughout, democratized down the hierarchy of 

learning; other subjects followed the pattern. World War II had 

polarized for languages a pacific, literature-civilization from a 



message-communication. These became the opposing sides of the 

battleground, the victory being a merger of the two. This century's 

main lost soul of the curriculum found its resting-place in G.C.S.E. 

'practicability'. The post-war extension to the whole ability range 

forced a lonesome mental introversion. Sound experienced psychoanalysis 

and therapy by the subject association with basic guidance from the 

examination boards brought restoration to a new state of health. 

In fact restoratives primarily for the lo"' achiever had been vi tal. 

The nev government in 1979 encouraged practicality and usefulness 

of school subjects. Having advised throughout, the subject associations, 

like others, took the initiative in the teachers' cold war lull, to 

sound out true opinion (which could not be done publicly due to the 

intractability of positions) and made recommendation to the government. 

The contribution of the low achiever t-ras finally acknowledged. The 

subject associations, uniquely, were in a position to test opinion 

and act with speed. The disappearance of Ordinary Level and Grammar 

Schools had proved a strong brake, yet the post World War II period 

upto the 1980s was inevitably between staging posts of major educational 

reform and nothing was to stop the G.C.S.E. being by accident or design 

the frontrunner of a series of reforms. 

The sources for this study have been the professional literature 

and reviews underpinned by personal interviews with relevant and 

representative personnel. 
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CHAPTER l 

IDEALISM - AND A PLAN FOR THE FUTURE; THE OPTIMISTIC 
VIEW OF EVENTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE G.C.S.E. 

Nearly three Neeks before Christmas in 1969 The Times carried 

the headline, 'G.C.E. may go in reform of studies'. (l) This front 

page leader article explained that a detailed programme for the most 

ST·•eeping reform of the examination system ever undertaken in schools 

in England and Wales "''Ould be put for"~>'ard the follo1-.j_ng r.reek at the 

headquarters of the Schools Council. It 1•'as likely to be adopted 

throughout the Fhole of the educational system by 1974, although it 

might be modified. It 1.rould recommend the abolition of Ordinary and 

Advanced level as university entrance qualifications. 

One relevant point about this article was that the nel•'Spa:per saw 

Ordinary and Advanced level as university entrance qualifications, 

primarily. The article continued by stating that the programme proposed 

the universal introduction of a new system in which all pupils l•rould 

study eight major subjects until sixteen, five until seventeen and 

then, if l·'anted for university, three until eighteen. Similar proposals 

had been put forYard by the Council's Policy Study group, the Headmasters' 

Association, the Headmasters' Conference and the Assistant Masters 

. t" {.\8-)T . . t• had 1 ted th ed f f Assocla 1on. he un1vers1 1es a so accep e ne or re orm. 

The reform had been prepared by hro Forking parties set up on the 

initiative of the Schools' Council. One had been set up jointly 1-.j_th 

the Standing Conference on University Entrance, the other under Dr. E. 

Briault, a Deputy Education Officer of the Inner London Etlucation 

Authority. 

The neF system '1-'0uld involve the SFeeping al·'ay of the apparatus 

(l) T.N., 8th December, 1969, p.l. 
{_):lwJ ~J l!i~'l. 'J~l~ IC{(.{,,f.q) ]..<'Iii.. Qu.t"'"'p u;/')tJ.'Jvlj lift>J,f3; 

2-1U.. .S~f'·'"''~·r·b;- 1- 2.-Stt._oc;t; l~frt 1 f z.. 



of G.C.E. administered by eight separate bodies. The neF system would 

also be administered by a national body. 

Another relevant point in the article was that the proposals were 

also an early attempt to stop premature specialization before seventeen 

years of age. 

Phrased as it '"'as, then, the main thrust of the article for the 

general public referred to an examination for pupils considering a 

continuation of their education after age sixteen. Only as the matter 

developed further ¥ere wider implications across the ability range to 

be seen. 

By March of the following year, (2 ) the National Union of Teachers was 

into the fray at round t¥o with the flourish of an early acronym which 

did not quite reach target but which made the opposition drop back onto 

its guard. The article explained that another new national examination 

for secondary schools, the Certificate of General Secondary Education, 

had been advocated that day by the National Union of Teachers. The new 

examination would replace the G.C.E. and the C.S.E. 

The argument had not.r spread more 1-ridely across the ability range 

to include the Certificate of Secondary Education, ¥ithin the scope of 

the nev' C.G.S.E. The recommendation followed a then recent Schools 

Council and university proposal for ne1-r examinations at seventeen and 

eighteen and confirmed the growing movement for reform of secondary 

school examinations. The union proposed that the ne¥ examination 

should be a common examination for all pupils taken at sixteen and 

should be awarded in five grades. It wanted the examination to be 

controlled by teachers. 

During the 1960s and 1970s as union power was in the ascendant 

(2) T.N., 24th March, 1970, p.24. 
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Lord (Harold) Wilson - the Labour-dominated 
1960s 

(Kindly supplied by Lord (Harold) Wilson) 



Lord (Harold) Wilson - the Labour-dominated 
1960s 

(Kindly supplied by Lord (Harold) Wilson) 





it v'as the unions t-rho became more fashionable in appearing to act on 

behalf of teachers. Therefore teacher-control 1.ras an understandable 

suggestion by a teachers' union. This ¥as also to become part of the 

battleground over a common examination at sixteen. As union dominance 

declined into the 1980s it •ras the voice of the subject associations 

"'hich tried to respond to the mood of the day. Throughout both periods 

the examination boards continued to innovate and push for,.rard. 

The ne¥spaper, indeed, stated that the union wanted the syllabus 

to be chosen by the schools instead of by the examination boards. The 

schools also should be able to select for themselves the method chosen 

to examine pupils. 

The repetition of the 1-rord 1 should 1 '·'as not accidental. It ,,ras 

part of the attitude of the unions that they thought that they knew 
,.. 

best, or thought that they ¥ere voicing the opinions of teachers and 

thus the educational good. At times this ¥as the case and at times 

this •ras not. Apart from vrhat they thought 1 should 1 be, the school 

choice and school control indicate a very strong insistence on union 

intentions. 

It "'as also revealed that an agenda Fas ready for a total reform 

of the national system of secondary school examinations, the first for 

twenty years, outlining a ne'!-' simplified structure of examinations at 

sixteen, seventeen and eighteen. Under the union plan there would be 

one terminal examination mostly for pupils intending to leave at 

sixteen. 

Here again the purpose of the examination at sixteen from the 

union 1 S vie1-rpoint Fas for the school-leaver and not as certain others 

saw it, part of a university qualification. 

It anticipated that students r-rho stayed on would sit five 
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subjects for the proposed ne'·' qualifying examination at seventeen 

follov'ed by an examination in three subjects for further education 

level and matriculation to university. 

It anticipated that the reform was likely to be accepted by the 

Schools Council. The reasons for this 1-rere explained, The union had 

seventeen out of fifty seats on the Council. It also anticipated that 

the ne1<r examination POUld be introduced vi thin the follm·ring decade 

especially since it felt there ''as a universal desire to abolish 

G.C.E. Ordinary level. 

The union felt that the ne"'' examination which could be used for 

academic and non-academic pupils would remove one of the principal 

objections to suggested reform. This was that if G.C.E. Ordinary level 

continued, most schools would continue to enter pupils for it as a 

safeguard; and that pupils 1-rould then be confronted by difficult 

national examinations at sixteen, seventeen and eighteen. The new 

examination •'ould offer an all-purpose examination at sixteen 

enabling pupils to bypass Ordinary level and sit their first public 

examination at seventeen. 

It l·rould seem that the union had in mind a very unusual 

examination or that it Fas suggesting a new examination of doubtful 

quality. A very broad-based, all-purpose examination at that point 

Fould be quite a breakthrough but the atmosphere for a substitution 

of Ordinary level equivalent Fas not even right at that time, far 

less the alternative suggested by the union. 

Nearly four months later the Schools Council was busy with a 

meeting before a meeting - political manoeuvring. It was activities 

such as that which Fred Naylor was to bring to light in later years. 

Ho,,rever, that July the headline '-''aB, 'NeF examination for sixth form, 
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and abolition of the Ordinary level in its present form likely to be 

agreed tomorrow'(J) 

A meeting of the Schools Council before the crucial debate the 

follo~~ng day had sho~m thirty two to seven in favour of amalgamating 

the present Ordinary level with C.S.E. (at that time designed for the 

ability range immediately below Ordinary level). A previous effort 

at a so-called 'Qualifying' and 'Final' examination formula had been 

rejected by the National Union of Teachers, the Headmasters' 

Association and the Headmasters' Conference because of the threat of 

three public examinations in three successive years and a mandatory 

grouping of subjects. Yet it was not seen as a setback for reform. 

The 'Qualifying' and 'Final' examination debate had forced 

parties to think seriously about reform and to meet the sixth month 

deadline set by the Schools' Council and a clarification of several 

areas of mutual agreement: broadening sixth form curriculum: 

delaying specialization; and the needs of the sixth for~to go to 

university. The National Union of Teachers had proposed an 

amalgamation of C.S.E. and G.C.E., an extended C.S.E. for sixth forms 

and an examination in five subjects at eighteen. 

The Headmasters Association and the Headmasters Conference had 

approved the first hro of those and had suggested a new examination at 

'A' level midway between Ordinary and Advanced level. 

Also the universities had said that they would stop using 

Ordinary level for university entrance; usually five subjects was 

also entry to the sixth form. It was expected that there would be 

agreement the following day on: a ne~r sort of examination at sixteen; 

(J) T.N., 6th July, 1970, p.J. 
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a ne-.r examination for the less able sixth former and a broader, less 

specialized curriculum, plus research into methods of examining which 

put less emphasis on essays and memory. 

This last point was a very significant addition. The Schools 

Council Fas continuing to push at the barriers of the curriculum and 

of the examinations system and the unions made their o~~ contribution 

to this. At a later date the examination boards, for whom this was an 

ongoing process ~ri th regard to examinations, '''ould be seen to be 

carrying on this process. Finally the subject associations were to 

make their contribution. The fact is that these groups were basically 

made up of, or gained their strength from, one common individual -the 

teacher. At times over the following years it "'ould seem that the 

teachers had withdrawn their contribution. However, generally 

' l A ~ speaking when they were compromised in U"iD" area~othey sought "'S.5oc...c-..-lio.-..>. 

The large majority of teachers sho~red professional integrity. 

The Feek of the meeting before the meeting was very critical 

since many of the leading 'Far ministers' v'ere being encouraged to the 

sort of 'deal' on "'hich they had rarely agreed; nor were they likely 

to agree in later years. ~'O days later it was announced that after a 

five hour discussion the Schools Council had approved a programme of 

research and development "'hich should enable it to make a firm 

recommendation by 1973 on the first reform of sixth form examinations 

since the G.C.E. Fas introduced in 1951. (4) 

If it were to prove successful it 1-.rould mean the end of the 

Ordinary level in its present form. Amongst the major conclusions 

were: that there should be a single examination system at sixteen~plus 

(4) T.N., 8th July, 1970. 
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operated by the Schools Council; some sort of C.S.E. for older pupils 

in the sixth form; the sixth form examinations' content and structure 

would be revised; there 1•'ould be improved forms of assessment and a 

reduction of factual content; and there was an affirmation that it was 

desirable to reduce specialization and broaden the scope in the sixth 

form. It T·'as finally added, rather as a reassurance of the statement's 

depth of commitment, that the Council had met to consider proposals 

made the previous year. 

Such broad, albeit loosely defined agreement 1-ras important. It 

took place in an atmosphere at the start of the 1970s ""'hen secondary 

education ·vas much more robust than it was to be fifteen years later. 

Criticism or reappraisal of every feature 1-d. thin the educational 

service v'WS not yet commonplace. The agreements were made in good 

faith because it v'WS thought that they would improve the educational 

service. Yet apart from the development and research techniques 

( r.rhich wa.s non-controversial and vould have happened anyway) it took 

sixteen years before even one of these recommendations came about. 

It ha.s been stated that Fred Naylor of the Schools Council had 

been unhappy about the 1-ray in Fhich the Schools Council itself had 

operated on that occa.sion. (The movement of a member such as Mr. 

Naylor, of the Schools Council to a right 1-ring organization was, it 

should be added, a good example of a general trend in society vhich 

vras to become a theme). It vras, however, six years later before he 

voiced that dissatisfaction sitting more safely in an attacking 

position else1-rhere( see ~low f.5 ) 

A headline stated 'Exam proposals wasteful'. (5) Criticism had 

--------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------~---------· 

(5) T.N., 5th April, 1976, p.4. 
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come from the right-Hing National Council for El:iucational Standards. 

Its chairman of research, it 1t'as revealed, ¥as Fred Naylor a former 

officer of the Schools Council. He recalled that in 1970 the Schools 

Council had decided that there should be a single examination, at a 

meeting -.rhere the matter was not on the agenda and no papers on it had 

been circulated. The Schools Council he felt had been determined to 

bring in the examination regardless of criticism. 

Fred should not have been too Forried about manoevring by the 

Schools Council since even ten years after voicing his concern over 

a single examination, the Schools Council had been killed off and the 

examination was still not in. A significant consideration here is 

that a right-wing representative had voiced concern a.bout. a single 

examination. Often in the years to come it would be the conservative, 

conserving viewpoints that wanted to keep Ordinary level and the 

standards 1<rhich it represented. 

Upto 1976 a large proportion of people with loud voices had also 

moved onto the attack of the secondary system. By 1976 more pupils 

than in 1970 t-Tere in comprehensive schools and the mention in that 

same article that five years later it was expected that ninety per cent 

1-rould be in comprehensive education 1-ras just the sort of thing to keep 

the alarm bells ringing in the educational critics' emergency bases. 

The Times v-ras often the conveyor of such information. 

It stated that the National Union of Teachers which had 

seventeen of the approximately eighty members on the Council had 

v-relcomed the plan which was to be considered by the Council in July. 

Mr. Alan Evans, the Union's education secretary, said that a dual 

----------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------· 

(5) T.N., 5th April, 1976, p.4. 
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system of examinations at sixteen '·'asted teaching time and other 

resources. It vras confusing and unnecessary norr that sixty per cent 

of pupils were in comprehensive schools, 

The feasabili ty studies had demonstrated clearly that it -.ras 

possible to design a syllabus for the ability range of G.C.E. and C.S.E. 

candidates. Mr. Evans stated that it 1-ras interesting to note that the 

raucous opposition to the proposals came from those people vho had 

little or no experience of examining over the ability range being 

considered and had seldom had to face upto the difficulties of 

operating a dual system ~~thin the schools. 

He felt that the justification for a dual system ~rould become 

extremely tenuous as the years went by and particularly after 1981 

when it ~'as estimated ninety per cent of secondary school children 

"'ould be in comprehensive schools. 

Thus did the neFspaper sting Hith its tail, in the final deli very 

those hoping to conserve the aspects of the British education which 

vere enshrined in G.C.E. Ordinary level. 

In these fifteen years betveen firm attempts to initiate the 

single system and the actual introduction of the common examination at 

sixteen a very complex situation arose "1-'hich in effect froze progress. 

Clearly those 'frozen years' are a key component of the evolution of 

the eventual General Certificate of Secondary Education. 

Because a whole generation had grown up ~~th strong feelings 

towards Ordinary level the substitution for it was always going to be 

difficult. In many 1-rays it had been popular and had exceeded all 

expectations. Deep down, most people knew that it was outdated. For 

business and industry it ,,,as a widely accepted fact that a continual 
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process of development and improvement ,,ras necessary. This 1.rould have 

to apply to education also. Unfortunately tne emotional hallmark of 

Ordinary level, its 'gold rating' at a time when the currency of 

English education had a worsening exchange rate, made people reluctant 

to trade it in. It Fas doubts about the direction of the whole 

secondary system which made difficult a decision vhich at other times 

might have been easier. That trace of doubt remained for the fifteen 

'frozen years'. For many it Fould not disappear for a further fifteen, 

after the examination's introduction. Another important consideration 

·vas that the incoming system appeared to many to be basically quite 

sound and it was therefore not a true reflection of its value that it 

"1-ras deferred for so long. 

It was to be eight years later that this debate came to the 

surface. Wittingly or un~~ttingly, for he is a person of massive 

internal preponderances, Sir Keith Joseph possibly eventually succeeded 

in convincing some doubters about the exchange. He highlighted the 

weaknesses of the existing system and slowly put together a dramatic 

nel,.T alternative, using existing proposals and creating some extra ones. 

By 1984 Fhen this proposal "!-Tas for some organizations well forward, one 

article in a daily neFspaper stated that, 

'If Mrs. Thatcher's antipathy to the education 

service is to be believed he ~~11 have a job 

persuading her that he has not "gone native". ' ( 6) 

The leading article follo¥ing his 'Sheffield speech' in January 

1984 (?)detailed the highlight on the Feaknesses of the existing system. 

(6) T.N., 7th January, 1984, p.2. 

(7) T.N., 7th January, 1984, p.9. 
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It revealed that the Department of Education and Science was known as 

'the Fhi te man's grave south of the river': yet Sir Keith Hho arrived 

as Secretary of State in 1981 had refused to succumb. The bulk of 

his speech was devoted to the question 'Y.rhat was education for?'. 

The answer was a matter of urgency since by the Summer he y,rould have 

to end a long period of uncertainty by determining the configuration 

of the nev sixteen plus examination. 

It maintained that Sir Keith had a quality rare in public life 

- an ability, almost a compulsion, to parade his short-comings; for he 

had admitted the previous day that, originally, on his arrival at the 

Department of illiucation and Science he had underestimated the difficulty 

of lifting standards. More than two years of reading inspectors' 

reports had shown that much of what pupils were asked to learn was 

'clutter' - a sentiment that would be echoed by many an anxious parent 

'-''Orried by failure of the state system to provide the skills of learning 

~rhich they wished their progeny to acquire. The remedy which Sir 

Keith proposed 1--ras hro-fold - to raise eighty to ninety per cent of 

all pupils to at least C.S.E. grade four, the level now achieved by 

pupils of average ability in individual subjects; and also to devise a 

system whereby the absolute and not just the relative attainment of a 

pupil could be gauged by examination. It •'ould be of great value to 

parents, employers and universities if a results sheet indicated not 

just a young person's position relative to his or her peers but whether 

he or she could read, comprehend and communicate, set a historical 

event in context or perceive a pattern in scientific data. He 

believed devising such a system could prove immensely taxing. 

Compounding the difficulty vrere the many purposes for which the 

sixteen plus y,ras being introduced. However it was constructed, whether 
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it remained a two-tier process or a merger of Ordinary level and C.S.E9 

it had to provide the evaluation needed at one end by the university 

admissions tutor, and the prospective employer of the sixteen year old 

at the other. 

The speech had obviously been designed to express his sincere 

feelings. It contained very important notions. Going from 'clutter' 

to success for ninety per cent stretches the imagination and 

expectation of even the best Fell-1-risher. The fairness of gauging 

the absolute attainment -vas obviously a good hinge-point. Furthermore, 

a hint at a certificate which 1-ras also a record of achievement (or 

Fere employers supposed to be acquainted with subject and grade 

criteria?) was innovatory in a major speech. All-in-all devising such 

a system could, indeed prove taxing; but Fere not the covers about to 

be pulled off a similarly-finished product? The newspaper obviously 

thought so, but not before asking him to think twice about the whole 

idea. For an agonizer this 1-rould only make matters worse. 

Nevertheless the newspaper 1-rarned Sir Keith to be"rare of the 

pendulum swinging too far from the system 1-rhich differentiated between 

abilities. He vould also be acutely aware that a minister of education 

was the custodian and paymaster of some thirteen billion pounds, of a 

service over ""rhich he has no real control. The experience had added 

to his reputation as an agonizer. In the final analysis it was the 

quality of the teachers that counted. If that were lacking, sensible 

direction from national or local government and adequate funds could 

be of little effect. Sir Keith, to his credit, was concerned about 

that too. He had returned the previous day to the need for education 

authorities to be able to sack 'dud' teachers from a profession from 

where they could do such disproportionate harm. The newspaper warned 
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that unless he ended the absurd distinction behreen the mechanisms 

for determining the pay of teachers and the conditions of service, 

enshrined in the Remuneration of Teachers Act he would probably be 

condemned to •Tinging his hands vainly on this crucial issue. 

It thought that Sir Keith's spell in 'the TArhite man's grave' 

Hould be remembered for his decision on the sixteen plus and his 

management of the education service in a period of financial austerity. 

He had said the previous day that the system "'as standing at a 

watershed. Whether or not decline or regeneration waited across the 

divide vould not be knovn for some years. The issue would turn 

largely but not vholly on teacher quality. Without improvement there, 

rejigging examinations, revising curricula and a host of more or less 

administrative reforms would be to no avail.(?) 

If Sir Keith thought that he was clearing his thoughts with the 

speech, the ne·vspaper 1-ras just as quickly filling them up for him. 

Ho•'ever, it serves to indicate the apparent near-intractability of the 

problem - 1--'hich "'as being attacked over those fifteen years (and more) 

by similar such sniper shots as 'duds', 'bored silly', 'beatings', 

'part-time •·'orkers', 'valueless qualifications' and many other 

emotive terms. 

Nevertheless, Sir Keith, feeling that he had now won over the 

population "~th his threat to remove the 'duds' who were no longer 

creating 'bored silly pupils' - less than six months later - he nearly 

came to the first of many 'final' decisions that the sixteen plus 

1-'0uld go ahead. The ne1-rspaper headline ran, 'New certificate to 

(7) ~, 7th January, 1984, p.9. 
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replace Ordinary level and C.S.E. examinations'. (8 ) One wonders Hhy 

the ne"'spaper typesetters bothered to change the typeface from 

fourteen years previously. The article gave 'nearly full marks for 

Sir Keith'. It then continued by nearly congratulating him; it would 

not go fully into congratulations in case the run of events -,rent 

badly. Nevertheless it thought that headteachers, examiners, essay 

markers and blackboard-scratchers vould breathe a sigh of relief that 

Sir Keith had decided to introduce a single system for examination at 

sixteen plus. Also breathing a sigh there would be such representatives 

of that important band of customers, the employers, the Confederation 

of British Industry and the Engineering Employers Federation. The 

universities, neutral in the contest, had for the most part stood 

aloof, a significant silence in this particular connection. The only 

group likely to feel seriously troubled by the announcement would be 

amongst that relatively disregarded and voiceless other category of 

customers, the parents. 

Many of them it 1-ras felt regarded the C.S.E. as an almost 

valueless qualification in terms of employment prospects. The 

nevspaper quoted a then recent survey t,rhich sho-,red one third of parents 

thought it a waste of time. Ordinary level "ras recognized every-,rhere 

as the hard currency and ambitious parents did not want to see the 

standards, that it represented, compromised or confused. 

The ne.,rspaper thought that Sir Keith's plan ought to be judged 

on "'hether it threatened to cloud the assessment of important standards. 

The scale of educational attainment was so "ride that any attempt to 

impose ~dentical syllabuses and identical examination papers would be 

(8) ~. 21st June, 1984, p.lJ. 
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bound to be unfair to pupils at one end of the scale or the other. 

Sir Keith had been at pains the previous day to allay fears that the 

new system would operate in any such crude fashion or that it would be 

based on any misconceived idea that the cause of equality was served by 

obscuring evidence l·rhich betrayed unequal attainment. (8 ) 

If the reality of standards related to Higher Education was 

threatened by the change, the universities t.rould have made more 

protest. The nevspaper here vas inferring that the framework for the 

new examination must have maintained some Ordinary level standards, 

otherv~se the universities, representing the standard required for the 

Ordinary level portion of matriculation would have made more protest at 

a drop in standards. They, indeed, were responsible for much of the 

higher Ordinary level grading through Oxford, Cambridge and the Joint 

Matriculation Board. 

Thus, if the dangers of the change could be avoided there were 

great advantages in a single system. It was unfair on late developers 

that children vere effectively divided into sheep and goats as early as 

fourteen. The concentration on an academic approach and intensive 

study of a limited number of subjects was as cramping to the 

development of Ordinary level as the non-academic bias of C.S.E. 

courses was limited to the rest. There was more to the concept of 

quality than the special qualities needed for Higher Education. 

Hovrever, the article "~<ras not really recommending a change to a 

single examination, but doing what newspapers enjoy most; it was 

recommending to the person responsible that he should be forthright 

and take a decision -yet at the same time it was covering itself 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
(8) T.N., 21st June, 1984, p.lJ. 
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against the decision proving at a later date to be wrong. All 

ne•rspapers like to boast that they w·ere right or, 'as it 1-ras pointed 

out in this column several months ago'. Rarely, however, do they 

admit to being vrrong and say 'as 1,re 1-Tongly pointed out in this 

column'. Hence errors or apologies generally appear in obscure parts 

of nevspapers. Thus it "ras that having persuaded Sir Keith, if he even 

read that nevspaper, that the universities seemed to be giving a tacit 

agreement, and so also were the employers, nevertheless he should not 

be too hasty. For the article had a converse argument also. 

It stated that the misgivings remained real and the distinctions 

betFeen Ordinary level and C.S.E. in the public mind were so firmly 

established that it would have been wrong to hide it. The Ordinary 

level end of the new system would be administered by the G.C.E. boards 

who would remain responsible for their standards on national criteria 

while the authorities administering C.S.E. "!Arould continue to be 

responsible for the other end of the scale. It would be up <othem in 

concert to give substance to the idea of a joint syllabus and a real 

continuum of achievement, and to seek in time to demonstrate in 

practice that the disparity of esteem was unfounded. 

Thus it was that 'the thinker', Sir Keith Joseph combined his 

'duds', 'part-timers' and their useless qualifications with his new 

suggestions for a framework for schools in the January; by June he 

announced that education had entered a new era. Yet the attacks on 

teachers and on the system had been so plausibly delivered that 

problems remained - especially since it seemed to be true that the 

issue turned on teacher quality, so constantly criticized. 

Certainly there were built-in-problems with trying to alter the 
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climate of the education service and to alter the equipment for 

measuring it, both at the same time. Sir Keith had already tried to 

explain that his key target was to bring more pupils upto the level of 

C.S.E. Grade four, across the curriculum. There are two ways of 

looking at this suggestion. One way is that it is ambitious to bring 

upto 90% of the school population (for many of whom formal examination 

was never meant) upto average performance level in a range of subjects. 

If this target vere not reached - and the problems of simply teaching 

v'i. thout disturbance in the schools, then, v-rere massive - 1-rould 

secondary education have failed yet again? Would it not be better to 

open the scope of certification for all levels to the growing 

movement of profiled records of achievement in order that non-academic 

and personality factors could be included along with formal results on 

a comprehensively descriptive document? The other way of looking at 

Sir Keith's statement is to dismiss it, since grade four was 

supposedly 1vrorthless' anyway. The latter response is of course more 

cynical. One thing Sir Keith was determined to do was to reduce the 

number of pupils being judged as failures. Making them all achieve 

grade four C.S.E., some might say, could do just the opposite, and 

produce more failures in many people's minds. Sir Keith had stated 

that the existing examination system did not tell employers or anyone 

else vThether a pupil could do specific tasks such as calculate 

percentages in mathematics or understand the split-infinitive in 

English. 

The employer, in fact, probably wanted his infinitives to be 

split. More importantly, most employers had been pursued for years in 

an attempt to link them with the education service. The endless range 

of their brains had been picked, also, in an attempt to find out what 
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they Fanted of the school-leaver. The most consistent response came as 

a snipe, Fhen not requested, that school leavers were innumerate and 

illiterate. The employers, then, presumably knocked back another 

1-rhisky and Hhimsically reflected that they had left school at fourteen 

for the real "~-'Orld and that Fas why they had got on! The statements 

issued by differing employers' bodies ¥ere often confusing. In 

1983(9) a group of prominent businessmen stated a need for radical 

change in school curricula. In 1984(lO) the Institute of Directors 

claimed that employers did not 1-rant a change in the examinations 

system. In 1981 (ll) a serious gap "'as discovered behreen employers' 

stated needs and the actual demands of the job. The year before a 

survey had shown that employers were satisfied 1-d. th their school

leavers. (l2) That same year, 1981, (l3) hov-rever, an article had 

indicated that poor attenders were better at finding jobs. Most 

ominously in 1974, as if to confirm teachers' 0oubts, it was discovered 

in a survey that early leavers were quite successful on the job 

market.C14) The implications of these last two does not bear thinking 

about! However, the one overriding theme is that employers' opinions 

are many and varied; and so also is the influence of examination 

documentation on the employment opportunities of young people. 

Therefore, to try to gear entirely the education system to the Forld 

of -vrork could be quite hazardous. 

Sir Keith continued in his explanation that pupils were able to 

(9) ~. 9th January, 1983, p.3. 

(10) T.E.S., 22nd February, 1984, p.3. 

(ll) T.E.S., 12th June, 1981, p.6. 

(12) T.N., 19th August, 1980, p.4. 

(13) T.N., llth September, 1981, p.l3. 

(14) T.E.S., 26th July, 1974, p.3. 
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obtain a pass ~~thout sho~~ng certain basic knowledge. Therefore, 

Fhen trying to judge standards and to improve them it '"as not possible 

to be precise about what J-Tas meant by them. A grade criteria furore 

had come to the surface in the newspaper on the eleventh of September 

1981 with an attack on the Government's proposals by a leading 

professor, (lJ) four days before the appointment as Secretary of State 

of Sir Keith Joseph. During 1981 the normal simmerings about education 

,.~thin the Cabinet had being going on 1-d th hints that a radical 

change in the secondary curriculum Yas imminent. Whilst Sir Keith 

~·ras still removing the eggs from his suit, as Industry Secretary, the 

atmosphere ;.ras changing. The Schools Council, having already been 

restrained had caught the vdnd of change in Government attitudes. 

With pique the Schools Council replied that 'any new examination which 

it did not control' vrould be scrapped within ten years. (l5) The 

Council was right about an imminent scrap~ing - but ;.dthin its own 

walls, and sooner than expected! 

Those years from 1981 to 1984 alloved these early thoughts to 

ferment. In his Sheffield speech of 1984, Sir Keith 1·ras continuing to 

'build up' confidence in education. He felt that the people of Britain 

ought to be dissatisfied with the standards expected and achieved in 

their public examinations at sixteen plus. If they considered what 

their children and young people had it in them to achieve; if they 

considered the challenge of the world into l•rhich they were going, then 

the examination standards were far from impressive. Continuing the 

theme of criteria for grades, was the similar theme of defining the 

(13) T.N., llth September, 1981, p.lJ. 

(15) T.E.S., Jrd April, 1981, p.6. 
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curriculum for pupils from five to sixteen years. He wanted everyone 

to knov-r vrhat children should be achieving at different ages. (l
6) He 

did not believe that this could be done overnight and said it would be 

achieved over the kind of longer period in which educational advance 

had ahrays been made in Britain. 

It is no wonder that Mrs. Thatcher might think that he had 'gone 

native'; Sir Keith even invited the teachers and their unions to take 

part in talking on reform. If he actually meant talking ,,d_ th himself 

this was indeed a breakthrough. After one of the, by then, ritual pay 

and conditions battles, an independent arbitration body had concluded 

that teachers' unions and any Government of the day had lost the 

barest skill of dialogue. 

Many people have associated the Sheffield speech with a major 

breakthrough in education. Even the dismissal of the Schools Council, 

for some, may have been seen as a correcting procedure in helping to 

reassert the target of education. However, it Yas the Schools Council 

and similar groups which had kept up the momentum of investigation into 

the curriculum throughout the 1970s. Indeed it was later seen that it 

'"as that section (for Curriculum) of the Schools Council, which the 

Council's Joint Examinations Committee tried to silence or ignore, 

that had had the most far-reaching brief. 

An article revealed(l?) that the Governing Council of the Schools 

Council had resolved by sixty four votes to one that there should be a 

single examination system at age sixteen plus. Equally interestingly 

the nev-rspaper continued by adding that the Schools Council hcid 

(16) T.N., 7th January, 1984, p.l. 

(17) T~E.S., 19th September, 1975, p.l. 
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sponsored a series of feasibility studies with the G.C.E. and C.S.E. 

examination boards to see if examinations could be set which tested, 

at one time, high flyers and those v.rho scrape low grades in C .S.E. 

The snags were the same as those v.rhich already existed in the 

hro separate examination systems; hov.rever the expertise was available 

to get round most difficulties, The teachers seemed to have been more 

enthusiastic than the examination experts, and the C.S.E. boards more 

eager to go straight ahead than the G. C. E. boards. Ox bridge had 

reservations. The grammar school lobby repeatedly referred to the 

shortcomings of experimental examinations for the brightest examinees, 

More disquieting v.rere the questions about the effect of the 

necessary changes in examination techniques on syllabuses and choice 

of classroom activities likely to be conducive to success, 

The newspaper's use of the word 'disquieting' was an under

statement. The word couli here be compared to the seismic shudders 

which sometimes occur in isolation well in advance of a major 

earthquake. 

The article felt that it was not clear how far syllabuses had 

been trimmed in certain subjects to establish a common body of 

examinable material, but there must have been anxiety about the 

possible back"~~<rash effect on the curriculum. 

The Joint Examinations subcommittee had been adamant about it 

being teacher controlled examinations and great weight had been given 

to the availability of mode Three forms of examination and teacher 

assessment in association ""~th more traditional techniques. The 

examination bodies were much less happy than the teachers. Examination 

bodies had long and painful experience of human 1-reakness and the 

propensity of pupils (and teachers) to cheat if they had the 
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opportunity. The boards maintained overall fairness and security. 

The public at large also placed high value on the examinations system 

as an independent check on schools. 

Mode Three examining had flourished and so had the trust and 

confidence built up by the external examining system of long standing 

and great probity. There 1-ras a risk of forgetting that professional 

freedom was counting on that element of public trust. The Secretary of 

State's responsibility was to ensure that public examinations never 

turned into private ones. Any general extension of teacher assessment 

would have placed more importance on the standard of external moderation 

required to regulate it. 

By insisting on a single examination system instead of a single 

examination the subcommittee had left open the door for examination 

papers which explicitly distinguished betvreen more and less advanced 

candidates in subjects like mathematics and modern languages. That 

vras an important distinction: one that many teachers would prefer not 

to have to make, but without it the technical difficulties would 

threaten to overwhelm the whole system. The grading system followed 

logically from recently-introduced Ordinary level grades and the 

existing C.S.E. system. Ho1-rever, there were administrative issues; 

and there vrere some people, probably, who pretended that once the 

Secretary of State had ruled on the main issues, suitable 

ad.ministrati ve issues 1..rould evolve. 

'f~e. reporl:: !>e..c2. ,...-c2d b ~d& res.s. rYle)s(- probl"" ~s. il1e. Sc.ltod.s Co<.Jnc-;( 

reflected the consensus of opinion of schools. A marriage of G.C.E. 

and C.S.E. made more sense for comprehensive schools, the article 

maintained, than the maintenance of two separate systems rooted in a 

segregated secondary system. 
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Perhaps the article had touched on a basic ra•r truth here. It 

may -.rell have made sense to have a common system for comprehensive 

schools but for those '''ho did not Fant comprehensive schools the 

sixteen plus may Yell have seemed to be a common enemy. 

The article asked that given the over-riding objective of 

creating a more open system ¥hich carried a larger group forl>'ard t.ri th 

exceptions of success, -vras it either necessary or desirable to fasten 

a grade upon everyone at sixteen (except the hapless minority designated 

as misfits '·'hose label '''ould be that they got no label at all). 

The Whole Curriculum Project had been forced to consider 

questions like those and had reached certain ans-.rers; but the Joint 

Examinations Committee had been prevented from doing so by their terms 

of reference. To them the Whole Curriculum 'merchants' were just an 

irritating diversion. 

The newspaper felt that it "''as by no means clear that the sixteen 

plus vas the kind of examination that was really Yanted. It was not 

crystal clear that l•'hat ,.,as needed v'as an all embracing examination 

vrhich could discriminate bett.reen individuals arranging everyone in 

finely judged rank order. 

The point vhich is being brought out here is that criterion

referenced grades on a leavers' certificate maintain the concept that 

people have different abilities and the rank order of Ordinary level 

and C.S.E. is perpetuated more subtly; vhereas a progressively 

profiled leavers' certificate is more able to break through the 

barrier, that academic skill and craft skill are simply different skills 

and only history has made one seem better than the other. Some might 

say that the former system is elitist and that the latter system is 

egalitarian, Hol>rever, if academic achievement has quality in its own 
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right "''hY should it not be able to 'hold its own' even on a 

sophisticated record of achievement '-'hich might give much room to 

the other types of skills - the exact skills of personality, 

sociability and adaptability '·rhich are immediately applicable to 

employment. 

In returning to the article, a significant conclusion ¥as 

being reached. It ,,,as thought that certain people would have liked 

the examinations system to do a different job (perhaps at a different 

age) of making sure that certain levels of competence and mastery 

'\-•ere being generally achieved. But "•hatever viel<• might be taken of 

these content matters, the short answer ¥as that these had been 

treated as closed questions. By not asking them the subcommittee had 

made their task easier and had rocked the boat less; but if they Nere 

not going to ask them "rho would? 

In reality, if the educational world 1-rere not yet ready for the 

G.C.S.E. it "ras certainly not ready for the combined record of 

achievement. A question could be asked l<rhether the profiled record of 

achievement 1-•ould have been too much change too quickly; or should the 

mood for change have been used to make 'the big push'? Unfortunately 

the records of achievement might have been seen to be too egalitarian, 

even too socialist. Therefore, although the Conservative government 

had created the atmosphere for change that particular change was 

probably too much to ask, A government less committed to preserving 

aspects of the 'status quo' might have found it an easier task. 

One problem "rhich arose here, however, ¥as that these newer 
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concepts came at a time vhen education v.ras under heavy fire. In 

October of the previousyeqr(l<t~~)Sir Keith Joseph had been delivering his 

ov.~ bombardment. He had recently issued a handbill for distribution 

on what for him must have been the uncomfortable but fashionable 

pre-election 'v.ralkabout' and 'meet the people'. The leaflet mentioned 

'the giant menace of inflation'. In fact inflation was not the real 

menace, for his philosophies. He believed that a 'bigger, more 

damaging ogre stalks the land in the form of fanatical socialism and 

in the decline in standards of education and behaviour and the 

weakening of the family'. (l8 ) The newspaper explained that private 

reading and family life vere an integral part of that public man's 

personality. He drew deeply from the two in formulating his philosophy 

on life in general and Conservatism in particular. He believed that 

the simple, single, wrong idea of the Conservatives' opponents which 

presented a greater danger to Britain than even inflation was the idea 

that the State knew best and that the private citizen seeking his own 

interests within the la1<r 1-ras immoral. 

The article maintained that Sir Keith's most difficult task 

when expounding his theories was the fact that the opposite idea (of 

Marxism) "'as easy to grasp whereas the contrary arguments (of the 

Conservative party) t,•hile no less powerful "''ere more difficult to 

comprehend, especially in the atmosphere that ,..as then prevailing. 

His failure to spread the Conservative doctrine, he blamed not only on 

himself but on other politicians within his party. His public 

performances "'ere spiced "~<ri th buoyancy but, it 1-ras claimed, he 

veered to1-rards pessimism in private. He erroneously admitted guilt, 

(18) T.N., Jrd October, 1974, p.4. 
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thought the newspaper; a thing 1''hich harl never been regarded as a 

virtue in politics. Thus his tendency to self-criticism 1-ras not thought 

to be a 'plus' in the corridors of po1-rer. 

He arlmi tted that he used to 1''orship the bulldozer and go to bed 

happy that he had given the 'go-ahearl' for yet another block of flats. 

Later, more currently he harl realized that he ¥as destroying communities. 

He told his constituents at his adoption meeting in Leeds that they had 

indeed chosen a keen young man; but harl he not seemed inexperienced. 

When first they had chosen him, he had said, both he and they 

disagreed about almost everything. As the years had gone by they had 

got closer together. What he had in those days 1-•as booklearning; what 

they harl v•as life experience; bit by bit he had come to see the 

booklearning in the light of the judgement of life. 

Such honesty and sincerity is, in fact, overpowering. From a 

man of his intellect this t-ras surely a 'cri de coeur', not political 

speechmaking. Such total truthfulness could be considered to be naive; 

and to some people naivety in a high-ranking politician raises 

suspicions. Seventeen days later he did just that. A leader article 

on page one(l9) stated that the previous day Sir Keith had denied that 

his major speech in Birmingham had been intended as a bid for 

leadership of the Conservative party. Sir Keith's comments about 

birth control and its application among socio-economic groups four and 

five had sparked off a tinderbox of reaction, most of it hostile. He 

had admitted the previous day that he had been naive and should have 

devoted a separate speech to the subject. Even the content of his 

admission was over-frank for a politician trying to get his party to 

(19) T.N., 20th October, 1974, p.l. 
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poHer, Yet the admission was only one side of the emotions which vere 

to come out; for he explained that the speech had been for the 

moralization of Britain and had been widely misinterpreted as an 

attempt to s•~ng the party to the right. 

He ,.rent on to set the educational scene against the social 

backcloth. Real incomes had risen beyond what anyone had dreamed of 

a generation ago; so had educational budgets and welfare budgets, 

delinquency, truancy, vandalism, hooliganism, illiteracy and •ri th it 

came the decline in educational standards, Some secondary schools in 

Britain's cities were dominated by groups operating extortion rackets 

against small children. Teenage pregnancies were rising; so were 

drunkenness, sex offences and crimes of sadism. 

He knew that some universities had been constrained to lower 

their standards for entrants from comprehensives, discriminating 

against the more talented because they came from grammar or independent 

schools. 

Therefore since those universities were financed directly by 

taxpayers only a minority of "'rhom would have access to them it ¥as 

the right of the public to pass judgement on hm,r money was spent. He 

felt it 1-·as the right of all to question in the light of experience 

the rapid expansion of uni versi ties. When young people ,.,ere taken 

away from their home milieu in late adolescence, cro¥ded together in 

age groups l·ri th diminished parental and adult influence and the social 

disciplines which the need to earn a living imposes, was it surprising 

that their late adolescent rebelliousness should feed itself and seek 

ideological rationalisations; left-"!Jing ideology was so convenient for 

that purpose; it required little knowledge and less analytical thought, 

just a compendium of all-purpose phraseology. 
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He felt that many 1-rould, no doubt, grow out of this when they 

left for the 1-rorld of Fork, but not all. Some would carry on an 

extended adolescence as teachers in schools, polytechnics and 

universities. Some abused their power and authority to urge 'liberation 

from the trammels of outmoded family life': but 1,rhat had been the 

result? Drugs, drunkenness, teenage pregnancies, vandalism, 'drifting' 

- then given ne"' names but basically vagrancy. 

If Sir Keith thought that teachers were busy producing all of 

this it is no vonder they could devote little time to his educational 

standards. Thus it vas, nevertheless, that within hrelve months of 

that occasion vhen the Whole Curriculum Committee was suggesting their 

particular viev of a more liberal examination qualification, their 

striker hit a cracked bell. This was in spite of the fact that some 

of the concepts which they had suggested >-rere to be picked up again 

later and used by Sir Keith. 

It was in fact in the following year that the Whole Curriculum 

Committee's suggestions came to the surface in a newspaper article.C2o) 

The readers were informed that a major revision in style and purpose 

of examination in secondary schools had been proposed in a report from 

a committee of the Schools Council that week. 'The Whole Curriculum 

13 - 16' called for a system of assessment that would not perpetuate 

the divisions in the curriculum between academic and non-academic 

pupils. The committee believed that what was increasingly required in 

the fourteen to sixteen age range of secondary schools was not so much 

terminal measures of achievement to be used for selection purposes, as 

the kinds of assessment which provided teachers, parents and pupils 

(20) T.E.S., 5th September, 1975. 
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,1_ th guida.'1ce. It v-ranted every pupil to be given a documentary 

record of its attainments, interests and aspirations on leaving school. 

Examination boards should Niden their responsibilities to validate 

these documents and offer a comprehensive assessment service to replace 

the present system of examination at sixteen plus, 

Then came the ice-clear logic to reappear years later in 

'=tssessments that differentiate betveen different kinds of achievement 

rather than different levels. If the criteria of educational 

achievement l•rere ">idened, it vras stated, more pupils l•rould enjoy a 

sense of personal achievement. The selective function of examinations 

at sixteen had hampered attempts to establish a more liberally-

conceived curriculum. But the importance of these as entry 

qualifications to higher education would be reduced if proposals for 
•V-

broadening the sixth form curriculum (the proposals for Normal and 
aoa.) 

Fu~ther) were accepted. 

The report came out against the common system of examining at 

sixteen plus then being considered by the Schools Council. 

Thus, the Whole Curriculum Committee's proposals "'ere so radical 

that they were seen as an automatic threat to attempts to establish a 

common sixteen plus; but that "ras partly because of the then prevailing 

attitudes of the examination boards, of the organizers of sixth forms 

and of the administrators of Higher Education. 

For all the Whole Curriculum Committee of the Schools Council 

seemed 'out of line: many of its suggestions have since taken place. 

Besides the suggestions that have taken place there may well be others, 

not currently acceptable. Of these latter some may have served to 

indicate 1-1here the future direction lay. 

The Committee believed that the sixteen plus 1-rould do nothing to 

(2<..?.:0 T;p,e..s t(.;:lh.- ~bo" s ... ,ple(ke.of £"/~ Tv(~JI"'\""T<f-p.J. 
f. £. &. bt; N 0". I "l 7 3 i 0 (, : I 3 I!. . "' ov. 1"1 7 It I ("- <r 
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raise morale of one quarter of all pupils who left school without 

paper qualifications. It believed a pupil who had completed a course 

of secondary education should be offered a documentary record to that 

effect. The record should include evidence of attempts in mathematics 

and language, refer to achievements in additional courses, pupils' 

extra-curricular activities and also their contribution to school 

life. Discovery learning and ne~,r aims for education which included 

such things as moral behaviour, social sensitivity and the spread of 

individual learning, required ne,,r approaches to assessment. Those net<r 

techniques should help the teacher to teach better and to educate the 

pupil to assess himself. 

The Working Party avoided any prescription for the curriculum 

but said instead that there needed to be more consultation between 

teachers, parents, pupils and society at large about the aims of 

education. Teachers should take the final decision, but the curriculum 

ought to be formed by a social compact or educational covenant between 

all interested groups. Though there was room for local variations in 

emphasis, the principles of this covenant should include a respect for 

pupils as persons and an entitlement of all children to an education 

'1-rhich made available the 1-ridest range of knowledge and skills possible, 

equipped them for a job and Further Education, and treated them as 

responsible partners. Parents, they felt, had a right to be consulted 

in any decision affecting a child's future, particularly where course 

options 1-rere involved. Teachers were the mainspring for curricular 

improvement and all teachers were entitled to contribute to decisions 

about a school's aims and policy. Teachers were entitled to have their 

expertise recognized t<rhen they offered advice to parents. The 

reconciliation of vie,,rs although involving conflict and being time-
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consuming might be possible, if explained in terms of the particular 

relevance to peculiarities of teaching and learning rather than 

general propositions held to be true in all circumstances. The 

curriculum was a matter for negotiation, not prescription. Mr. J. 

Hipkin, secretary to the Working Party said also that the curriculum 

should not be regarded as the exclusive province of professional 

innovators. Mr. Hipkin, vho Has at that time the director of the 

Advisory Centre for Education in Cambridge, said of the common system 

of examining at sixteen plus that he believed it to be a false trail. 

It 1•'ould be out of date before it l·Tas ratified. The report shifted 

the focus for curriculum development from the Schools Council to the 

schools, ~~th the Schools Council taking a supportive role. 

It has been stated that attitudes '1-rhich prevailed at the time of 

the Whole Curriculum report made the report seem to be a threat. One 

of the groups affected by the report was the examining bodies. It is 

nec~ssary to go back twenty-five years to consider their position. In 

1951 Fhen the G.C.E. first appeared as a single subject examination 

instead of the old School Certificate (requiring passes in a group of 

subjects) it was based on the belief that individual children had 

different aptitudes, that "~>'hat the schools taught should match these 

aptitudes and provide for these differences. The 1944 Act inferred 

the right of each child to be educated according to age, ability and 

aptitude. This was for some eventually interpreted as being in 

separate institutions. Even so, from thenceforth examination boards 

would have to reflect child variability rather than to set examinations 

and expect children to match up to them; examination boards would respond 
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to the schools rather than schools to the boards. The schools would 

also have to shape the curriculum to suit the child. The system would 

nor.r centre on the schools and the examination boards would service 

them. 

An increased range of subjects would be available from vhich 

most children could at some point be guided in order to maintain 

balance - this vas an early principle. That, hov,rever, ,.,as simply the 

curriculum. For examination purposes, it v.ras for the top twenty per 

cent that the preparations r.rere going on. It was considered that 

this percentage could obtain five passes in Ordinary level. In other 

,,rords, traces of the old School Certificate principle laid the 

foundation for examinable groups in the nerr secondary schools. Even 

so, the single subjects in allowing for individual talents v,rould allow 

for a differentiating curriculum and a cluster of passes in certain 

subjects was probably not the essential philosophy - even though 

eventually it did come down to the same thing for the child of grammar 

school ability. The secondary modern children 1.orould not have to suffer 

the same fate of being tied to past traditions. They would not have to 

vork towards targets set from outside the schools by external examining 

bodies. The third component of the tripartite system was the technical 

schools l·'hich lay somer-rhere between the other two. 

From the start the G.C.E. appeared to make its own pace as a 

single subject (not School Certificate-style) examination. The fact 

that the universities appeared to control major decision in Ordinary 

level policy, especially with two leading boards being based in Oxford 

and Cambridge, reinforced the system. London University and the Joint 

Matriculation Board cemented this structure. A popular board in 

Further Education colleges was the Associated Examining Board especially 
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since they offered Engineering, Technical Drawing and Commerce, upto 

Advanced level also. The Associated Examining Board had an individual 

slot in this system. It maintained the esteem of Ordinary level 

standards for technical and vocational subjects; and it was independent 

of any university. 

Very quickly this ne,,. Ordinary level examination, far from being 

mainly an avenue of approach to Advanced level and university, had a 

much '·rider impact. Industry and commerce used it as their own 

matriculation. HoFever as if to reinforce the cyclic nature of 

education it was the five subject pass ( vhich was similar to the 

School Certificate) that became the most common statement of eligibility 

for different institutions. This then became a psychological challenge 

for many. The secondary modern schools also picked up this gauntlet. 

The 1944 Act type of equality was to be approached through the back 

door for the secondary modern schools by allowing their pupils to take 

the G.C.E. Ordinary level, originally deemed for the grammar pupils. 

Thus, those from secondary modern, denied access to grammars, took and 

passed the same examination. At first this was looked on patronisingly, 

even ,,rj_ th "'rarmth by those who felt comfortable in the tripartite system. 

It soon turned to the glo"'ring l,.Tarmth of embarrassment, however, as the 

better streams of the secondary modern schools produced better results 

than the lowest streams of the grammar schools. Thus equality by 

access to the same examination ¥as changing to a different concept in 

some people's minds - equality of access to institutions i.e. the 

comprehensive school. This latter "'ras, of course, attacked unceasingly 

from every angle and from the highest sections of the hierarchy in a 

way "'rhich the tripartite system had only suffered to a minor degree in 

its later years. Although Ordinary level had, then, taken on different 
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purposes for different people it still allowed many pupils an 

opportunity Fhich had not been intended for them. Other political, 

social and economic factors raged on throughout the decades whilst the 

examination retained some stability. 

The examination successes of the secondary modern pupils raised 

the question of a suitable alternative for those not able to take 

Ordinary level, in the secondary modern schools. The original target 

group and presentation of the Ordinary level, the fact that many more 

streams of secondary modern pupils "'ere attempting with, now, gro1-ring 

failures, helped the movement of attitudes towards a different 

examination. Parents, pupils and teachers no"' wanted little of the 

secondary modern freedom from the established contract. There was 

demand for stimulation 1-ri thin the school combined with the external 

acceptance of the terminal certificate. The Chamber of Commerce, the 

City and Guilds and the Union of Educational Institutes had covered 

and provided for the educational demand; but conversely, in those 

early 1960s, vocational education had low esteem and the Ordinary level 

style academic examination meant success for many. Local Proficiency 

Certificates Fere devised and authenticated locally. Eventually the 
C~o!>> 

Beloe report in 1962 carried the mood of many in the educational world. 

It recommended that a nel·' examination should be introduced. It was to 

live side-by-side "rith Ordinary level and to be devised by teachers. 

A subject-orientated, single-subject theme '~-'as retained. There also 

still had to be a target group. This l-'as the notional forty per cent 

below the Ordinary level twenty per cent; thus sixty per cent of the 

secondary school population '~-'as provided for. There was still little 

enthusiasm for the idea that the missing forty per cent had skills 

that were different from those to be examined in a traditional 
(l,Ob} S.~-=o,.J.or'J sd.<)o<.. ~v",.....-,.,~.:o .. ; at~ /i.--. t::·<·E.('f3e_loc· fl~ori<) 

1-{".11..( .o. t'tt.o 
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examination. The fact that many of that forty per cent ¥ould not 

work properly for the C.S.E. reinforced the idea that by low-grading 

a certain proportion, credence is given to those 1-rho pass well, that 

is, that the lm.r-achieving pupil, does so, vilfully, not wishing to 

take part; or so hopelessly, with so few human, recordable, positive 

aspects that they are inwardly dead. 

The Certificate of Secondary Education brought in the new idea 

of a no pass-fail concept 1.orhereby even ungraded went onto the 

certificate: in Ordinary level no grade vas given below a certain 

level. Whether 'ungraded' offers some sort of comfort is debateable. 

Nevertheless, continuous assessment of work in the t¥o years before 

the examination could help to compensate some of this, and C.S.E. 

allowed for this. The examination also allo1-red for more adventurous 

activities within the classroom, moving away from the widely-used 

vTitten approach. The curriculum expanded to reflect the changes. 

There ,.rere three Modes of examination. Mode One was where the 

syllabuses and examination were set by a subject panel; marking was 

external. The panels vrere mostly the teachers "ri thin the board's 

area; Mode T1·ro had a syllabus agreed by the board and the school. 

Examination and marking 1-rere external. Mode Three vas a syllabus 

agreed by the board and school, the examination devised by the school 

and agreed by the board and internal marking approved by the board 

through external moderation. The Mode Three was the one which 

offered the greatest manoeavrability and the examination boards were 

to provide the room for this. The character of different boards was 

often reflected in their attitude to Mode Three. 

One of the main features of C.S.E., then, was the element of 
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control given to teachers; in that different atmosphere of the 1960s, 

teachers, kno1-ring vrhat vras needed, were given the opportunity to 

implement it in the classroom and on the C.S.E. examining bodies and 

other national organisations advising the educational service. However, 

G.C.E. and C.S.E. ran alongside each other. The possibility of a 

borderline pass in Ordinary level or even a failure made choice of 

entry for one of the examinations difficult for many pupils. The 

influence of parents over entry shoYed up in the total numbers entered 

for some G.C.E. subjects Hhich far exceeded the target group. The 

G.C.E. boards made two concessions, eventually, in an attempt to ease 

this. They allo1-red a C.S.E. grade one to equal a G.C.E. Ordinary level 

pass. They also changed their grades and removed the pass-fail concept. 

In the same way the C.S.E. boards called all grades 'A' to 'E' pass 

grades v-rhilst the old passes were still the equivalent of 'A, Band 

C'. 

Nevrsom's 'other half' - the lower forty per cent not in any 

examination target group - mainly by this point were taking Mode Three 

examinations, if taking any at all. The greater classroom flexibility 

made this seem more logical. In response the C.S.E. examination boards 

allolo'ed 'limited grade' Mode Three examinations. Excluding the now 

sacred grade one, pupils had a less demanding syllabus to follow. This 

"ras a differentiated examination under the same title often as the 

Mode One or even the Ordinary level. The idea of a top twenty per cent 

for G.C.E., the next forty per cent for C.S.E. and a remaining forty 

per cent covered partly by limited grade C.S.E. eventually moved from 

one into the other so that virtually a 1-rhole intake might all sit 

together for some of the larger-entry subject examinations in C.S.E. 

- with or 1-rithout concern for pupil, parent, teacher or employer 
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criticisms of value of qualification or constraint of examinations. 

In fact the C.S.E. Fas offering all pupils the chance to shoF "'hat 

they could do, in teacher-initiated, relevantly-devised examinations 

using a varied range of assessments, including continuous and oral -

thus reducing the reliance on a single, terminal, traditional 

examination. Yet decisions "'ere still having to be made which 

separated out the goats from the sheep in some cases not long after 

the 'eleven plus' (end of primary school examination) "~<'Ould have 

sorted them. Pupils 1·'ere put into 'C.S.E.' or Ordinary level groups 

from the end of third year in the secondary schools. Many found that 

they vere in C.S.E. groups for most subjects, only serving to underline 

previous suspicions. Parent-teacher tensions gre¥ around the decisions 

on entry. 'Double entry' eased the pressure on the surface. Where 

syllabuses overlapped pupils would enter G.C.E. and C.S.E. as a safety 

net. This created extra work for pupils and teachers, complex and 

never-ending numbers of papers to be sat behreen April and June and 

large bills "'hen education authorities had to decide, eventually, that 

they could only pay for one examination board level in any one subject. 

Thus entering at both C.S.E. and Ordinary level in one subject -

double entry - "'as often banned. Thus also some subjects disappeared 

from the curriculum if teachers could not offer a C.S.E. for the less 

able "'ho might choose their subject. With contraction in school sizes 

the problem sometimes "'ent into reverse and a whole ability range might 

be in one class being taught to both G.C.E. and also C.S.E. Modes One 

and Three; or subjects, at lower ability levels, especially disappeared 

from o;ption choice - thereby distorting the balance of curriculum on 

offer. 
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It has been shoFn that suggestions for a single system had been 

put forward at administrative level at the end of the 1960s and 

probably earlier. At classroom level the need for it was obviously 

also gro•ring. The Cambridge University Local Examinations Syndicate 

joined 1,ri th the East Anglia C.S.E. Examinations Board to form the first 

consortium to offer sixteen plus in five subjects - Maths, Geography, 

English, Technical Dra"~-ring and Biology. ( 2l) Their target was to 

produce examination papers suitable for the existing, official target 

groups of G.C.E. and C.S.E. - the top sixty per cent. The eventual 

examination included some common papers, some differentiated papers 

or some differentiated questions, or common papers. Presumably in 

order to avoid objections from every quarter about the eventual 

certification, although candidates sit one examination, they 

eventually receive t"\-ro certificates G .C.E. and C .S.E., showing grades 

'A' to 'E' and grades one to five, or ungraded. 

Walter Roy, a headmaster with long experience of examinations, 

in simple terms described his view of the events of the next ten years. 

During the middle and late 1970s the pressure on the government to 

establish a common system "ras building up rapidly. The Schools Council, 

the teachers' unions and the C.S.E. examining bodies themselves provided 

the impetus for such a movement and certainly responded to it. Whilst 

there was some divergence of vie"I-T between C.S.E. and G.C.E. bodies 

their community of interest appeared greater than any differences and 

the then Secretary of State, Shirley Williams, decided on a thorough 

appraisal of the problem. Waddell, a distinguished, retired civil 

servant, v-ras in vi ted to chair a high-powered commit tee of 

(21) W. Roy, The new examinations system, G.C.S.E., 1986 (Bekenham) 
p.8. 
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educationalists whose terms of reference Fere to look at the 

possibility of introducing a common system of examining. The main 

recommendations of the Waddell Committee were in favour of a common 

system. They included statements advising national criteria, school

based and board-based examinations, the co-ordination of sixteen plus 

examinations by a central body, and a new structure of examining 

bodies. 

Ho"rever, the Secretary of State still hesitated and 1·ri th the 

election of a Conservative government in 1979, the whole issue seemed 

to be shelved, at least for the time being. Although the new 

Conservative government seemed firmly wedded to the retention of 

G.C.E. Ordinary level, certainly while Mark Carlisle was Secretary of 

State the movement in schools towards a common system accelerated. 

More and more joint sixteen plus schemes got off the ground in nearly 

all parts of the country. The numbe:r of entries increased rapidly and 

many comprehensive schools by 1980 were running two or more sixteen 

plus schemes. The Schools Council, a widely representative body of 

teachers, local authority officers and politicians, parents, employers, 

Her Majesty's Inspectors- in fact education's parliament and those 

responsible for overseeing the public education system - "~<rent on 

record in favour of a common system at sixteen plus. Soon after Sir 

Keith Joseph Mas appointed, he dissolved the Schools Council and in its 

place established the Secondary Examinations Council under Sir Wilfred 

Cockcroft. This body was appreciably smaller than its predecessor and 

consisted of nominees directly appointed by the Secretary of State. 

Its brief was not only to oversee and develop the examinations system 

in the country but also to report directly to the Secretary of State 

from whom it derived its authority and much of its money. But what 
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sort of system Fas it to develop? Ho•r long could the division between 

G.C.E. and C.S.E. be perpetuated, bearing in mind vhat vas happening 

in the schools. ( 22 ) 

As soon as the ne"f,r Secondary EJ:iucation Council had come to grips 

r·ri th the problem it recommended exactly what its predecessor, the 

Schools Council, had advocated - that the need ¥as for a common 

system. 

For some time the Secretary of State 1·'as reluctant to accept 

that recommendation and talked about 'harmonizing' the dual system 

rather than changing it. There vas no doubt that among Conservative 

Members of Parliament there "'as considerable pressure to retain the 

G. C. E, Ordinary level - that symbol of academic respectability still 

seen as a guarantee of standards and selectivity even "ri thin the 

comprehensive system. Hm,rever, in spite of certain political pressure, 

the popular appeal of the common system vas unmistakeable and finally 

in June 1984 the Secretary of State announced the introduction of a 

common system to start in 1986 with the first G.C.S.E. examinations to 

be held in 1988. But it ¥as evident, even before the decision was 

announced that the freedom to '~>rhich schools and examination bodies 

had been accustomed "t-•as to be severely curtailed. First and foremost, 

the Secretary of State made it clear that each syllabus had to conform 

to national criteria and that he himself had to be satisfied that such 

criteria 1..rere kno"l-rn to, and follo¥ed by, the designers of syllabuses. ( 22 ) 

Clearly, now, more direct governmental pressure ""ras being exerted 

upon the schools. The influence l•'hich it has been suggested that the 

examinations boards had had upon the schools was in no way similar to 

(22) W. Roy, The new examinations system, G.C.S.E., 1986 (Beckenham) 
p.lO. 
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the direct intervention of the Secretary of State. In fact, the boards 

harl responded Fell to the pressures and moods of· society and of the 

schools; at times it Fas they who had carried onwards the torch, which 

kept going 1-rhen the schools' initiatives were being extinguished. 

On first appearances, then, it Fould seem that education in 

England and 11Tales vras bumping its normal, slow, inexorable route to 

change: that in spite of the normal assortment of obstacles and 

reverses the greater majority of those involved in or connected '-'Ti th 

secondary education vere all grudgingly moving to,.rards a common aim. 

Surely over the years the major educational changes had not gone 

smoothly, yet they had still continued towards a general improvement 

of the system? Had not previous governments of the day always 

appeared to run somewhat roughshod over those connected with education 

in trying to press ahead for improvement? 

The answer to some of these questions might seem to be in the 

affirmative. Some might argue that the Wilson government had 

similarly crushed opposition to its comprehensive juggernaut. Yet 

dot·rn at classroom level there l•ras a different feel to this 1980s 

movement. From the start of the Conservative political continuum 

there vas a suspicion amongst many maintained school teachers that some 

sort of punishment lay in store for them. It would be naive to dwell 

upon proverbs relating to female wrath; yet the ever-increasing tide 

of unimagined dismay made many wonder whether the rule-book had ever 

existed. Possibly hardest of all to swallow was the tirade of 

criticism poured onto the classroom teachers. 

Yet the movement toHards a common examinations system seemed to 

have its o"m logical momentum; and it attracted the professional 
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support of those teachers vrho helped it along. It seemed to have an 

ideal length of preparation, some twenty years. The idealism of its 

evolution, however, was soon to meet up with the reality of life. 
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CHAPTER 2 

IDEALISM AND REALITY; THE PESSIMISTIC VIEW 
OF EVENTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE G.C.S.E. 

The general climate Fithin the schools had been moving tov-rards a 

common system, toFard.S a consolidation of the changes which had slowly 

taken place during the late 1960s and early 1970s; these were the changes 

vhere the atmosphere Yithin the schools had become better for teachers 

and pupils. The pastoral system Fas grot,1_ng; pupil-teacher relations 

t·rere improving; parent-teacher relations at the local level were 

improving; the content of what 1·ras taught vri. thin the schools was being 

discussed openly as staff met under the convivial atmosphere of the 

revised pay awards under the names of those in charge of the reviews -

Houghton and Clegg. Hm-<ever the comprehensive ideal had attacked some 

of the foundations of the establishment and at the same time that the 

state schcols appreciated their nevrer confidence, the establishment was 

clavring a1·ray at the foundations and the common examination at sixteen had 

a crucial centre to its debate - that 1-<as to ensure that standards were 

maintained. Since standards v'ere an issue central to the development of 

a common examination at sixteen, the issue of standards in. the schools 

remained constantly up for discussion. Whilst the teachers vrere 

talking about replacing the Ordinary level (which represented standards) 

vrith a hitherto unknown sixteen plus, more and more people were trying 

to shm•' that the previous Ordinary level concept of achievement-

standards vras not being met; that is, that standards in the schools 

were not maintaining the tradition and quality which Ordinary level 

had come to epitomise. The argument for a common examination system, 

in other vrords, Fas in a way inadvertently providing the unasked-

for platform from vrhich the schools Yere being criticized. 
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The sixteen plus vras fuelling the fires to burn both itself and the 

schools. 

Some of these themes 1-;rere picked up in an article entitled 'A 

question of Confidence•~ 1 \t maintained that all along there had been 

three main differences. Two were interrelated: how to design an 

examinations system for a wide range of ability; and how to ensure 

that in doing so standards at the top end ~-rere not allowed to slip. 

Both appeared to be central issues on which the desirability of the 

system depended. The third, deciding upon the administrative structure 

appeared subsidiary. If it was subsidiary it "~'rould be quite ..rong to 

allow the differences in deciding on the structure to decide the fate 

of the system itself. In objecting to the Joint Examinations Sub-

committee the three Oxbridge boards had chosen to raise the issue of 

standards and teacher control, of the deployment of resources, of the 

freedom of choice and of parents' wishes. 

The eight G.C.E. boards examined one million candidates. The 

fourteen C.S.E. boards examined six hundred thousand. Fourteen 

universities, the employers and the parents regarded the G.C.E. boards 

as the most reliable judges of school achievement. The reputation for 

probity and independence which they had won had been built up over many 

years. The voices of the boards could not be ignored and, it was felt, 

must not be ridden over. 

The newspaper felt that if the Schools Council had.any sense it 

would not accept the Joint Examinations Sub-committee report in its 

existing form. The Secretary of State could not afford to alienate 

the G. C .E. boards to such an extent if he wanted to carry public 

confidence in the reform of the secondary school curriculum. He could 

not afford to sanction anything which smacked of expensive reorganization 

(1) T.E.S., l?th December, 1975, p.2 
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for its own sake; nor which appeared to pose a threat to academic 

standards in schools. 

Then the article gave some sinister reminders. There was already 

a powerful groundswell of opinion against the Schools Council. There 

Has also concerned public opinion outside education which felt that the 

teaching profession was not maintaining acceptable standards. It was 

very important not to allow plans for the administration of reformed 

examinations in schools to add grist to either mill. 

So it was to be that with a few cracks of the whip the examinations 

boards decided to put their combined heads together. With a quick slice 

of the cleaver the Schools Council was to be cut to pieces - but standards 

in the schools, that would just not go away quite so easily. 

Meanwhile in Manchester the Roman Catholic secondary schools had 

not taken up the comprehensive challenge along with the state schools. 

Therefore tripartite and comprehensive systems ran alongside each other. 

With Victorian Manchester brashness Mr. R. W. Baldwin, the chairman of 

governors of Manchester Grammar and also member of Manchester Education 

Committee, in order to make his point actually published a pamphlet 

analysing the results of secondary schools from 1966 to 197J.(Z) The 

comprehensive results compared unfavourably with the surviving 

unreorganized grammar, technical and modern schools. It was accepted 

that examination results could not be the sole judge of success; 

however it Has a stronger indictmentof Mr. Reginald Prentice's Claim that the 

grammar school stream children would do just as well whilst the next 

twenty per cent down would do very much better in comprehensive schools 

than they were doing in secondary schools. The pamphlet maintained, 

---------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------

(2) T.E.S., 12th October, 1975, p.2. 
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therefore, that Mr. Prentice had mis-led the country because he did not 

understand how little can be said on this subject with any assurance. 

The editorial then made one of the last remaining references to one of 

the original platforms for the comprehensive argument. 

It felt that when the battle of examination statistics died down, 

what remained was a good deal of anxiety and an imperative need to make 

a success of comprehensive schools which were here to stay not because 

someone could prove they would achieve better examination results but 

because the invidious system of selection into separate schools at 

eleven, which made sense when eighty per cent of pupils left at fourteen 

years of age, was intolerable in the long run. 

The examination statistics battle did not die down. The fourth 

Black Paper was published in 1975 and the leading article of The Times 

took up the issue of standards which was now linked in with discipline. 

It felt that certainly reorganization had made these ills more visible 

but many other factors also: the growing size of schools, the changing 

attitude of teachers and the decline of traditional authority in the 

family, at work and in the state itself had contributed to the 

disturbing conditions in some secondary schools. 

The paper then pointed to the reason why the establishment was 

fighting back so consistently and trying to dislodge the comprehensive 

schools. It felt that if the Black Paper erred by regarding 

comprehensive schools as the root of all education's ills, Mr. Prentice, 

if he yielded to the pressure to introduce legislation to coerce the 

authorities which had refused to 'go comprehensive', would make the 

opposite error; it was important to allow and even encourage a diversity 

of forms amongst which the comprehensive would clearly be dominant; but 

its dominance should not exclude other patterns. Belief in a panacea, 
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whether it vras the re-introduction of selective schools or legislation 

to introduce a universal system of comprehensive education Fould only 

stunt the spontaneity and initiative on 11hich the development of 

education had often relied.(J) 

In fact the successive Black Papers started to turn grey as 

researchers made accusations of fraudulent research techniques and 

flat.rs in the statistics supporting a contributory argument. (S) 

Eventually a paranoia entered into the down grading of comprehensive 

schools, 

'There are many good comprehensive schools, we are 

not anti-comprehensive. Two of the researchers 

have children who are attending or have attended 

comprehensive schools; (nevertheless) it is our 

concern to provide the best educational opportunities 

for all children •••• School children in West Germany 

are two years ahead of the great majority of English 

children in Maths. West Germany now has a selective 

system of schools similar in many respects to that 

which we have largely jettisoned. One tentative 

proposal might be the development in our cities of 

some specialist comprehensives. Such a development 

would rationalize scarce resources and allow the 

develonment of centres of excellence within the state 

system. Similar developments have been started in 

the United States of America in the form of "magnet 

schools". Could not He consider some similar 

exciting initiatives here?'(6 ) 

As one sees and reads of the suggestions of the educational pundits 

--------------------------~------------------------------------------~----------------------, 

(J) T.N., 15th April, 1975, p.15. 

(4) T.E.S., 16th December, 1977, p.8. 

(5) Sunday Times, 9th December, 1979, p.l7 

(6) Marks, Pomian, Srzeanicki, Standards in English Schools, 
National Council for ffiducational Standards; examinations 
results research project, Report No. 2, 1983, p.Jt,... 
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over the years one 1-wnders who seriously expects a totally perfect 

system. May Britain be so totally reflective and subjective that it 

needs to compare one detail from another completely different culture 

or even different country and use it as a stick to beat the system. 

Clearly there is always a need to look beyond our horizons and keep 

an open objective attitude in order to continue striving for the best. 

Yet in our two-party political system this leaves the educational world 

vulnerable to massive swings of direction. The commanding majorities 

of either party at the beginning, of each 'ne"' era' give such a strong 

mandate for change that perhaps Prime Ministers, looking towards areas 

of change which most readily sho1-r 'new era' evidence to the public, use 

the schools as their display board. Education presumably is one area 

1-rhere much energy can be burned up in 'change' and many 'new era' 

theories most easily held up for inspection, fondling and self-satisfied 

congratulation for 'necessary change' that has had to be enforced. It 

includes, of course, children. They are the hope for the future. They 

are also, cynics might add, non-voters. In that respect they are the 

ultimate immature, new-fangled consumer. Nor can they respond in a 

democratic way to how they feel they are being treated, Besides, they 

are transient groups only passing through. The cynic might also 

firstly concede that the only ones able to speak on their behalf are 

the teachers since they alone understand education 'at the chalkface': 

yet secondly teachers, the cynic might add, are well-known for their 

'contrary' attitudes; they traditionally complain about their conditions 

of work and pay, but with their holidays who would take them seriously? 

Other countries' educational phases which are propounded in the 

United Kingdom are not taking place in countries with the same social 

backcloth, nor possibly with the same intense desire to prove such 
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things as the totally errant direction of the previous government's 

educational motives, More often than not education in other countries 

is viewed in a more circumspect way. More especially, it is probably 

felt that even Fhere it is accountable to the consumer-parent, the 

educationalists know their job and should be best left to get on with 

it. If the educational system changes to a more liberal or more 

traditional form there, it is because it is responding to the needs of 

society. In the United Kingdom it is sometimes imposed at intervals, 

rather than subsumed. 

This may be partly in the nature of the British in that they 

take themselves very seriously much of the time. Their formality and 

the formality of the development of their educational history may have 

made them less able to respond to change naturally; it often happens in 

jerks after a period of obvious unsuitability. Yet even so it has 

offered example to much of the world at times. In its hatching phases 

however it is best kept slightly to the background until it is well

mannered enough to meet the international public. 

Meanwhile, in the l970s,the attacks on standards through Black 

Papers had done damage. But it is still 1-rorthwhile considering 

that the polemic had been stimulated further by efforts t~ 

make one system; furthermore the whole comprehensive movement had 

almost removed another touchstone of good standards, the grammar 

school. All in all the reorganized secondary sector seemed to attract 

criticism like flies to fly paper. 

It is necessary next to look at another aspect of the whole 

issue and to go back fourteen years. When Mrs. Thatcher was Secretary 

of State for Education, she published in December 1972 her White Paper 
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on education policy, looking ahead over the coming ten years. She 

changed the emphasis of spending from higher education to schools. 

Apart from plans for pushing ahead with a Plowden-style nursery plan, 

a reduction in the pupil-teacher ratio (which was taking place anyway 

through a falling birth rate since 1964); apart from improved teacher-

training and a replacement of substandard secondary schools, a change 

in the role of teacher-training colleges, some ominous statements about 

polytechnics and universities The Times(?) saw the only omission was of 

any provision for the improvement in the financial status of teachers. 

Recurrent annual expenditure on schools was to rise over the decade by 

six hundred and thirty million pounds. No part of that extra sum was 

expressly set aside for the purpose of giving teachers a lift in the 

pecking order. There were some - even outside the National Union of 

Teachers - 1-rho thought that no other single measure would do as much 

in the long run for the quality of publicly-provided education, ran 

the article. 

So it was then that roughly from that point in time teachers felt 

the effect of, or actively pursued further changes in the schools and 

in their ov~ conditions of service. Mr. Hattersley picked up some 

statistics from the White Paper and challenged Mrs. Thatcher in the 

House of Commons. He then wrote to The Times(?) to boast of his 

further victory. He claimed that apparently Mrs. Thatcher now 

admitted despite previous denials that the average annual rate of' 

growth in education was planned to fall from 5.4 per cent, 1969 - 1972, 

to J,4 per cent, 1973 - 1976; whereas the real national income would 

grow more rapidly between then, 1972, and 1976 than during the whole 

(7) T.N., 7th December, 1972, p.19. 
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of the previous decade. 

Irrefutably, therefore, he claimed, as the nation grew richer 

Britain would allocate fe1-rer resources to education. 

As it happened Mr. Heath vrent to the nation in the February of 

1974 in the midst of the three day week and lost the election. When 

Labour came to pO"to'er they then found themselves making similar 

reductions in spending as the need for 'cuts' grew. Mr. Reginald 

Prentice admitted in the House of Commons that the education service 

along 1->i th other public services l'rould be affected by the decision to 

limit growth of public expenditure to an average of 2.75 per cent over 

the following four years.(B) 

Mr. Tebbit stated that the Labour Party -..ras now committed to a 

lower level of educational expenditure then that for which it had 

indicated in opposition only a few months previously in the House. 

Mr. Prentice replied that there would be a growth of educational 

spending, although a slower growth than Labour would like; education 

would not bear a disproportionate share of the sacrifices involved. 

Whether there was difference in intent between Mrs. Thatcher 

and Mr. Prentice could possibly be judged by how they went about their 

tasks as ministers. Whichever, the cuts continued, smudging over 

party differences in attitude towards education. 

John Vai7,ey1educational commentator and author,wrote that he 

was busy musing whilst awaiting the arrival of the North of England 

Education Conference when there came to him the title, 'From Flo' to 

Reg' • . Looking back over the past few years, he maintained that one 

could see periods of boom and slump, the great Tory boom which 

petered out in 1964 and then the second Tory boom which petered out 

(8) T.N., 20th November, 1974, p.l4. 
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in 1973. These were periods in which substantial increases in education 

spending took place. One could also remember periods of quite savage 

retrenchment in the post-war period which might be given the title 

'From Flo' to Reg.', since Dame Florence Horsburgh was the most savage 

cutter the education system had kno~~ and it looked as though poor Reg. 

Prentice 1•'as going to bear a similar set of stigmata at a time when 

the economy was taking a real nose-dive. What vas most marked in 

recent times, he felt, was that things had changed. When Mrs. Thatcher 

was appointed Secretary of State for Education she was greeted with a 

howl of horror which was mean-minded, snobbish and stupid. Yet 

manifestly in the past four years a radical change had taken place in 

thinking about education. The 'left' had largely lost interest and 

'the right' had developed a positive interest, seeking in many 

"' respects to undo the harm that they thought had been done since 

1957-(9) 

Thus the cuts were imposed by both parties alike; although one 

party might have been 'cutting back' whilst the other party might have 

been more interested in 'cutting out'. Also, as John Vaizey pointed 

out, the 'right' was developing a crusading spirit. Not only that, but 

after laying loF during the 'Plowden years' it was voicing its opinions 

and gaining support. John Vaizey recalled the difficulty of even 

organizing a balanced, lively debate a few years previous whenever it 

was an educational theme.(lO) 

He referred to the opinion that the mere fact that one was 

discussing equality was itself a 'left-wing' notion calculated to 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(9) T.E.S., 13th December, 1974, p.4. 

(10) T.E.S., lJth Decemher, 1974, p.4. 
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prevent an adequate supply of 'right-wing' speakers. Had the debate 

been on some other issue of more interest to the 'right wing', more 

central to their philosophy, for example the validity of the apostolic 

succession or on the divine right of Kings, there might have been more 

'right wing' speakers. 

At first then, the public reacted indignantly to educational 

cutbacks. There were protest rallies of teachers, students and parents 

at Westminster in the Autumn of 1975; and the National Union of Teachers 

thought that it would be a good idea to urge teachers to take 'no cover' 

action for absent colleagues.(ll) After the cuts, carne the deeper cuts. 

The Etlucation Secretary even threatened to resign; but since few people 

wanted the 'white man's grave' other ministers must have pretended not 

to notice. Just to make sure that the threat did not become too 

serious, Etlucation got off more lightly in the round of cuts every noN 

and again. 

An article explained(lZ) that unlike the Social Services education 

had escaned lightly in an unavoidable restraint of local services. 

The reasons for this Here many and complex. Etlucation was the 

predominant service provided by local government, the demand for 

education was much more definite because in many areas it ¥as actually 

defined in statutory terms, whereas local authorities had fewer 

obligations in the areas of Social Services. 

This adds one possibility to the consideration that education 

was the 'Fhi te man's grave'; that is that by both law and budget-size 

and also by demand it stood out from the other services. However if 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
(11) T.E.S., 31st October, p.3. 

(12) T.N., 30th December, 1975, p.9. 
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it Here thought to be often the ',,Thi te man's grave' it might not 

necessarily be the '>-rhi te Foman 's grave' since it clearly did not 

imnede the early political career of Mrs. Thatcher excessively. As 

with most things, however, timing is all-important. The strong 

suggestions of Mrs. Thatcher during the Labour years did not fit 

totally the mood of the country; Hhereas ten years later moving from 

early 1970s to early and mid 1980s the country seemed to be developing 

more taste for change. 

Similarly the S>-~n~ of the political nendulum can sometimes 

make almost totally contradictory arguments seem quite universally 

acceptable; and yet although they seem contradictory, because they 

take place against a different social and historical setting, they are 

usually not quite so contradictory. In the same way that the 'Wilson 

years' started to seem justified for some as they gathered pace; so 

also the 'Thatcher years' seemed to be justified, for some, as they 

too gathered pace. Ho,,rever, electorates tire, premiers apotheosise 

and, in general, life goes on. 

As unofficial educational debates became the 'standards' debates, 

over education, the teachers became more and more dispirited by the 

volume of criticism. The Advisory Centre for Education reported the 

low teacher morale. (lJ) The educational press joined in the attack 

saying that there 1"as little to show 'for ten expensive years' ( 14) 

and commissioned a survey into boredom amongst secondary school pupils~l5) 

-~----------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------~-

(13) T.E.S., lOth March, 1975, p.7. 

(14) T.E.S., 14th February, 1975, p.4. 

(15) T.E.S., 18th July, 1975, p.lO. 



Since the r::urriculum Fas part of the debate certain subjects Fere 

criticized. That particular article suggested more time to the arts 

and 'less boredom with academic subjects'. An accusation of boredom 

is, of course, a snipe. If people ~.ranted to prod at something in the 

curriculum, they called it boring. Like mud, the "~<1ord sticks and is 

difficult to remove, similarly so, defending standards. Even the 

Schools Council 'confirms fears' . Meanvhile the discipline and 

violence factor "'as on the increase and Secretary of State for Frlucation 

Mr. Mulley agreed to a national inquiry on this much more readily than 

on other 1-rorries; ( 16 ) and parents 1-rere being urged to adopt a more 

aggressive attitude towards schools. Books were published on how to 

deal with schools, (l?) With the pressure building up Mrs. Shirley 

Williams took over the helm as Secretary of Stateantirnp/,·e& _· meekly, at 

first, that standards might have to rise.~lS) The unions sensed a 

change of mood from the government. The Schools Council was to lose 

( 19) ( j<(j,) 
much of its po"~<rer, In the Ruskin speech, the prime minister, Mr. 

Callaghan, announced an official national debate on education. He also 

expressed open concern at the poor liaison between industry and education, 

stating that the schools should teach the skills that Britain needed.( 2o) 

For the first time for a 'lt'hile also a survey •'as being taken of the 

effect of stress on the teaching profession, and a noticeable increase 

in breakdo~~s and stress-related deaths was reported by the Autumn of 

1977. Teacher accountability "'as being pushed forl<'ard. The National 

(16) 1'..:...!'k_, 22nd July, 1976, p.2. 

(17) 1'..:...!'k_, 27th July, 1976, p.2. 

(18) T .N., 24th September, 1976, p.2. 

(19) T .N., 21st October, 1976, p.4, (J<ti>J i.C:>· Od. 2.2..,-'¢1)-J .. (."..J~_, <tf-

(20) T .N., 19th October, 1976, 
n~s..,..;, (',. Ci .. ., e '0 .-{l:rJ o.J,.. ;.>J-cJ s; f'1) 

p.l. . 
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Union of Teachers became wary of Government moves in this direction. 

During this period also the Conservatives in opposition 1-rere setting 

up a series of studies monitoring education. The more frequent approach 

to moni taring at that point Fas that of tests for pupils. The 

Conservative ans>-rer to the national debate >-ras a programme for 

raising standards. A ne1-r task force for education, industry and 

engineering vas set up. The Conservatives promised the nev.r alternative 

of variety and flexibility. 

Discipline had been steadily deteriorating; however, for some 

people falling standards meant teachers were not doing their job, not 

that teachers vere being unfairly attacked. When the European Court 

started to take an interest in corporal punishment in schools in the 

United Kingdom the Secretary of State started the debate on this subject. 

At this point opinion polls tended to shoF strong support for the 

retention of corporal punishment by parents and teachers. The 

Conservatives 1-rere generally for it, the Labour Party, officially, 

was against it. The national debate by Labour seemed somehow to spirit 

it a1·ray. The debate itself seemed also to be spirited away. In fact 

the debate served mainly to bring the Conservatives to life. They 

stated their intention to publish results of schools and more details 

of how they "~-'Ould give more power to parents as governors. In fact 

the national debate sho>-red up Labour's paucity of vie>-'S on education. 

Labour tried to dress up some of the Conservative views on increased 

control for governors In ~<!. Gc:~oDLs ·, but it 1-'as spotted, 

'Labour steals Conservative clothes•( 22 ) 

Meanwhile Mark Carlisle became shadow Education Secretary. This 

(21) Times Higher Education Supplement, 6th March, 1976, p.6. 

(22) Sunday Times, 24th July, 1977, p.5. 
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shado1-: appointment seemed at the time to have more significance than 

governmental announcement. Later, Mrs. Williams challenged Mrs. 
(n .. ) 

Thatche:r;sh<?l:bvr prime minister, to present a unified Conservative policy 

on education in the Summer of 1978. This may have been to try to get 

some more good ideas. Oxfordshire soon aftenrards became the first 

local education authority to publish its examination results 

voluntarily.C 2J) The Labour government nearly made a major educational 

decision on the ·waddell report but at first pulled back because of the 

possibility of an early general election. Then the head of steam Has 

really lost vrhen it finally published its White Paper proposing the 

introduction of the sixteen-plus in 1985(24) with, largely, the Schools 

Council, left out of it. 

The Labour Party also picked up the parental choice of school 

theme with a complicated approach which would not damage the system.(25) 

The Conservatives simply stated absolute freedom of choice. As if to 

show that it, too, could be radical the Labour party announced that it 

intended to remove the charitable status of public (independent) 

schools. This type of response from Labour vras to lose them public 

favour. In the run-up to the May election of 1979 the Schools Council 

developed 'second wind' , planning again its own curriculum projects 

and working vri th the Open University on curriculum and assessment. By 

that point all but six local authorities had abolished selection or 

submitted plans to do so. 

The teacher restlessness had continued to simmer. Although there 

are some cynics who consider this to be a permanent state, it was the 

----------------z--~r~~~-~~~~~~~~~-7~~~7=------------------------------------------~--· ( 2. .t:t.) .:.~"'':SO!I!r...of"ive '1e\I["Ju<1(' 'Cf7(.) .. "an#ti4;.;,JI'f4., 1"1'1-

. (23) T.N., 2Jrd. September, 1978, p_.2. 

(24) Times Higher Education Supplement, 27th October, 1978, p.2. 

(25) T.E.S., lOth February, 1978, p.5. 
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Lord (James) Callaghan - Ruskin Speech 

(Kindly supplied by Lord (James) Callaghan) 
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Lord (James) Callaghan - Ruskin Speech 

(Kindly supplied 'by Lqrd (James) Callaghan) 





national discussions on Conditions of Service Hhich had alerted the 

unions. It had been announced in February 1978 that after three years 

of talks, the culmination -vas likely to be a national agreement. ( 26 ) 

With true British grit the National Union of Teachers banned the 

distribution of free milk; the National Association of Schoolmasters 

v.reighed up the situation very 1•'arily. With confidence in state 

education at a low ebb, the election took place. Mrs. Thatcher gave 

the traditional shadow prime ministerial, final rallying call to the 

nation. With grammar schools all but gone, Ordinary levels on the way 

out and over a decade of abuse poured onto the reorganized secondary 

sector, she asked for and received a mandate to make Britain great 

again. 

~ February of 1980 Mark Carlisle edged towards one of the 

'standards' issues by announcing that the Ordinary level was to go and 

a single examination, not system, Has to replace it. This of course 

"'as not seen by some as in the same area as a common system; it was 

thought to be discriminatory. He suggested alternative papers at 

different levels of ability for the top sixty per cent, the co-operation, 

by consent (not amalgamation) on 'national criteria' ,,,as to start 

preparation for five years from then.( 27) The Schools Council would 

be asked to comment but would not be the co-ordinating authority. Mr. 

Carlisle said the Government was concerned for the bottom forty per 

cent for whom there would be no public examination and they were 

looking closely at the idea of a final school leaving certificate. 

The hallmark w~ given when the secretary general of Cambridge, Oxford 

(26) T.E.S., lOth February, 1978, p.5. 

(27) T.N., 20th February, 1980, p.l . 
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and Souther~ Schools Examinations Council representing four G.C.E. 

boards said that they Fere pleased by the proposals for alternative 

papers for children of differing abilities and for the G.C.E. boards 

to retain national coverage of schools. To many this must have 

seemed like a conjuring trick to make two examinations seem like one. 

Certain considerations should not go unmentioned, here. One 

note~rorthy point Fas that this article was on the front page of a 

leading daily ne•'spaper. Further points 1.rere that the Schools Council 

1-ras being increasingly pushed to the periphery. Some may say that the 

Schools Council with its high teacher representation expressed ground 

opinion of teachers. Others may say that ~~th its high union 

representation it only represented the more aggressive view of the 

professional teacher. It has already been stated that teachers moved 
.,... 

between different roles, their professional dedication being more 

visible at times in one role than another. 

Another noteworthy point in the article ><ras that the possibility 

of the leaving certificate for the bottom forty per cent of the ability 

range was still being considered. ~~ereas separate papers might to 

some have seemed discriminatory, the leaving certificate, if it could 

have included a broad range of references might have begun to balance 

out the former. 

Nevertheless by the weekend the Sunday Times was cool, 

'Examinations, far short of the pass mark'. ( 28 ) 

It certainly seemed like one way of keeping cherished standards by 

keeping cherished standards. 

Almost one year after telling the Headmasters' Conference that 

(28) Sunday Times, 24th February, 1980, p.lJ, 
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their schools should, indeed, be achieving high academic results 

because of their advantages( 29) (but not concluding the logic with 

the comprehensive side of the equation), Mark Carlisle was replaced 

by Sir Keith Joseph, with Dr. Boyson as his trusted schools' person. 

To;.rards the end of that year, 1981, rumblings and misgivings about 

grade and subject criteria continued 1-ri th headlines declaring that 

the Government commitment to the examination vas weakening.(JO) 

That Autumn the Schools Council subject committees put forward 

a joint plea for greater emphasis on assessment through oral work 

and the acquisition of skills and attitudes. The Council also wanted 

some common papers for the whole ability range where possible, all 

except Modern Languages which wanted differentiated papers. (Jl) 

As the debate continued over the future of the examination 

system at sixteen, so the injection of ideas from a new Secretary of 

State began to be felt. The Government decid~ that, since teachers 

sav the 'arbri trati on rule' as a lever, it would remove the automatic 

'fall-back' plus a threat of sweeping changes, in pay and conditions,(J2) 

linking them to rewards for 'good' classroom teachers. As an extra 

bonus the Prime Minister announced the intention to abolish 

inflation-proof pensions. The unions also became a~are of the gro;.~ng 

work-load which profiles brought onto teachers, but in spite of this 

much of the teaching body felt that there was a good direction for 

education. (JJ) The same nevspaper was also trying to get the 

Government to move away from the concept of a block grant in order to 

(29) T.E.S., Jrd October, 1980, p.lo. 

(JO) T.N., 18th December, 1980, p.6. 

(Jl) T.N., lst September, 1981, p.2. 

(32) T.E.S., 29th May, 1981, p.l. 

(JJ) T.N., lJth September, 1981, p.2 
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make education more accountable and stop the thinking that good 

pupil-teacher ratios meant that there was therefore the potential 

for good teaching. It stated that the education offices of central 

and local government had pushed forward the notion of the 'block 

grant' by t-rhich education Fould be financed from the centre (and thus 

escape the scrutiny to which all other local spending should in those 

straitened times be subject).(34) 

The Secretary of State ,,ras making his 0'\-'11 personal contributions 

to the curriculum debate by suggesting that the schools should preach 

the moral virtues of free enterprise and the pursuit of profit.(35) 

It was in that year also that the decision was taken to publish Her 

Majesty's Inspectors' reports of formal inspections. The ill winds 

1..rhich the Schools Council had scented eventually came to pass when the 

Department of Education and Science would not be guarantor of new 

premises. The demise was swift, soon afterwards. A requested meeting 

·~th Sir Keith was arranged; but he cancelled at the last minute. Dr 

Boyson moved in to try to heal the breach. A massive butchery took 

-place, leaving a barely recognizable body held by a thread. There was 

also a continuation of attacks on 'ineffective teachers' from earlier 

years, 0 6) Further and Higher El:lucation "~>ratched with dismay as the 

Manpover Services Commission made more and more forays into their 

territories ""~th the schools to be affected, as a result, in their 

vocational preparation. It was to be no surprise that a prediction 

t-ras made that the abolition of corporal punishment 1.vas seen to be the 

most dramatic and far-reaching change in school philosophy.(37) A 

·-----------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------

(34) T.N., 13th August, 1981, p.lo. 

(35) T.E.S., 26th March, 1981, p.8. 

(36) T.E.S., 7th January, 1971. 

(37) T.E.S., 21st October, 1983, p.l2. 
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further blow was for the make-up of the Curriculum Committee to be 

announced, 1·ri th no teacher representation. 0 8 ) The setting up of the 

Secondary Examinations Council as yet another Government agency 

reinforced the trend. 

Stuart Maclure an experienced educational commentator took an 

opportunity to state his ideas on the direction of education.C 39 ) 

He felt that in the year 2000 the education system would be a more 

business like affair, more narrm·rly focussed on tasks to be performed. 

There v.rould be a sharpening up of the curriculum and an introduction 

of clearer guidelines laid dov~ centrally, as to what schools should 

teach. This was being done by the education system because it was 

the only instrument open to the Secretary of State to bring that 

about. 

Mr. Mac lure who Yas speaking on the theme of young people in the 

year 2000 said that the emphasis in schools should be on young people's 

competence and capability which was not the same thing as the ability 

to pass an examination at sixteen. 

He felt that the public exercise going on at that moment was 

designed to make assessment more and more important. He did not think 

that it vras a good idea but the only lever the Secretary of State had 

to pull was the lever marked 'examinations'. Mr. Eric Bolton, the 

new senior chief inspector for schools, had said that education vas 

too dominated by written Nark and the regurgitation of facts. 

Examinations contributed to the narrowness of teaching and learning.(40) 

(38) T.E.S., 4th November, 1983, p.6. 

(39) T .N., 18th January, 1984, p. 3. 

(40) T.N., 18th January, 1984, p.3. 
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It Has not without some element of truth, then, when there was a 

statement that the current loH morale might hamper attempts to make 

the curriculum more relevant to children's needs.( 4l) These attempts 

(ttlt~) 
were put together in the 1984 White Paper 'Better Schools . In that 

publication(42 ) the neHspaper stated on the front page that much was 

made of the need to heighten 'standards', yet Sir Keith knew well, it 

thought, that it ,ras often a tired code-vord for the sort of overly 

academic education of 1·rhich Britain had a superfluity. Indeed Sir 

Keith said himself that the time had come for academic pupils to 

acquire 'manual skills' , meaning presumably 1-rorking a keyboard rather 

than building a set of shelves, The White Paper quite correctly made 

much use of the need for schools to differentiate much more accurately 

than at that time between able and less able, the natural achievers 

and the pupils who needed to be pushed. Yet the logic of 

differentiation could be separate schooling, perhaps at age eleven, 

perhaps later - Sir Keith had had nothing to say about the lack of 

faith of many urban parents in comprehensive secondaries. 

Yet, maintained the article, Sir Keith required pity, more than 

anything. Despite his centralizing tendencies the schools system 

,Tould remain an untidy pattern in which change could only be effected 

slowly. Throughout the White Paper there were tantalizing glimpses 

of an emerging system that might begin to give schools, pupils and 

teachers a new sense of purpose. 

This had been a much repeated concept of that ministry that 

schools and teachers had lost their way and were looking for a new 

(41) T.E.S., 26th October, 1984, p.l0.(4-t&)0<."p(;.1;d.a...JlJie~~<~.&({(u 

( 42) T .N., 27th March, 1985, p .1 "c.l,~. i1.M.s .o.(iq ~5""> 
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goal. In one sense it suggests that teachers Here still the 

professionals but that their vocation had waned. Further, it is a 

hand held out to the profession in order for them to respond and 

co-operate in creating a new future. At the other end of the rainbow 

however, for those at the work face there stood the reality of the 

past do7Jen years of fighting for the small successes that can make the 

teaching seem worth1•rhile, only to be hit by someone sniping on the 

system. 

The White Paper continued by describing a core curriculum in the 

first three years, limited options in the next t¥o which Yould be 

heavily influenced by a vocational plan leading to a sixteen plus 

test of attainment for all school leavers whatever their ability, to 

stand them in good stead whether they were heading for work or Further 

Etlucation and training. It ""rould be foolish to ignore just how 

difficult it would be to sell such qualitative schemes, the newspaper 

noted, when dispute was rife over the quantity of money for pay, for 

rate-support grant, for personnel. Yet it vras felt that the White 

Paper ,.ras a plan 1-rhich, providing Sir Keith and his colleagues could 

muster their political art, could be sold to teachers, to councillors 

and to parents. On it or on something like it the economy and welfare 

of children depended. 

Once more then the familiar cycle was at work as a new system 

began to be seen as necessary. The development which was similar to 

that which had produced School Certificate, G.C.E. and C.S.E. was 

evident. Initially the new systems were largely for the benefit of 

the children and the schools yet eventually aspects of them were turned 

to serve the purpose of other groups. 
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As already stated for 1969, therefore, proposals had been put 

forFard for the abolition of Ordinary level 1,rhich Fas seen at that time 

as partly the matriculation process for Higher Education and partly for 

entry to the professions.C 4J) It was certainly seen, when put into a 

cluster of subjects,as an indication of a successful secondary education. 

It meant that the pupil had done well and that the system which produced 

that result Fas working fairly satisfactorily - given that for much of 

the time the progressive nature of education vas rather difficult to 

comprehend; 'comprehensive' was probably an example of just such a 

development. Because society was complex and had its o~m expectations 

of Fhat education should do and because education had its own ideas on 

what education should do and tras therefore slightly mysterious, the 

need for an overlap of agreement was essential. Ordinary level had 

come to represent a proportion of that common ground. Its sacrosanct 

nature depended on the fact that not everybody obtained it. Society 

1--ras a largely competitive place and understood the competitive reward. 

Education, on the other hand, saw competition as~nly one part of the 

process of schooling. Furthermore education was in the process of 

dealing 1--ri th all types and abilities; "l"hereas society could choose 

1--rith 1--rhom it 1.-ranted to meet. Because Education t,ras dealing with all 

types but only issuing a chosen proportion of these vrith an examination 

document in which society sav' quality (namely Ordinary level) - a 

dilemma arose. 

Society understood the tripartite system of schooling because it 

separated out individuals and made it more easy for them to be dealt 

with. The system also reinforced the concept of competition and 

·----~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 

(43) G. Batho, M. Booth, R. Bro1-m, Teachin G.C.S.E. Histo 
(occasional publication of the Historical Association 
1986, p.5. 
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reFards. Once out into society, into the real Horld, these differently 

categorized individuals could polarize to their appropriate levels and, 

roughly speaking, one ><'ould know where to meet or not to meet them. 

Yet the schools had them under one roof all together, or rather not 

together, depending on local educational organization. However, 

since the teaching profession is (sometimes) a body with at least a fe;.r 

common aims dealing at the very human level of personal contact, so 

fairness and equality of opportunity for all seemed appropriate. One 

goal of education, it might be suggested, then, would be to produce a 

leaving certificate at the end of compulsory schooling which ,,,as in 

some y.ray similar to that "'hich society could understand and was used 

to. One other goal might have been to teach the secondary age all 

together as they had been at primary age. However, if the latter idea 

were too contentious, then at least the former of providing a meaningful 

statement of schooling might show that society's expectations of 

education '!-'ere somewhere visible on the certificate - given that the 

eccentric educationalists had done some strange things in terms of 

academic/skill-based education in the process of reaching the end

product of the certificate. 

In other Fords a common leaving certificate at sixteen should 

not be such a bad compensation for society (provided Ordinary level 

standards were there for those 1•'ho wanted to see them) in order to 

let education carry out the process in the way in which it saw fit. 

In these pages an attempt has been made to show how the abolition of 

Ordinary level Fas a contentious concept. Even more, Ordinary level, 

is itself a contentious concept. Having it, not having it; being 

proud of having it, resenting not having it; feeling uncomfortable 
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about having had the chance to obtain it, resenting not having done 

the right things at the right time to obtain it; the mere mention of 

it, in fact - all of these things are, or create, an emotional 

response in many people. 

Because Ordinary level is an emotional concept and because the 

mid 70s to mid 80s in Education had been turbulent, the development of 

a substitute for the Ordinary level was always going to be complicated. 

From the moment that it was realized that serious efforts Nere being 

made to remove Ordinary level, the people in whom Ordinary level 

produces a strong reaction of some sort - all went onto the alert. 

In the meantime, as it has been irn?l;ed, Education's efforts to 

produce equality of opportunity had sailed into stormy waters and 

unexpected squalls arrived from every (and often the unpredictable) 

direction. However, the early suggestions which were to form the 

basis of a common leaving examination had been made and the debate 

sporadically continued. This went hand-in-hand with discussion on 

the development of the curriculum for the years of compulsory 

schooling. Given that the 'abolition of Ordinary level' aroused such 

strength of feeling, the more radical proposals for the whole curriculum 

and a suitable certificate for it, at a time of turbulence, tended to 

be pushed to one side. However, some of them were to be re-used in 

creating the later framework. Parties l-rho had an interest in 

retaining the 'status quo' of Ordinary level exerted their own 

pressures until they were certain of the general mood. Once they were 

more sure, groups such as the examination boards thereafter helped to 

guide through the transition. 

The pendulum which had swung to the favour of teacher 
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in the 1960s, began to move back as the 1970s progressed. The picture 

was not as exact as that, but that 1-ras the general trend. Those who 

were less vocal Fhen their ideas were less fashionable began to put 

forward stronger arguments as the climate changed. The standards 

which were represented in Ordinary level and in other traditions were 

debated with vehemence. Meanwhile expenditure of all public departments 

was being cut back. For their part the educational body reacted with 

resentment. Both political parties pursued the same aim, to make the 

books balance. 

As the pendulum swung further away from the teachers, greater 

levels of accountability l<rere demanded. Criticism of standards, of 

teaching method and content and of discipline ensued. The suitability 

of the curriculum for society's needs was questioned. One of the main 

figureheadsof teacher curricular reference, The Schools Council, was 

depleted. Teacher morale started to go further into decline and with 

it the energy to innovate and keep fresh its approach to the curriculum 

and to teaching. 

As the last Labour government 1-raned. in its educational efforts 

so the opposition, Conservative party grew in strength. The curricular 

debate 1·Thich l<Tas part of the Ordinary level and c.s.E. debate bobbed 

below the surface as the abolition of corporal punishment, the 

publication of schools' results, parental choice of school and 

increasing, parent-governor representation were pushed forward. 

It has been shown that the new Conservative administration 

suggested a common examination for the existing G.C.E. Ordinary level 

and C.S.E. ability range, excluding the bottom forty per cent. This 

examination was to have separate papers for different abilities. The 
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growing reaction did not feel that this suggestion satisfied the 

demands. The Schools Council 1-ranted a greater emphasis on oral vrork 

and the acquisition of skills and attitudes, and also more papers 

common to all abilities. 

In further summary of the general atmosphere, it 1-ras during this 

time that pressure came to bear on the teachers. Pay procedures were 

changed and unions were urged to negotiate on conditions of service. 

The 'block grant' allocation to authorities was revised. Her 

Majesty's Inspectors' reports were to be published and the Schools 

Council Fas again altered in preparation for total abolition. More 

governmental agencies were set up Hhich removed even more areas of 

teacher self-determination in curriculum and examinations. Below the 

surface and occasionally above, ran the argument of the positive 

recording of pupils' achievements, competence and capability for 

certification with less reliance on written work and the reproduction 

of facts for examination. 

Then, as was stated briefly, in January 1984 the Education 

Secretary addressed himself to one of the issues. It was his intention 

to raise eighty to ninety per cent of all pupils to C.S.E. grade four, 

the achievement of average ability in individual subjects; he also 

intended to devise a system 1-rhere the absolute and not just the 

relative attainments of pupils could be gauged by examination 

(confirming subject and grade criteria). The content rather than 

the form was his prime concern. He l•ranted to make examinations better 

tests of kno1-rledge won, concepts grasped and skills acquired and less 

of an exercise in sorting children into clusters. His concern was as 

much for the thirty per cent of children who then left school with 
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nothing to show for it. It is interesting to reflect that Sir Keith 

Joseph Hanted better content for class~rork and examinations; he 

appeared to Fant to make the classroom situation more enjoyable. He 

alluded also to defining the curricula, in detail, for ages five to 

sixteen so that everyone would know what children should be achieving 

at different ages. He stated that these proposals were distinct from 

the proposals for a single examination at sixteen plus on which he had 

not yet decided. 

By June 1984 he finally decided on a General Certificate of 

Secondary Education. The Ordinary level boards were to administer 

the upper end of the grades and be responsible for their standards on 

national criteria; the C.S.E. boards would complement this at the other 

end. Together they would work out joint syllabuses. The twenty 

examination boards would merge into five regional boards or associations. 

Follov~ng common syllabuses, in some subjects they would choose between 

more, or less, difficult papers in others; within the paper they would 

choose to give a simple factual ansl'rer or a more elaborate answer to 

achieve a better mark. The differential between papers, indeed, was 

the key to maintaining standards. He also suggested a merit system in 

order to allow good performance over several subjects to be rewarded. 

The introduction of grade related criteria was going to be crucial. 

Minimal levels of knowledge and skill would be laid down and must be 

achieved before that grade in that subject could be obtained. The 

examination would take the place of Ordinary level and C.S.E. and 

would be for all abilities. It l'1aB to be examined first in 1988. 

As has been shown, in the Spring of 1985 a governmental White 

Paper, Better Schools reinforced and complemented the move. The 

curriculum was to include: a greater range of skills, including manual, 
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for all pupils; greater differentiation behreen abilities in the 

material presented to children; a common curriculum in secondary 

years one to three; with a limited option related to a vocational 

plan in the final two years, after t.rhich the children left work or 

further education and training. 

There Fas a strange feeling in the schools during those mid 

1980s. Under normal circumstances after a campaign of that length, 

'~ e~ort to produce ¥hat l.Tas generally accepted to be a necessary 

change, might have brought a sense of exhausted, achievement. Yet 

because of the close movement of politics and education together in 

Britain, the movement towards the G.C.S.E. had dra"~<-rn out other j_ssues. 

Matters involving all aspects of education were being raised whilst 

education's new sixteen plus was in the public limelight. The sixteen 

plus attracted attention for one reason because it would replace that 

well understood document the Ordinary level certificate, which 

epitomized standards. This certificate had been put to the test 

nationally and internationally. Any substitute for it would need to 

have strong value. 

Another reason for which it attracted attention was that it 

required the co-operation of the teaching profession in order to carry 

it through. Yet from the mid 1970s to the mid 1980s the teaching 

profession in the maintained sector was ~~thdrawing its co-operation. 

Therefore as certain aspects of its development came up for 

consideration and debate, many of those who would use the examination 

were not taking a full active part in discussion of its detail. Much 

useful contact normally took place in the teachers' centres where 

teachers met after school hours on ail manner of in-service courses. · 
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However as the relationship between the Government and maintained 

school teachers deteriorated, the unions recommended that extra

curricular co-operation should be cut. 

As often happens when reorganization within a national body 

takes place, a public unofficial debate bobbed below the surface. 

Government statements Yere reported in full and also benefitted from 

the cohesion of the Cabinet. The statements from the teachers' side 

"'ere made from a variety of locations by a variety of people with a 

variety of interests. Union statements for example "'ere sometimes 

inflammatory or at least provocative. They also fell victim to a press 

which "!-'as largely hostile. Therefore the sixteen plus gave air to a 

general debate which often put the teachers' case in a bad light. 

During those early 1980s many groups which had strengthened their 

position through increased industrial action felt the pressure of new 

legislation. Severe confrontations between Government and militant 

groups acted as a brake on the more moderate groups. 

The sixteen plus was always going to require massive amounts of 

extra work by teachers. In a climate where the teachers had been in 

the ascendent there ""'ould have been promises of generous funding of 

time and money in order to bring in such a dramatic change. However, 

as presstire against the different professions and work-groups 

increased, their ability to wring out fair agreements for increased 

work-loads decreased. The sixteen plus became somewhat like the arms 

limitation talks; the two sides made occasional dialogue, but the 

bargaining was really taking place in a different location. As the 

national profile of teachers deteriorated so public opinion of them 

dropped and their entitlement dropped with it. Yet when they tried to 

improve their public image by returning to traditional postures, they 
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appeared to lose seriousness of intent. They felt in many ways 

trapped by circumstances. All the time, also, there was the nagging 

doubt that the Government had 'taken out a contract' on the teachers. 

Thus it j,ras, then, that the idealism of the G.C.S.E., generally 

accepted as being well-founded and necessary, met the reality of the 

turbulent rhythm of the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
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CHAPTER 3 

WHAT GOES UP MUST COME DOWN; THE DEMOCRATIZATION 
OF MODERN LANGUAGES AND THE BEGINNING OF THE 

EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS 1940-50 

It has been imfl ,ed. so far, that from the introduction of School 

Certificate through to the introduction of G.C.S.E., secondary education 

in England and Wales responded at regular intervals to changes in the 

examinations system (probably more than in other "~-'ays). School 

Certificate, Ordinary level G.C.E., C.S.E. and G.C.S,E. v.rere all 

attempts to make examinations meet both the changes in - and also the 

aims and expectations of - the schools. Major social, political and 

economic movements altered the rate of occurrence of neF examinations. 

Each time a fresh revision took place it v'as not too long before the 

original intentions behind it became altered and the new replacement 

examination vras subsequently made to suit the many groups who had 

interests in it. Like so many aspects of British life it y.ras often 

""rhen the existing system had become painfully inadequate that changes 

-...rere made. Sometimes it might be from an unusual source that v.rarnings, 

premonitions or advice ,,rould emanate. 

Sir Christopher Soames, European Economic Community Minister, 

addressed modern languages teachers in this
1
11f, Ol!ll\ unusual style in 

1976. (l) He stated that he l•rould dearly have liked to have had 

another lunch vhere he himself could have been listening to the 

modern languages teachers speak about the state of education at that 

time Nhich it seemed to him "~-'as extremely worrying and left a great 

deal to be desired. He thought that when Harold Macmillan had made 

·-----------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------

(1) M.L., Vol. 57, No. 2, June 1976, p.57. 
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the speech, 1 the ,,'i_nds of change are blor,ring through Africa 1 it Has 

true; but if only he had gone on to say that it also meant that the 

•rinds of change had got to blOT·r through Britain as 1·'ell. The fact 

Fas that the days '•'hen Britain drew her industrial, economic and 

political pOl·'er from being at the heart of the Empire l•'ere over, it 

meant that Britain's Nhole attitude had to change. The changes had 

happened in Germany because they had to start from scratch; but 

because the British had l-'On the "~>'ar they thought they could go on in 

the same old v::cy; and, he felt, they had gone on in the same old way. 

The British thought that because they had Hon the "1-'ar it would come 

right and that they could afford the British ,,ray of life and how much 

nicer it l·'as than others; and they did not work too hard and there 

were, any"l-'ay, other things in life than work. 

Yet, Sir Christopher believed, that now that the British were 

in the Common Market this meant new materials, new marketing, 

different agents; it meant learning languages; it meant being able to 

go to their country being able to understand them, knowing hOl·' to sell 

in those countries; instead of the British looking abroad more and 

thinking that nov they had a European dimension, they were in fact 

looking less outside and more into themselves and thinking perhaps 

that it 1--ras all so difficult and "'hat could they do about it. 

He felt that the Community was not a country in historical 

terms. It had been parachuted into the Horld instead of slowly 

gro"~>ring into it; for the purpose of commerce and trading the combined 

communities were exactly the same as if they Nere one country; one 

day they were not there, the next day they were. 

He felt that one should look at the l·'hole north-south hemisphere 

complex (the relationship behreen the industrialized world and the 
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developing world). The developing world did five per cent of its 

trade with the communist world, seventy five per cent with the free 

world and the rest was done amongst themselves, the developing 

countries. In just the same way that mass democracy brought a desire 

and a push for the transfer of resources and for the redistribution of 

income, one now had the same thing repeated in international terms, 

from the richer to the poorer countries. Instead of bringing raw 

materials miles across the oceans, for example oil and cotton, and 

processing it in Britain (The 'Value Added') much of that processing 

Fas no1-r going to take place in the developing world. That '"as '"hat 

the transfer of resources meant; it meant very considerable problems 

for the British. The long established countries were going to have to 

be phased out because they were not going to be needed to do the work. 

Yet in business, he maintained, the British must keep ahead of 

the game and were going to have to change their industrial structure. 

They must not be too frightened of change. For when the re-distribution 

of income had been taking place within British democratic society that 

very re-distribution had been the greatest motor for growth that 

Britain had ever known and so also it must be between the industrialized 

and the developing world. 

He himself often repeated when he went to visit such countries 

that they were going to need re-distribution of income; they were 

going to need a lot of investment from Britain; and investment would 

only come to people who could show that they would make a profit, use 

their profit, to see political stability. The oil-price rise had hit 

the poorest countries much harder in terms of their standard of living. 

The EUropean Economic Community was the civilian power that could offer 
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the resources and the help ,,rhich the developing world was asking for. 

The community was all of them, including the British. To do all 

these things the British were going to need a will. 

It did disturb him that there was not that will, that the 

country vas so inward-looking. It ,,ras, he felt, still retrievable, 

but an a1>.f'ul lot of that 1>ras going to have to be done at a very young 

age and that was the enormous importance, the enormous contribution 

that modern language teachers and their Associations and others like 

it 1>rere going to have to make in Britain. They 1>rere going, hopefully, 

to awaken interests. 

He had five children and all he asked for in their education, 

basically was that their interests should be awakened and that they 

should have a desire to learn and a knowledge of how to apply 

themselves. He felt that it Fas through language and the culture of 

the country concerned that it had tv be done. All this was really 

imperative for an old country like Britain which had been going 

backwards for a long time, especially compared with their partners. 

He asked whether it was possible for the British to reverse the 

trend. He felt that indeed that was possible and that it had to be 

done. If it were not reversed he could assure his audience of one 

thing; that it would be totally impossible to sustain a population of 

fifty-five millions on those British islands at anything like the 

standard of living to which they had rightly become accustomed; and 

the British owed that to themselves and to their children. 

He felt, encouragingly, that there was no great mystique in 

languages. Of course it opened up a great deal of culture; but 

leaving that aside, its other advantage was that it was a means of 

communication. In the traditional forum he believed the British 
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v'ere not very good at speaking French because they had been at the 

heart of an empire that did their bidding and they had taught all 

these nations English; yet the British would not have their influence 

in Europe and they would not get their markets in Europe, nor vrould 

they succeed in Europe unless they had a feel for Europe, for what 

the Continent was and for the different ways they thought; and that 

meant the British opening themselves out to a degree which was almost 

inconceivable at that point. 

Thus it was that in the same way that Sir Keith Joseph had 

tried to put for1-ra.rd the ideas of profit and business, so also two 

years later Sir Christopher Soames, in his conversational manner, was 

trying to pinpoint not just 'Better Schools' but 'Better Britain'. 

He had prodded at the imaginations of the modern languages teachers 

who for their part probably resp~nded vdth exhilaration or frustration, 

or both. Frustration for teachers, it has been suggested increased 

from the mid-1970s. Also, a sense that change was imminent grew in 

the minds of teachers and many others in Britain. There had been 

something hauntingly prophetic behind this speech. It also had the 

feeling of somebody trying to break bad news gently. The people of 

Britain "'ere being asked to reject the erroneous aims of the 1960s 

which might distract them from their true destiny. Britain must 

shake itself back to its main function and place in the world. Both 

knights of the realm had spoken '1"1. th unaffected, deep, almost 

innocent belief in Britain. 

As has already been suggested, the sense of being at a turning 

point in the development of Britain, was to allow more profound 

changes in education and in the revi"sion of the examinations system. 
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Modern languages teachers, for example, came to realise that they were 

soon to implement not just another lurch in 'languages' pedagogy, but 

to fulfil a more relevant aim in teaching languages altogether - that 

of 'communicability', Relevance and applicability "~<'ere to become 

key points in promoting debate in most disciplines. Many subjects were 

already experiencing some sort of metamorphosis but it required this 

more "rides-pre ad a,.'areness of social, political and economic 

re-direction in order to carry through a more rigorous reform. It 

"~<'as necessary for attitudes to,.rards certain subjects to change in 

order to let the disciplinary system settle into a posture which 

suited the fast-changing world of the 1980s and 1990s. 

It is important to consider also some of the wider issues at 

this point. The subject disciplines, the manner of presenting them 

in the schools and also their content - all of this was held in place 

by very complex and subtle forces wherein both political parties could 

lose or gain. Small( 2) states that the pattern of knowledge selected 

and presented corresponds with society's view of the nature, 

distribution and availability of knowledge and is therefore liable to 

change as the dominant economic and political groups in society change 

and as different groups in society change; and as different ideal-

oligical stances gain precedence over others. 

Already, of course, it has been shown that Sir Keith Joseph 

had spoken out in favour of older British standards, saying that 

unfortunately socialist ideas were easier to grasp; whereas his own 

contrary arguments, while no less powerful, ,.,ere more difficult to 

(2) M. Small, Examining French and French Studies at 16 plus: 
rationale and content, with particular reference to a 
selection of C,S,E. Mode III syllabuses,(Liverpool University, 
M.Etl. dissertation, 1982) p.l. 
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pass on. He also spoke against adolescent rebelliousness feeding on 

ideological rationalizations. 

However Young(J) puts for,rard vie1-rs against retaining the 

educational 'status quo' pointing to the stratification of kno,rledge 

and the dominance in the British educational system of so-called 

academic curricula with a rigid stratification of knowledge. He 

distinguishes behreen, firstly, 'high status', pure 'theoretical' 

kno,.•ledge taught in homogeneous groups, formally examined and not 

studied by the low achievers; and, secondly, the 'low status', applied, 

'practical' knowledge taught in unstreamed groups not formally examined 

and taught to the low achievers. He states that academic curricula 

are based on literacy; they emphasize a '·rri t ten as opposed to oral 

presentation; are individualist, avoid group work; their knowledge 

and structuring is abstract unrelated to and at odds .. ~th daily life 

and common experience. 

However, whilst conservative in politics Sir Keith had seen 

error in a traditional, abstract, academic curriculum. He had 

referred to pupils being 'bored silly'by the 'clutter' which they had 

to learn. Further, an attempt will be made in this section to show 

ho¥' academic elitism can constrain a curriculum working against the 

low achievers and the lo,rer orders; and yet one ..renders why during 

the Labour-dominated 1960s the knowledge-based 'high status' British 

curricula ..rere not put more in touch with daily life. Perhaps, the 

'vested interests', the same ones which corrupted each new 

examinations system to suit their own ends, resisted such reform. 

Small(4) continues in his description of the divisions of 

---------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
(3) Young ( ed.), Knowledge and control; ne1-r directions for the 

sociology of knowledge, 1971 quoted in Small, op. cit., p.ll. 

(4) Op· Cit., p.?. 
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knowledge by stating that secondary education in the United Kingdom 

has developed according to two quite distinct traditions. The first 

of these is the acquisition on a non-utilitarian/abstract knowledge 

for leadership designed for a small minority selected by wealth 

(so'-·1al elitism) or by ability (intellectual elitism). The second 

is an education in basic literacy for future manual vorkers, excessive 

emphasis on narrow, practical subjects of utilitarian value. The 

first is gnostic, for the higher orders; it is intellectual, verbal, 

abstract, profound, involving complex thought processes. The second 

is 'banausic', for the lm·rer orders; it is sensual, concrete, 

superficial, passive, involving the automatic use of knowledge and 

experience. Such traditions as these two are of crucial significance 

in the development of the curriculum within the British system for the 

selection of content in many recent curricula, for offering different 

curricula to different ability levels, In the public mind, he 

maintains, the more abstract or theoretical then the more stringent 

must be the criteria for the selection of pupils to a particular 

course. Conversely, the more practically-orientated and accessible, 

the less status it ""rould tend to have. 

Sir Christopher Soames had spoken not only of the need for 

knol-ring languages in the new Europe but also of the need for knowing 

how to sell. Hitherto these hro were skills that were well-separated; 

that is, the elitist skill of language learning and the practical 

skill of selling, of applying a knowledge of business and industrial 

products. 

Small(5) considers that modern languages and technical education 

in conception and in the curriculum are at opposite ends of the 

(5) Op. cit., p.l2. 
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stratification spectrum. The subjects stand as t~o good examples and 

also renresent two emerging traditions of the academic/non-academic 

sections in British, secondary education. 

The modern language subject area, like the classics into whose 

tradition it fitted and r.rhich in many schools it has partly replaced, 

formerly NaB of little utilitarian value, being, he maintains, 

associated , .• i th the leisured classes. It ,.ras a subject area based 

on literacy and written presentation vhere the content was abstract, 

for the most part a high-status area of the curriculum. 

Conversely technical education (developing from needlecraft 

and cookery for girls or handicraft for boys) 1..ras ahrays immediate 

and vocational. It had applied value; its presentation 1'-ras practical-

oral; its knowledge 11as concrete, common sense and everyday. It had 

low status. 

These were the existing assumptions to which both Sir Keith and 

Sir Christopher alluded- education and attitudes out of tune with 

reality. Small continues by describing, however, more recent 

developments. He states that it had become evident that modern 

languages and technical education had re-thought their aims, re-

constructed their content, changed their teaching methods and were 

taught to a "Yrider section of the school. 

It had of course already been indicated that the social atmosphere 

inside and outside of the school was changing as the 1980s progressed, 

thus making certain advances more easy. Small admits(5) that attempts 

~ere being made to 1..reld the t~o separate traditions of the comprehensive 

school; that society had become less stratified and that there were 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(5) OP· cit., p.l2. 
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different emphases on different curricular areas. The result of this 

1·'as that by the early 1980s technical education had been upgraded: the 

technical culture became valid 'per se': at the same time the modern 

languages subject area had become more democratized in a downward 

direction in terms of ability levels to which it was offered. The 

opponents of this movement in modern languages might refer to a 

levelling d01m of the subject area. 

A useful hinge point for the consideration of modern languages 

is the Second World War. There is no doubt that modern languages had 

grown out of an elitist, classical ancestry. Nor is there doubt that 

at times it had grown along with practicability, only at a later date 

to return to its favoured position. Yet at times language-learning 

had seemed vital. 

In 1..rar-time Britain the British Council and the Linguaphone 

Institute organized courses for the instruction of foreigners in the 

English language. Having been forced to look at language-learning 

more rigorously it 1-ras felt that the Linguaphone course was a great 

improvement on earlier ones. More unusually, ho1-rever, was the fact 

that the Modern Language Association half a century ago seemed to be 

hinting that English "'as a language apart from the rest of the world. 

In itself of course this may be partly true. Yet it does reveal the 

other attitude that the Association least wanted to promote; that the 

oddity of the English language 1-rent hand-in-hand with the oddity of 

the attitude of the English people towards other languages. 

Another contributor to that same volume wanted to bring to the 

(6) Editorial, 'English for Allied Armies', M.L., Vols. 22-23, 
1940-42, n.38. 
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notice of the au thori ties, at the end of the -vrar the full extent of 

the demand for trained linguists in the services, civil and 

diplomatic. This of course, was the better-known side to the r..rar-time 

modern language-learning effort, that of traintng Englishmen to speak 

modern languages. A theme which came through regularly vas that of 

the realization that war had often come about through lack of dialogue 

between nations. 

War-time produced one of the highest levels of practical need 

for languages. Professor Boyd hammered home this point at his 

presidential retirement address.(?) He urged that the country's 

affairs should be more guided and finally directed by men who had some 

real knovrledge and understanding for the mentality of the foreign 

nations concerned. A study of Greek was splendid; a knowledge of 

history, politics or economics undoubtedly provided the possessor 

with useful facts; but all failed in one factor; the fact that such 

men had been largely responsible for the guidance of our affairs to 

a very great extent explained the country's long and glorious list of 

failures during the last bra decades. He could not fail but believe 

that much could be accomplished by a few men who understood each 

other's language and mentality, than by the so-called experts in 

the world -vho talked past each other and "'hose conversation reminded 

him of that of deaf men v'ho replied to remarks they had not heard and 

vrho, unknov'Il to each other, discussed entirely different subjects. 

If the daily intercourse between nations was to run smoothly it 

should be conducted by men who knew how the minds of those with whom 

they were dealing really worked - and what was going on inside their 

minds. 

Perhaps Professor Boyd had Chamberlain's Munich agreement 

---~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(7) J. Boyd, the post-war linguist: his training and national 
importance (address by retiring president, Professor of German, 
University of Oxford, 25th October 1940) M.L., Vo1s 22-23, 
1940-42, p.47. 
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freshly in mind. Certainly Professor Boyd had spoken out bravely in 

those early -vartime years, albeit in the early stages of v.rartime 

emotions. It was, hol-rever, a positive contribution towards attempts 

at resolving long-term misunderstandings, throughout the world 

(although seen through his eyes). 

He continued by stating that there was only one way to achieve 

that understanding and that '•'as by an exact study of foreign languages 

and their literature. Those suggesting this would be told, of course, 

that other means "'-''OUld do. Federation might last 1•'hile conditions 

were good but '~<'OUld crumble under the stress of conflict or war. 

Federation could not be foisted upon a continent made up of countries 

"1--~th different peoples and languages imperfectly understood, with 

their conflicts and diverse interests and cultures. Certainly the 

methods of Federation, Leagues or Unions were doomed to failure, he 

felt, "1--~th Europe in that current state. 

Sir Christopher Soames, it has been shown, was to press for 

commercial appreciation of Europe thirty-five years later, but again 

seeing language as one of the remedies for breaking do~m barriers. 

Professor Boyd, for his part, added that the problem which 

l.'Ould face the British after the war would be not that of creating an 

ideal Europe but of preserving their own country and the Empire; for 

this task they l>'ould need linguists who could deal not only with the 

chief languages and nations, but experts in all; there were difficulties 

involved in introducing new languages in either schools or universities 

yet this was he felt undoubtedly right in principle. Without linguists 

the cause of the British was doomed to failure 1rom the outset. He 

quoted the vice chancellor of Cape Town University that they themselves 

could go no further in the task of civilization in Central Africa or 
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even in the Union until they kne"' what the millions of natives say 

and think. 

In spite of the fact that Professor Boyd was quoting something 

said v~th the flavour of a colonial officers' mess bravado, the 

ominous tones of the end of the quotation from Africa sounded 

distressingly prophetic for Britain, 

'If -yre do not get to know their language 

ve shall pay for it dearly in the future. ' 

He continued with a mixture of threats and inducements which was to 

become ,.rell kno'l-111 in Britain during the 1980s, 

'Our future policy should be: more guns, 

but still more linguists so that if 

possible the guns may never be used.' 

There was, however, to follow, also, a repetition of the need for a 

literary-based approach to language-learning. Literature, or the 

study of civilization, was to be a constant companion of modern 

languages throughout its s1.orerving journey over the years. At times 

the language purists may ,.,ell have liked to see literature/ 

civilization disappear on one of the sharp bends; but it did not do 

so, as long as languages in schools continued to spread itself either 

above pure language study to literary academicalism or to embrace the 

other extreme of the low achievers (for whom a practical 'everday 

life' consideration ,.,as always to either monopolize or be part of 

practical language use depending on which modern language pedagogue 

,.,as in the ascendancy at the time). 

As Hitler's war-machine spread across Europe, the Oxford 

professor of German expanded his ideas further. He felt .that when 

the day came, as come it 1--rould, when the linguists . would have a 

larger share in the management of Britain's national and international 
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affairs they would of course have the practical attitude and direct 

mentality to cope 1•'i th it. For when he spoke he had in mind the sort 

of person •'ho had a sound academic training in languages and literature. 

But v.rhy literature, he 1f.•ould be asked, and •rhy above all philology? In 

fact Professor Boyd '1-•ould find that in later years a study of the 

appreciation of language would surface to an important position 

several times. 

He felt that his opponents vould suggest that it "'as better to 

have men '1-•ho v.•ere unburdened with useless learning but who knev.r half 

a dozen languages picked up perhaps in the countries themselves; that 

such men had a greater store of useful knowledge and knew nothing 

that could not be utilized. But in his vie-vr such men '!-•ould be worse 

than useless. 

In fact it was similarly to become a common theme over the years 

for the ideas of individuals to be brushed aside - as Professor Boyd 

,.ras doing - with a Gallic Sl-reep of the arms in order to make V<'ay for 

their own opinions. Many modern language teachers themselves would 

violently attack the varied teaching approaches for modern languages 

of their colleagues, according to V<•hich of the many forms of pedagogy 

... as to be in vogue at the time. 

He believed that such people would be positively harmful for 

they could not possibly possess any knowledge whatsoever of the minds 

of the people of those countries, though the speakers themselves 

l-•ould be unaware of the fact. The only true mirror of a people is its 

literature and there is no other means of acquiring a knowledge of a 

pe·ople than by an exact and intensive study of its literature. 

He went on to make a few remarks on the training the true 

academic linguist should enjoy, no matter vhether he intended to be 
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teacher, civil servant or businessman. He believed in the value of 

philology, but not too much of it; it provided the exact scientific 

part of linguists' studies and acted as a corrective to minds that 

Fere inclined to 1"'allor.r in the uncertain subtleties of literature. 

It brought home to the student mind that languages was a living, 

changing organism and that like literature it revealed the spirit of 

the people. A study of languages at that modern stage turned them 

into something static. They became dead languages. 

It is interesting to note this statement of Professor Boyd, 

that a modern language became a dead language unless linguistics was 

studied. Linguistics, he maintained, separated languages from the 

peoples, from their history, from their culture and literature, 

allowing an objective view. Moreover, the exact habits of mind 

engendered by philological training were not only invaluable for the 

exact study of literature and of the modern tongue, such a mind was 

also better fitted to grapple with ne""r languages without outside 

assistance, whenever required to do so in later life. 

No-one "rould deny the inclusion of some training in history for 

every linguist. With the history of a people, their language and 

literature l•rere linked and "~<ri thout it an understanding of their 

modern problems is vell nigh impossible. It seemed to him that an 

outline of history and its connexion with literature was the work of 

the schools; if the history outline vas supplied by the schools 

something more useful could be done than at present in the universities. 

But it should not be history pure and simple. It should be primarily 

the history of the people, their culture, their thought, everything 

indeed which vrould throw light on their mentality. History in the 

modern language school must come into line vi th language and 
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literature. 

Such considerations are at the other end of the spectrum from 

Sir Christopher Soames' and Sir Keith Joseph's practicabilities. On 

the one hand practical applicability of school subjects such as modern 

languages seems very far a~·ay from an approach, on the other hand ;.rhere 

one tries to climb inside the brain of the foreigner by immersing 

oneself in his or her culture; and yet, the argument seems equally 

persuasive; perhaps the vi tal link of verbal communication is Hhat 

makes up some of the difference. Even so Professor Boyd has a 

persuasive coercion in his final summary. 

He asserted that literature presented to people's mind's eyes 

experiences which were outside themselves and which they themselves 

began to live through. The events and emotions it described became 

unmistakebly illustrative of the ;.rords and phrases which were its 

medium. What is more it illustrated the changes these words had 

undergone throughout the ages until they arrived at the particular 

conception together v~th the peculiar mental association that they then 

possessed. 

Only the linguist, he thought, kne;.r the meaning of ;.rhat v•as 

being said in a foreign country and kne;.r what thoughts, emotions and 

impules underlined 'the saying' of something. Only the linguist 

could attain to anything like an adequate understanding of any 

given foreign mentality, for only he has the key to the foreign mind. 

When people had attained such knowledge and understanding they need 

never be surprised at anything that happened in the foreign country. 

Indeed they should be in a position to make a very shrewd guess at 

v.fhat future action 1•Ta8 likely to take place, It ;.ras the duty of the 
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people of Britain, therefore, to produce to the best of their ability 

more and better linguists; it was highly desirable in the interests 

of national survival in the years of stress ahead that the linguists 

should take a bigger share in the guidance of the destiny of Britain. 

It is significant to realize that these statements might have 

found a r'elcome response throughout many people in Britain at that 

time: and yet forty years later not much progress had been made in 

this direction. It might have been a desirable but unusual politician 

"'ho "rould have surrendered some of his influence to somebody who 

could simply 'understand the foreigners~ Perhaps in Britain it was 

thought to be more desirable for many decades to know how to keep them 

at bay for as long as possible. Appearing to make concessions to the 

'entente cordiale' without really making any, in fact became a 

political art for many years. It is possible that many British 

politicians felt that where enthusiasm for co-operation with the 

United Kingdom seemed serious 'on their part', it indicated that 

Britain should resist in direct proportion since Britain must have 

had something to lose. If in fact British cautiousness to 'things 

foreign is not irradicable Britain's problems may be deeper seated 

than might be imagined. 

One further point of significance was that it 1-ras a university 

teacher 1·rho had been invited to speak and advise on teaching 

in the schools. In 1940 the universities provided much of the 

inspiration for the classroom teacher. By 1986, they still controlled 

the important pass-grades of the examination taken by virtually all 

schoolchildren - Ordinary level G.C.E. 
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In the same volume vrere two other contributions which brought 

the reader out of the past into the present; emphasis on non-academic 

language skill was the way forward. The first extract, in the next 

issue, 1.ras a letter in which a reader wrote ernestly in reply to 

Professor Boyd's article stating that for the 'don' it was typical 

that only literature and philosophy should hold such value and also 

that literature and philosophy 1-rould be the only true mirror of a 

people; similarly, that he should think that men 1-rho knew half a 

dozen languages picked up in the countries themselves were worse 

than useless from the point of view of estimating truly the foreign 

mentality vras erroneous. The vTi ter stated that personally he 

would put the value of such men above that of the academic linguist 

who lacked considerable residence in the foreign country, although 

neither qualification could be really satisfactory without the 

other. 

A second contributor to that volume, S. Helmsley,(B) a retired 

grammar school teacher, in discussing performance of pupils in 

examination for oral tests indicated that just as he and other 

teachers had found out, the main difference between a strong candidate 

and a •·•eaker one 1-ras mostly the difference in the extent of their 

kno'~>•ledge rather than the degree of skill and correctness in dealing 

""ri th the actual amount kno1-rn. It was also fairer to the candidate 

for the examiner to find out how vrell he could deal with what he 

kneH than to discover hoH badly he dealt vri th matters just beyond 

the range of his knowledge. These hro considerations - offering 

pupils of all abilities to show their skill in expressing themselves 

in the spoken language, and also the avrarding of credit to what v'as 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(8) S. Helmsley, A Direct Method of examinations, M.L., Vols. 22-23, 

1940-42, p.29. 
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kno1-rn rather than what was not known - both of these 1-rere to resurface 

in the years before the introduction of the G.C.S.E. The G.C.S.E. 

re-statement forty years later, for some 1•'as treated as 'nm·r' 

breakthroughs in the assessment of 'language skills' or 'positive 

marking'. 

It is possible to detect, even in those war years, the very 

broad range of aims held by those people having an interest in modern 

languages. It has been stated that modern languages had a classical 

ancestry. Over the follo1-dng years the movement between the spoken 

skill and vTitten composition was seen by many to be the main debate. 

During those years the range of ability of pupil, to vrhich modern 

languages was offered, also extended further. Teachers were to find 

that slow changes could be more difficult to respond to than massive 

impositions (such as the introduction of a new examinations system); 

the latter, at least arrives all in one piece with everyone aware of 

torhat is being asked of them; the former 'creeping' change, which 

teachers experienced over those forty five years occurred as 

politicians, and others with an interest in aspects of the educational 

system, flexed their political muscles. 

For modern languages, trying desperately to find a suitable, 

final resting place in the curriculum (one ,.rhich reflected its 

exalted origins and also met the changing needs of the second half 

of the century) there was constant self-analysis. This is picked up 

in an editorial(9) which stated that it would be tedious to discuss 

what everyone knew too well - the sad position of modern _languages 

in our schools. It suggested 1) tolerance; there had to be room in 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~· 

(9) Editorial, M.L., Vols. 22-23, 1940-42, p,J2. 
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our schools for many different types - for the frankly dishonest exam

crammer ("My job depends on my exam results," he quavers); the direct 

method fanatic, the pacifist, the Francophile, the Germanophile and 

the teacher of Latin. 2) A reading and reproductive kno1-rledge of at 

least hro languages. It recommended: the exemption of the non

linguist at the end of the first year at least; the requirement for 

the rest to learn a) to read fluently vri th correct pronunciation 

b) to read 1-Qth understanding simple literature c) to reproduce 

model sentences. They 1-rould then be able to speak Yhen they reached 

the continent. They would have a sound foundation vrhen they arrived 

at university. Written translation and Free Composition should both 

cease to be compulsory. All attempts at expression in the foreign 

language should be oral. This would solve at one stroke the burden 

of correction. Pupils would learn good French instead of 1-Titing bad 

French. 3) Alternation of languages. No, single foreign language 

should be first. Latin was not easier than French. The Secondary 

Schools Examination Council had found that papers in German and 

Spanish were harder than those in French. 4) Equality of Languages. 

All languages should have equal time, equal-si~ed sets, equal 

preference, equal share of the best pupils. 5) Time Table. All 

languages should have a minimum time in the school life of a pupil. 

6) Oral Examinations. The present three minutes per pupil - which he 

described as an oral examination farce - he felt must be ended; that 

there should be permanent staff of oral examiners, all the year round, 

retired teachers between sixty five and seventy. 7) There should be 

a setting system from thirty down to class size fifteen. Larger class 

sizes -r.rere in reality uneconomical, 1-rasted energy and achieved 

nothing. 8) Overwork. The continent had found that if a language 
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teacher overvorked he underproduced; that in Britain with a falling 

school population there would be redundant teachers to allow these 

reductions in class-size. 

In some respects this editorial appeared to have been published 

slightly too soon. This crusade to improve the working conditions of 

teachers, albeit rather too much towards languages teachers, would 

have well fitted the 1970s wage-bargaining table. In the midst of 

war breaking out in so many international locations it would seem to 

be at least unusual. Perhaps it gave some breadth to the intense 

debate of the late 1970s, early 1980s by indicating that teachers' 

conditions of vork had been at least a 'warm' issue even in those 

patriotic war-years. 

The editor went on to suggest 9) Compulsory French. The 

disappearance, in those years, of the sixth form created less demand 

for language3 teachers. 10) Where was the time to come from? The 

Spens Report had requested a substantial reduction in the time 

devoted to Mathematics. The editor felt it was time that the subject 

created less misery and wasted less precious time. 

He continued on a broader, more tolerant note 11) The 

understanding of foreign nations and an appreciation of their 

Civilization, Art, Literature and Science. A credit in French at 

School Certificate could be got without the slightest knowledge of 

France, with not a glimmer of appreciation of her high civilization 

and positively no understanding of the ways of the French and their 

thoughts. 

In spite of some personal reflections for the improvement of 

conditions of teachers, the editor did not lose perspective of that 

moment in time, 
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'War has loosened tongues and it is not merely 

the boys "'ho are appallingly ignorant of foreign 

nations. No thinking man could doubt that ten 

years ago our statesmen could have prevented the 

present ~ar. The nation is clearly paying a price 

for ignorance of German and of French, of France 

and of Germany. Of course God made the British 

and the devil made the rest. The rest, however, 

cannot be exterminated, so in the end there ">ill 

be nothing for it but to find out what all these 

abandoned and Godforsaken foreigners really want. 

All of them, mark you. If Poland is to be freed, 

somebody 1r-rill have to speak Russian rather 1<rell.' 

The editor returns once more to pick up his theme. 14) The 

abolition of compulsory French at School Certificate was very wise. In 

balance, French and German should be made compulsory in the sixth form. 

This was the very least reply we could afford to the German compliment 

of making English compulsory and the first language in their schools. 

The Germans were a formidable foe, Britain dare not forget the power 

in their universities and their technical schools of university rank. 

He felt the importance of languages would in due time be brought 

home to the nation - a little longer and the Cinderella of the 

curriculum would array herself for the ball! 

It was, indeed to be some forty-five years before a need for 

languages was to grow spontaneously from the British people. Part of 

this gre1r-r from a realization that Britain was for the first time ever 

to be joined physically to Europe; that Britain's financial integrity 

and existence would disappear if the open European business market 

were not approached on equal terms by the people of the United 
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Kingdom. 

Ho¥ever, the change of attitudes towards the aims of education 

had, for example, been already starting with Callaghan's Ruskin speech 

in October 1976. The suggestion that there should be a national debate 

on education epitomised that unrest. It was becoming clear that some 

practical application of subjects taught in schools should be 

considered as the late 1970s passed into the early 1980s. As the 

political pendulum moved from left to right the climate for some 

enforced change grew. It vould be unfair, however, to see the period 

during ¥hich the educational system braced itself to move into a new 

era as wasted years. It would also be wrong to be too critical of 

those who resisted change. It is virtually impossible to stand in the 

shoes of some past generation and imagine what it was that created 

certain historical events. Ho¥ever until one has done that, one 

shJuld not pass judgement too harshly. How often has some ephemeral 

fashion come and gone without leaving trace. It falls to the lot of 

some people to provide stability and for others to attempt reform; 

and yet there needs to be a climate for change. The editor of the 

periodical who saw wartime misunderstanding as a final indication that 

languages should be thrust to the forefront of the curriculum had 

possibly not anticipated the exact post-war climate. 

Indeed, it was the actual provision of secondary education for 

all, rather than its content which fastened the attention of many 

people; also, there were some who questioned the division of pupils 

at age eleven. It was to be this very factor, the opening up of 

modern languages to more aptitudes and older children within those 

aptitudes which was to put a great deal of strain on this subject 

discipline, with its classical origins. 
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Along 1·Ti th the opening up of modern languages to more pupils 

came the suggestion that in the early years of language learning, 

success in the skill of using the language (before more complex 

manipulation of the language was expected) was roughly shared equally 

between low and high achieving children.(lO) This growing realization 

Fas to provide much of the momentum in the democratization of foreign 

langu;Jges. 

S. Helmsley was a protagonist of the Direct Method since he 

maintained that along with other colleagues he fulfilled the main aim 

of teaching languages by teaching pupils to speak it. He blamed the 

School Certificate examination for the fact that more teachers were 

not teaching it. He was therefore promoting the use of a language as 

a skill and also blaming the existing examination system for not 

reflecting this. Such arguments were to be put forl<rard over and over 

again by languages teachers; and yet languages teachers made up, for 

the main part, many of the examiners' boards. They were not always 

teachers of languages to children of the secondary age group; but 

nevertheless they were part of the same body of people in general 

terms. 

Thus, in part, hung the framework of post-war modern languages 

a formal ancestry trying to adapt itself to the many demands of its 

extended, growing family. Some of the members of the family were so 

voluble that they changed the whole family lifestyle, at regular 

intervals making all involved feel at times that no-one was really 

in charge. In short, modern foreign languages became very vulnerable 

to strong changes in suggested teaching styles and lesson content. 

·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(10) S. Helmsley, Education and the teaching of French, M.L., Vol23, 

1941-42, p.6J. 
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In 1983 on the hrentieth of October, Eric Hawkins, professor 

at York University, was to give an address. It "ras the Modern 

Languages Association Presidential talk at Swedenbury Hall, London. 

He reflected on the efforts at the turn of the nineteenth century to 

introduce an oral method of foreign language teaching into British 

schools and their effects on the present day. Morant, he suggested, 

had found at that time that the curricular bias was against education 

for capability and that that very theme had been perpetrated to the 

present day. Hawkins thought that early efforts at that time to 

release hold of the classics had been weakened by the competing claims 

of the German and French language. The early modern language 

reformers of nearly one century previous at first had seemed to be 

gaining ground yet they had advanced so little. Professor Hawkins 

thought that it was only in the 1970s and 1980s that the implications 

of their demands had been grasped. Hawkins singled out two main 

themes: the first was the Government's 1880 plea 'The dragon to be 

slain is grammar/translation': the second (which was only one 

hundred years later being realized) was 'trust the ear, not the eye'. 

Hawkins thought that the parochial stance of the universities 

and unimaginative teacher-training were partly to blame. The early 

reformers' main hindrance, he said, was, however, their failure t.o _ 

understand ho¥ modern languages were mastered; and therefore they 

were unable to propose to schools techniques that could replace 

'grammar/translation'. Hawkins saw the need for a situation where 

the learner had to speak the foreigri language. He looked for an 
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approach on two levels, one of studying the form and hou the language 

worked; the other concentrated on the meaning, on the message. Each 

level -vras necessary. Neither was sufficient by itself. Hawkins 

also drew a comparison between learning a language and learning to 

swim. There were two levels for this latter also. The first level 

"Tas the exercises on the bank, concentrating on the correct movement, 

co-ordinating the leg-kick and also timing the breathing. The second 

level comprised actual exercise in the vater, carefully controlled of 

course, at the start, in the shallo~ end. Exercises on the bank 

could never be real swimming; on the other hand being thrown in at 

the deep end v~thout rehearsal could bring only panic, thrashing 

about and drowning. 

Hawkins then added to this one further consideration which is 

vi tal. One must bear in mind that the only real water to practise in 

was across in the country itself. How were the two lev~ls to be 

provided, for the majority of less fortunate pupils who crowded into 

the nevr style schools after 1902. A contributor to the 1902 Modern 

Languages Qrarterly had made an answer which strangely enough was to 

be echoed by Sir Christopher Soames three quarters of a century later. 

It vras that pupils must realize that French and German could be 

learned at school but that all the schools could do was to lay a solid 

foundation on which pupils could later build. 

Writing the language had for many decades been the acceptable 

form. Several of Hawkins' colleagues who had had brilliant careers 

as modern linguists could not remember ever speaking a single word 

of French in class all the time they were at school. However the 

point to remember was that so long as it was the wrttten language 

that was studied, then Hawkins' analogy for swimming did not hold. 
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The S1·D._mming pool for the written language was not located across 

the Channel. It was in the school library and the pupil ~dlling to 

read hard and write hard could get all the real swimming he or she 

needed. 

Hawkins saw the collapse of the phonetic movement (on which 

the spoken language l<'as carried through the first decades of the 

twentieth century) as the reason "''hY the impetus for spoken French 

was lost; and thereby the continued concentration on the ~Titten 

language became inevitable and logical. Hawkins thought that the 

fact that university teachers never met the ninety per cent of pupils 

not going to university meant that the door stayed closed. Hawkins 

also pointed out that their narrow acquaintance with the ability 

range did not excuse them from being deliberate in foiling other 
~' 

people's attempts. The Schools Council's efforts to reform Advanced 

level were constantly pushed back. 

Yet Hawkins does not put the loss of pace of spoken foreign 

language all at the door of the notorious parochialism of the British 

universities, 

Hawkins mentioned the cry from the turn of the century 'trust 

the ear, not the eye' which referred amongst other things to listening 

rather than reading; but the comparison can be used for other purposes 

also. For example, Hawkins questioned this cry of the early reformers 

which inferred that the eye is less useful or less reliable than the 

ear as a perceptive device. The ear's disadvantage is that it has no 

way of cutting out distraction ~rhereas the eye has a lid. More 

importantly the ear has a limited short-term memory upto the point 

where the echo fades; the eye of the reader is free to take the 

message at its own speed and in any order and also free to glance 
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back. Indeed pupils are conditioned more and more (as is society at 

large) to learn mainly through the eye; the ear, however, has to be 

educated in order to allow effective language learning ~rhere the 

spoken language is a priority. Hawkins stated that it was not 

surprising that the attempts of the Nuffield team in the 1960s to 

bring the spoken language into the classroom were met with the 

constant cry 'we detest the tape-recorder'. The machine made no 

concessions, as their class teacher could, to their untrained ears. 

Hawkins went on to defend the traditional acquisition of 

grammar as part of the process of learning a language; in fact far 

from pushing the classics into the corridor he reminisces of his 

Classics' colleague's skill, at Cambridge.C 12 ) 

He explained that he had been a boy from a very modest home in 

Liverpool in Hhom his teachers at school discerned a genius for Greek 

verse composition. He never used the Greek language as they would 

say at school 'communicatively'. At Cambridge he scarcely ever 

emerged from his attic room in Christ's where he read voraciously 

and wrote verses. Yet in his third year at Cambridge he won the 

famous Forson prize adding his name to that internationally-known 

roll-call of outstanding Greek scholars. His marvellous long poem 

of great subtlety displayed consummate mastery of syntax and idiom. 

He had to attend in Senate House, in borrowed white tie and tails, 

to read his work to the Chancellor of the University while Hawkins 

and his other schoolmates huddled in the gallery to give him support. 

Hawkins reflected that with the previous decade upto 1984 

there had been a renewal of the call to make the spoken language 

(12) E. Hawkins, One hundred years of debate, what have we learned, 
M.L., Vol. 55, No. 4, December, 1984, p.l98 and following. 
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'the stuff to study'. The pupil (such as his Liverpool colleague) 

from a disadvantaged home could no longer defend himself with the pen 

alone and hard work. For now, time spent in the country of the 

language and the confidence to speak out were in the forefront. 

Hawkins admitted that levels of learning had to be considered. 

So long as the learning wa.s confined to the written language and the 

learner had plenty of time to internalize the new language met and 

to reformulate it to make his new meanings; then indeed real swimming 

in the language could proceed. The individual's intention to mean to 

want to try to communicate and to make language 'stick' wa.s brought 

to play. Provided the meaning on the page mattered enough to the 

reader who had chosen it, then there wa.s 'acquisition'. When the 

learner took up his pen to express his own meanings, there were real 

speech acts and the language stuck. The written language gave them 

time to work. 

Hawkins continued by adding that the problem came when there 

was a move to the spoken language; how to find equivalent techniques 

when time was no longer allowed, when reaction had to be immediate or 

the message lost. 

Personal, spoken messages required a person to speak to if they 

were to be true speech acts. In a class of thirty the pupils could 

not all address individual messages at the same time to the teacher. 

Then v.rhat about the grammar dragon? Hawkins thought that it was 

about time teachers stopped apologizing everytime they mentioned 

grammar. Was it not, he thought, a terrible comment on what had 

happened to secondary education that teachers should feel it necessary 

to have to apologize for teaching about the structure and how it 

worked. 
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Hawkins reflected, like others in this study on the fact that 

school merely laid the foundation rather than offering the final 

language skill for some unknown future job. Therefore the school 

experience should be planned so that the pupil is offered an insight 

into the way all languages work and how language is acquired. Pupils 

must therefore learn of the framework of language into which other 

languages may fit. This, Hawkins believed, added impetus to the 

movement of language learning of all types, including English and 

English as a foreign language, all being put under one umbrella. 

Thus, possibly, the swimming exercises on the bank might be more 

broad-ranging. As for the actual exercises in the water, that is, 

the speaking of the language, Hawkins believed that: the training of 

the ear; the use of proper, spoken language techniques (and not just 

written ones disguised, as if for oral work) one-to-one speech acts -

all of these he believed to be essential. 

Constantly throughout the years there was the movement of debate 

between philosophical consideration of the position and role of modern 

languages and then of the exact method to try to fulfil the aim of 

modern language teaching. Interestingly enough, in 1943 J. 0. Roach(l3) 

tried to define the aims of the Modern Language Association. One aim 

was to set forth the vi tal importance of knowledge of a modern 

language in conjunction with history and geography as the only 

means of understanding for countries and peoples in the interests 

of general education, international intercourse, identity and commerce. 

-----------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------

(13} J. 0, Roach, Modern Languages and school examinations, M.L., 
Vol. ?5, No. 1, December 1943, p.4o. 
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It was of course mainly in the 1980s that general educational aims 

were eventually to be forced towards practical applicability of each 

subject in the curriculum. The urgency of war brought the need for 

international understanding. The urgency of the technical revolution 

of the 1980s and economic survival brought the need for practical 

language use. 

The Har also brought a soulsearch for the reasons for breakdown 

of understanding between nations, yet again. This time, however, it 

was suggested that languages' learning and history could be h~lping

partners. It should emphasize the close relationship into which the 

study of modern languages should be brought with other modern studies 

such as English, history, geography and economics in order to form 

and complete the course of modern humanities. Too often in this 

country were we content never to bring our pupils up-to-date. Rarely 

do we cover seriously the history and the movement of the immediate 

past in order to enable them to link their studies directly with 

their subsequent experience of events through which they live. There 

is a gap of often fifty years which they may never bridge. The recent 

past is not history, it is controversial. The books have not been 

written in literature. Indeed, in literature the test of time has not 

yet decided who are the writers of permanent work. This sounds 

plausible and is trouble-saving Roach reassures us. 

The fact is that modern languages for many years to come was to 

feel itself one of the vagrants of the curriculum. The editor of 

Modern Languages had to admit sadly in 1950(14) that while it was 

easy to feel that the teaching of language had not received the 

·-~--------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(14) Editorial; M.L., Vol. 36, No. 2, 1950, p.4l. 
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prominence which its importance in the world deserved it was never-

theless true that languages must for the most part lie outside the 

correlated core of subjects. 

Hopes had been higher after the end of the war and after the 

passing of the new Biucation Act. It may possibly serve as a reminder 

to those experiencing a sense of release follo~~ng major new Biucation 

Acts that history has already follo1ored that same route. 

Three years previously the editor had stated(l5) that three 

important and educationally exciting years had passed since the Butler 

Act had become law and for the first time in England's history education 

- happily more or less free from the entanglement of party politics -

was considered a fit topic for conversation for the ordinary 

individual including as some would have it that regrettable necessity, 

the parent. There was in fact a better understanding of education 

which in turn meant the theorists no longer had it all their own way. 

As minds of minutely differing calibres were introduced to 

French, methods for pupils of high intelligence had to be adapted. 

Few of them could be taught through the medium of the grammar book, 

prose composition and still less through the ordinary conversation 

lesson. 

The new Biucation Act had in fact introduced a new era; and with 

it came a full ability range of pupils who had to adapt to the 

profession's methods. Forty years later it· was still learning some 

(15) Biitorial, M.L., Vol. 39, No. 1, December 1947, p:l. 
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of these lessons. 

The editor's suggestion was that all unsuitable learning should 

be excluded; that pupils should be given some knowledge of the history, 

geography and national life of the country concerned and if at the 

end they have acquired some small power to read, speak and understand 

the language and a radical knowledge of the written language that was 

all that could be hoped for, for some time to come. Since 

international understanding and a sense of human brotherhood l·rere 

so vi tal to human progress such limited achievements would be Nell 

worth while; and a principle "~<rhich was gaining ground was that 

English children should be equipped to explore the mind of other 

children abroad. 

There is little doubt that the increased range of ability to 

,.rhich modern languages Has taught became the main problem to be 

solved at secondary school level; and forty years ago the first 

British comprehensive schools were viewed with caution by some modern 

languages teachers. 

The editor again picked up the theme~ 16 ) He felt that teachers 

of modern languages in common vri th all members of the teaching 

profession watched the comprehensive school experiment, which had 

been launched in Middlesex that term, with interest and it might be 

with some concern. Many people saw in the role of the comprehensive 

school the wilful negation of the sound academic standards which had 

been so laboriously built up and consolidated under past systems. 

(16) Fdi torial, M.L., Vol. Jl, No. l, December 1948, p.l. 
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Others believed it to be a social concept based on political rather 

than educational theory. Others still, feared that for economic 

running the comprehensive school would have to be so vast that 

individuality among both pupils and staff might be mangled in an 

inexorably efficient machine; but provided there were adequate 

safeguards for the human material subjected to it, the whole 

experiment was vitally necessary in the current state of comparative 

ignorance of the educational process. 

The editor then pinpointed one of the problems "1-rhich had beset 

modern languages throughout the years since the war. He felt that 

modern languages in Britain were essentially a grammar school (or 

stream) study with advanced sixth form work and university entrance 

as the goal for a reasonably high proportion of those taking part. 

He stated that according to the Spens report not more than one sixth 

of the population was capable of benefitting from a grammar type of 

education; in a comprehensive school of the Middlesex type there 

would be normally less than two hundred pupils of that academic 

calibre; whether the sixth form could be organized within such a 

restricted framework without involving serious financial wastage was 

open to question. The danger seemed to be that the intelligent boy 

or girl "1-mo had embarked upon languages study in preparation for a 

professional career was to be sacrificed, to the interests of the 

mass ; the alternative, more readily apparent alternative was to adopt 

a multi-lateral system of modern languages in one or more streams 

under one roof, a system which had at least proved its efficacy. 

Thus, then as epitomized by this editor, it was put forth that 

modern languages lay so high up the hierarchy of learning in the 

school that it might even determine.the school's very nature or by 
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implication, that modern languages did not fit the comprehensive 

school and that a comprehensive school organization should be 

questioned because of the presence of foreign languages on the 

curriculum. Instead of modern languages taking up the challenge of 

the new era it took cover behind its traditional inheritance. To 

be fair to the editor he did make one reasonable claim; that there 

had to be something wrong ~Qth British education when a plea had to 

be made that the really promising child ought not even unintentionally 

to be held back. 

Modern languages, being somehow different from other subjects, 

has always been in somewhat of a conundrum. The editor of Modern 

Languages had already said that he thought that the subject lay 

outside the correlated core of subjects. He went on to say that 

languages differed from other subjects in the curriculum because the 

medium of instruction was identical with the context. Also the 

languages teacher had to create an atmosphere and a feel for the 

language. He said that, furthermore, teachers of geography, history 

and English maintained that classes of mixed ability acted as a 

stimulus to both strong and weak pupils whereas for languages the 

effect was just the reverse. 

In 1950, then, there remained the strong conviction that 

language teaching could only be effective for a certain proportion 

of the school's population. The same editor accepted that many 

children even in grammar schools would never achieve a high standard 

of accurate idiomatic work in foreign languages. By this he probably 

meant that whilst so ever that pupils continued to keep pace in 

written or even syntactical knowledge with their use of the spoken 
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language, the former (more abstract) knowledge would fail and thus 

hinder the spoken language. The important crux of this argument was 

probably the word 'accurate'. Once one abandoned the requirement for 

total accuracy and accepted some such idea that the message had been 

conveyed; once one accepted that modern languages was not knowledge

based, but skill-based then the subject justified itself and fitted 

more easily into the curriculum. But the classical ancestry of 

modern languages vTould not accept this drop down the hierarchy of 

learning and subjects. In those post-war years and for many decades 

to follow several other subjects also saw no reason to accept 

'practicability' as their reason for being in the curriculum. The 

forthcoming technological revolution had put no pressure onto them. 

The Labour-dominated 1960s had imbued a mood of free expression. 

Previously, Plowden had encouraged a Rousseau-like frolic through 

the bowers of the imagination. Money (from where?)was poured into the 

free-flowing ideas of the Schools' Council and teachers experienced a 

descent into 'Shangrila'. There was even enough cordiality to allow 

those strange modern languages teachers to stand slightly to one side, 

to 'set' their classes and to teach mainly to the upper ability ranges 

of the pupil population. 

However, 'all good things must come to an end'. As the 1970s 

progressed and the International Monetary Fund embarrassed Britain by 

dictating how the country should be run from outside; it soon became 

clear that some accountability must return to many things; and at 

that point Education used up one of the biggest sections of national 

expenditure. Also that experiment in Middlesex with comprehensive 

schools had become one of the hinge-points of the _Labour government 

in the 1960s; the people of Britain started to feel uneasy as more and 
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more legislation had to be used to force education authorities to 

destroy the last of the grammar schools. As has been shown, the 

intention to remove foundation posts such as Ordinary level at a 

time of uneasy suspicions concerning the soundness of the whole 

structure was provocative to many people. It v.ras clear that the 

lurch to the left was going to be followed by an equally drastic 

lurch to the right. 

At that time in the 1950s, nevertheless ( 1-'i th education still 

going its 01--'11 way, trying to ignore political moods) when it seemed 

that children were being entered for a School Certificate which lay 

beyond their capabilities, due to its knowledge-based character, 

there seemed no need to question the examination's basic assumptions. 

That was not the era for reforming the system with aggresion or 

vindictiveness. Post-war beliefs lay in trusting hopes to education 

and future generations. 

The Norwood Report had already separated out the school 

population into 'types' capable of certain operations, mental processes 

and skills. As long as certain groups of teachers retained the 

assumption that skill and knowledge of facts were inseparable then it 

made flexible approaches more difficult; and it certainly made it 

totally inflexible where they believed that given a single choice, 

knowledge-based facts took priority. 

Not long after the second world war an H.M.I. in foreign 

languages noted(l?) that a significant number of boys and girls had 

only just missed qualifying for entry to Grammar school yet undoubtedly 

many of them had good linguistic ability; that there was also some 

(17) H. F. Collins, M.L., Vol. 22, No. 4, December 1950, p.l?. 
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drift of teachers from the grammar schools to the secondary modern; 

that the training colleges were sending out in increasing numbers 

teachers qualified to give instruction in modern languages. However 

it was far from his intention to suggest that all pupils should, or 

could, learn a foreign language. Thus the dilemma of trying to relate 

foreign language learning to the pupil body as a whole ran from top 

to bottom of those involved in education; this being compounded by 

the formal legacy which let intellectual, knowledge-based, abstract 

classroom learning be the main teaching process; all of which was 

held in place by a difficult-to-alter examination system geared 

towards testing the same process. In the years that followed, 

classroom teaching aims were reviewed in foreign languages as in 

other subjects. 

It is important to realise that these alterations were also 

taking place in similar ways, to different degrees throughout the 

curriculum. Modern languages simply typified the movement or at 

least offered one of many discernible patterns. 

Eventually a growing realization of the need for practical 

justification for subjects in the curriculum developed; and the 

political, social and economic reforms of the late 1970s and the 

1980s, spurred on by technological changes - all of these gave the 

momentum for a major overhaul of the sixteen-plus examinations' 

system proving to be only one part of major educational reform in 

the later part of the twentieth century. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE YEARS OF REFLECTION: THE EVOLUTION OF A 
G.C.S.E. PHILOSOPHY, 1950 TO 197J 

The study of civilization and background to the language of the 

country had gro~~ in importance during the war years. Many people 

believed that a breakdown in understanding between nations had been 

the reason for conflict yet again; and some maintained that to study 

and to understand the nature of foreign peoples might halt such 

misunderstandings in the future. The whole 'United Nations' philosophy 

of a forum-for-dialogue might possibly be carried out through a better 

knowledge of the character of our continental neighbours. Modern 

languages teachers had often lived amongst these foreigners, and 

modern languages was the part of the curriculum which had most direct 

contact with foreign people. 

It has also been pointed out that in the post-war years teachers 

were becoming aware of the growing number of low achieving pupils to 

"'hom modern languages had to be taught. It was not fully certain at 

that point whether oral foreign language teaching could be effectively 

carried out with these children. Therefore as the years progressed 

'background' and 'civilization' studies 1-rere seen as a more practical 

way of giving such children a certain amount of benefit and enjoyment 

from modern languages study. Thus on two fronts background and 

civilization study grew in the post-war years. 

In 1955 in a lecture by a London County Council divisional 

inspector, (l) it ¥as pointed out that in some non-selective schools 

where there was at that time no chance of teaching French, a new 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) K. A. McGowan, M.L., Vol. 46, No. 3, September 1955, P•55. 
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subject had been introduced since the 1944 Education Act. It was 

known as French Studies. Such a geographical or historical approach 

could be excellent and interesting and could be produced by almost 

any Arts teacher but it should not be regarded as a substitute for 

oral French. However instead of conveying the idea that France was 

only a country of 'haute couture', cheese, wine, winter sports and 

crazy artists - instead of this children should be led to appreciate 

the France of dams and hydro-electric projects, of cars and fast 

railv.rays, of France at 1-rork. 

By 1956 the view was put forward that by careful choice of 

material in background-to-languages study, a new set of personal 

relationships for the pupil could be obtained. Through books and 

experiences an unkno1<~ people could be reached, leading him to 

sympathize with different ways of life and thought, helping him 

ultimately to make fresh ~ersonal contacts and friendships.( 2) 

Thus did the editor presage some of the cornucopian years of the 

late 1960s and early 1970s - general educational values of free 

expression and philanthropy. 

There was perceptive effort to attempt to make lesson content 

relevant and realistic in as many v.•ays as possible. Pupils, it was 

recommended, should feel that they were contacting real people. 

Travel or residence abroad would be an ideal target. In the 

meantime teachers should bring the foreign country into the classroom 

through the very material of their lesson. They should have authentic 

pictures of the customs and daily life of their counterparts. 

Furthermore, it was suggested that before a language teaching book be 

(2) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 37, No. 2, March 1956, p.4l. 
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published its contents should be verified by a panel of native 

experts.CJ) 

It must have been some comfort for languages teachers throughout 

the world to realize that the problems 1<rere similar from one country 

to another. At the seventh congress of the Federation of International 

teachers of modern languages it was stated that common problems 

included: the size of classes; the choice of active vocabulary and 

sufficient practice of it; the problem of ~ult texts with elementary 

language content; the age of starting a foreign language; the need 

for languages to be taught 'for use, by use•.C4) The post-war 

development of education had at least some international similarities. 

In modern languages this Has to be even more as a source of consolation 

since for some time after that languages were to be made to feel 

'awkward' in the development of the secondary school education system. 

By 1963 the attempt to use modern languages in order to improve 

international understanding was starting to reflect less philosophical 

and more practical aims. A subcommittee contributing to the Hayter 

Report recommended: q closer acquaintace with the languages of the 

communist bloc ; v'i th the languages of underpri veleged races and 

ancient civilizations of the East by intensive introductory courses 

and six to eight centres of area studies to bring together teachers 

and research students from different disciplines to specialize in 

studies related to some areas or regions.(5) Clearly foreign 

(3) Editorial, ~' Vol. 37, No. 4, September 1956, p.85. 

(4) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 40, No. 2, June 1959, p.4. 

(5) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 44, March 1963, p.45. 
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languages background studies, as seen more commonly being mostly 

related to Europe, had exalted ancestry. Furthermore, the Annan 

Report sought to promote Russian further by linking the study of 

language with history and geography. The Federation of British 

Industry also wanted languages as a weapon against overseas 

competitors, since industry and commerce would need in the future 

many more people conversant '-ri th modern languages and having a 

reasonable degree of fluency. Such statements as these emphasize 

the dual aims of languages practicability at that time: languages 

for oral communication; the use of the language vehicle in order 

to convey a wider knowledge of the civilization and culture. The 

main consideration in this latter component was whether by studying 

civilization as a separate 'studies' course or by studying it 

internally and as part of speaking the language - the one might be 

more logical, feasible or more effective than the other. 

In 1963 a course book, which "'ras to prove fairly popular for 

a while, was reviewed. 'Let's Speak French' ,C 6) as its title 

inferred, encouraged an oral approach. The reviews believed that 

such an approach in modern languages t-ras not only an ideal one for 

all pupils but the only valid one for the less academic child. The 

reviewer thought that the book represented a new departure in that 

it approached the problems from the point of view of the learner 

instead of being concerned to set out in codified form the findings 

of the grammarian. By 1969 efforts were being made to analyse, even 

more so, the way in -.;.rhich language is learnt. It was p:roposed that 

the oral skills of the nel<rer modern language courses appeared to 

·--------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(6) Etlitorial, M.L., Vol. 44, March 1963, p.44. 
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depend on intelligence in listening as much as the skills required 

in the traditional courses, though not necessarily the same aspects 
(1') 

of intelligence. The author thought that the question '!-'as still 

open, ho"'rever, as to whether a flair for languages was inborn or 

whether it was a capacity developed by earlier experiences, even 

those of the first years of one's life in the learning of one's 

o~ native tongue. 

In the same year an H. M. I. in modern languages suggested ( 8 ) 

that teachers had all the method, hard ware and software in order to 

teach languages but questioned "'rhether our pupils had the will to 

use these resources; teachers needed to consider various forms of 

motivation and for an English pupil the most powerful migh~ well 

prove to be interest in the life and civilization of the foreign 

country. The C.S.E. examination would keep in line with curricular 

and methodological developments by remaining flexible. He hoped 

that the motivational value of civilzation studies would lead all 

boards to insist on its inclusion. 

It is often believed that the resourcefulness of human nature 

leads certain people faced with associated problems, but working 

independently to develop similar, sometimes even identical solutions; 

that is that the same concept might be invented in more than one 

place. Teachers of lo¥ achieving children, faced with similar 

classrooms situations were also thinking along those lines. A head 

of modern languages from a Crawley comprehensive school spoke of the 

C.S.E. course taken by her children. The course included a project 

(?) E. Halsall, Linguistic Aptitude, University of Hull, M.L., 
Vol. 50, No. l, March 1969., p.l8. 

(8) P. H. Hoy, The C.S.E. examination in Modern Languages, M.L., 
Vol. 50, No. 4, December 1969, p.l44. 
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on a subject of the candidates' choice, related to France. No marks 

Here awarded for the project: but they might be questioned on it in 

the oral examination. The teacher, hm·'ever, Has not satisfied with 

the refusal of the Board to allocate marks to the project. She felt 

a C. S. E. course ""'as well worth"~>'hile for fifth formers leaving before 

Ordinary level because it ""'Ould provide them ""'i th an incentive to 

purposeful language study ""~thin their capabilities and they could 

follov a realistic syllabus 1>rhich should form a basis upon which to 

build further kno"~>rledge at school or outside. (9) 

Another teacher, a senior housemaster and chief examiner of 

the Metropolitan Board, thought that there "'as little argument about 

how much or how little background should be taught. At the time, as 

it eventually became clear, there was an urgent need to provide 

something, even anything, for the lm,r achieving child; and at the 

time also there was no strong lead being given as to how this could 

be done orally. Perhaps, furthermore, few of the fourteen, fifteen 

and sixteen year olds could see much point in wanting to learn a 

modern language such as French. Without the inducement to speak 

the language on a visit to the country, which for a disadvantaged 

child of that age must have seemed remote, French might have appeared 

as quite a threat on the timetable. It is little wonder that 

background and civilization was grasped eagerly by many modern 

language teachers. The teacher just mentioned was aware of the fact 

that Fork could degenerate into a mere process of copying and 

regurgitation. However despite all the difficulties he felt that 

there was a general feeling of optimism and there had been an 

(9) C. M. Roberts, Is C.S.E., worthwhile, M.L., Vol. 50, No. 4, 
December 1969, p .148. --
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increasing number of candidates entered during the previous three 

years with good results not merely in terms of better examination 

grades but an increasing keenness of pupils to learn French. 

In 1973 a member of staff from the Etlucation Department of 

County Hall Leicester tried to isolate the cause of the problem for 

many teachers in the gro'·'ing number of comprehensive schools. He , 

spoke of the lm·• achieving children. Their characteristics in the 

modern language lesson were: 1) a relatively short concentration 

span. 2) relatively speedy onset of boredom. 3) relatively rapid 

loss of interest. 4) unwillingness to learn the language (i.e. lack 

of motivation). 5) little long term memory. 6) often, little short-

term memory. 7) the inability to understand grammatical terminology. 

8) the inability to make analogies. 9) the unwillingness to recognize 

the importance of fine difference of grammar and pronunciation. 

10) al d . . . t' (10) poor aur 1scr1m1na 1on. 

The characteristics of the low achieving children in all lessons 

(not only modern languages) tended to include 1) short term ambitions. 

2) a desire for immediate satisfaction of enquiries. 3) lack of 

interest in anything not patently and immediately relevant to 

themselves. 4) an unwillingness to be adventurous in use of the 

mother tongue or to use ~ords in new situations perhaps feeling that 

to be too literate or too careful in speech raises them outside their 

class. 5) the need for a variety of teaching materials, teaching 

techniques and subject matter. 

The characteristics exhibited by many teachers of French to low 

achieving children tended to include: 1) frustration. 2) lack of 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------
(10) D. G. Smith, M.L., Vol. 54, No. 4, September 1973, p.l05. 
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conviction that progress was possible. 3) a hankering for the 

problem to go a1.ray, ovhich generally it did not. To most teachers 

the low achievers were a new phenomenon; there 1-ras no established 

body of opinion on what to do 1-d th them. Linguistically, what they 

were generally offered Fas a Fatered-down version of what their 

faster peers got. 

Because the span of attention of the low achieving child was 

short and because the aspect 1.ras seen as worthwhile in any case, 

teachers tended to teach about 'background' to the language, that 

is, about France. This took many forms but often seemed to include 

geography, history, police, wine-making, cheesemaking, Paris and the 

monuments. Written work on these topics, with drawings, seemed to be 

the basis of all ~~itten work in class. Some teachers gave pupils 

the chance to do a project on a particular topic, with reference 

books and travel brochures available. With suchpupils project work 

was not easy and tended to involve quite a lot of undigested copying 

of materials from books. 

The education office member considered it to be arguable whether 

the quality of material remembered was a good measure of the educational 

value of the course; but it had to be admitted that at the end of a 

language and civilization course similar to the one above pupils 

seemed to have learned a little French, a little bit about France and 

a very little bit about the rest of Europe. He thought however that 

there was a need for language teachers to define to the satisfaction 

of their non-linguistic colleagues the educational value of their 

courses. It was essential that such courses provided something of 

value not included in any other part of the curriculum. 

It is interesting to note the territoriality of subject teachers 
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·~thin schools. The less one's colleagues were acquainted with a 

subject teaching area the more justifiable it became. The light

hearted jokes about science teachers blowing up equipment or making 

unpleasantly-smelling gasses support an attitude of bemused lack of 

understanding of •rhat they did; similarly there are the Latin teachers 

,rho are frequently greeted with 'arno, arnas, arnat' . Such attitudes 

seem to be part of the professional toleration of other areas of the 

curriculum. The accepted pattern for such specialist teachers seemed 

to be : a vague understanding of ,rhat the other did, supported by 

rhymes or generally-known facts, to sho¥ that one had done the subject 

in the past, but never treading into deeper waters. As it has been 

suggested in this chapter, foreign languages had its own territorialty. 

This was often underlined by the awkward demands which 'languages' 

seemed to make on the organization of the timetable in the examination 

period. For many colleagues it seemed right that the eccentric 

foreign languages teachers should be secreted away in medical rooms 

and cleaners' cupboards in order to achieve suitable acoustics. The 

traditional French courses with translation and composition produced 

a readily-accepted force-field of obscurity. At the other end of the 

spectrum from acceptability lay the background and civilization 

courses. Such inter-disciplinary mongrels were less easy to 

catalogue. The author of the above article rightly spoke of having 

to convince other colleagues of the educational value of the courses. 

The colleagues also had to be convinced that languages teachers were 

not teaching other peoples' subjects in background courses. Colleagues, 

he said, also needed to know that there was essentially something of 

value which was not in any other part of the curriculum. 

Strangely enough it was an initiative geared initially towards 
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the Primary schools which had epitomised the changing attitudes 

toHards the teaching and lesson content of the secondary schools. 

The joint Nuffield-Schools Council French course 'En Avant' of the 

mid 1960s grew into a secondary school course in the mid 1970s under 

the title of 'A Votre Avis'. Titles such as 'Adelante' stretched to 

Spanish and so on to a variety of other languages. They all give 

an indication of the flavour of the time. The Pilot scheme in Primary 

French became a testing ground for some of the principles, aims and 

approaches of some contemporary modern language teaching and could 

be viewed as a microcosm of the ~dder philosophy and development of 

the subject area.(ll) Through multi-media kits including tapes, 

flannelgraphs, figurines, flashcards and filmstrips, an audio-visual 

and audio-lingual approach was used which avoided translation and 

attempted to introduce practical language skills in an ordered, 

systematic way. It attempted to teach pupils to understand, speak, 

read and write French, in that order, "ri th the last two skills as 

less important than the first two. It sought to enable pupils to 

listen carefully, to understand immediately, to repeat accurately and 

the use the language appropriate to a given context, Also one basic 

aim was to provide information which could complement the language 

study and provide a simple i_ntroduction to French life. Furthermore 

it taught to the whole ability range, in an attempt to discover 

whether there were levels of ability below which the teaching of a 

modern language was of dubious value. 

Though this particular experiment was discontinued after the 

shortcomings were exposed by Clare Burstall in 1974, three of its 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------· 

(11) Small, M. F., Examining French and French Studies at 16 plus: 
Rationale and Content, with particular reference to a selection 
of C.S.E. Mode III syllabuses, M.Ed. Dissertation (Liverpool 
University) 1982 p.l and following. 
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main principles continued: the greater democratization of modern 

languages, the stress on practical everyday language and the growth 

of background studies. All of these have been encapsulated in later 

curricular development partly as a direct consequence of Nuffield-

Schools Council courses and the philosophy of the pilot scheme. 

Thus it is important to realise that, faced with the rapidly-

produced problems of the comprehensivization of secondary schools, 

many modern languages teachers still uncertain of and unconvinced 

by, the varying theories of ho•' the low achievers should be taught, 

for the most part eagerly grasped background and civilization which 

appeared to produce fairly high levels of motivation towards the 

general subject area. Teaching background and civilization Nas indeed 

a compromise; but by the same token teaching French to the loN 

achievers ,,,as a compromise since language teaching was something that 

had alNays been done further up the hierarchy of learning. But in 

the late 1960s and early 1970s eglalitarian views prevailed and it 

was not the climate for making a stand in favour of traditional 

attitudes. Once more then, background and civilization may have been 

the instinctive response of modern language teachers uncertain how to 

deal with the teaching of French to large numbers of low achieving 

children; yet such instinctive creations were to be built, eventually, 

into teaching content and were to prove vi tal components in making 

modern languages authentic and practicable. 
(llq) 

D. G. Smith of Leicester IDiucation Office continues his appraisal 

of languages courses with heavy background and civilization elements: 

if the language element of such courses provides little which is of 

use during a stay in France the educational value of such an inter~ 

disciplinary course is very slight. Indeed, he says, that if teachers 

Qlq)O-C.. ~M.J/... 1 ~ I},(.S4- 1 N°4-;5r-p('ltt13 p.toS 
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were frank, the educational value declines even further if the pupils 

do not go to France during their course because otherwise the low 

achieving pupil will have forgotten practically all the language he 

was taught. 

He therefore suggested that it was probably more important for 

the low achievers than for the high achievers that efforts be made to 

take them abroad in order to promote motivation. Much of what they 

spoke there 1-rould be in English. They must meet their French 

contemporaries. They must enjoy their visit and realize even more 

that they ~.rould enjoy it if they spoke in French. He suggested the 

teaching of phrase-book French, justifying this by saying that 

although this would leave huge gaps it was better than existing 

courses where nothing useful was taught. The new approach would be 

situational, not structural. Very little of new input would be 

taught each lesson and very few variations. The author recommended 

equal use of English and French since stress in recent years on oral 

teaching in the language had made classwork difficult. It was unwise 

to teach mainly orally to slow learners. Certainly, he thought it 

was unrealistic to expect a productive use of French to keep pace with 

their higher powers of comprehension. The low achievers 1-rere capable of 

understanding far more than they could ever speak. He saw a change 

of emphasis for the low achievers where the aSking of questions on 

French they heard or read would predominate with very little oral, 

productive French. 

He went on to state that background or ~ea studies ran the 

risk of becoming ramshackle alliances of bits and pieces, of little 

educational worth unless shaped into intelligible units of study. 

For the low achiever this component needed to be kept to the 
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foreground constantly. However it needed to be educationally 

justifiable in an over-crowded curriculum. There was support for 

the suggestion that the area of these companion studies should be the 

nearer European countries and not France alone. Hopefully these 

children might grasp new concepts and think about new areas of 

activity Hhich might not be covered in other disciplines of the 

curriculum. 

D. G. Smith, who hnd suggested this approach, had written this 

article in 1971, although it v.ras not published in the journal until 

1973. In March 1973, M. Buckby(l2 ) of the Language Teaching Centre, 

University of York produced an article which embodied many of the 

themes already mentioned. It encapsulated for many people good 

practice, especially for the teaching of low achievers. A working 

party of the Audio-Visual Language Association with representatives 

of the Joint Council of Language Associations made the following 

proposals regarding a syllabus for modern languages at sixteen plus. 

l) the existence of an appropriate, detailed statement of objectives 

would be a major contribution towards progress in teaching and 

examining of modern languages at this level: 2) the skills taught 

should be chosen in terms of their usefulness to the learner: 3) 

for pupils of all abilities the most important skills at this stage 

vTere those of listening, speaking and silent reading (for the majority 

of pupils at sixteen plus, writing in the foreign language should 

not be an examinable objective): 4) the language content under each 

skill should be based on what "'as needed to enable the learner to 

(12) M. Buckby, A syllabus for modern languages at 16+, M.L., 
Vol. 54, No. l, March 1973, p.4l. 
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perform well in a number of specified conversational and survival 

situations; 5) any syllabus based on these proposals should be made 

available to all teachers and pupils. It should give details of 

exactly what would be expected of pupils in terms of language skills, 

topics to be covered and structure and vocabulary to be known. 

The fifth proposal acknowledges the suggestion made earlier in 

this chapter, that 'civilization and background' having been part

established at a time of need would eventually absorb themselves 

into the curriculum. 

'6) languages should be taught in the context of the 

culture of the countries vrhere the languages are spoken. 

The •'orking party concluded that it •rould not be 

advisable to draw up a specific syllabus for background 

information studies. • 

Whether it •'as a timely coincidence or not, Britain entered 

the European Common Market on January lst of that year. The day 

after that event at the Joint Council of Language Associations 

Conference January 2nd 1973 the main theme was European Studies. 

This area of study, its definition, its multidisciplinary nature 

and particularly the question of its relationship to the teaching of 

language skills ¥as apparently something ¥hich had been the concern 

of teachers and lecturers for some months even prior to the discussion 

at conference. 

It is interesting to note that as separate subject areas - French 

Studies, Spanish Studies, German Studies - the background and 

civilization courses appeared to have low profile .~thout causing 
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excessive concern. However, as a combined European Studies alarm 

bells were set off. There was of course a difference and that was 

that the former groupings were off-shoots of separate language-

cultures. The latter, European Studies, came from no single language-

culture. It was a pure 'test-tube baby'. It might also be the case 

that federation, as one Fartime contributor to this study has already 

stated, has not come naturally to Europe. One even wonders how much 

homogeneity there is to the majority of nations grouped by terms such 

as Middle East countries'. After all, probably world maps for each 

country indeed show that country in the centre of the world. It is 

unlikely that all of Israel, for example, considers itself to be east 

or west of anything. That apart, 'European Studies' , that is a study 

of no particular country but of any within the general category of 

Europe, appeared to bring the 'background and civilization' snowball 

to an abrupt state of analysis. 

Some lecturers at conference displayed the languages teachers' 

fears of European Studies becoming, to them 'intangible', in much 

the same v.ray as Education generally had seemed to become for so many 

in Further Education. This might be because their ultimate conclusion 

of the 'subject', European Studies, would show it to be a woolly, 

indefinable composite; or also because they, the languages teachers, 

had not yet explored v.~dely and successfully enough the intrinsic, 

multi-disciplinary (multi-skill) nature of variations to what they 

had for so long regarded as the linear qualities of their subject -

integration versus isolation. 

There seemed to be concern that entry to the E.E.C. should 

ascertain that no language should dominate. Also, another speaker 

(13) E. M. Batley, J.C.L.A. Confernce Address, 1973, M.L., Vol. 54, 
No. 3, March 1973, p.38. 
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warned of the need for Britain to avoid the immediate 'post-fanfare

to-Europe' dangers of insularity, not only in a political sense but 

also in terms of which languages should be taught; and that, whatever 

progress had been made in education in the years previous, the system 

had regressed in terms of the choice of foreign languages available 

in schools. On a further 'cheering' note another speaker reiterated 

yet again that languages on the professional and industrial scene 

-.rere almost always ancillary to, or less important than, some other 

training, a view -.rhich had been stated before in a document 'Modern 

Languages and Careers' . 

A speaker who -.ras to continue for many years to be connected 

with the enigmatic world of European Studies, Mr. M. T. Williams 

of the University of Manchester, gave advice for constituting and 

organizing European Studies in the curriculum. However he warned 

against advocating too strongly that, for C.S.E. children, European 

Studies should be recommended. It "'as all very well for languages 

teachers to observe that slow learners received motivation from the 

content of civili7oation, but from the geographical point of view the 

C.S.E. child had a basic difficulty of making the mental leap from 

understanding the concept of 'immediate environment' to that of 

'nationalism' and 'internationalism'. It was therefore clear that 

teachers should not think in terms of European Studies for the lm-r 

achievers alone and foreign languages for the rest. 

On a personal interview in September 1986 at Manchester 

University Mr. Williams with hindsight admitted that the lack of 

clearcut career opportunities for a teacher of European Studies, 

trapped between the disciplines -.ras a further discouragement to the 

progress of this subject. 
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It is possible that clear, open statements such as this stopped 

teachers of foreign languages making European Studies - and to some 

extent French Studies, Spanish Studies and German Studies - the 

'languages' part of the curriculum which would service the low 

achievers. If taken seriously European Studies required authoritative 

'geography-method' knowledge to be conveyed to languages teachers. In 

these interdisciplinary experiments of the early 1970s there was 

often a 1-•atershed. For foreign languages, European Studies may well 

have offered the opportunity of bringing together teachers from other 

disciplines who were able to 1-rarn of the pitfalls of treading too far 

into other disciplines; and European Studies although at first 

appearing to have the perfect timing of Britain's entry into the 

E.E.C., in fact, may have given a shiver of stepping onto something 

which did not seem quite firm. 

Nevertheless languages teachers continued to sound out the most 

extreme points of European Studies which vere manageable by the 

foreign language classroom teacher. At the same conference(l4 ) a 

speaker talked of European Studies in Somerset '1-Qth particular 

reference to the language element. He also mentioned that the 

short-term memory of the low achiever was a most important 

consideration. It uas this realization, in trying to devise 

languages and background courses for the low achiever, which led 

teachers to set different goals for low achievers within areas of 

skill similar to the high achiever. For example the speaker stated 

that as far as the spoken language was concerne<.l passive understanding 

(14) Ibid., p.93. 
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and active use of some sort were within the reach of all; in written 

language passive understanding and active use were to be encouraged 

by model-based Hriting and by use of the language for information 

retrieval. 

The question "'as more and more now starting to come back to 

the teaching of a modern language to lor-1 achieving children. 

European Studies had been one of the catalysts. It may have helped 

people to look again at teaching the use of the language in some 

form, to lo"' achieving children. There ""'as a group of people Fho 

had taken one step further than European Studies, into 'World 

Studies'; no doubt given time there might have been 'Universe 

Studies' also. For the majority, however, seeking a more effective 

way of dealing with the language itself was a priority. Professor 

Hawkins suggested going back to the basic philosophy and asking 

simple questions: why do it? How should we do it? He stated that 

there was still a need for a clear and reasoned statement of the case 

for modern language teaching at all levels which would set out the 

benefits likely to accrue from such teaching in a form capable of 

convincing administrators and colleagues in other disciplines. 

LanguBges teachers should also provide clearer definitions of "~at 

constituted a modern language course,' and for administrators an order 

of priorities for the immediate future. 

It is clear that the 'Studies' stage of modern languages, had 

made many modern languages teachers ask themselves some very basic 

questions about what they were doing. Many of them, as it has been 

pointed out, were uncomfortable with the lower ability ranges 

possibly because of 'languages' connections with formal, classical 

languages. Many of them hoped the problem would somehow sort out 
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itself. In fact there had been always a need for Professor Hawkin's 

types of questions right from the start, but many teachers were 

afraid of asking them. They "'ere in a conundrum. If the answer 

carne out to be that modern languages could offer little to the low 

achievers, the whole future of foreign languages on the timetable was 

under threat; for no school Fould tolerate, for long, an elitist 

subject Fhich could only be taught to the brighter pupils. Teachers 

realised that the lo"r achiever Forkload had to be shared equally. It 

1>ras no"~<r approaching decision-time for modern languages. The real 

question was, indeed, Fhat "~>'as modern languages trying to do, 

overall. 

Running parallel to this consideration was that of reshaping 

the sixteen plus examination. Brian Page of the University of Leeds 

had strong views on this.(l5) He thought that the target for a 

sixteen plus examination was a format which Hould make a just 

assessment of more modest achievement and provide real motivation 

by offering goals that could be reached by even the low achiever. 

He ,rondered what sort of common ground or interest could be aimed 

at which could cater for this welter of highly differentiated 

individuals. Should teachers indeed not be encouraging pupils• 

individuality by as flexible an examination system as they could 

imagine rather than attempting to stuff them through the mince sieve. 

He thought it ironic Yhen through group work and discovery methods 

teachers were trying to individualize curricula as much as possible 

that tl~ey should. be encouraging an examination system which denied 

(15) B. Page, M.L., Vol. 55, No. 1, March 1974, p.l. 
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all of this. Most teachers intuitively felt that it Fas impossible 

to devise a single examination Fhich vrould do justice to both high 

fliers and low fliers at the same time, such examinations v'ere not 

demanding enough for the high achievers and the fact that they 

included a v.Titten test usually accounting for at least 25 per cent 

loaded the dice against the loF achievers since the majority of C. S.E. 

candidates found it difficult to produce a ~tten piece of work 

which v.ras worthl<•hile. 

In fact views such as these "''ere eventually heeded. The solution 

came partly in a division of the language in to four skill areas 

(listening, speaking, reading and writing) which were duplicated over 

h•o different levels. Weaker candidates would be able to obtain grades 

belov.r 'C' (the old Ordinary level pass grade) by a 'pick and mix' which 

allowed the exclusion of vTiting provided they picked within a broad 

choice of variations. 

As the Schools Council, before its demise, began to come to 

grips Fi th the framev.•ork for the nev' sixteen plus, reactions still 

favoured the inclusion of background study components. A contributor 

in 1972(l6) ~··anted an extra paper on a project, the sort of work done 

by a particular class or group. The chances of such inclusions were 

alv.rays going to be lol>• for inclusion in an examination at the level 

of an Ordinary level substitute. This was epitomised by the way in 

v.•hich the mostly forv.•ard thinking Schools Council 'hedged' in trying 

to suggest hoF the syllabus should be described. For decades modern 

languages teachers had 'subsumed' the syllabus from Past Papers with 

the result that in the Syllabus handbook the main language, French, 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(16) J. M. C. Davidson, Some reactions to Schools Council Bulletin 

No. 23, M.L., Vol. 54, March 1972, p.3. 
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at Ordinary level took up very little space in comparison to other 

subjects; and the other foreign language syllabus entries mainly 

consisted of 'see French'. Hence, upto four or five distinct subjects 

l,Tere covered in a few sides. It Has therefore suggested very 1'1arily in 

1974 by the Joint Council of Language Associations meeting with all 

other such associations that there was 'considerable interest in a 

detailed syllabus in opposition to one couched in sentences'.(l7) 

It was no surprise then that background studies should receive a 

broadside, given the gro·ping detail being shown to language. 

'Background studies were considered to be an 

important part of the curriculum but b~cause 

of the difficulties involved in assessment 

they could not form an essential part of the 

examination' 

It is important to note that background studies was left out because 

it could not easily be assessed; for a number of years Spanish C.S.E. 

had included English questions about Spain on 'background'. It 

proved increasingly difficult to ask fair questions that did not 

repeat themselves from one year to the next; however this may have 

been resolved for all foreign languages to some extent if a more 

detailed syllabus had been set prescribing the areas on which 

questions were to be asked; the syllabus might have also included an 

annually reviewed list of possible source books. 

Nevertheless, 'background' received one of its final and more 

significantly unanimous (given the level of representation of the 

conference) fareFells. 'Bac.kground' had, for some time, conveyed the 

hopes of teachers clawing to find some area of support for the bottom 

(17) A common system of examining at 16 plus, a report on a 
discussion held by the Language Teachers' Associations (M.L.A., 
A.V.L.A., J.C.L.A., A.T.G., A.T.S.P., A.T.R., A.T.I.), M.L., 
Vol. 55, No. 2, June 1974, p.85. ----
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half, more or less, of the ability range which found itself directed 

towards a foreign language examination. Yet, all was not lost for 

the weaker children; for the same conference also reiterated the next 

of modern languages concessions to the low achiever, 

'There was considerable divergence of opinions 

regarding the weighting of skills the main 

difficulty being the importance of writing. 

While most teachers favoured equal marks for 

listening, reading and speaking, some felt 

that the low achieving child would encounter 

difficulty in expressing himself in writing 

and that therefore this skill should receive 

fewer marks. The problem it 1-ras felt could 

be resolved by having a flexible examination 

~~th compartmentalised testing of the various 

skills.' 

The cynics saw this as yet another zany contrivance of the modern 

languages group; firstly there had been phonetics, secondly the Direct 

Method, thirdly language laboratories, fourthly European Studies and 

the present stage - 'they might not ~Ti te anything • ; and yet there 

may be some perverse logic in maintaining that a language should be 

for speaking. 

Since this seemed reasonably acceptable to many, the suggested 

frame1-rork of a flexible examination with listening, speaking, reading 

and ~Titing being compartmentalised was further strengthened. 

In this section attempts have been made to indicate how modern 

languages teachers responded to the demands and expectations of the 

subject area. A number of times, then, since the second world war 

teachers had tried to resolve the problem of the low achieving 
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children learning a foreign language, by responding with professional 

instinct. There were of course other developments on the wider 

national scene and even internationally beyond the immediate classroom 

situation. Many of these development, however, tended to work from 

outside inwards less than by teachers' instinct. Wherever this "'as 

the case, quite naturally, they were viewed with more caution and 

implemented vhere it was thought to be applicable. It is not 

intended to reviev all factors such as these, at intervals, in this 

"'ork but only the post-var attitudes, .,rhich eventually led up to the 

introduction of the G.C.S.E., to¥ards dealing with the growing numbers 

of less academic and low achieving children; and in more detail to 

vie¥ in perspective the attitudes Fhich led to the introduction of 

'civilization-background' which itself was henceforth to hold an 
\'$' 

important position, but more discretely, within the course text-book. 

The war-time period had produced the demands that the misunderstandings 

which had led to war could have been alleviated if nations had 

understood better each others' differences. Both the classroom and 

the university teacher saw the role of civilization and background as 

being crucial in conjunction l-Qth language, in improving international 

understanding. Post-war, the extension of secondary education to 

larger numbers, meant finding new ways of teaching modern languages 

("Qth its classical-traditional ancestry) to more children unable to 

be motivated alone by mastery of the written language. Eyes turned 

to external alternatives but meanwhile teachers looked for an 

alternative examination. The Certificate of Secondary Education 

allowed greater flexibility of examination and with it came the 

opportunity to use school-based background and civilization. The 

struggle to teach language to low achieving children had not been 
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resolved. Language was still being treated as a compound complexity. 

Background and civilization was taught to the low achiever along with, 

at first, and then eventually, sometimes to the exclusion of the 

language. Eventually, languages teachers realized that they were 

treading into unknown ~raters. At about the same time it was realized 

that the language problem could be defeated by the traditional method 

of 'divide and conquer'. Language study "\'Tas divided into four skill 

areas. Children were also seeing that they could achieve short-term 

goals because they could master certain skills within certain 

contexts. Background and civilization had played an important role 

in holding ground until reinforcements had arrived. It was not, 

however, put to one side. Its importance had been recognized many 

decades before in times of national crisis. Background and civilization 

was rewarded a permanent place - built into the text books, where in 

the past it had made only sporadic appearance according to space 

available between exercises. It is significant, therefore, that a 

subject such as French could now be viewed in terms of French life 

also, a number of years after fierce battles had been fought about 

how much one could teach about background whilst still keeping the 

title of French. These staging posts of developments were, however, 

reached over a decade before the introduction of the G.C.S.E. 

For modern languages, then, as well inevitably as for other 

subjects which ~rere changing their composition during these formative 

years, there was a type of catalyst; but in this case it was actually 

part of the equation. 'Background and civilization' was indeed at 

first part of the very broad teaching-approach equation. It then 

proceeded to enter the tighter examination syllabus equation, 
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although still left in very broad general terms. In the process, 

ho,,rever, it had allo;-red a reformulation of existing elements into a 

ne1-r compound. It had at one point gone to an apparently dominant 

position (for a large proportion of the school population) but this 

had attracted sufficient attention for many teachers to give a final, 

firm response as to where they thought it belonged; for at one point 

it ,..as starting to question the 1,rhole formula (of modern languages). 

The war-time crisis, of a need for better international 

underst8nding, had therefore toned do~m to a slightly less emotional 

need, for knowledge of the country to go with the language, during 

the post-war years. Also in those years, the Butler Act had brought 

more of the low achieving children into contact with modern languages. 

Early responses from languages teachers interested in the opportunities 

for these children had produced a realization of the need for the 

children to visit the country. 

Furthermore, the intensification of the 'cold war' had added an 

extra twist by the statement of need for more of those slavic 

languages. This 1-ras alt-rays going to be difficult to service with 

teachers. As indication of this, it 1-ras still proving to be stubbornly 

difficult to create an appetite for the nearest countries' languages. 

Even nearby trade-enticements vere not producing the breakthrough to 

modern language appetite in Britain, far less, then, central Europe. 

There was, of course, a broad range of different personalities 

t-~thin the species of the modern language teacher. However, at 

fairly opposite ends were the two types which represented greatly 

differing teaching approaches. The first t.ras the teacher who aimed 

at an ideal of carrying out most of the lesson in the modern language. 

The pupil would be in an environment of total language exposure. 
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Motivation "'ould originate in being able to follow the events of the 

lesson being performed in this mysterious code; but it was a code, 

indeed, that really existed at day-to-day level in the foreign 

country under study. For these pupils the appetite for the lesson 

•'ould originate in success in comprehension and expression in the 

target language. The second teacher was the one who saw great 

potential in revealing the lifestyle of the target culture; but this 

lesson would often t~ke place in the native language of English. 

Motivation came from discovering the differences and similarities 

of these foreign people; and also of practising their language within 

the classroom. Whereas for the first lesson-type the form of the 

language and its use was of significant importance, for the second 

lesson-type the content of the civilization and its language in the 

broader curricular setting was important. The former was language 

skill, the latter was language and civilization. In the 1980s skills 

"rere to rise to the forefront; in the post-war decades, however, the 

partnership between government and teachers, which the Butler Act 

had highlighted, was encouraging. a partnership of ideas, leading to 

(eventually) a partnership of disciplines within the curriculum. At 

that point in the post-1-rar decades, it was not fully kno"~A'll whether 

the low achieving child could handle the language-environment lesson; 

and also it "'as still predominantly the high achieving child which 

made up the greater numbers in modern languages classes. Experimenting 

~~th the modern language culture was therefore seen to be quite 

acceptable. 

It has been shown that the uncertainty as to the modern 

language capabilities of the ever-increasing numbers of low achieving· 

children had' therefore, produced some texts which were at first 
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claimed to be a ne""' breakthrough. Some of these texts had included 

drawings of stick-people. For the lm'' achiever this may have been 

even more puzzling. At the t-rorst they might have expected at some 

later point to meet these creatures in a foreign country, speaking 

this rapidly-delivered code; at best it possibly underlined their 

original suspicions that this particular subject in the timetable 

should not be taken too seriously - especially since the really 

authentic efforts of the teacher seemed to appear out of a loud

speaker or onto a silver screen. 

Even by the beginning of the 1970s Her Majesty's Inspectors 

-.;.Tere still maintaining that an interest in the language would come 

from taking an interest in a ""'ell-presented civilization. The C .s.E. 

examination in Spanish had even included a section on this. Even so, 

efforts were still continuing, it has been seen, to try to solve the 

problem of allo1-ring the lmr achieving children to survive somehow or 

other in the language-environment lesson. The characteristics of the 

lo1-r achiever 1-•ere put under scrutiny, as were the teachers of them. 

One problem "'hich grew for the 'background environment' teacher was 

that of justifying his slot in the timetable; the traditional modern 

language, v.rritten-based lessons had had a more widely-knmm setting. 

Indeed, as the 1980s skill-based approach to modern languages emerged, 

the curricular justification would be vulnerable again until modern 

languages skills ¥ere to develop a more identifiable profile. 

The innovative approaches to curriculum development, then, 

such as the Nuffield Project "Tere to produce for modern languages 

the 'En Avant' experiment. The Primary experiment of Junior French 

would prove to be one of the most far-reaching attempts to teach 

modern languages to non-grammar school children; and it would probably 
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suggest ne1-' alternatives for the low achieving secondary age children. 

Yet all of this potential "'as soon to dissipate as it was realized 

that education 1-ras not bringing about the long hoped-for improvements 

Hhich the old system had highlighted. In addition the massive sums 

of money being used up at a time of national near-insolvency, doubts 

over the effectiveness of the Department of Etlucation and also bad 

publicity over numerous educational, general and specific abnormalities 

- all of these things helped to take a1-ray the head of steam ¥hich 

had built up in that 'era of experimentation'. 
(i'lGI) 

Another Ulti1'i~1;r had underlined the importance of low achieving 

children visiting the country; for them, short term motivation meant 

that a visit "'as essential for any form of motivation, since this 

would not come from any satisfaction in successfuly speaking words 

which had no apparent, practical use. He had suggested phrase-book 

or situational modern language. He felt their comprehension would 

al¥ays be higher than their productive use of the language. 

It ~as also stated that a leading professor had then laid do"~ 

his version of a syllabus for modern languages. These efforts tended 

to draw together, by the mid 1970s, disparate statements expressed in 

desperate sentiments throughout the years previous. The skills 1-rere 

broken up for ease of teaching and learning. The content was to be 

that 1-rhich was necessary for performance in specified situations. 

Teachers and pupils should have a detailed syllabus for reference and 

for kno"~ expectations. The professor confirmed that civilization 

and background should be absorbed into the curriculum, with languages 

being taught in-. the context of the culture of the countries where 

the language was spoken. 

As the new European reality dawned the 'agent provocateur' of 
(11 <=() 0 .C. • ")I""'; R 1 t1 ~ . \) Di. '5 (f "'oc:r i t:~f. Iff 1:1, ~. 1 D ') 
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the drama finally provoked the system once too often and the -.rhole 

'background' cover <,ras opened wide. No longer should the loF 

achievers have less language. The 'language environmentalists' now 

had sufficient confidence and experience to suggest ways of teaching 

languages to all abilities. These years of reflection for modern 

languages had elicited the 1-rell known solution to many long

standing, apparently monolithic problems - that of breaking down the 

mass into smaller components; thus modern languages '1-ra.s broken down 

into separate sections. In the vocabulary which "~<ras then current, 

modern languages became 'customized' and 'user-friendly'. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PREPARING FOR CHANGE: THE EVOLUTION OF 
A G.C.S.E. PHILOSOPHY, 1974-1979 

In the first chapter it 1.oras pointed out that significant progress 

had been made in meeting the net-r attitudes, 1.orhich surfaced, towards 

a ne~r sixteen plus by the mid-1970s; but that for a variety of 

reasons there appeared to be a ten year pause after that. During 

those ten years, from the mid 1970s to the mid 1980s, not the least 

significant event "~-'as to be a change of government. There was a 

reflection of the timing of these national events, to some extent, 

in modern languages, as t-ras more than likely in certain other subjects. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s some of the attempts to teach modern 

languages across the t-rhole ability range had for some teachers resulted 

in the separation of language from ci vili zati on and background. By 

the mid-to-late-l970s it has been inferred that this particular trend 

had reached its peak. The foundations for the G.C.S.E., to be 

implemented in the mid 1980s ten years later, were starting to be 

laid. During the following ten years from mid 1970s, civilization and 

background vhich had risen almost in its Ot-'11 right and thereby 

proved, to some extent, its right to exist, started to grow back into 

the language context ,·•hence it had originated, though the tail-end of 

it still moved for some years to come. 

In the main modern language periodical a tva-line entry, marking 

the emergence of a t-•ould-be major 'background' publisher served only to 

underline that a net-r confidence may have been emerging. It stated 

that Mary Glasg~l-' Publications had opened a nel-' branch in London. (l) 

Also the Schools Council/Nuffield Foundation Modern Languages Project 

tori th its broad range of approach t-ras to be picked up by York University 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Editorial, ~. Vol. 55, No. 2, June 1974, p.lJ. 
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and the 1,.•ork 1·•as to be disseminated from there. In that same issue a 

reviewer, •Titing of a slightly higher level book on French life, gave 

it a ••arm •relcome at a time when English students of French were more 

than ever before taking an interest in general background studies to 

their subject.(Z) 

Another book for Advanced level based on the background to Spain 

'·•as revie,·•ed in December 1974 and sho••ed that even at that point 

'background' ••as strong; it stated that more and more interest had 

~risen in those recent years at school and at university in background 

studies.CJ) 

~ March 1975 Mary Glasgow had sufficiently felt the need for 

new horizons by going to Australia; in later years this publisher 

paved the t·•ay for French video films for the classroom. She '·Tote 

back to the United Kingdom describing the experiment in forty-nine 

high schools in Victoria. The object behind them was to involve 

learners in a consideration of the nature of language, communication 

by ••o:rd of mouth, vhat it really meant in human terms, "''hat its social 

and psychological implications were in a community and how different 

modes of speech reflected different customs and often alternative 

behaviour. These ideas ,,rere not ""'holly ne'l-r. Eric Hav.rkins and Stewart 

Ingram of the United Kingdom y.rere quoted in Melbourne. Mary Glasgow 

spo{J1f recent experiments •1. th 'project work', 'social studies' and 

'area studies' and ways of treating language as experience of culture 

instead of (or as well as) skills to be acquired for ill-defined or 

sometimes ouhrorn purposes; the movement away from traditional methods 

'---------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------· 

(2) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 55, No. 2, June 1974, p.lOl. 

(J) Ellitorial, M.L., Vol. 55, No. 4, December 1974, p.206. 
{J"'-) ~~ t.,taf7ow 

1 
M 0~Vl L"""'<rt"'~ .,(., ........ .-der 11-t.-. I/o(. >6 

1\101 (1pt.!.. !Cfl-:; (>·lett. 
1 
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had had its point of departure in Victoria 1.vhere it .,ras linked with 

widespread antagonism to the hitherto fashionable audio-lingual 

system; in many places the video-cassette recorder was a normal tool 

of instruction and communication, because it 1"as assumed that 

languages had to be seen as well as heard; such great achievements, 

she felt, in sound and vision. For the United Kingdom she, too, uas 

to bring such dimension to modern languages resources. 

Interest in 1 background 1 1-ras, as it has been stated, on the 

vane; this ,.,as accelerated by lack of confidence in European Studies; 

confidence ""'as also -,:,raning in existing language teaching. Clare 

Burstall 1 S attack on Primary French took the '!>rind out of the sails of 

Junior School French although this was to be questioned at a later 

date, and later still mostly justifi~~) Another blow carne with the 

discovery that only just over one third of pupils were choosing to 

continue studying a foreign language; this discovery was made worse 

by the fact that the pupils ""'ho opted out, or were timetabled out, 

had usually done only two years of a five year course, thus achieving 

little success, or had reached few of the aims of studyirig a language,C4 ) 

A comparison was made to that of boys and girls studying a history 

course -,:,rhich did not include the twentieth century. 

This H.M.I. reached the same conclusion which many more people were 

to make during this period of reflection for modern languages teachers. 

This vas that background had proved its worth but surely it could not 

be all that was easily assimilated out of a modern language study for 

the low achiever. Like others during these reflective years between 

mid-l970s and mid-l980s, recommendations were made for the breaking up 

of language into compartments; and suggestions were made about which 

·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
( 4) M. V. Salter H. M. I. , The place of Foreign Languages in the whole 

curriculum of the school, What shall we teach? (J.C.L.A. Conference 
speech), M.L., Vol. 56, No. 2, June 1975, p.l94. 

(Lt-tA.) c. !Svrv ... .,.c~,..,oc-!;1 Fr~&,., i"' 1-~e.. <>d.~ uz
1 
&t.£. fl) J 5/6\A, \ 'G7 't; 

q~o M.CSu~~, l? (/(f,..,"")l43 ~ rs<I"4U'7 ; .., ~ {;..J<h,(.fl. 
f}fA..d.le~ '-116"'~ (..,.c:o&A"(}""<>~ ..,-0 ~C",.,...Jl,vol.lc:,::,(c:t)~p-n& 



aspects of the language might be more readily assimililated by the low 

achiever and also the high achiever. Thus modern languages, which 

had largely grown out of the Classics, and "'rhich for so long had been 

studied from an academic viewpoint, now after thirty years of being 

examined in that Fay for gro .. ring numbers of the low achievers, began 

to be viewed differently; the 'divide and conquer' approach was 

indeed being adopted and eventually "'ras to become a central part of 

the frame~·rork for the new G.C.S.E, As in other subjects, skills were 

to become a dominant feature. 

In this last particular case reference was being made to the fact 

that listening to a modern language had often been overlooked as a 

skill in its O¥n right; more often it was required that pupils should 

understand in order to be able to speak. Mr. Salter pointed to the 

growing evidence of the capacity of pupils of a wide range of ability 

to understand the modern language spoken rapidly by the native 

speaker. Therefore a suggestion was made that there could be two 

levels of understanding: precise detailed understanding (for the high 

achiever); and gist-understanding for the low achiever. 

Similarly, reading ""ras another receptive skill. It had been 

the intention to link listening, speaking, reading and writing. It 

might now be appropriate to consider the two receptive skills 

(listening, reading) and the two productive skills (speaking, writing). 

These considerations were not entirely new. They epitomised efforts 

that had been made and that were being made during the reflective years · 

between mid 1970s to mid 1980s across the range of the curriculum. 

Mr. Salter suggested that the speaking should be geared towards 

making comfortable survival abroad a possibility. Writing should be 
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geared towards using relevant information not alway~rely 

own ideas. 

on pupils' 

The H.M.I. thought that the audio-visual revolution had 

produced a reaction against teaching grammar. Language had ceased 

to be taught as illustrative of rules. Ho,,rever high achieving pupils 

were capable of learning and re-applying rules and if they were 

denied this their oral and vri tten 1,rork could suffer. He suggested 

for grammar, therefore, an inductive approach, retaining moderation, 

using grammar as a means to an end, in so far as it facilitated the 

use of language. 

With regard to civilization, he thought that most courses tried 

to present this aspect, but that more intelligent children should be 

challenged to go far beyond the normal boundaries, using powers of 

discriminination and making conclusions. To be avoided at all costs 

was copying extracts from books and magazines or the indiscriminate 

pasting of pictures. English should be used - or the modern 

language for the high achiever. 

Until more recent years less intelligent children were given a 

'!>Tatered dOt·"n version of the standard course. They became frustrated, 

disillusioned and presented the teacher with discipline problems. 

This robbed the teacher's confidence and he might conclude that he 

vas incapable. In the United Kingdom, he said, ve did not have the 

evidence of the level below which pupils could not learn a modern 

language. 

This notion was to be an important consideration at that time. 

Since teachers ,,rere starting to look at languages-learning by breaking 

down the subject into sections and seeing certain sections as being 

more easy to assimilate than others~ there was a growing question as 
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to ho1-r far one could take this. 

This 1-JaP partly ansFered by stating that pupils would normally 

learn vrhat Mere achievable targets. These targets should be goals 

1-ri thin their reach Hhich 1-rould provide a constant feeling of success. 

Mr. Salter referred to a Department of Etlucation and Science 

Survey, of l"hich he had been the author, in 1-rhich he reminded the 

reader that language learning "~-'aP more difficult for the slow learner 

because he had a limited memory span and therefore had difficulty in 

learning by analogy; he could rarely re-use Fords and structures 

creatively; his command of the language did not grow in complexity, 

he might not learn basic structures, he might forget much of the 

vocabulary. 

In listening comprehension most such children, without major 

defects could understand more than they could say. The gap between 

the receptive and productive skills wcvs very much greater for slow 

learners.than others. He suggested, therefore, that the listening 

skill should predominate for slow learners; and at a later stage when 

they "~-'ere better equipped, in the limited time available, simple oral 

objectives and survival situations could be set and taught, without 

expecting the growth of complexity. 

Reading 1-'aP an individual activity and therefore could be 

undertaken by a slow learner if and when he appeared ready but it 

could induce inferiority and failure; therefore 'survival' reading 

might be the target. Examples of this might be road signs and shop 

names. 

For vTi ting, if possible, one should 1-rai t until the pupils 

appeared to Fant to do it, and then there should not be an unrealistic 

insistence on accuracy by the teacher. 
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Mr. Salter was adamant that slow learners did need to study 

the background and civilization of the country and its people but at 

a level and in a context vhich were of real significance. There was 

no point in presenting a middle class context to a w·orking class boy. 

While civilization ,,.as likely to play a large part in a slow learner's 

language studies (often a major part after the first year or two) he 

should be led to think about factual situations v.•hich he encountered. 

Most teachers "''ho presented 'background lessons' seemed not to go far 

enough; they did not encourage pupils to conceptualize and to come to 

conclusions. Life t.ras multi-faceted. Abroad was not 'funny' but, 

seen in the situation, perfectly reasonable. There was a need to go 

beyond the descriptive stage and present facts in a variety of ways 

so that the point was driven in. 

The H.M.I. felt that slow learners in foreign languages had two 

main requirements. They needed to be convinced that their teachers 

had faith in their ability to learn and also they needed a constant 

feeling of success. 

He finished his lecture by quoting from Clare Burstall's final 

report on the French Pilot Scheme, 'It is patently unrealistic to 

expect that the same teacher's objectives, except perhaps during the 

very early stages of learning a foreign language, '!Jill be equally 

appropriate for children with such differing characteristics. Unless 

there is a sustained effort to redefine the objectives of teaching 

French in order to meet pupils' differing needs, some children will 

not realize their full potential while others will inevitably 

experience failure.' 
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Thus the balance continued to move towards changing the 

language objectives of teaching according to the attainment of the 

pupils - instead of the more frequent practice of giving low achievers 

minimal or even no language; that was done by increasing their study 

of background and civilization. The breaking do~m of language 

learning into skill areas allo"~-red a much more flexible approach in 

setting differing objectives according to the differing abilitie::;; of 

pupils. Soon, to this, ~.rould also be added the graded objectives, in 

"~-'hich certain survival situations "~-rere clustered in levels of 

difficultly thereby allov.ring pupils to gain credit by moving Up"~-rards 

from one cluster to another. 

During this time of gradual change, background and civilization 

was of course still continuing to be taught and to be provided for. 

More background books became available. In 1975 'Life in a French 

~' acquired a companion book, 'Life in a French Family'. A 

reviewer stated that the aims of the book were to assist the reader 

towards an understanding of the French way of life, with particular 

reference to the family. The author stated that he had written in 

English to make the book accessible to pupils irrespective of their 

stage of development in learning French. 

There l•ras also an increase in the number of articles submitted 

on 'background and civilization'. These often contained apprehensions. 

The Commissioner responsible for the external affairs of the E.E.C. 

addressed languages teachers in 1975. (5) He said that European 

Studies had been a growth area in the curriculum of many schools in 

Britain. In very many cases they had been introduced in schools, 

~rillingly or otherwise, by teachers who had come to the conclusion 

·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(5) R. C. Williams, Tovards an El:lucation for Europe, text of an address 

to the M.L.A. at the J.C.L.A. Conference, December 1975, M.L., Vol. 
57, No. 1, March 1976, p.l. --
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that a substantial percentage of their pupils was no longer profiting 

from a language course and might be better employed on a non

linguistic study of a region, a country or countries, These courses 

might carry the title of French Studies or European Studies, but they 

usually had one thing in common, they were aimed at the low achiever 

and ]Arere an activity that went on at C.S.E. level rather than G.C.E. 

Ordinary level. It "''as significant that the G.C.E. Board 1'rhich did 

offer Ordinary level in European Studies was currently looking to the 

older student, possibly even in Further or Adult Education. He 

reminded his listeners of the French educationalist Hho maintained 

that a fifteen year old could not grasp the concept of Europe in all 

of its senses. He went further to say that teachers of modern 

languages bore a considerable responsibility for introducing such 

courses without the co-operation and sometimes with the disapproval 

of their history and geography colleagues. The ,.,hole subject of 

European Studies was inextricably mixed up 1--ri th the teaching of modern 

languages, usually French; and that it would be better in many ways if 

a divorce could be arranged -,;.rhich vould allow languages teachers to 

teach languages and for the high achieving children to tackle Ehropean 

Studies, presumably as a subject in its own right. 

As has been stated, such a divorce of background from language 

"~>'as to be arranged but it is probable that the timing of this 

coincided naturally and spontaneously with a fundamental review of 

the teaching of languages which allowed teachers the confidence to 

attempt to teach the low achiever in a beneficial manner. So far, also, 

it has been suggested that the breaking down of the language into skill$ 

and also into situations -,;.ras being promoted as a means of doing this. 

Ten years before the introduction of th~ G.C.S.E. those attempting 
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to make sure that the new examination contained components which could 

provide educational value and interest listened to the chairman of the 

Schools Council Modern Languages Committee at the Joint Council of 

Language Associations Conference. (6) He concluded that in considering 

a common system of examining, modern languages appeared to be the most 

intractable of subjects. The conference vent further to reject the 

idea of a single examination at sixteen plus in modern languages; 

hol<Tever although it did not favour a common system of examination it 

did favour a common system of assessment aimed at attainment levels 

rather than age groups. 

The conference also gave voice to doubts on issues such as the 

validity of European Studies in an already crowded timetable; there 

was the opinion that European Studies was becoming a kind of poor man's 

French for modern language 'drop-outs'. Instead there "TNas a need 

amongst the low achievers for productive skills. This, of course, 

l<ras another move against the teaching of 'background-:-and-civilization' 

courses in general. The frustration of those middle to late 1970s, 

running~bl.\q,Jfthe change of government, was very clear.. The large 

'drop-out' rate from modern languages served only to reinforce this 

general frustration, 

'If selection at eleven plus was unsound how much more 

unsound have the criteria become by which children are 

all to drop a subject in the curriculum .••• children 

know in advance that 'failure' will allow them to 

wash their hands of the subject. Teachers should be 

bolder ••.. allowing children to drop certain subjects 

only after they have acquired a proven minimal 

proficiency in the subject ••• only success in a subject 

(6) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 58, No. 1, March 1976, p.27. 
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should allo-vr choice (in their) options. There 

was a passive acceptance by modern languages 

teachers of the present situation .•• economic 

considerations, shortage of cashflow, staffing, 

teacher-supply, increasingly difficult situations 

in the classroom, 

The slight decline in modern languages teaching 

pas against a background of parochial apathy or 

insular ignorance of the present economic and 

trading realities for U.K •. vhich had already lost 

its sovereignty, as had other countries during 

post-¥ar years.'(?) 

It is understandable how the movement from background and 

civilization for the low achiever to a fresh system of selection of 

skills and situations suitable to their abilities, against a backcloth 

of rapidly-deteriorating self-confience nationally - how all of this 

was not going to be a swift process, 

The editor of this issue voiced another concern, that there was 

increasing frustration in British Education caused by organisational 

disruptiveness. He cited Middle Schools, Sixth Form colleges, 

comprehensivization, Primary French; in general the fragmentary 

teaching throughout all subjects ¥as a cause of concern for him. 

There ·vas no continuity, there "'"''ere short-term solutions. He also 

pointed to regional courses appearing which prevented the development 

of national patterns. It 1--ras impossible to gain an overview. Some 

people in the country attributed the cause of this unsatisfactory 

state to the existence in Britain of a non-centralized education 

system. They might have wished, with hindsight, that they had never 

voiced such opinions. 

(7) Editorial, M,L,, Vol. 58, No.·l, March 1976, p.2?. 
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Meanwhile the tug-of-vrar from ,'background' to skill-based 

situational modern language teaching continued. In the same issue a 

nevr background book on Spanish Life "~''as reviewed. The revieFer 

stated that it vould be difficult to find a better background book 

on Spain useful both to the language teacher and to those follo1-rers 

of courses in European Studies. The follovring year a course was 

nublished "''hich was to be taken up 1:.ridely in attempting to teach 

languages to the lov achievers. The 'Eclair' course, by Mary Glasgow 

Publications, 1-ras described as being devised and created by a team 

of Inner London Education Authority teachers and was thenceforth to 

be published in all markets outside London. It "'as a multi-media 

course which had been specially developed for mixed ability classes 

in the eleven to thirteen age range. It concentrated on motivating 

slow learners of French and was claimed to be the only multi-media 

course specially designed for this age and ability range. Listening, 

Speaking, Reading and Writing patterns of language acquisition and a 

strong cultural element ensured that the language was never abstract.(B) 

Thus a fairly clear statement "~''as being made that this new-style 

course "'as absorbing 'background' into the content of language 

teaching. 

Reviews of background publications often became more aggressive. 

One such reviewer of a book on France said that the breathless 

expos~ gave no time to offer explanations, to make connections, to 

suggest patterns so that young readers' understanding of. French 

civilization was hardly advanced. The reader was presented with an 

----------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------~----------· 

(8) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 57, No. 4, December 1976, p.l9J. 
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agreeably elevated appendix to language study rather than the essential, 

authentic matrix for the adolescent's target language; but these 

reviewers v.rere only just whetting their appetites. 

RevieYers also offered positive criticism which was useful to 

•rould-be ""Titers of background books and also to those planning the 

neF-style course texts to follow. A series on Europe was reviewed in 

the same issue. ( 9) It ,,,as stated to be intended for non-examination 

third and fourth year pupils follo ... ~ng European Studies and Area 

Studies, This text ,,ras more agreeable to this reviewer. Pupils, he 

felt, would be able to find their Fay around the text. The text was 

related to the visuals. There YaB a minimum of information in simple 

language. The photographs 1-rere varied and up-to-date. Few 1.rere of 

the posed, travel-type. They were informal photographs with human 

figures in contexts. There were maps, diagrams, cartoons and small 

advertisements. It Has authentic. There ¥as no undue overcrowding. 

It could be used from Primary to sixth form. It is worth remembering, 

then, that such a positive, concrete response as depicted in this 

revie¥ ¥ould prove useful for the course textbooks still in the minds 

of others. 

From many directions the advice came that background and 

civilization "ras important, as part of the language teaching process. 

In a report to the Expenditure Committee of the House of Commons(lO) 

it was stated that windows that v.rere to be opened on different cultures 

could have some real and lasting value. Children, however, had to be 

taught in ways which encouraged this. Achievement was likely to be 

highest 1-rhere social attitudes and teaching together combined to 

promote effective learning. It .... as· the teacher's skill and 

(9) Ibid. 

(10) The Modern Languages Association Memorandum to the Expenditure 
Committee of the House of Commons, M.L., Vol. 58, No. 2, June 
1977, p.87. 
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personality which created the conditions for learning; in the United 

Kingdom teachers had not yet developed suitable materials for the low 

achieving pupil, the method to help him learn a modern language, ways 

of assessing his progress or of training his teachers. This was the 

first time in Britain's recorded history that schools had tried to 

educate the "rhole population from five to sixteen and they Fould not 

succeed until they had a national policy for education and within it 

a policy for language learning and not merely for schooling which is 

all they had at present. Everyone must be involved in attempting to 

achieve this -politicians, parents, teachers, employers and above all 

the children. 

Once more it v.ras suggested, then, that concern for low achieving 

children v-ras helping to fuel the debate over changing teaching 

strategies. In modern languages the move to communicative teaching 

and the absorption of background and civilization as an active 

component becoming visible in the first new-style teaching course 

books, v-•as possibly an indication of this. 

A contributor, to the debate, from Manchester University 

confirmed the essential combination of background and the language, 

working together. For him the foreign word had a mental image. It 

'!-•as the foreign culture as it 1-fas embodied in its language which was the 

linguists' domain. The learner v.rho could understand 'concierge' had 

a better imaginative grasp of aspects of French life than statistics 

of flat-dwellers could give. He also v-rent on to say that the ground 

was changing and it was no longer enough for linguists to assume that 

everyone "rould see the command of a modern language as self-evidently 

a good thing. It was for linguists to shov.r that they could contribute . 

to the general curriculum something that no other subject could do. 
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This could be done if linguists "~>rere clear about the case they made; 

and that the linguistic skills lay at the heart of all learning; that 

the understanding of language v.ras poHerfully helped by the experience 

of moving out of one's o~~ language into another in which meaningful 

communication took place; and that this experience ought to be made 

available, to some degree, to all pupils. 

Thus, again, it ~Tas felt that real communicability opened up 

languages to the lOT·T achiever. In the follov.~ng year it vas 

reasserted that this must also take place against a background 

knol·Tledge ~rhich the speaker shared ~~ th the listener. (l2) He "'ent 

on to underline the importance of background by stating that for the 

modern language learner a threefold skill was involved: firstly he 

must be linguistically capable of producing the appropriate utterances; 

secondly, the learner required the social knowledge about how natives 

perceive and categorize social situations; and thirdly the learner 

must relate his linguistic repertoire to social knowledge for social 

meaning. Clearly, here, background was going beyond mere snapshots of 

the country. 

In the same issue a broader viet.T of solving the problems of 

languages in the curriculum(l3) tried to analyse the constant swing 

of languages' teachers from one extreme to the other in search of a 

panacea, 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

'Pupils' modes of learning are to some extent conditioned 

by the school as a whole and linguists ignore them at 

their peril. We might perhaps be less inward-looking 

and pay more attent.i.on to what goes on in teaching 

subjects other than our own. It may be this rather 

J. A. McNair, Modern Languages in today's curriculum, M.L., Vol. 
58, No. 4, December 1977, p.l62. . . --

W. T. Littlewood, Oral Communication Ability, M.L., Vol. 59, 
March 1978, p.29. -----

J. Partington, The Problems lie elsewhere, M.L., Vol. 59, No, 1, 
June 1978, p.l02. 
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insular attitude 1,rhich has made us so prone, 

amongst the disciplines, to dogma and fashion, 

from grammatical categories to global structurism, 

from translation to communicative competence via 

direct audio-visual and audio-lingual methods in 

less than fifty years' 

The author 1.rent on to say that the function of the teacher in general 

had become more indirect and supportive - the organiser of resources 

from 1.rhich pupils learn. Yet the linguist could not do this to 

anything like the same extent, for he was the only French, German or 

Russian 'resources', in the early years the only source of correction 

and information for the learner. The effect of this was to make the 

relationship of the language learner to his teacher quite different 

from that in other subjects; to a real extent it was more authoritarian. 

As yet the alternative possibilities in group vork and mutual self-help 

1.;rere relatively unexplored and teachers knew little. It might be that 

one of the sources of the present difficulty lay in the field of 

classroom relationships and style. In short, language teachers might 

ask themselves: 1.rere they the victims of the crisis in modern 

languages or did they cause it? 

In the meantime graded tests were gaining greater momentum. It 

seems likely that modern language teachers - with their exalted 

classical origins, accustomed mainly to dealing with the high achievers 

-during the period of increased contact with low achievers had begun 

to explore more avenues of approach. Those avenues, on the one.hand, 

which came from classroom teachers' own instinct, such as background 

studies, were eventually absorbed into more logical and manageable 

teaching aims - namely the course textbooks of the 1980s. Whereas ·on 

the other hand, those avenues which came from outside of the main 
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thoroughfare of British teaching "~-'ere politely allowed time to prove 

themselves and 1-rere then allowed to take some other route. Thus it 

¥as that 1-rhenever it seemed that the cognitive, intellectual-based 

aspects of modern languages could not be absorbed by the low achievers, 

ne"~-' approaches were sought and the better of these ideas became 

components in classroom teaching (eventually to most abilities) 

,,1_ thin the school. 

The better aspects of graded examinations, or graded tests, 

vere to become part, of the classroom teaching process, too; these 

tests had grown out of classroom teachers' instinctive response to 

the teaching situation. An article(l4 ) stated that a great deal of 

criticism had been levelled at modern languages teachers during recent 

years but that it had contained some useful advice. The most important 

point to emerge had been the need for a clearer definition of aims and 

objectives, now that linguists were teaching across the ability range; 

and for a far more diverse spread of customers, from the eventual 

student of languages at university to the Common Market lorry driver 

of the future. 

The question of demand for languages or linguists from business, 

and hO'-' education might respond vas treated in that same issue when a 

prediction was made for 1990. It •'as twofold: that the market for 

international trade would grow faster in the non-European speaking 

world (than the reverse): that businessmen would be queueing up for 

crash courses in modern languages two weeks before they were due to 

fly off somewhere to try to sell something and that would be too 

little, too late. The name of the game was communication; and were 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(14) Graded Examinations for elementary language learners: the 

Oxfordshire Project, ~. Vol. 59, No. J, September 1978,p.l54. 
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the British as a nation communicating with their overseas customers 

as efficiently as they should, he wondered.(l5) 

Unofficially it has already been suggested, background and 

civilization as a separate subject had already been largely dismissed. 

The consideration and evaluation of such a possibility had however 

strengthened serious linguistically-based alternatives. 'Background', 

hovever, still bounced around as it vaited to settle into its final 

slot of the fuller mental image that went with the foreign vord. 

Mean"rhile more and more books and filmstrips were being published to 

go with background studies. It vas realized by one reviewer that one 

slight problem might be alleviated, the problem of the information 

being beyond the teacher's knowledge. He felt that pupils at all 

levels and of a wide ability range stood to acquire a lot of useful 

information about the realities of French life; that they would gain 

insights into the differences between Britain and France which were 

difficult to impart "~thout pictures. He finally admitted that a lack 

of knol-rledge on the part of the teacher was adequately dealt with in 

the booklet accompanying the filmstrip.(l6 ) In the same issue 

another reviever referred to a text on France which was intended for 

use by a wide range of levels; he said that it was a valuable 

introduction to the various aspects of French life and institutions 

and that it should help students of all levels to a better understanding 

of the French and of France in the present d~.(l7) 

Clearly these aims of understanding the foreign mind were 

------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------· 

(15) Does Britain need linguists, report of a conference sponsored 
by the University of Surrey in Association with the British 
Overseas Trade Board, M.L., Vol. 59, No. 3, September 1978,p.46. 

(16) El:litorial, M.L., Vol. 59, No. 3, September 1978, p.l70. 

(17) Ibid, p.l7l. 
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increasingly important. The communicative competence of the 'new 

era' v.ras going to depend on a sympathetic native speaker. The 

sympathy might Fell be mutual if both parties had a better under

standing of their separate v.rays of life. 

By December of that. same year some reservations were being 

expressed about the new Fave of background material vhich ¥as 

appearing from publishers. The revie1·rer im~A~d that the 'back door' 

appearance of background had led to uncertain aims. Teachers, he said, 

1•rould not need to be reminded that background studies were often an 

ill-defined and controversial part of the curriculum. If aims, 

objectives and techniques remained much less clear than in a more 

traditional modern language course, then clarification must be 

sought in schools and from teachers. It would be unfair to blame 

publishers for not defining what teachers themselves sometimes seemed 

reluctant to define. These packs reflected the uncertain, developing 

nature of the subject. Much of the content, the publisher stated, 

dealt ¥ith life in France as the pupil might meet it in a visit. 

Hm·rever, the reviewer thought that the 'relevant to tourism' aspect 

might have been stressed to the detriment of all else. An attempt had 

been made, therefore, to ~~den the subject matter and to link French 

Studies ,..ri th other subjects. Hovever, the breadth of information 

could encourage an inventive teacher ,..rishing to collaborate with 

other subjects. The interdisciplinary theme was still surviving at 

this time. 

Reviewers continued to prod at the consciences of intending 

,..Titers of background material, at the consensus of opinion amongst 

language teachers and also at publishers, eager to find that right 
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recipe ""'hich can at times capture an exact need. 

In the same issue another revie-.rer Hrote on another background 

book. (lS) This time he used the reviev to ask the reader to evaluate 

his or her own attitudes. He spoke of the growing stock of published 

material aimed at background studies for 'pupils •dth an elementary 

knovledge of French'. Intending purchasers might, ho-.rever find it 

useful to ask themselves three questions. l) Do I -.rant a book? 

Do I 1.rant each person in class to have the same information or would 

some sort of kit be cheaper and more effective? 2) Does the mixture 

of English and French here-proposed fit my class? ·~upils ¥ith an 

elementary kno1-rledge of French" is a label covering a great many 

different people. 

The next consideration was a vital move forward towards the new 

generation of main, language, course texts .•.• 

'Some may feel that the English texts undermine and 

neutralise the French and that they wish to give 

a greater languqge-emphasis to background studies'. 

In the years to follot.r there ""'a8 indeed to be a move back towards the 

language with the culture, but inside main course books and not 

background studies courses. 

The third question .,...,as '1-'hether teachers offered to pupils only 

a partial, sanitized view of French life; "'rould a more robust, more 

provocative viel·' of France be less boring? In fact the missing thrust 

1-ras largely to come from improving real language communicability; 

alongside cultural considerations. 

Yet again, the ne•' publications came as separate components of 

1-rhat was eventually to be the composite course books containing all 

-------------------------------------------------~--------------~---------------------------~ 

(18) Editorial, ~. Vol. 59, No. 4, December 1978, p.?.20. 

(19) Ibid. p.221. 
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the skill areas. In that same issue a reviewer dealt with a series 

of packs on themes of everyday life, meant to encourage conversation 

on a wide range of situations, some more pertinent to children than 

others. It offered FOrk on an individual basis or work with groups, 

or the full class. 

The economic stringencies affecting schools vere reflected in 

the emergence of packs, instead of sets of class texts. In 1979 one 

reviewer observed, as had others, that packs had an advantage over 

books in that they "rere cheaper (one pack per class) and that sometimes 

it vas perhaps an advantage for the v.rhole class not to be doing the 

same thing at the same time. Pupils, even disruptive ones, could be 

remarkably diligent if they thought that they were one of only three 

people in the class working from a sheet.( 2o) 

There was also an increase in material designed to stimulate 

conversation in French. Flexibility, said one other reviewer, was 

the key consideration. Oral and Aural skills were to be stressed. 

The course under his review included tapes, "~<rallcharts, symbol cards, 

campsite games, (this particular course dealt with holidays), recipe 

sheets, regional group "'rork. The reviewer felt that the pack would 

repay the enthusiastic department with something to talk about that 

"Tas different. ( 2l) Thus packs "~>rritten in English were being equalled 

by packs 1>rri tten in the modern language. The former, would be 

primarily for the low achiever t.rhom it was thought would not cope 

with the more complex vocabulary of more interesting themes. The 

latter "~<ras written in order to stimulate discussion in the modern 

language on interesting themes. Hov.rever, ·slowly but surely the two 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------

(20) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 60, No, l, March 1979, p.64. 

(21) Ibid. 
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concepts "~<'ere moving towards each other; and soon, simple but 

interesting discussion, or response, in the modern language would 

be within the capability of all. 

The presidential address of Summer 1979 reaffirmed the need 

for an awareness of social 'background' to the country to go'hand-in-

hand 1,rj_ th learning the language; thus it confirmed the trend for 

components of language-learning which vere explored partly in order 

to help the 101'' achiever - background studies and everyday, 'survival', 

minimal language use - to become components for all, 

'The H.M.I. document spoke of the two main 

contributions to experience of modern languages 

linguistic and social .•• Linguistic: the way 

language is organized, the understanding of 

language in a wider context for the study of 

mother tongue' 

This awareness of language was a theme which al1..rays lay somewhere 

within the general educational value of language study ••• 

' ••• Social: heal thy curiosity towards foreign people 

and a development of an understanding of unfamiliar 

customs and manners through an acquaintance with 

the people, the vay of life, the literature, the 

cultural heritage and international relationships.' 

For one contributor it did not seem obvious that only the low 

achiever should be stimulated ~rith the apparently practical application 

and immediate results of the communicative approach. He thought that 

this was a basic confusion of ability and motivation.C 23) Observing 

pupils' behaviour, within defined situations, in their ability to 

----------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------

(22) Presidential address, what do 1-re profess? S.R. Ingram, H.M.I. 
Working Paper by Mod Lang Committee of H.M. Inspectorate, July 
1978, Curriculum 11-16, M.L., Vol. 60, No. 2, June 1979, p.71. 

(23) M. Byram Performance Objectives and MOdern Language Learning, 
M.L., Vol. 60, No. 2, June 1979, p.lll. 
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perform the modern language seemed to have taken a grasp, he felt, 

of the thinking of modern linguists. The apparent precision and 

objectivity inherent to such methods for one thing offered the means 

of clear control over teacher-examiners. Also the stress on 

performance in the (spoken) language, and the character of the less 

intelligent for Hhom it -vras mainly intended induce the teaching of 

this stimulus-and-response method 1~thout any explanation of the 

grammatical content. Although it might not be a necessary consequence 

of the neY trend to>-rards performance there l•'as a strong temptation for 

the teaching of performance only in a system ,.rhere examinations are 

important and where teaching to examinations was widespread. Also, 

clearly concerned that modern languages was moving to>-rards behaviour

teaching he asked, does a claim to knowledge of hov' a motor car engine 

1-'orks imply an ability to answer questions on the l>rorkings of the 

internal combustior. engine, or the ability to repair an engine when 

it goes wrong ••.• ? Should ,,re be teaching 'kno>-ring that' or 'kno-vring 

how'? Whether or not pupils understand the grammar of >-~at they say 

is compared to the boy-scout formula for tying a reef-knot 'right 

over left and under ...•• '. It is meaningless, in the sense that it 

is merely a mnemonic, to help the failing memory. Thus the author 

felt that the movement av'ay from grammatical language-learning towards 

situational, skill-based, performance of tasks would eventually 

place constraints on the complexity of Fhat could be learned and 

on the length of time for which it could be retained. So pupils 

acquire only a severely restricted version of the language within 

the limits of their memory and this itself would deteriorate 

unless repeated regularly. Thus also t.eachers would be offering 

a transitory manipulative skill probably based on their 
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competence in their o~m native language. The vie~~oint of that 

article, generally, questioned a gro~Qng move towards 

situational teaching Fherein the target Fas to somehov.r 'get over the 

message'. The references to car mechanics being able to fix an engine 

m thout understanding '·'hat they had done, the boy scout performing a 

task by muttering a formula - both of these comparisons vere not lost 

on a modern language teaching profession still uncertain of its 

direction. 

More significantly this article '·'as being read in the first full 

month of Mrs. Thatcher's new Government. It has already been stated 

previously that significant changes of examinations systems often took 

place when there was significant indication of changes of political 

mood, or at least of political majority - and also after significant 

national or international movements. Many of the vested interests 

which are against change, are curtailed when a new Government takes 

control or when there has been a break in normal continuity. So it 

was that languages' teachers felt themselves to be moving towards a 

ne¥ phase of language teaching. This was probably reflected to some 

smaller or greater degree in many other subjects. The change of 

Government gave the break in power lines to allow new initiatives. 

'Communicability' was to receive fresh impetus as the curriculum 

moved tol>'ardS 'practicability', subject applicability and justification 

on school timetables. 

In this section the position of those components of language 

teaching introduced mainly to teach the subject area to the low 

achiever - situational language and background and civilization -

(but most especially the latter) - has been summarized. Background 

and civilization is especially significant because at times it 
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separated itself ,.rholly from the teaching of the language; and in 

some instances this was deliberate because it was thought that 10"' 

achievers could gain no benefit from language-teaching. Yet as 

background moved further away from the language, especially at first 

external examination level, so modern languages teachers became 

apprehensive as they moved into areas beyond their knm.rledge. N3 

these teachers considered the ramifications of extending their 

kno"~<rledge of the geography, economics, history and sociology of their 

countries so also did it occur to them that they "'ere moving in the 

opposite direction to the spoken language. The suspicion was further 

underlined by European Studies, "~<'hich belonged to no particular 

country and therefore had stepped into a new 'Limbo'. This latter 

subject then attracted the attention of other subject teachers, 

especially in an era of inter-disciplinary subject liaison. Thus 

this 'lost soul' drifted around, and with it started to pull subjects 

such as French Studies and its equivalent for other languages. 

At the same time there was a growth in the teaching of things 

such as 'survival' language- which, it should.be added, had sometimes 

made up the language component of such subjects as French Studies. 

Some of the earliest new generation situational language course texts 

for the lo"' achiever had subdivided the traditional visit to France 

into progressive, easily digestible components. For wholly low 

achieving groups these components remained largely on the same level 

of difficulty (later books "'ere to offer components for the low 

achiever, neatly dovetailed into work for the high achiever). 

In this section the opinions and comments of reviewers have been 

included in order to give substance to the trends in language teaching. 

Clearly publishers tried to gauge the direc.tion of demand iri order to 
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sell to it (or in some instances to lead the demand) and in doing so 

their publications were reviewed by experienced teachers or appraisers 

in the leading modern language journal. Their perceptive comments 

helped to provide stimulating thought during those reflective years. 

Through their descriptive, critical reviews and through analytical, 

objective articles in the journal it is possible to perceive the move 

of background and civilization back to1-racis the language itself; this 

time, hovever, the •rhole context of utterances was being seen against 

the backcloth of the culture 1-rhich produced them. It is roughly at 

this point - that is where situational language met situational 

background - that Mrs. Thatcher's new administration began. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE BEGINNING OF AN ERA OF ACCOUNTABILITY: THE 
EVOLUTION OF A G.C.S.E. PHILOSOPHY 1979 to 1982 

It has been stated that reviews of books provide an important reflection 

of the changing attitude towards teachers' needs. Enlightened reviewers 

could sometimes provide a beleaguered teacher with the substitute 

therapy which he or she might have received if lucky enough to go on 

an in-service course. Revie"'s, for example, could suggest a series of 

lesson content, but also much more besides.(l) This reviewer stated 

that the book under review provided information in English and in 

French, "~th pictures, for handling fourteen situations in France from 

arrival at a campsite to buying petrol, buying food for a pic-nic and 

cashing travellers' cheques. The photographs, notices and price lists 

were also authentic and the questions on them ;.rere designed to ensure 

that the pupil understood the written v.rord in useful situations. If 

some notices contained difficult vocabulary (and the difficulty 

usually arises from ignorance of English and the unwillingness or 

inability to relate it to French) there was a good vocabulary provided 

for each section at the end of the book. The information given in 

English ;.ras clear and simple (but not patronizingly so) and emphasis 

vas placed on the differences between the two countries. 

The situations chosen were more suitable for the language 

content of some C.S.E. courses such as the recent French Studies 

course in Wales or possibly for low achieving third formers; or else 

they could be used just to brighten up the over-academic diet of 

younger forms in general. For a visitor to France they were really 

------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------· 

(1) M. Giles-Jones, reviewing 'Destination France', (Harrap) 1978, in 
M.L., Vol. 60, No. 2, June 1979, p.l21. 
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useful. A child who could cope ~dth those situations on behalf of 

monoglot parents, the revie~rer felt, would have them vrondering what 

had gone ~Tong with their o~~ French. The dialogues were well 

·~thin the grasp of even low achieving pupils. 

One of the more useful situations dealt with a visit to a 

chemist's shop although the French predilection for suppositories 

might have been mentioned. The reviewer felt that alert pupils on 

seeing the relevant picture vrhich explained that the tablets had to 

be taken by 'voie oral I "\-Tere going to vronder vrhat other alternative 

function there 1.ras for a tablet. 

He felt that the teacher's book was most useful in listing the 

flash cards necessary for each lesson and containing the text of 

listening exercises that were answered on the spirit mastersheets. 

Numerous suggestions for activities other than listening were made. 

Their usefulness depended more on the temperament of the teacher than 

the pupil since they tended to be games. The accompanying tape was 

clear and slow and contained a variety of voices. Low achieving 

pupils were initially disconcerted by authentic voices but, with 

perseverance, progress should be good. The flash cards were rather 

flimsy. They ~rere reproductions of objects depicted in the pupil's 

book. Some tended to be unrecognizable; for example, pate looked more 

like raspberries; the slices of !:laucisson' 1-rere ambiguous; the 'croque 

monsieur' looked even more unappetizing than it did in reality. The 

best flash cards -,.rere the pharmaceutical ones with French brand names 

on and the numerous ones depicting prices. All-in-all, he felt, that 

it was a lively and interesting book. For their part those who read 

this review would find it in general a lively and interesting expose 

of good practice. 
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In this work it has been stated that it was more the 

developments 1-rhich greF out of day-to-day teaching in action, than 

those things which were imposed or grafted on from some other system -

it 1-ras these slo1.rer, natural evolutions v.rhich 1-rere more intrinsic, 

more easily understood, whether or not they had widespread support. 

It can sometimes, therefore, be easier to absorb a cohesive argument 

presented clearly than it t.•ould be to follot.• a 1-rider theme. Therefore 

since classroom teacher's choice of text is important, reviews of main 

texts seem fundamental. Clearly shelves and cupboards are full of 

sets of books which to each successive teacher, 1·ri th class or subject 

responsibility, seem irrelevant or outdated; but it is the un..r:tse 

teacher who replaces, 1-rith a sweep, one whim with another. Over the 

space of a year or more, as the mood or needs of a class change, the 

teacher might often find himself or herself dipping into texts which 

lay further back on the shelves. Sometimes a different approach from 

a different era can ennervate in an unexpected way. This consideration 

apart, revievers of books are often chosen by editors for their 

experience, sensitivity or perceptiveness; and amongst reviews there 

stand out, those of the experienced teacher. Much useful teaching 

experience can be gleaned from hearing the spontaneous response to a 

publication of one who has seen many publications come and go within 

the classroom over the years. Reviews are sometimes one of the few 

opportunities for the good classroom teacher to discuss in 'solid' 

terms his or her opinions about current trends and practices. A book 

is a concrete, physical item and the listener or reader can constantly 

take a source of reference for the exact opinions being stated. Reviews 

represent a theory or opinion on a readily-available non-abstract item 

rather than an opinion on an idea. 
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important part to p~ay in indicating changing attitudes and patterns 

within an area of education. 

A sister to the above-mentioned course, but for Germany, came 

out roughly about the same time. In these early 'new generation' 

modern language course books it is interesting to note how the 

influence of the low achiever had influenced approaches to the 

teaching method. The reviever stated that the language of the active 

parts of the course 1-ras simple and since it 1-ras not analysed, it was 

l·•ell ~1. thin the capabilities of virtually all. He went on to state 

that since ¥eaker pupils' memory spans were short there '!Aras no way 

round the unavoidable necessity for frequent repetition and revision 

of already practised situations and that the pupil 1-ras probably better 

equipped, practically speaking, than after following the more usual 

German course.( 2) Such books as these were 'new generation' efforts 

to teach the practical application of the skills of modern languages. 

The reviewer also went on to state that given a sympathetic teacher 

and the right rapport between teacher and taught the book should be a 

very successful preparation for a visit to Germany or as the language 

element of a German Studies or European Studies course. Hence one can 

perceive, yet again that 'survival' language-speaking, designed for the 

lo1·r achiever (formerly considered to be the limits of their capability 

and also considered to be the likely language-maximum of a 'background 

and language' course), was being 1-Titten into new-style course text 

books - but now for use across the whole ability range. Slowly, then, 

by absorption, the high achieving children were being b~ought into 

contact with the practical, situational French which was to form the 

------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------~~----· 
(2) I. Meyer reviewing Destination Germany, (Harrap) 1978, in M.L., 

Vol. 60, No. 2, June 1979, p.237. 
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frame-vork of the G.C.S,E. examination structure - and it Nas partly 

experiments ~·'i th the lot.r achiever or all-ability teaching v.rhich 

forced the tendency. 

An Italian 'background' book t-ras reviewed in the same issue. 

This had no language si tuati anal target but vas part of a longer 

series of books looking at everyday life in a variety of European 

countries. The revier··er stated that the obligation laid on modern 

language departments in comprehensive schools to teach across the 

r··hole ability range had led to h·o distinct developments although they 

t-rere often combined in a single Mode Three C.S.E. scheme. On the one 

hand there ""'ere the closely defined practical language courses 

including the Credit schemes, on the other hand, Background Studies.(J) 

In this review there was an example of a growing trend to want 
'9' 

to show more everyday life than was clinically supplied. The reviewer 

stated that it was misleading to give too bland a picture of present 

day Italy and he felt that the book under review could have benefitted 

from a more astringent attitude to the less attractive side of Italian 

urban life. He then offered a word of caution to the teacher who 

assumed that anything under the category of 'background' might be 

used too liberally throughout the ability range. He warned that 

although the book l.o•as a most valuable source of information, it must 

be used r.ri th care by the teacher, especially ,.,ith low achieving groups. 

This opinion underlines the specific, text-related advice on 

teaching method being given by reviewers - often experienced modern 

languages teachers -more often than not with special reference to the 

lor.r achieving child. This leading modern language periodical appeared 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(3) P. Healey, reviewing, Life in an Italian tovm, (Harrap) 1978 in 

M.L., Vol. 60, No. ?, June 1979, p. 237, p.?40. 
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to encourage a helpful approach. 

At this staging point of modern languages - whilst awaiting the 

stamp of practicability which a ne,,r sixteen plus system geared towards 

communicative skills combined with greater knowledge of the country 

and its people would bring - at this point a significant obituary 

'·'as noted. It ;.ras that of ll, F. H. Whitmarsh. It informed all 

readers that in between 1935 and 1977 forty text book titles had been 

produced; seventeen "'ere still in print; that there could be fev-r 

-people v-rho had studied French at school or at university to whom the 

name Whitmarsh would not conjure up memories of thorough, accurate and 

useful books upon which they could always rely.C 4 ) 

Such thoroughness, accuracy and reliability would be difficult 

to follow, if indeed later generations of linguists were to seek to do 

so. 

It has been stated that the poignant, relevant advice given by 

reviewers, rather like first night reviews, could give valuable advice, 

but in this case to classroom teachers and would-be writers of 

successive books, besides damning shocks to the authors themselves. 

Even so, this leading modern languages periodical continued to 

encourage these -positive criticisms by publishing them. Furthermore, 

it helped to place background studies firmly in position in the new 

vave of incoming course texts and spelt out exactly the role that it 

had to play. 

A 1978 reviewer analysed what he felt was a series of books 

designed to give those secondary school pupils with an elementary 

(4) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 61, No. 1, March 1980, p.46. 
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kno1-1ledge of French a basic course of instruction in the cultural 

background of the lives of young people in France. Each chapter 

finished with a number of suggestions for ~Titten work. Many of 

those seemed limited and boring, he claimed; they displayed minimal 

connection betvreen language and meaning. He cited an instruction for 

filling gaps in a passage with •'ords supplied from a list; for 

copying a list of French •'ords and vri ting next to each the letter 

of the English meaning: even more mundane "'as matching letters with 

numbers to give the correct ansPers to a series of questions, He 

1-10ndered •'hether background studies ~'as simply a test of clerkly 

diligence rather than a problem of presenting a simple account of 

cultural background. Even so, that particular book because it was a 

little more advanced v-ras less bland and more unpredictable. It seemed 

odd to him that no explicit attempt v-ras made to provoke learners to 

write or talk about their 01-~ experiences and pre-occupations. He 

~rondered v-rhether there was any point in talking about racialism in 

France, He felt that it was rather a human problem ,Nj_ th diverse forms 

in different places. He wondered also "'hether background studies had 

any point unless it triggered off such questions in pupils' minds. 

He queried vhether it ,,,as possible to reconcile the question-raising 

function of the book ~~th some of the pedestrian exercises which that 

book contained. 

As a further illustration of how 'background studies' publications 

for the low achiever and everyday communicative French were ready 

partners in forming the practicabilities of the 1980s modern language 

teaching and learning, another publication(6) went under review, It 

--~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 

(5) 

(6) 

N. Beattie, reviewing, 'P~as~s~e~or~t~~ou~r~l~a~Fr~an~c~e_d~'~au~·~ou~rd~~'h~U~l~· 
( Aro1old ) 1978, in M.L., Vol. l, No. 1, March 1980, 

Editorial review of French in the nevs, (Arnold), 1978, in M.L., 
Vol. 61, No. l, March 1980, p.59. 
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¥as stated to contain items from recent French newspapers and 

magazines; although the author was obviously thinking in terms of its 

use ~Qth pupils 'less able to cope ~Qth the more traditional skills of 

~~itten production in French', even so all pupils, in the reviewer's 

opinion, could gain from the modern everyday vocabulary and generally 

up-to-date materials. Perhaps more important, he felt, was the fact 

that the book looked and felt relevant and realistic and was therefore 

all the more interesting, meaningful and consequently acceptable to the 

pupils of that time. 

A subscriber to that leading languages periodical wrote in a 

letter that same year(?) in an attempt to discourage any further 

efforts to pursue a search for French civilization through the method 

attempted in normal 'background' text books. The letter stated that 

what prevented the modern linguist from assimilating a foreign culture 

¥as not his Englishness but precisely that anguished search for 

equivalents of social, musical or literary phenomena within his own 

culture. Since the Middle Ages French culture had been separate from, 

not to say alien to, British culture and could not be reached from a 

position of anglocentricity implied in the search for equivalents. We 

had 'to become other' rather than find elusive or non-existent 

equivalents in our native phenomena. 

In the meantime the increasingly influential voice of E. W. 

Hawkins could be heard in a separate modern languages periodical.(B) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
(7) Letters, ibid; p.l03. 

(8) E. W. Hawkins, Why a modern language for all, Audio-Visual 
Languages Journal, Vol. 17, No. 2, Summer 1979, p.l09. 
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He had carried out a survey of advertisements requiring a modern 

language for use in the world of Fork. He concluded that syllabuses 

must sv'i tch to a content vrhich ''as seen by students to be appropriate 

to their perceived needs in the 1-wrld of work thus entailing a shift 

of perspective on the part of teachers to a vieH of language as an 

instrument of communication. 

Another book in the Destination France series was reviev.red by 

the experienced reviewer P. D. Morris.(9) This particular book was 

intended for lov.r achieving students for v.rhom the normal structured 

courses in modern languages provided little motivation. He felt 

there was a growing realism in schools that teachers had to re-define 

their aims and objectives so that they set goals that v.rere attainable 

by their pupils and goals that were functional. The book which he 

reviewed was ideal material for such new objectives and strategies. 

The total package represented a realistic investment for classes 

taking a new approach to learning French where long-term goals were 

a hindrance to positive attitudes and as such deserved wide recognition 

in schools. Thus the reviewer offered his opinion. The fact that a 

school would have to buy a separate book for the'low achiever and the 

high achiever might be a financial impediment to l<ridespread acceptance 

of such an apparently appropriate book - time y.rould tell. 

An important factor in making languages attainable by, and of 

interest to, low achieving children was that they should realize 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
(9) P. D. Morris reviewing, Destination France (Harrap), 1979, in 

M.L., Vol. 61, No. 3, September 1980, p.l5J·. 
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there Fas a reason for l-ranting to speak the modern language inside 

the classroom. In the past, the 'oral' practice 1-rhich was carried 

out by the teacher often gave unhelpful signals(lo) to those pupils 

considering replying in the modern language. For one thing, in the 

past, learners had often assumed that they should speak the modern 

language only ,_,hen spoken to and not spontaneously; that the ansNer 

came largely from shuffling around the words of the question in a 

modified form and in complete sentences; that meaning was relatively 

unimportant; that the questions l-'ere ,,ell kno,rn by the class and that 

everyone knew the answer even '•'hen the question was being asked and 

that simply a knovrledge of modern language grammar was being tested, 

the only communcative language being restricted to 'open your books' 

etc. ; that most time ,.,as spent listening rather than speaking; that 

pupils did not talk to each other in the modern language thus not 

practising the things that they wanted to say. All of these negative 

factors, the author stated, amounted to a hidden curriculum. 

As the ne1·r Conservative Government's efforts to alter attitudes 

to'·'ardS life in general began to bite, so the place of modern 

languages as a skill-subject vrhich could be effective in generating 

~ealth for the country became more under scrutiny. A proposal to 

link modern languages curricula to careers, business and industry(ll) 

concluded that capital injection v'as needed in the hope of heightening 

the a"'areness of the contribution l''hich a good knowledge of a mcxlern 

(10) J. Partington, Teaching and testing foreign language conversation 
at 16-plus, M.L., Vol. 61, No. 4, December 1980, p.l65. 

(ll) E. M. Batley, The proposed Modern Language Project on the 
relationship beh'een modern language curricula in schools, and 
employers in careers, professions and industry, M.L., Vol. 62, 
No. l, March 1981, p.l. --
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language had to make not only to education, not only to scholarship 

and learning, not only to international understanding, but to our 

general economic '-'ell-being. 

In the same issue(lZ) the Schools Council Curriculum officer 

stated in ominously convincing terms 1-rhere education and especially 

modern languages stood under the ne""' Government. He stressed ho1-r 

discussion during the follo""ring h•o years '·'ould determine the 

problems for the next decade or longer; that examinations must serve 

the curriculum and practising teachers had the chance then to say 

'l''hat they ""'anted. French had not kept pace with the increasing 

percentage of the age range entered for C. S. E. or Ordinary level,!..~d.ecr("cif<"'.( 

(7.5% 1965, 5.4% 1978). Advanced levels remained but with importan-t 

consultation that year by the Boards on the core content. 

The theme of developing the correct foundation and framework 

for constructing the new sixteen-plus "~<'as being picked up with more 

vigour nov, after a change of Government. The Modern Languages 

Association made its own contribution.(lJ) It prefaced its remarks 

by pointing out that it "'as the oldest and largest constituent member 

of the Joint Council of Languages Associations (J.C.L.A.), billing 

2,500 members engaged in language teaching in all sectors. Their views 

vere based on practical experience gained in the classroom and on ideas 

and opinions formed at conferences and study days. It reminded the 

Committee that a modern language had been an essential ingredient 

going back to the nineteenth century. Until the twentieth century 

this had been mostly Latin. In the last half of the twentieth century 

(12) J.C.L.A. Conference, ibid., p.J8. 

(13) Submission by the Modern Languages Association to the Parliamentary 
Select Committee on Education; an inquiry into the Secondary School 
curriculum and examinations, M.L., February 1981, Vol. 62, No. 2, 
June 1981, p.l02. -----
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there had been a huge decline in Latin and an increase in mcxlern 

languages, usually French, in the first instance. Until recently 

schools' language provision was justified on intellectual and cultural 

grounds ,,rj_ th some development of the aesthetic. Languages were then 

seen as a subject for the high achiever. Novradays languages 1-rere 

taught to a -,d_der ability ral"\ge and there Fas increased a"~Arareness of 

the practical and vocational aims that must be added to a long list of 

justification for the position of languages in the school curriculum. 

With regard to recent statements by H.M.I.s concerning essential areas 

of experience in the curriculum, eight components had to be considered: 

aesthetic and creative, ethical, linguistic, mathematical, physical, 

scientific, logical and political, then spiritual; ensuring pupils 

had contact .,rith all eight could help towards a balanced curriculum; 

many of the list were necessary ingredients in language learning. 

Languages teachers therefore insisted on the opportunity for as many 

pupils as possible to experience language learning and also, therefore, 

one foreign language should be a part of a core offered to all under 

sixteen. The determinant for the length of study should be pupils' 

ability to benefit in any -,ray from the lesson. The aims of study 

should be a differentiation of objectives according to natural 

ability. The high achiever >-rould be more successful, by age sixteen 

years, in listening and understanding a native speaker in daily use, 

in reading and understanding a newspaper, in oral and written responses, 

in reasonably authe~tic pronunciation, in grammatical accuracy. The 

low achiever would have a lower ability to concentrate on developing 

recognition skills of listening and reading. It was not impossible to 

visualise some future situation in which each national speaks his own 

tongue knov~ng he is understood by the listener. 
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The Association then referred to the more general advantages. 

It may be that this is ho1·' it saw the decline of European Studies or 

other background studies courses reshaping themselves for the 1980s. 

It felt there r,.muld be a spin-off Fhich was often ignored; that 

other subjects could benefit from the europeanisation of the curriculum 

-English language comparisons ~~th foreign languages, social studies, 

Music, Literature, Art and Drama - taken as a £.uropean dimension. 

Looking to,.,ards examinations, the Association did not share the 

vie"'' that examinations shaped the curriculum. In the previous fifteen 

years teachers had played a major part in the design of the curriculum; 

there was currently a changing pattern of oral skills, The testing of 

the kno1<rledge of French society in many C.S.E. courses "~<'as another 

consideration. 

Here the Association Yas referring more directly to a separate 

'background' component as it had been in the past; yet one senses 

that the future lay in the inclusion of this area of study within 

course l•'Ork. 

The Association sa,., graded language examinations as outstanding. 

This new form brought new concepts of Hhat constituted a pass. There 

"~<'as ne"' interest in languages for many pupils. This had developed out 

of the demand from class teachers for examinations which were 

appropriate to vork in schools and fitted in with the ultimate needs 

of pupils. The new sixteen-plus examination offered new hope. The 

Association felt that the nel-' examination should have a number of 

components and pupils 1-rould make a guided choice to decide which 

elements they were entered for. Thus all pupils would do the same 

number of elements but some would choose a preponderance of oral 
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elements, others comprehension or translation or society studies. 

It is interesting to note that the Association still at this 

point sat'' that this final i tern might be examined as a separate 

component. In continuation it saw the need for a sophisticated 

system of equivalences, built in, "rhich ensured that top marks could 

be obtained only by candidates ¥ho offered a full range of language 

skills. 

The Association picked up the grm·Ting theme of the 1980s, that 

languages l-'ere learned also for the lororld of work, for life in the 

~uropean community, for leisure activities. Only a small proportion 

of the school population ¥ould become linguists but many more ¥ould 

come to need a language as 'tool subjects' in future occupations. 

Much teaching material would be needed. Hitherto the world of 1-rork 

had had slight emphasis in school courses largely because it would 

have seemed irrelevant in times past. Now they must face the fact 

that for most pupils languages were an ancillary subject and that 

very possibly a restricted range of subjects ¥ould be called for. The 

Association was currently investigating preparation for work and 

leisure in language courses; it thought that banking, secretarial, 

construction, transport and agriculture should be included in Fourth 

and Fifth form language courses. There ¥as, of course, a need for the 

support of employers in recognizing the public value of special 

language skills required for a growing range of occupations at craft, 

technician, executive and management levels, with clearly set out 

opportunities by employers and careers advisers fully informed of the 

advant.ages of possessing modern language skills, 1-rhen associated with 

other qualifications. 

The Association again reiterated the need for cross-curricular 
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links betFeen languages and other subjects and the need to foster 

the european dimension; that graded language examinations should be 

encouraged; that a flexible form of sixteen-plus should emerge -vrhich 

HOUld prompt pupils to choose elements which suited them best. 

The hro considerations in background and civilization, (its 

general concept or its personal impact individually) were both aspects 

•··hich came under scrutiny during these years. From the enigmatic 

European dimf'nsion to the day-to-day personal appreciation of v.rhat 

lay behind the language, of the details in the foreign speaker's mind 

as he spoke his modern languages - these aspects "!'rere nm-r firmly 

locked into place in the minds of most people involved in passing on 

the modern foreign language. Teachers now acknowledged the foreign 

imagery of foreign 1·rords. 

A contributor in the same year referred to this personal 

appreciation of the native speaker's background in the oral v.rork 

.. ~thin the classroom. For example in a shopping seen~ conversation 

might involve factual routine as part of obtaining something where 

parrot-fashion language learning is reduced to limited unproductive 

exchanges. Such a topic might extend to the v,reather, to an enquiry 

about someone's health, to Fhether the family v,ras doing well, even to 

current affairs. The real potential of dialogues became apparent when 

one made the effort of imagining people's interaction in the home, at 

1·•ork, ""~ th friends, parents talking to children, children talking 

among themselves, people expressing feelings, states of mind and 

opinions. By taking greater care in offering the students a broad 

range of situations one could provide them not only with the 

appropriate language to express their needs, but also the social 
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behaviour of the foreigners in their o~~ culture. Linguistic and 

cultural authenticity vrent hand in hand. (l4 ) 

By December an editorial on compact courses in modern languages 

included further reference to the role played by 'background' in the 

development of classroom teaching for future years. Compact courses 

flexible in length, content, composition, methods, objectives and 

di stri buti on of time could help to make learners al-rare of, and 

sensitive to language and culture. The editor thought that learner 

motivation ~·rould be enhanced through the provision of options. In 

that respect the study of civilization had an important contribution 

to make.(l5) The monster of motivation no¥ began to respond to 

languages' ne1-rly absorbed ingredients. 

By March 1982 the Modern Languages Association wh~by weight of 

numbers represented modern languages teachers and also publish the 

quarterly periodical Modern Languages - follo¥ing a draft report from 

the Examinations Council on Modern Language - published the text of 

the statement of its o¥n views. This was drawn up after discussion 

•'i th its o¥n members who had been invited to write in ¥i th their views 

after a preliminary foundation or frame'"rork had been displayed ¥i thin 

the periodical. The statement of vie'"rs mentioned above had been 

fort.rarded to all interested bodies such as the Department of El:lucation 

and Science, the Schools Council, Examination Boards and professional 

bodies. 

In stating their views towards the ne¥ sixteen-plus, ""''hich they 

in fact wanted to be called the G.C.S.E. for greater flexibility, it is. 

(14) F. Chambers, Escaping from a neutral language, M.L., Vol. 62, 
No. J, September 1981, p.lJ5. 

(15) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 62, No. 4, December 1981, p.214. 
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interesting to note that they welcomed the widening of the target 

population v-rhich the t-rorking party had stated to be designed for the 

top sixty per cent of the sixteen-plus ability range. They felt that 

a precise figure might be unnecessarily restrictive and might have 

curricular and organisational implications at a time of falling rolls 

and in view of the possible development of a 'core curriculum' at 

secondary level; they hoped that many more high achieving and 

'average' pupils "rould continue to study modern languages in years 

four and five; in addition they "-'Ould ¥relcome the inclusion of larger 

numbers of linguistically less gifted pupils. 

Such a statement, after years of agonizing over modern languages 

and the low achiever, must give some indication of the fact that modern 

languages might possibly be coming 'out of the wood'. The variety of 

different approaches in order to make the subject more readily 

available - such as separation of skills, more attractive and authentic 

representation of 'background', the change to communicative competence 

and many others - all of these methods ;.rhich had been partly stimulated 

by the need to teach to low achievers, had given language teachers the 

confidence to want to include more low achieving children within the 

examination. 

Pn even greater confidence "ras revealed when they stated how 

broad-ranging they no.,., felt modern languages to be, 

'In the new examination the standard required for the 

award of higher grades must not be allowed to fall. 

Indeed the Modern Languages Association believes that 

by providing an examination more relevant to pupils' 

needs and interests, the level of competence will be 

raised. Yet Fe suggest that for the lower grades, 

and especially for those pupils who are at present 

outside the examinations system, the area of competence 
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should be reduced and more closely defined so that 

the general level of achievement within a restricted 

range of skills may be raised.'(l6) 

The nature of this new flexibility, Fhich originated in the 

separation of skills could be seen in the specific suggestions made: 

that all candidates must be entered for common core Basic level tests 

in Listening, Reading and Speaking. Candidates might also be entered 

for any combination of added tests considered appropriate by the centre, 

the only proviso being that Higher Level Writing might not be offered 

without Basic Level Writing. 

The maximum grade available to candidates entered for only the 

common core Basic Level tests in Listening, Reading and Speaking was 

G.C.S.E. grade E. Each additional test raised the potential maximum 

grade by one. One had to bear in mind that the National Criteria 

stipulated that for Grade C, candidates had to take a test of Basic 

Level Writing and for the award of G.C.S.E. A and B, candidates had 

to take a test of Higher Level Writing. It had to be stressed by the 

Association that the aforementioned Fere minimum requirements for the 

different grades and that in each case a high overall level of 

competence in the stated test "'rould be required in order to achieve 

the maximum grade. It was expected, therefore, that candidates aiming 

at a particular grade 1.rould normally attempt a l-oider range of tests 

than the minimum number on 1-Thich the grade could be avard.ed. 

Even more evidence of the influence of the teaching areas, 

explored partly in response to the needs of the low achiever, were 

some of the aims for the neY sixteen-plus. Communication, enjoyment, 

understanding the foreigner, insights into and positive approaches to 

(16) The proposed sixteen-plus examination in Modern Languages, M.L., 
Vol. 63, No. l, March 1982, p.l5. 
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the target and even to other civilizations and cultures and minimum 

artificiality vere all to be built into the structure and thereby 

the vrhole teaching approach, 

'2il To develop the ability to use the foreign language 

effectively for the purposes of practical communication. 

2i2 to form a sound basis of skills, language and 

attitude required for further study, work and leisure 

including the acquisition of further languages. 

2i3 To provide enjoyment, imagination, appeal and 

appropriate intellectual stimulation and to develop 

positive attitudes to modern languages learning and to 

native speakers of other languages. 2i4 To develop 

skills of more general application (e.g, analysis, 

synthesis, summarising, memorisation, comparing, 

contrasting, inferring). 2i5 To offer insights into 

the culture and civilization thereby contributing to 

the formation of a more tolerant society. 2ii2 We 

consider that communicative competence is of crucial 

importance and ve are fully aware of the implications 

for syllabus design and techniques of examining which 

are of minimal artificiality. 2iii3 •••• ' 

The next section called an official end to the separation of 

'background studies' from language studies, 

Despite the aim set out in paragraph 2i5 we do 

not consider that a scheme of assessment must 

necessarily contain a component specifically designed 

to test culture and civilization in isolation.' 

A further suggestion vas again put forl-rard to 'test the water'. This 

was that it should have been possible to design a syllabus, without a 

test of writing, which should have given access to the full range of 

grades as an alternative to a syllabus "ri th all four skills. The 

Association was aware of the implications of such a scheme. The 

omission of any form of "Titing for lower grades must be countered by 
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a raising of the standard of achievement in the other skill areas. The 

provision of two schemes for the higher grades, one to three that is 

both a 1-rri ting and a non 1-rri ting scheme, must like-1-rise contain 

safeguards of standards. 

In making those recommendations the Association acknm·rledged 

that not all teachers J,rould support the omission of the T.<Ti ting skill 

for there Pas a substantial body of opinion which maintained that 

l-Ti ting vas an essential part, particularly at Grades one to three. 

To be realistic it was felt that due regard should be taken of that 

vie~r. 

In short, like many radical reformers, the Association felt that 

the general public along 1-'i th a body of teachers might wonder 1-1hat. 

Fas happening to standards in the new sixteen-plus if candidates 

could obtain an Ordinary level equivalent pass 1-rithout being able to 

1-rrite a single ¥Ord in the modern language; therefore the Association 

~th some apparent, hurt pride agreed to leave out such a contentious 

issue, but by the same token "~<rould expect most other suggestions to be 

taken up as some form of compensation. 

In fairness, the Association uras probably not as guileful as 

that. Hovever cynics might say that in trying to ease through a 

radically ne¥ sixteen-plus, by stating which very radical aspects 

they were willing to yield to pressure in order to leave out, they 

would similarly expect most other aspects to be accepted, if included. 

For example, 

'There is strong opinion in the Modern Language Association 

that at this level there is no place for prose translation, 

translation into English, dictation or Cloze tests. Such 

tests should not even be alternative. Despite this 

statement some teachers would ¥ish to disassociate 

themselves from this vie•..r.' 
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This politely irJP I ;_eJ to such teachers that the Association 1-ras 

going ahead regardless. 

The Association firmly believed that Mode Three schemes must be 

possible "1-ri thin the examination framework and that their position had 

to be safeguarded. As it was to be seen, the Conservative government 

"~<'ould vipe out the Schools Council with its strong, teacher voice. 

Whether the forceful, Mode Three, teacher-dominated style of examination 

POuld survive an increasingly punitive government 1-ras less certain. 

Reference has also been made to the Graded Test movement. The 

Association favoured the gro1-~h of graded language tests and applauded 

the emphasis placed on criterion-referencing a candidate's active 

skills. It hoped that a vr,~ Nould be found of integrating the 

higher level of graded tests ~~th the sixteen-plus examination for 

teachers 1,rho considered that it would be in the best interests of their 

pupils. 

The summary of this document which encapsulated most previous 

thoughts on a modern language at sixteen-plus (but paved the way in a 

sensitive and responsive manner for its development) made certain 

demands: l. that the title of the ne1-r examination must not tie it to 

a specific age group; 2. that it "~-'as primarily a mark of attainment 

and not pre-specialization requirement; J. that the target group 

should be redefined and ~~dened; 4. that the certificates obtained 

should be more informative than hitherto. In that way credibility 

was enhanced; 5. that there should be a clear statement of aims and 

objectives; 6. that written skills were not appropriate to pupils of 

lesser ability. In general their aim was to raise the standard of 

competence; 7. they favoured an examination with a common core to 

1-rhich might be added tests appropriate to individual pupils' skills 
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and needs; 8, a defined syllabus l·'ould be essential, for efficient 

working; 9. they aimed to increase the authenticity of course 

materials; 10. in examinations they favoured a variety of tests but 

considered that all translation tests were inappropriate at that 

level; 11. teachers had to be seen as partners in assessment procedure 

and school-based assessment ought to be an essential element in the 

total process; 12. experience gained over the years in Mode Three and 

graded tests was highly relevant and both those forms of examinations 

ought to be integrated v~th the new examination. 

Thus the scene ~'as no~' set for modern languages to move for'~<rard 

into its next 'communicative' phase. In response to the draft report 

from the Examinations Council on Modern Languages, the Modern Languages 

Association (the most representative co-ordinator of teachers' views) 

put forward its O'l'm tentative yet firm suggestions for the way 

for~rard in March 1982. The previous June it had already made its 

submission to the Parliamentary Select Committee on Etlucation regarding 

the development of languages generally, within the schools.- Whilst in 

June 1981 the Association sa~' an examination with many elements to it 

including the separate component of society studies, by March 1982 

they sa~' no place for the inclusion of a component specifically 

designed to test culture and civilization in isolation. However, 

this aspect had instead taken a much more significant place amongst 

the aims of the new sixteen-plus. Culture and civilization would be 

studied in an attempt to form a more tolerant society. The essential 

areas of experience which the H.M.I.s sought for the balanced 

curriculum Fere seen by the Association as necessary ingredients in 

language teaching. 
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As has been shown, tentative steps were being taken by the 

"Titers of books and the publishers of them towards some type of 'new 

vision' of modern languages. As the mood of the nation changed in the 

post-v'ar decades so too did the public expectation of the content of 

education. From the immediate post-var attitude of placing hope for 

the future in the hands of educationalists to"rards eventually, a much 

more cynical suspicion of the value being received in return for 

massive expenditure on education - this had been the change of mood. 

Similarly within the schools the attitude of the children (whose 

parents had experienced a change of confidence) showed traces of 

vearying of time-vorn texts and teaching approaches. This change over 

the forty years after the war vas a subtle, insubstantial development. 

Its most visible testing point vas in the effort and motivation of the 

pupils, and also in the level of parental support for the system of 

"~-'hich they were a part . There "'as much political advantage, also, in 

generating criticism of the educational system; and small changes of 

public attitude could provide a satisfactory opportunity, for those 

inclined, to make education responsible for a fault vhich appeared to 

have developed from a 'typical' Conservative or Labour ideology. 

Even so, as the system moved from a mostly 'grammar-secondary 

modern' to a mostly comprehensive, aims became unclear. Towards the 

end of that forty year period, modern languages, being used to constant 

change anyway, started to shov' unusual symptoms. Instead of suffering 

from some new novel disease from across the Atlantic or the Channel it 

appeared to develop a bad dose of 'common sense •, British Common sense. 
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The origin of the complaint seemed to be a virulent, 'Why study 

modern languages?' It was almost as painful as the 1960s and 1970s 

'twiddling buttons'. Strangely enough the cure seemed to be 'to 

speak the language' . The ne•' catchphrase for total recovery was 

'communicative competence', but that just kept the specialists happy; 

for the pupils, 'speaking the language' seemed to have a nice ring 

to it. 

In reality, nevertheless, this nev.r development 1-ras ahrays 

going to be on a sounder footing. Unlike other pedagogical trends 

in modern languages this one did not rely upon trying to understand 

other people's methods or trying to fathom mysterious equipment. In 

growing out of the morass of the late-l970s educational problems, the 

new direction was able to evolve rather than be thrust forward. 

Eventually it was to be the 'ne1-r generation' class text book which 

helped to carry through the change in 'languages'. A methodical text 

had often been the feature of staging points in modern languages. 

From the days of W. F. H. Whitmarsh's First French Book through to one 

of the best-selling class texts of the 1980s, Tricolore, the financial 

test of teacher and pupil needs had often been the more popular text, 

although different reasons had often accounted for popularity. There 

1,rere equally successful and effective texts, yet for large sections 

of two separate generations best selling texts often became associated 

.. ~th the subject. 

In pursuing the progress of 'background studies' and the 

provision of the language, in part, for low achieving children, some 

light is being .thrown on the ingredients of successful publishing 

needs. There were intense pressures ~Qthin the schools for some 

type of 'natural' resolution in bringing together modern languages 
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and lo"F achieving children. In the same way that 'fibre' seemed a more 

natural relief for the medical profession; so also -.ras a modern 

language 'muesli', of the ingredients Fhich v-rere popular v.ri th all 

abilities (a separation of skills, a layering of achievements, and a 

lively incorporation of the culture), a more tasty way of starting the 

day. 

For many subjects vhich suffered from similar introversion, it 

1-ras to be the attractive ingredients, 1-rhich appealed to the low 

achieving children, that 1--rould be responsible for providing a neF 

framework for the exigent demands of the ne•r 1980s accountability. 

One thing 1-ras certain, any subject 1-rhich stood up in the 1980s without 

a very Fell-built foundation was due for severe storm damage. 

Reviewers, then, had a very important role to play in helping 

to mould the new-style texts; not that any major publisher would embark 

on its main course text book 1-ri thout much fundamental research. Yet 

revie1-rs in the later 1970s were given more space in the leading modern 

language journal. The revie1-rers also became more outspoken as they 

sensed that 'something •ras in the air'. Revie¥S became so extensive 

and popular that they took on a 'lecturing' role. As teachers looked 

on from their shelters at the end of the 1970s, they were able to take 

advantage of much useful advice and even obtain a refresher, professional 

year of 'method'. The leading professional modern languages journal was 

thus helping to 'plug the gap' of contact as relations between the 

teaching body arid the government made international tensions seem 

positively amicable 1by lo....,paC"'i:(i;6.,. 

It is interesting to note that for many teachers throughout 
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the century it had been considered that a successful goal in modern 

languages had been reached Hhen pupils had been able, successfully, 

to progress through structured exercises by making as few written 

mistakes as possible. A cynic might ask v.rhy the subject vras not 

called 'Written French' or 'Written German'; and yet a reply might be 

that one has not sufficiently absorbed all the factors of a previous 

era if one becomes critical of it, to the point of saying that it v.ras 

,·rrong. Throughout that time many other teachers had attempted some 

form of oral presentation; yet the examination had for decades 

inferred that this vras of little importance since it carried so few 

marks. A type of tacit respect for the academic value of Ordinary 

level and lack of total commitment to changing the fundamental 

composition of Ordinary level in modern languages appeared to 

dominate the secondary education system for that subject. 

It has been seen that contributors to the periodical were 

starting to ponder spontaneously on a variety of themes which appeared 

so Obvious that one FOndered what had hampered such considerations 

earlier. One letter i!llflic&. that no complete command of the modern 

language and culture ""'ould be possible since for example French and 

English culture did not match exactly enough for anything other than 

close equivalents to be possible. Another suggested that an obstacle 

in past years had been that pupils saw a modern language as a way of 

replying to a request for information. Only when pupils realized 

that they could speak in order to state their opinion, would the 

process become more natural. 

The final breakthrough, however, still remained elusive. For 

many British people there was still to be no direct obvious link 

betFeen speaking the language and earning a living. They were aware 
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of English businessmen and salesmen in contact with foreigners as part 

of their daily life; these still appeared to be few and far between 

for the ordinary British person. Rarely was there to be the same 

appetite for a modern language in the same way that there was an 

appetite for English by foreigners. 

The Modern Languages Association, during this early period of 

the Conservative government, began to state the case for languages in 

the curriculum. More interestingly it defended languages with regard 

to the eight essential areas of experience. One feels a slight sense 

of tongue-in-cheek as the Association point by point worked through 

the list from aesthetic through to spiritual justification for modern 

languages; it was rather like going to a Parents' Night and listening 

to the teachers help parents to 'opt' for their particular subject. 

Each subject eventually becomes equally justif•'ct ble. In reality 

however the process helped to prove to modern languages teachers 

that their subject was emminently attractive to all levels of 

achievement. The key consideration would be to differentiate the 

material according to the ability of the child. More significantly 

it encouraged an examination at sixteen l•rhich allowed pupils to choose 

from a range of components according to their strengths (although there 

had to be a built-in restriction on grades for lower-key choices). 

However, choice seemed acceptable, for the early Conservative years 

repeated over and over that if you had made a contribution towards 

something, then, indeed, you should have choice. Cynics felt that this 

im plic:d. all of a sudden, that the people of Britain had acquired 

instant knowledge and experience of professional skills. Nevertheless 

as far as the sixteen-plus was concerned this was to be a choice 

guided by the teachers. 

With regard to the cultural development of modern language 
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teaching another breakthrough had occurred during these early 

Conservative years. It was finally acknowledged that saying a foreign 

word conjured up a picture of the word in a foreign context in the 

mind. This connects somewhat Pith the vague concept of 'thinking in 

the language' - a prerogative which it was thought was peculiar to 

foreign language near-native speakers; yet now it imr~ ic~ that perhaps 

the ordinary person could have a cartoon-strip continuum in the mind. 

This l-<'aS unlikely, yet it was a closer possibility if the brain had 

been stimulated 1-ri th mental images at the same time as the word or if 

situational response had been encountered. This "'ould hopefully be 

in a more inductive, broader sense than the old-style filmstrips; it 

••ould be a literary-cultural-phonetic composite which had been built 

up by meaningful, voluntary utterances and language-background 

experiences. 

In other subjects too the draft syllabuses began to reflect the 

whole experience of each subject ¥ith all of its connections 1-dth 

aspects of real life and real reasons for wanting to learn and explore 

more about it. All of a sudden the curriculum seemed to blossom 1-dth 

very logical statements about all manner of subjects. The hazy 

'jargon' 1-rhich had '!.Tapped up many concepts fell al-'ay and a much 

clearer English description remained. 

There "'as to be afour year gap between the formulation of this 

sixteen-plus structure for modern languages and the eventual 

implementation of the whole system for all subjects in 1986. Yet 

again, then, there appeared to be a pause between the production of the 

draft and the final emergence of the end product. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE FINAL FURLONG: THE EVOLUTION 
OF A G.C.S.E. PHILOSOPHY 1982 TO 1986 

So it "~<'as then that the final resolution Fas to take another 

four years upto the introduction of the G.C.S.E. In the remaining 

four years the influence of the low achiever on determining aspects 

of the nev system, remained strong. 

M. Buckb/1 ) '•Tote from York describing the unit credit approach 

"''hich ,,,as to feature strongly in the eventual format for the G.C.S.E. 

He said that one of the examining boards in Britain was now 

developing an approach which could extend the flexibility needed to 

meet the needs of a l'ride range of pupils and at the same time produce 

some clEiar criterion referencing grades as required by the Department 

of Education and Science. This board's contribution was significant. 

In this model there -r.rould be hro clearly defined objectives for 

listening, speaking, reading and "'Titing at two levels, previously 

called basic and extended. The compulsory 'core' for all candidates 

"'Ould be basic listening, reading and speaking. Success in these 

'1-fould earn a grade six (the scale t.ras one to seven); success in two 

of them ~··ould attract a grade seven. Candidates ¥ould take ¥hatever 

additional tests, from this range, their teachers considered appropriate; 

for each one successfully completed the candidate would move up one grade. 

Success Fould be defined as a high level of competence and a minimum 

pass mark in each ,.,ould probably be sixty per cent. So a candidate 

l'rho reached the required standard in six of eight tests "'OUld receive 

a grade three. In addition his certificate would sho¥ how he earned 

(1) M. Buckby, A unit credit approach to sixteen-plus, M.L., Vol. 63, 
No. 1, March 1982, p.Jl. 
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his grade by putting asterisks in a grid. This, combined with a clear 

description of "'hat t.-.ras meant by listening, speaking, reading and 

~Titing at each level would make clear to all consumers (parents, 

pupils, employers, universities etc.) what each candidate could do 

successfully. It would also mean that each grade vas a positive 

assessment rather than the negative aspect ""'hich anything other than 

a Grade A Mas in the present system; even a grade seven would only be 

gained if the candidate really could do vhat t.-.ras required to get 

asterisks in tvo boxes. In the present system all grades below grade 

A v'ere negative grades ; they only showed that the candidate "~''as not as 

good as something as candidates v'ho obtained a grade A. The present 

grades "'ere also vague and conveyed little useful information, so a 

grade C could indicate a generally mediocre performance or be the 

result of excellent work on some questions and poor 1.rork on others. 

Candidates vould not decide during the examination which paper 

they ""'OUld take but rather that they vould be entered in advance by 

their teachers. 

The Schools Council Modern Languages Committee had produced 

suggestions for a similar approach ~~th three levels; but with this 

there would be no common core: the middle level "~-'Ould be too demanding 

for pupils to¥ards the bottom of the ability range; also with nothing 

in common betl>'een the three it would make any comparison technically 

difficult, that is the a1-rarding of grades; it would make entry 

decisions more complex for teachers; the descriptions of skills and 

the criterion-referencing would be more difficult. 

Mr. Bu.ckby thought, hm-.rever, that it was encouraging that so 

many groups had come to the conclusion that the v.ray ahead should be 

in a system along such lines; these included the joint G.C.E./C.S.E. 
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National Criteria Working Party, the Schools Council and also the 

National Council of Language Associations. Even more unusual was it 

to find such a vride measure of agreement and that the fe1.r points of 

difference appeared easy to resolve. 

The approach mentioned 1.rould make criterion-referencing a 

practical proposition whilst enabling boards to award differing grades 

and all pupils to develop their skills to the maximum. 

It vas a tantalizing proposition, no""' then, for language 

teachers to wonder ,.rhether modern languages had found a solution to 

the examining of a range of children sufficiently broad in order to 

include the lovr achiever, and also to wonder ¥hether that meant that 

they had thereby found a way of teaching attractively and with 

motivation the full range of children to which languages was t~~Jhr 

in the secondary school. 

Yet some saw the situation as being more open to variation. 

'o01e contributor( 2) considered that at that time there ¥as greater 

diversity of opinion on approaches to teaching and assessment than 

ever before. Certain issues such as the usefulness of writing as a 

skill, the precise requirements for grades and the differing needs 

of the high and lo'l-' achiever t-rere exciting a vigorous discussion and 

that a flexible open-minded approach to these questions would be 

necessary if solutions which met the needs of all sixteen-plus 

candidates were to be found. 

Eric Hawkins saw an urgent need to banish the mother-tongue 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------· 

(2) 

(3) 

C. Meado,,.,s, Sixteen plus developments in French, German, Italian, 
Russian and Spanish, M.L., Vol. 63, No. 1, March 1982, p. 37. 

E. Hawkins, The T1-rentyman Lecture, a language curriculum for the 
1980s, M.L., Vol. 63, No. 3, September 1982, p.146. 
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With the 'gale of English ho•rling in between'; little was accomplished 

except the bewilderment of the low achiever. 

Yet vrhen the more significant of new publications, had come out 

hro years previously it was clear that English still ran alongside the 

modern language for necessary explanation of instructions or background 

material. The 1982 advertisement for 'Tricolore' described it as 

being "'elcomed with great enthusiasm by French teachers •ri th examination 

c..l«$..Se! "and cited l·ridespread adoptions. It was seen as an entirely new 

basic French course for eleven to brel ve year old beginners; catering 

for all pupils of all abilities; providing material to challenge the 

high achiever as •'ell as the lo•' achiever; combining a functional 

approach with a clear, grammatical progression; teaching the language 

skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing with particular 

emphasis on listening and reading comprehension; the aim was to 

represent the best of Hhat was new in French language teaching. In 

the years to follo1.r this course was to be purchased by an ever 

increasing number of schools. 

In its December 1982 statement on the proposed sixteen-plus 

examination the Modern Languages Association, having collected grass-

root response to its previous suggestions, repeated much of its 

aspirations for the future. However, in spite of making great 

strides ayay from the old Ordinary level style examination, it took 

one pace back from aban&ming all connections. It had been thought 

that the Association could have been able to devise an examination 

without writing at all, but instead with higher attainments in the 

(4) &litorial, The proposed sixteen-plus examination in French, 
M.L., Vol. 63, No. 4, December 1982, p.213. 



other three skill areas. They regretted that this would not no'" be 

possible. Therefore ~Titing would now be essentially a hurdle for 

grades three to one. It Fould take hrenty five per cent of examination 

marks, but in reality it >-'Ould demand more of the teaching time since 

it Fas the more demanding and more difficult skill. This decision not 

to abandon a traditional aspect of examinations, may Fell have been 

helpful in pushing through the Fhole package four years later. 

Another of the leading 'neF generation' course text books ~ras 

revie•-red in that issue. ( 5 ) This one l•'as produced by M. Buckby a 

leading contributor to the modern language debate in that leading 

modern language journal. That particular book being reviewed was the 

third of a five part course, It v-ras described as continuing the 

excellent standard set in the first two volumes published thus far. 

The reviewer thought that one could not but be impressed by the 

consistently high standard of the course. The twelve units centred 

around holidays in France and the accent was on enjoying a visit to 

Paris and other areas of France. The language on offer to the pupil 

v,ras useful and realistic v-'i th an emphasis on communication such that 

the reviewer felt that it t-ras the language one really met in France, 

in dialogues. There was an excess of ideas for exploitation, a wealth 

of activities v-rhich "'Ould soon enable a pupil to accumulate enough 

experience and language to cope well in France. It 1-'as excellently 

provided v-'ith photographs, line-drav-'ings, reproduction of letters 

(hand>-Titten), diagrams, games, price-lists, timetables and puzzles. 

The layout was attractive and uncluttered. There was an extra 

practice supplement at the end of the book including systematic verb 

----------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(5) P. ri. Morris reviewing, Action,(Nelson,)l982, in M.L., Vol. 63, 
No. 4, December 1982, p.260. 
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practice. 

He thought that that particular book must surely have been one 

of the more excellent ventures seen for many years andit was certainly 

a tonic to tired language teachers to be able to offer an attractive 

and useful communicative-based course, 1·ri th realistic targets which 

~'ould give both teachers and pupils a sense of achievement. 

By the following Spring another contributor( 6 ) bemoaned the 

sense of being 'talked down to' by the teaching suggestions of text 

books. He felt that there 1•'as an unnerving vogue among contemporary 

1,rri ters of language courses for laying do""'Il the law as to how the 

classroom teacher v.ras to use the products. Ever since the days of 

Credif 's insistence that a nev.r texical i tern must be heard before it is 

seen in print, teachers had been told, often peremptorily, exactly how 

they were to present the material entrusted to their competent hands. 

He felt that the contrast for those teachers old enough to remember 

the days of best-sellers like 'Whitmarsh', which provided ample 

resources and left teachers to exploit them according to their ov.'!l 

preferences did at times beget nostalgia for a less complicated and 

bro1·r-beaten past. The reference in this review to 'Whitmarsh' rather 

than the book title indicates its influence. 

In these remaining few years, between the largely decided-upon 

format of the sixteen-plus examination in modern languages and the 

green light to give official go-ahead, some issues were still being 

discussed. Linguistics for one, became a prominent source of 

contribution. The role played by the home in encouraging language 

(6) A. J. Bennet, revieWing 'Beunos Dias', (Heinemann), 1981, in 
M.L., Vol. 64, No.1, March 1983, p.66. 
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acquisition was considered important.(?) This was always to be a 

controversial issue ,,,i th arguments raging on both sides. In this 

instance it was stated that learning to read mother tongue and 

learning a modern language under class conditions were closely similar 

challenges unless children bring into school from horne the verbal 

skills on "~-'hich school learning depended. Both were, however, 

secondary activities. The primary activity of speaking and learning 

l··as largely innate, pre-programmed by evolution. There was no evidence 

of an innate predisposition for learning to read and learning another 

language, under school conditions, for a few minutes each "~>'eek, 

surrounded by the use of mother tongue. These two secondary activities 

"~>'ere learned not acquired; both depended on an awareness of primary 

activity. This awareness developed out of the individual dialogue 

enjoyed by the children in the crucial period when the expanding 

conceptual universe was being mapped out - upto age eight - slowly 

and hesitatingly into the linguistic symbols offered by the 

environment. 

Mother tongue teachers and modern language teachers he felt, 

realized that they faced a common problem. The awareness of language 

does not take the place of mother-tongue learning to make expressive 

and effective use of the language nor compete vri th a cornrnunicati ve 

use of the modern language. 

Another theme at work in those final few years wa6 that of 

attempting to create a more unified direction for modern languages. 

The Joint Council of Language Associations handed their resolutions 

--------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------· 

(7) Prof. J. Tizard, Adult Reading Time, M.L., Vol. 64, No. 2, 
June 1983, p.lOO. 
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to the Department of Education and Science, to the Examination Boards, 

to the Unions, to the Secretary of State for Education and to Sir 

Rhodes Boyson. It vas a national policy for modern languages. Modern 

languages should to be in the core curriculum upto option year and 

thereafter there should be the opportunity for all to continue school 

study. There should be diversification of the first modern language 

offered by schools in each Local Authority. The Department of Education 

and Science and the Local Authorities should take interest. Soon 

afterFards the Department of Education and Science published its 

consultative paper on For~gn Languages in the school curriculum. 

In the meantime more efforts v-rere being made to capture the 

mainstream course text book market. It is interesting to note that 

the courses being produced were by-and-large acting as a mirror of 

the final (as one now knows it) format of the G.C.S.E. in modern 

languages. Yet the leading modern language teachers' journal 

continued to<!:n~t>M4_r: o .. new efforts in order to try to get the formula 

better and better. For example, the Open University published what 

the periodical called 'The O.U.P.'s bid for the burgeoning market in 

"communicative" French courses'. (9) The course ¥as described by the 

revieT·•er as conforming closely to the communicative or graded objectives 

orthodoxy; and yet the revie¥er sought to try to stop more of that kind. 

He questioned v-rhether the constant use of English conveyed the hidden 

message that one uses English when one seriously wants to convey 

meaning whereas French was used to humour the teacher. In other words, 

(8) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 69, No. 3, September 1983, p.193. 

(9) Editorial, M.L., Vol. 64, No. 3, September 1983, p.20l. 
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the style of language teaching, he thought, of 1·'hich the test vas an 

exponent, resembled the methods it had displaced. Applied 

unimaginatively and with lm·' expectation of achievable standards 

it could be as stultifying as grammar-translations or audio-visual. 

One contributor was perceptive enough, ho'•'ever, to see that the 

groNing number of nev-style texts "'as still not changing the 

examinations system.(lO) Great strides, he thought, had been made in 

the provision of materials but this '·'as not the case with examining. 

Indeed the changes there had not really been fundamental and "'ere 

nowhere n~rin step "~th the perceived, changed needs of the student 

population. The Ordinary level of 1951 was still "~thus. It was 

still possible for some pupils to jump through the prose-translation 

hoop in some boards. The "reighting of skills was not properly 

reflective of their practical usefulness. It Fas essential that there 

should be speedy government approval of the sixteen-plus criteria for 

there to be significant movement in the right direction. 

He felt that the modern languages teachers '·''ere keenly aware 

and thought a lot more about vhat they 1•'ere doing and t.rhy they "'ere 

doing it. When he started teaching, the aims vere quickly stated and 

not really questioned; training the mind still figured prominently; 

it '·'as felt that the cause of vorld peace might be promoted, also, 

some pupils might go into a job where a knoYledge of a modern language 

might be useful; but above all Higher Education required a pass at 

Ordinary level in a modern language; such was the position in a 

conformist, elitist society. Ho1-rever the democratization of the subject 

(10) L. G. Hadley, Looking back, M.L., Vol. 64, No.4, December 1983, 
p.221. 
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from the 1960s had forced teachers to examine the aims more critically, 

to produce more lengthy, sophisticated and realistic statements. 

Teachers >··ere also led to give pre-eminence to objectives; there 

had been the graded objective movement, an emphasis on differentiated 

courses. 

He felt quite strongly that although the stimulus originally had 

been the need to provide a realistic challenge for the lo1-1 achiever, 

the process inevitably extended to the high achiever;they had just as 

much right to practical skills. 

He knev that teachers vere more involved in those later years, 

than in the 1950s, in devising syllabuses and producing teaching 

materials; C.S.E. Mode Three, whatever its dral-'backs, did at least set 

this movement on its way. He FOndered hov.r with so much thought, 

expertise and effort expended, teachers had not achieved better 

things with their pupils. Perhaps it had all been too diversified, 

too un-controlled; and of course there vas always the great millstone 

of motivation and the hurdle of expectation. Teachers were just 

beginning to come to terms with motivation by emphasizing a sense of 

achievement and enjoyment on pupils' part. With regard to expectation, 

teachers still expected too much of their v.reaker pupils and far too 

little of their better pupils; thus falling betveen tvo stools. 

In the present day the acquisition of skills of the trade vas 

an indispensable pre-requisite and one could argue that it v.ras more 

vital in modern languages than any other subject given the nature of 

the task. He felt that in spite of the fact that good training did 

improve a teacher immeasurably, the concept of the 'born teacher' 

was far too simplistic; there Fas no doubt in his mind that in modern 

languages, a teacher's quality of personality were of utmost 
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importance. 

With regard to teaching method he felt that progression through 

the various years had not yet reached its final goal. The emphasis 

on authenticity of language and activities r'as interesting but it was 

not the final solution. Some accommodation had yet to be affected 

1-ri th the structural (grammatical) view of language. Teachers had not 

always recognized that the nature of learning one's own language is not 

the same in essence as learning a modern foreign language. The already 

rtequired native language can be both a help and hindrance in the 

learning of a modern foreign language. 

Teachers also often ignored the totally artificial character of 

school-based learning. Yet the author thought that there '''ere signs 

that the classroom teachers were starting to climb out of the trough. 

The signs Here encouraging. There was a growing concern and interest 

expressed by industry and commerce; there was an unusually decisive 

statement from central government for a consensus amongst linguists 

about r'hat should be done. He thought finally that the spring which 

might set things in motion was perhaps the greater assurance, confidence 

and aggressive promotion of the subject from the ordinary modern 

languages teachers in schools. 

Nationally, events r.rere continuing to take on a firm pace. In 

February 1983 the periodical had published its own National Policy for 

languages. This had received wide acclaim coming as it did from the 

groundswell views of teachers and other educationalists. In May 1983 

the Department of Etlucation and Science published its own views on 

foreign languages in the school curriculum. The Modern Languages 

Association attached great importance to the Department's initiative 

and published their response in March 1984. 
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The Association felt that the existing examination system bore 

the responsibility for the relative failure of initiatives. The 

Association urged the Department to make a prompt and positive 

response to the proposals for the sixteen-plus examinations of the 

Joint Council of Languages Association. The Modern Languages 

Association also Fanted an investigation into the possibility of the 

integration of the Graded Objectives scheme into the public examination 

at sixteen-plus and beyond. The Association also "'anted an immediate 

investigation into Advanced/Ordinary and intermediate level examinations 

in modern languages. It also wanted support for an alternative, 

non-literary Advanced level. 

With regard to the goals of modern language teaching the 

Association thought that expectations should not be set too low and 
,.., 

that stress should be laid on realistic aims and therefore 

differentiated objectives. The emphasis on communicative skills was 

1"orthy of praise. 

In general it t-ras felt that an opportunity to learn a modern 

language should be provided as a right in all secondary schools. Also, 

greater urgency ,,ras needed to produce a sixteen-plus examination in 

line 1-~i th national criteria. A post sixteen intermediate level 

opportunity should be opened up immediately. The eighteen-plus 

1-rould need reform. There should be greater diversification of 

languages in schools for first and second languages. The consultative 

document tone should have been more urgent. Caution •ras under-

standable but vigorous encouragement by the Department of Education 

and Science Fas needed to effect real improvements. It would be 

tragic if such a desirable outcome were lost for want of vigorous 

governmental support for Local Authorities or adequate funding. 
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Clearly the secondary system 1.-ras now on some sort of 'count 

dohn' waiting for 'blast off' of the sixteen-plus. One Nottingham 

contributor noted, 

'Despite the lack of final decision from the 

Department of Etlucation and Science about the 

future of the proposed sixteen-plus nationally, 

the signs are that several G.C.E./C.S.E. Board 

Consortia "'ill in any case "go it alone"' (ll) 

The author felt that the decision as to t-rhether teachers should do 

their mm examining of oral Fork or have incoming external examiners 

was a very 'weighty' decision about the t-rhole sixteen-plus. He felt 

that in the final analysis the decision about Hho carried out oral 

testing at sixteen-plus t-rould be made on the grounds of cost, of what 

the market would bear, on entry fee, on standardization. This was a 

feature of the over-examined British school system letting examinations 

lead the way of the curriculum. He felt that teachers might bring 

about more oral work in modern languages by forfeiting, somewhat, 

standardization. This might be worth a gamble. 

A reviewer of books added a little more to the gradual demise 

of background books by stating that he felt unhappy about the current 

tendency to teach culture in English, restricting the modern language 

to humdrum transactions of daily life. More interestingly the revie,_,(l2 ) 

contained further opinions. It "'as, he felt, a common view among 

language teachers that they should attempt to associate the language 

·------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------

(ll) 

(12) 

J. Partington, Teacher or visiting oral examiners? The implications 
of the sixteen-plus, M.L., Vol. 65, No. 2, June 1984, p.81. 

Editorial review of A. Vaudeville, Modern language and classroom 
technique, a handbook, reviewed in M.L., Vol. 65, No. 2, June 
1984, p.lo6. -- · 
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-vhich they were teaching vd th situations outside the classroom to 

Hhich they frequently referred as 'the real world' of family, holidays, 

sports, pastimes and so on. But the school was also part of the real 

world. Subjects like history, geography, general science, art and so 

on all drew upon children's own experience. He felt that a modern 

language could draw upon the outside world through them. Thus 

teachers taught language for communication, for use rather than usage. 

The kind of language course which he envisaged was one which dealt with 

a set of topics taken from other subjects. This was exciting work done 

by the total immersion schools of Canada. 

Meanwhile, the progress towards an emergence of a sixteen-plus 

in modern languages continued. An article in March 1985 confirmed 

that the examination boards were keeping the momentum going.(lJ) 

This time the report was on a post sixteen Intermediate examination, 

'The examination boards in recent years hav9 shown 

themselves remarkably receptive to new ideas and 

more welcoming of change than a good many teachers 

some linguists will need to be converted; 

reluctance can be expected at all times.' 

The committee saw a direct link between an intermediate examination 

and the sixteen-plus. 
(il«) 

In private contact Professor Hawkins was later to refer to the 

ongoing debate about testing at the sixteen-plus stage (given immediacy 

by later reforms, also); his main point was the growing political 

interest in the proportion of sixteen year olds staying on and taking 

further examinations. The numbers needed to be greatly and urgently 

increased. 

(13) Modern Languages Association Standing Consultative Committee. 
Report of the 1-rorking party on intermediate examinations, 
October 1984, M.L., Vol. 66, No. 1, March 1985, p.9. 

(1 '1.,) r'f ~ '2-'''tf.t. 1 I "'l ~"· - 208 -



The committee, meanwhile had recognized that resources were a 

problem but thought that a positive, not a defeatist line was needed. 

Money for staffing, materials and equipment, the time and resources 

for training vrere all essential but at the same time illusory. 

This is an important breakthrough to reality in the mid 1980s. 

Much reality had been reached by many groups in society. The progress 

towards the sixteen-plus had been slow and ~~th regular halts. 

Hovever, the acceptance that Q...xk ~o'lc"'f might not become available 

was significant psychological progress. 

The report accepted that the financing and structuring of the 

teaching profession and other new initiatives were things to be worked 

out. Doing nothing until resources were provided, waiting indefinitely 

could outlast teachers' lifetime. There was need to suggest ways of 

recognizing available but unsuspecting resources, of rechannelling 

resources from unfruitful uses, maximizing existing ones and 

attracting new ones. 

By far the most expensive resource was the human one. There 

vould have to be ways of utilizing teachers to the best advantage 

,.~ thout simply multiplying timetabled hours to the point of breakdown. 

It was felt that language teachers overtaught and needed to be 

directed towards approaches and techniques where efforts truly 

belonged. They would have to plan and organize their pupils' work. 

There could be more group work. 

Another sense of reality appeared in the Twentyman Lecture.(l4 ) 

It was felt that the trend in the sixth form and in Higher Education 

was not so much towards sciences and technology away from the arts as 

(14) Twentyman Lecture, M.L., Vol. 66, March 1985, p.l7. 
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a trend aFay from pure subjects such as sciences and philosophy 

towards applied subjects such as law, accountancy and certain 

language courses as well as engineering. High unemployment appeared 

as a permanent and endemic feature. Bright youngsters wished to 

learn marketable skills. 
(l€.ftV 

In private interview at the headquarters of City and Guilds in 

London the Northern District senior examiner warmly welcomed a closer 

liaison between practical subjects and those subjects formerly reserved 

for high achieving children. He saw the extension to more gifted 

children of practical subjects as a natural progression. 

However this interest in vocationally applicable or relevant 

courses was only part of the phenomenon. The reign of Newman, felt the 

/14-) 
lecture~, was corning to an end. To dismiss the skills of engineering 

and commerce as mere necessities of life, worthy in themselves but 

lacking in intellectual ~ignity and spiritual profundity was no longer 

acceptable. The time had come for education to encompass practicality, 

to produce capable as well as sensitive spirits. The role of the 

universities Fas changing and would change not only because of 

government policy and financing but because of market demand and 

national circumstances, The binary divide between practical policy 

and theoretically-based universities l'rould make less and less sense. 

He considered that the nineteenth century liberal education had been 

a curse, artificially split behreen the practical and the theoretical. 

The well-known linguist Michael Buckby brought out part four of 

his course book. This •ras revier,red for the June 1985 issue. (l5) 

The reviewer felt that the implications of teaching modern languages 

(15) P. Reeves, reviet.1.ng Action book 4, (Nelson), in M.L., Vol. 64, 
No. 2, June 1985, p.lJ9. 

Q.'f-"1) l...ql-j.. Tvl') l~t6 
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in the light of the agreed National Criteria were enormous and perhaps 

most languages teachers Here only just beginning to realize that. He 

felt that the book represented a sound investment for the 80s and 90s 

for a languages department particulary in the light of the fifth 

national criterion urging teachers to provide enjoyment and 

intellectual stimulation. 

The reviel·'er of a book to teach correspondence in Spanish made.,,£ of. 
the first referencesto the ne'-' examination under its eventual name.(l6 ) 

'Teachers vho v.rant to introduce their pupils to 

genuine Spanish letters will welcome this book 

and find it useful practice material to prepare 

their classes for the nev.r G. C. S. E. examination' 

A green paper y,ras referred to in the September issue. (l7) It 

stated that personal need must be set alongside the country's 

requirement for particular knowledge and skills. The University 

Grants Committee had stated that the graduates of the 1980s needed 

as much ability as their predecessors but far more relevant knowledge. 

The realities of the job market played an increasingly direct role in 

educational planning at all levels. 

During these last h•elve months before official launch the 

grade criteria and specimen paper debate ¥as gaining momentum. A 

contributor from the University of Nottingham(lS) '!>'as picking a1-ray at 

some of the detail of the national curriculum and relating it to his 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

P. D. Morris, reviev.dng, Corresponding with a Spanish penfriend, 
(Macmillan ), in M.L., Vol. 64, No. 2, June 1985, p.l4i. 

The develo ment of Hi her ffiducation into the 1 Os, H.M.S.O. 
Vol. , No. J, September 1985, p.l67. 

J. Partington, National curricula, the sixteen-plus in theory and 
practice, M.L., Vol. 66, No. 3, September 1985, p.l75. 
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vie,·•S of hoe• well the examination boards were preparing for the 

sixteen-plus erith their specimen papers. 

'The national criteria ... stipulate that practical 

communication should be one aim of the course to 

the sixteen-plus. Since all language is concerned 

1.rj_ th communication it is not immediately evident 

what is added or qualified by "practical". The 

specimen schemes of examination have usually 

faithfully included it in their aims but ~rithout 

explanation. It may be that 'practical' 

communication is a kind of shorthand for the 

doctrines of communicative competence of the sort 

~nich currently inspire the graded test movement 

and ~ri th v•hich the criteria 'links'. In this 

context 'practical' might be synonymous vrith 

'life-related' or 'realistic'. Viewed in this 

way the specimen papers show little advance, if 

any, on the best current G.C.E. or C.S.E. 

practice,' 

In general he thought that the emphasis in the specimen papers was 

still too much on discrete skill-testing, again not what is experienced 

in daily communication. 

In dealing ,,rj_ th the oral test he rightly asserted that to the 

non-linguist layman there v•as something odd about testing five years' 

vork in five minutes. Obviously at the technical level it was 

doubtful vrhether it vas possible in that time to cover more than an 

unacceptably small sample of the structure and lexis of the syllabus. 

Thus, on the other hand, one obtained erratic and unreliable test 

results. That was hardly in the spirit of criteria - referencing 

where all the thinking vas being directed to defining clearly and 

reliably just v•hat candidates had actually achieved. 

In short the author of the article noted that there still 
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remained the national scrutiny of specimen papers. This was necessary 

in order to see -,.rhether they conformed to the criteria. The early 

signs were that the influence of the criteria had been less than the 

authors had hoped for. That is, the criteria were not reflected in 

the specimen papers. 

Amidst a gro-,.~ng number of statements from business and industry 

that tended to contradict each other as to "'hether kno,ring a 

competitor's modern foreign language -,.ras the main ,ray to prepare for 

a career in overseas business(l9) or just simply a second string to 

the bow of a proven salesman( 20) - amidst this came the results of the 

survey taken nationally on modern language performance at age 

thirteen.( 2l) It stated that only about one third of those who began 

a modern language course completed more than three years' study. At 

the age of thirteen few· could speak fluently and grammatically or 

produce coherent and accurate writing of any lenth. In speaking, many 

children Here apparently inhibited by a preoccupation with correctness 

or apparently did not recognise the value of improvization. The report 

suggested that a major factor in influencing success in efficient 

communication in most tasks -r.ras good vocabulary rather than recognition 

of grammatical features. 

This report had confirmed many suspicions. It also helped to 

make part of the final breach towards G.C.S.E. It gave more formal 

blessing to the idea that low achieving children especially were 

still communicating even though they did not speak accurately. 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Eric Hawkins, Nel-'S and Comment, M.L., Vol. 66, No. J, September 
1985, p.207. . --

D. E. Ager, Languages and your future, M.L., Vol. 66, No. J, 
September 1985, p.208. --

First National Survey of foreign languages Performance at age 
thirteen, M.L., Vol. 66, No. J, September 1985, p.209. 
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In that Autumn, of 1985, it was stated that the General 

Certificate of Secondary Etlucation "~-'as still over two years away. 

The difficulties encountered in the schools at that time made it seem 

impossible to introduce the examination any earlier,C 22 ) 

'The report of the meeting organized by the Council 

of Subject Teaching Associations is the first of a 

series "'hich "rill aim to keep members up-to-date 

with developments in the plans for the introduction 

of the G.C.S.E. in 1988' 

Sir William Cockcroft had addressed the Associatiok~2 )He informed 

them that the Open University intended to produce in-service training 

manuals to be distributed during the school holidays. Around sixty 

thousand teachers, mainly heads of department, would attend courses 

of about tv.ro days and one half. The cost of supply teachers had been 

budgeted. This "'ould be completed by late-Spring 1986. The in-service 

training "'ould be done, he said, by the 'experts', the examiners and 

moderators. The trained heads of departments "rould then be asked to 

train the rest of the teaching force, 186 thousand. He also stated 

that the universities had already indicated that future applicants 

vrould not be required to have A-S levels. As an alternative to three 

Advanced levels it vas proposed that hro Advanced levels "ri th two 

A-S levels 1•'ould be acceptable. With regard to differentiation, 

various possibilities v'ere being considered - different papers for 

different abilities or common papers with an extension. A choice 

would have to be made but it would come later than at present. With 

regard to alternative examinations, City and Guilds and the Royal 

Society of Arts had already produced good alternatives. 

(22) Etlitorial, M.L., Vol. 66, No. J, September .1985, p.200. 
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Further considerations were also made. There Has some form of a 

timetable. The Secretary of State had said that first examinations 

vould take place in 1988 and that all in-service '"'as geared to that 

date. In Scotland the start had been put off one year. Certain 

minority subjects ••ere described as being old-fashioned and those 

•'ould have to be re-thought. That policy applied to certain modern 

language papers '-''hich might have to have restricted grade examinations 

initially. In future, boards Fould be expected to explain their 

criteria and bring out specimen papers. The Secondary Examinations 

Council Fould check grades across the country and all syllabuses 

••ould be scrutinized. It ""'as expected that the budget for examining 

••ould have to be doubled. 

Even during these last few months there were different 

contributions toFards the final basic attitudes towards teaching and 

learning modern languages. It has been stated that there had been an 

acceptance of the idea that if the message 1-rere conveyed it "~''as more 

important than that the content should be fully accurate. Another 

contributor to the debate tried to summarize the atmosphere of learning 

1-•hich best fitted in ,,.j_ th realism and authenticity. He admitted that 

modern languages faced a problem, 

'At its crudest it may seem to the learner to be 

this, "What is this language in which there is 

seemingly so little to talk about; 1-rhere in the 

learning process I am presented with such absurd 

situations (e.g. the family invented for the 

course-book); which (language) is broken up into 

separate activities, listening, speaking, reading 

and 1->ri ting; Fhich has a definite· but unattainable 

end point; where t.Titing is valued above speaking; 
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Fhich involves so much mechanical repetition 

and in r.rhich I can't even say ••hat I want."•( 23) 

He felt that it vas hard for pupils to realize that the modern language 

harl as many uses as English harl. Teachers needed, in fact, to be 

putting in a base of realism before the business of learning French 

began - language a•rareness. 

The mood of going for communication rather than accuracy 

continued, 

'Modern language teachers spend a good deal of time 

correcting errors; in the classroom this can mean 

that many students never complete a spoken utterance 

Fithout being interrupted. While in the written 

r-rork there seems to be more attention paid to vhat 's 

"-Tong than to r..rhat the learner has done r,.,rell •... 

What matters is what the learner learns, -.•hich is 

not necessarily -.rhat the teacher teaches ... 

flexibility of response to error; the teacher must 

judge carefully the amount and timing of correction 

(and be a-.rare of) the effect of correction on the 
t:i '3 "') learner. ''-~ 

These tvo extracts might at first sight appear to voice the 

same level of frustration r-•hich harl beset languages throughout the 

forty years. In fact it is Yhat they do not say that is equally 

significant. Beh•een the lines there is greater confidence. The 

problems are being stated constructively and with analysis. There 

are immediate and obvious answers to many of them. Gone are the days 

of total frustration and depression, the 'years of paranoia'. Modern 

(23) T. H. Parke, Realism and artificiality in language teaching, M.L .. , 
Vol. 66; No. 4, December 1985, p.26J. 

(~ Jq) lbicL 
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languages had actuallypredicted the nature of the G.C.S.E. changes, in 

advance. For this subject which had so often been led in different 

directions, this was significant progress. Furthermore, it ¥as the 

teaching body vhich had devised this diversion; and like most people 

they "'ere proud of their own ingenuity. That problem group of 

children, the lo•·' achievers, the ones "'hom they thought they could 

not cope vith - that group had suggested some neF approaches which 

had eventually helped to resolve some of the problems. 

It had been, for example, the unit credit approach, of the 

graded tests, something Fhich had partly gro"~<rn out of the total 

intractability of teaching low achieving children or even the aimless 

teaching of the high achieving - it was this which had helped to break 

do"~<n modern languages into self-contained units on different levels, 

ensuring an achievable target even for the weakest child. When one 
,{.23b) 

of the more successful of the 'new era' publicat1ons appeared at the 

start of the 1980s it claimed to challenge the high achiever and the 

lo"r achievers. Its "~<ridespread purchase appeared to confirm that there 

might be publications Fhich could match the broad range of the 

examination. 

It vas clearly reassuring that all groups with interests in 

resolving a ne•·r approach had come to broadly similar conclusions. 

The asymmetric-gyrational nature of the new modern languages strategy 

had quite taken people by surprise, most of all the modern languages 

teachers. It truly seemed that languages could be turned and twisted 

like a ruboid toy into just about any position to suit the recipient. 

The two different levels of attainment when matched up with four skill 

areas produced a large number of permutations - a far cry this from a 

literary unseen translation, a prose composition into the modern 



language, a literary comprehension, a formal dictation and five 

minutes chat in the language; for that vras the Ordinary level 

examination, still being taken by large numbers in the Summer of 

1986, and so also the following year, whilst the pupils of the year 

below Fere being prepared for the 'G.C.S.E. spectacular in modern 

languages', 1-1hich Fas to be its substitute. 

Yet other similarly fundamental changes r,rere taking place in 

other subjects. It has been stated that breathtakingly exciting and 

clear statements l•rere being made Fi thin other school subjects. The 

practical nature of certain disciplines did not always seem to produce 

such a contrast. Even so teachers of all subject associations, the 

examining boards and many others had been busy during these last few 

years taking a profound look at their own subjects. History included 

in its aims an intent~ to promote an understanding of the nature of 

cause and consequence, continuity and change, similarity and 

difference; to help candidates towards an understanding of the 

development,over time 1of social and culture valu~; to promote the 

aquisition of knowledge and understanding of human activity in the 

past, linking it ,,rj_ th the present. 

To many people outside of each subject's regular area of close 

contact, picking up the new G.C.S.E. syllabuses and reading the new 

aims could come as an eybro"~<'-raising experience. Indeed the depth of 

vision "rhich ran through many subject syllabuses could take one's 

breath away. 

The Geography aims stated an intent: to encourage an under-

standing_ of different communities and cultures '~<rithin our society 

and e J..sewhere in the For ld, together with an awareness of people's 

active role in interacting with the environment; to appreciate the 

(24) G.C.S.E., History Syllabuses Band C, N.E.A., 1986, pp.l-2. 
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significance of attitudes values and perceptions of people, decision-

makers and others in a geographical context; to promote a knowledge 

and understanding of some of the behavioural, social, economic and 

political forces ,,,hich may influence decision-making; to develop an 

aFareness of how landscapes and spatial patterns change over time, 

especially as a result of technological developments.C 25) 

These "''ere exciting statements Fhich encouraged and invited 

further exploration. No matter where one looked amongst subjects 

commanding large or small numbers for entry there was a consi8tnt 

unanimity of clarity of thought. The Economics syllabus stated an 

intent: to prepare students to participate more fully in the decision

making processes as consumers, producers and citizens.C 26 ) Classical 

subjects stated an intent: to pursue a sensitive and analytical 

approach to language by seeing English in relation to a language of 

very different structures and idiom and by observing the influence 

of the ancient language on our own.C 27) 

The choice of syllabuses "'~thin one subject might vary according 

to its content or to the way in which it was examined. Religious 

Studies might have hro "'Titten papers leaving brenty five per cent 

for course Fork or one "'Titten paper with forty per cent for course 

"'Ork. ( 28 ) For those "~ th a predilection for constant effort without 

the concentration of energy into a final examination there wasin 1986 an 

entirely continuous assessment alternative English Literature syllabus.C 29) 

(25) G.C.S.E., Geography Syllabuses A, Band C, N.E.A., 1986, pp.l-2 

(26) G.C.S.E., Economics syllabus A, N.E.A., 1986, p.l. 

(27) G.C.S.E., Classical Subjects syllabus, N.E.A., 1986, p.2. 

(28) G.C.S.E., Religious Studies syllabuses A and B, N.E.A., l986,p.J. 

(29) G.C.S.E., English Literature syllabus B, N.E.A., 1986, p.l. 
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Anyone unable to find Hhat he or she vranted Hi thin one area 

association of boards could select from the associations around the 

country until he or she found something suitable. All of a sudden 

the seeds which had been so~~ many years previously appeared to have 

produced '"'hat seemed to many as an unexpected, bumper harvest. 

It might be thought at that point, in 1986, that the whole nature 

of the British educational system had finally ingested the free market 

ethic, that many of the original nerve centres of the past had been 

neutrali7.ed. The Schools Council, with its teacher domination had 

been substituted by a Government-controlled body; teachers' conditions 

of Fork Fere moving more and more under central control. In his 

visionary way Sir Keith Joseph had paved the way for the thrust of 

Kenneth Baker; by the later part of 1986 the latter signalled that he 

intended to continue major reform. 

For their part, however, the teachers had acquired the G.C.S.E. 

system 1-Thich admittedly they had sho1-~ so much resistance to being a 

part of; but that Yas because, like the 'standards of Ordinary level' 

Yhich had more to it than met the eye, the G.C.S.E. l-Tould be a 

concession to the 'Thatcher government'. It would involve much 

preparation and marking. Just like the big cream cake that would put 

on Feight, the G.C.S.E. l-rould be nice to have but it would be bad for 

teachers' energy levels. It seemed that the profession had backed 

into an awkward corner. The fight to resist reform was reaching its 

final phase. The examination l-ras right for most people, but it would 

involve a concession, the biggest concession of all - loss of face, 
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after years of struggle for self-direction. 

Then something very strange happened during 1986. Teachers 

seemed to float into the government's hands. Like soulless spirits 

they drifted through the Spring and Summer toward the 'final 

denouement in the sky'. Indeed that is exactly what did happen. 

Their souls went out of their teaching. It seemed to happen at a big 

jamboree in the Summer months called a 'cascade'. For many teachers 

this had recalled dream-like memories of the Wilson 'years of plenty'. 

In the hot weather all the pupils had three days unexpected holiday 

and the teachers all 1-rent to a three-day 'party'. Even the meals were 

paid for by the government. After seven years of threats and asset

stripping, teachers were happy to have a fuss made of themselves. From 

that point onwards there was hardly a murmur out of them. The only 

discernible difference was the 'glazed look'. Just like a client at 

a business lunch, both parties (teachers and government) knew- w-hat 

"~>ras happening; a tacit acknowledgement of a deal was struck; only in 

this case the client knew that production would be under robotic 

control "~>Qth no good 1-Qll or spirit involved. 

So it was that the government lost teachers' co-operative 

spirit, but the teachers 1-ron the G. C. S. E. with its good and its bad 

side. Now that teachers were on the Baker conveyor belt towards 

ever-increasing accountability the route which would be taken by 

many more professions in later years - they had become 'consumer 

friendly'. 

There was, it turned out, some sort of gain for teachers in the 

G.C.S.E. because some1-rhere along the production line to'l-rards completion 

something harmful to them had fallen out. A component or two had 

disappeared. It had happened probably in two places. The first was 
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Kenneth Baker M.P. - a reformer 

(Kindly supplied by Kenneth Baker M.P.) 



Kenneth Baker M.P. - a reformer 

(Kindly supplied by Kenneth Baker M.P.) 





'·'hen it Pas decided that the examination should be opened up to the 

Hhole ability range. That meant that unlike the Ordinary level, 

everybody could achieve it. The second vras -.rhen the debate over credit 

and distinctions in G.C.S.E. seemed also to disappear. The 'angst' of 

telling potentially disruptive, or even t'''flqc:;o ... f, pupils that they 

were not intelligent enough to sit an examination had been removed. 

The timing was fortunate since in 1986 corporal punishment was 

abolished in maintained schools. There had clearly been a battle 

fought somewhere else. Discrimination and differentiation had been 

used as conventional weapons. Hopefully the teachers would get 

somebody to fight more of Mr. Baker's oncoming reforms away from the 

classroom; after all, one should not argue in front of the children. 

These "'ere to be philosophical, idealistic battles left to the 

educational elite who could command greater individual firepower. 

The successful plan would seem to be that of taking as much competitive 

national comparability out of the next set of proposals as possible, 

but also to do it discretely. If necessary, agree to do it, then 'do 

it my ,.ray'. 

This of course was an alternative 1•'ay of looking at what had 

been a long haul through these last four years. Much intense 

co-operative effort had gone into them, and more, as it has been seen. 

The issue of the inclusion of writing had been very soul-searching; 

concern over sui table main course texts was also quite central to any 

new approach, especially after so many false-starts in previous years. 

The technical consideration of interference from how mother-tongue 

is learned, in the acquisition of a modern language was something which 

was to last for sometime to come. Another major movement, it has been 

discussed, was the effort to take this fresh start as an opportunity . 
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for a national policy on languages. Modern languages teachers, 

sometimes, seen as more individual, or even eccentric than other 

breeds of teacher, t~ere ahrays going to be difficult to nail down to 

a cohesive policy. One encouraging sign here -vas the strong series of 

rallies between the Department of Education and Science and the Modern 

Languages Association (publisher of Modern Languages). 

The main contributors to the lov achieving child's modern 

language diet t'ere slm·•ly settling into their final positions. 

'Background' had been blown up and had landed in little pieces 

everyvhere. 'Background' in effect was in the background but 

obtrusively so. Attainable chunks of live situational dialogue, 

another favourite for the low achievers from the Graded Tests movement, 

were comfortably arranged in the new grid. The other side of the grid 

tras made up of the more recent breakthrough, the four skills of 

listening, speaking, reading and writing. When set up, it all looked 

rather like the school meal pie on the serving tray, nicely divided 

into child size portions. 

It has been seen that the specimen papers produced the normal 

range of mixed indignation. However, one interesting argument was that 

too much testing of skills, beyond ,._,hat "'as experienced in daily life, 

,,as involved. This is a vague 'cover' for saying that the paper was 

too difficult; or rather it ,,as the loosening of some of the components 

vrhich vere to drop out, thus ensuring that fe"~<' pupils would feel 

failures after not understanding or after performing badly. 

Around that time reference Fas made by employers about learning 

a competitor's language in order to sell to him. Employers, 

individually, could always be relied upon to come forward with 
{l."tto,) 

contradictory vieFs. This former employer met his match with one who 

(2<1"1) (d;c 1-te.v\c.inf,l\le.-,r ClA.tJ {"""""~ ,~.t. u~J. 66,J'PJ S€ft. l'i~i ~~ 
0 .'=.. A-e,.cr, ~.,..... ... ~ _;- 223 - VJtnAr fkture.,r1.~_. lldt-b' Alo.J 
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felt that sales 'skills' predominated over kno~~ng the language. In 

Britain it vras ahrays going to be comforting to knovr that not speaking 

the language could lead to success. Our leading politicians have 

alv.rays reinforced this viev.r on important occasions v.ri th vibrant 

speeches in English in obscure non-English quarters of the world 

t-rhere it "'ould seem that the audience mainly wears deaf-aids. In 

fact, of course, they are listening to the arrogant English monologue 

in their OvTI language, through a translator, a point not lost on 

British audiences. 

Thus then, as state~ Sir William Cockcroft spelled out the final 

timetable of yet another major episode in the secondary education 

system. Because crisis management is probably very British and it is 

felt that urgency is determined by the numbers suffering, many changes 

are already into another phase by the time they are introduced; that 

vray, at least, everybody is aware that the change "'as needed and is 

happening. 

The natural evolution of change, slow British metamorphosis, has 

been a feature of British education, British life. Only when something 

grinds jnexorably to a halt is it then seen to be in need of replacement. 

Usually vrhilst this has been happening some substitute prototype has 

been -yrorked at for many, many years - sometimes brought out into 

daylight, sometimes pushed away as being ill-conceived. Eventually as 

the old dies, the new, by now looking suspiciously like the old having 

had so many modifications, is ready to move off. A classic example of 

this is that in 1970 the National Union of Teachers was suggesting the 

C.G.S.E. as a replacement for G.C.E. and C.S.E. Twenty-five years 
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later the idea with more or less the same intent ~as pronounced the 

G.C.S.E. 

The factors which had caused the delay are many. Most noticeable 

of all was the move of British society from a long period of Labour 

office to "'hat vras to be a long period of Conservative office. The 

G.C.S.E. Fas a, for once visible, time record of a change of opinion 

and social climate. 

It started in 1969 Fhen the Schools Council and the trade unions 

felt confident enough to make up the rules (it even finished -r,.Qth the 

last "~>'Ord from the unions in 1986, albeit empty statements). The 

hidden element that ran throughout this period was the fear about 

standards in British education; and since Ordinary level G.C.E. 

represented many of those standards, to talk of its substitution was 

always going to be difficult. 

The universities maintained a covert pressure on retaining the 

Ordinary level, one of their yardsticks for entrance. Since they were 

responsible for the bulk of Ordinary level candidates through boards 

such as Oxford, Cambridge and Joint Matriculation Board (they were 

also to be responsible for grades A, B and C of any nel<r substitute) , 
the new system depended very much on their co-operation. 

Inflation continued to roar during the 1970s. Unimagineable 

pay increases raised the expectations of all groups. For teachers, in 

the early 1970s pay al<rards and promotions came almost without being 

asked ·for. Yet a financial bubble "'as building up below the surface. 

As the 1970s progressed and more money was poured into education, 

another theme ran parallel. Grave doubts ~ere voiced about the quality 

of education being received. The Ruskin speech and the 'National 

Debate' led the ordinary man to wonder whether there was not some 
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substance to it. Also union povrer was double-sided. It tried to 

secure decent "rages for teachers but at the same time cut right 

through teachers' professional responsibilities. 

Some clear thinking Fas necessary. This came in the person of 

the new Secretary of State vri th a neF government. The people of 

Britain had voted for change. Sir Keith Joseph began to change 

components of the system so radically that it vas not clear "1-•here he 

vould stop. His Sheffield speech of 1984 to the North of England 

Conference 1''ould eventually lay the foundation for a nev vision of 

education. It took in "~<'hat t'ould eventually be the G.C.S.E. and 

National Curriculum bound together. 

The Schools Council, in the meantime, had been busy on its own 

efforts and nearly carried through a records-of-achievement sixteen-

plus examination. 

In the meantime the schools were experiencing great pressures in 

trying to deal 1<rith the inadequacies of the G.C.E. and C.S.E. as they 

ran side-by-side. 

In 1984 the Secretary of State announced that a common system 

"'as to start in 1986 l·ri th the first G.C. S.E. examinations for 1988. 

The unions kept up the pressure to try to get the support 1<•hich they 

needed for this system. In an apparently'grand geste'they made a 

concession to allov their members to run what was already running 

any1<ray. 

Efforts have been made to feature unusual patterns as much as 

anything, in order to highlight the more general pattern. To show 

the progress of all school subjects upto the agreed date of 

introduction of G.C.S.E. Fould be encyclopaedic. To investigate 
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thoroughly a few would be eclectic. It is partly for this reason 

that Modern Languages have been chosen to illuminate the complex 

patterns of events "'hich has been referred to. 

Furthermore it has been decided to go back beyond in years to 

the time of the second Forld Far because in this case the subject 

development towards G.C.S.E. philosophy was longer than the examination 

development; and this is probably the case for certain other disciplines. 

Modern languages' origins may also infer this. The subject changed from 

a traditional leisured classes (classics-style) subject over the space 

of the whole century. By the time of the G.C.S.E. it had become a 

practical, skill-based subject. This trend to practicality typified 

the way in which many subjects changed in the years running upto the 

new examination. Technical education became valid in this respect 

almost by definition. Modern languages became more democratized in a 

dovmward direction in terms of ability levels to 1-'hich they were 

offered. Opponents of this trend from within modern languages called 

this a levelling down. Most of the higher level subjects like 

languages have also democratized. They have gone in a skill-based 

rather than fact-based direction. 

It has been well-seen how modern languages epitomised others in 

their post-1-rar pattern of adapting to the changing pattern of society. 

In and just after the second ¥orld ¥ar it "~-'as thought that modern 

languages' study could contribute to better international understanding 

and thus to world peace. 

It may 1-rell be that the progress towards the G.C.S.E. philosophy 

for modern languages started in the '•rar years'. There was a 

polarization of views around, on the one hand, literature/civilization/ 

grammar and, on the other hand, communicating a necessary message in a 
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variety of different circumstances. It vras between these tFo 'poles' 

that the battle towards G.C.S.E. was fought. That modern languages 

should be featured in this study is possibly even more fitting since 

modern languages had been the 'lost soul' of the curriculum trying to 

find its resting place. It may trell be, then, that it found this 

place along the route to the G.C.S.E. 'practicability'. It finally 

learned to be of more use to more people. 

It ;..•as the provision of secondary education for all, thus 

bringing in more children, of a ;..Qder age range, which forced a 

radical post-war re-think of how to teach modern languages. Modern 

languages, of course, was not the only subject in this dilemma; but 

the cynics would say that they simply made more fuss about it. 

Classical ancestry made the process of adaptation more difficult. 

This study allows a variety of leading educationalists to state their 

vieFS on the general philosophy of teaching over a number of years. 

Occasionally licence has been taken to allotr unity of theme to take 

over from chronological order. This can sometimes underline the fact 

that 'ne;..•' developments are really often re-cycled, environmentally

friendly debris from earlier years. Where not re-cycled, it can often 

be re-stated. Professor Hawkins made a speech in 1983; but he finds 

it irresistable not to refer to the turn of the century attitudes to 

languages in order to give true origin. Another leading linguist 

states his view in a 1943 article, again continuing from early 

century themes. Arguments are prese'll"tfp( back and forth upto one of the 

more recent social and political developments - comprehensive education. 

As it has been indicated in the case of the secondary modern schools, 

modern languages still needed to prove that they had really learned 

ho'l-• to adapt to the neF environment. Later it was seen that instead 
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of relying on international peace in a doveborne idyll, 'languages' 

pursued practicality and it Has no accident that it '·ras a time when 

'loads of money' became a bizarre social catchphrase; it was also when 

'1992' became an even more enigmatic touchstone; although risking 

european isolation, it is possible that many in Britain felt such 

isolation vrould restore the country to rightful imperial aloofness 

thus further increasing languages' problems. 

The study of 'background and civilization' 1-ras one of the ways 

in which modern languages tried to adapt themselves to the comprehensive 

schooling system. It ,.ras a predictable attempt by a 'higher o:cier' 

subject to make part of its content more palatable to the low 

achieving children. Originally 'background' represented the personal 

gli~es of modern languages teachers obtained during the 'year abroad' 

¥rhich Fas part of their undergraduate study and Has no doubt expanded 

upon by successive visits. 

Eventually, the easily assimilable nature of 'background' turned 

it into an interdisciplinary travelogue, crossing through the cold 

barriers of curricular anonymity. There still remained the odd traces 

of the 'international pacific', especially around the time of cold war 

climaxes. 

Certain significant language course books have been mapped out 

in this study. The reasons are variously mentioned. Initially, 

publishers invest money in certain books. They only pay out 

substantially 1-rhen they feel that they are placing 'a marker' in the 

system. Reviews of books have been used partly to show this 

development. Reviewers are also, usually, experienced teachers. These 

reviews often come with sanguine opinions on the educational climate 

generally. This is another reason for their inclusion. 

At one point an education officer describes his views on some of 
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the practical problems in teaching low achieving children. He 

completes his counselling by defining the characteristics of the 

teachers of lo•' achieving children. This provided a sort of 'identiki t' 

for harassed teachers, all-in-all a useful reference work for those 

considering teaching this group. More paranoiac self-help comes 

in helping to pinpoint the foibles of that unusual breed, the modern 

languages teacher. 

As part of their erratic journey, modern languages also 

vandered for a vhile through the Primary Schools; they ""'ere eventually 

hit by a lone sniper, Clare Burst all, \-•hose v'eaponry, it later turned 

out, ~''as faulty. It did, hov.•ever, leave lasting traces on the system 

- greater democratization of modern languages, a stress on practicality 

and everyday language, plus a more formal place for 'background'. 

A Local Etlucation Authority officer l,•ent on to recommend taking 

lovr achieving children to France. Teachers ""'Ould thereby make 

significant, positive discovery - that these children could understand 

far more than they could speak. This 'passive' potential v'as later to 

be capitalized upon. 

M. Buck by, one of modern languages' leading figures described in 

1973 his ideas on 'good practice'. They came as part of the conference 

of the Joint Council of Language Associations. Background studies were 

among the proposals but not as a specific, separate item. Detailed 

descriptions of the objectives in separate skills featured in his 

proposals. 

The first significant event of that year had been Britain's 

entry into the Common Market. Edward Heath had been showered v~th ink 

at the original signing ceremony as a reminder of how strongly he 

should recall the significance of "''hat he v'as doing. It vras to be the 
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only strength of feeling by Britain over Europe even nearly fifteen 

years later. As if to augur the dislike of Europe by many in mainland 

Britain, at the above-mentioned conference, background and civilization's 

'bete noire' - European Studies - Fas officially declared a suspicious 

subject. It Fas fortunate that the conference gave the official 

approval, hoFever, to the othl::)r nel-' development, Fhich was skill-based, 

communicative language learning. Significantly enough the 'background' 

and the skills vere the main ne"'' features thirteen years later for the 

G.C.S.E. 

Much of the G.C.S.E. mental preparedness had largely arrived at 

least ten years before 'launch'. Yet it required political will to 

give final impetus. This came about partly through an electoral 

mandate for a change of government. 

Background and civilizat~on had typified the freedom and 

experiment of the mid-Labour governmental years. Throughout the later 

1970s and into the 1980s, ho\o.•ever, background bobbed above and belo~r 

the surface of mainstream modern languages teaching until finally it 

dispersed into an ever-present shado"' or image of the spoken and 

''Ti tten Ford. Similarly, other interdisciplinary vagrants were finding 

shelter, as storm-clouds appeared on the horizon. This uncertain theme 

has been featured. As some revie..,.•ers 1-relcomed ne,,r background work, 

other revi ev•ers questioned it. 

A leading H.M.I. in 1975 looked to languages moving away from 

experimentation with interdisciplinary, non-language work, towards 

productive and satisfying use of the language by all abilities of 

children. Throughout the v'Ork, furthermore, efforts are made to show 

the movement tovards re-appraising the basic, usable skills of a 
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subject - the use of skills v'hich vras to typify the G. C. S.E. philosophy 

in all subjects for the practical 'training-and-vocational' late 1980s. 

The efforts to produce even a national plan for languages in 

order to pull it or any other subject, out of its problems was beset 

,.~ th organizational disruptiveness - Middle schools, sixth form colleges, 

comprehensivization and in general, fragmentary teaching throughout all 

subjects. One contributor had suggested ominously that centralized 

education could remedy this. With hindsight, perhaps his message did 

in fact eventually reach home target, in the minds of the Conservative 

government. 

In fact in the follm·'ing year the Commons Expenditure Committee 
(}.q,b) 

rightly realized that due to the Raising of the School Leaving Age, it 

-vras the first time that the United Kingdom had tried to educate the 

population from age five to sixteen, even more reason to reflect on 

forming a national policy for each subject. 

The move for making children av.rare of the concept of language 

kept driving through from the universities. This may have maintained 

the momentum for keeping syntax and structure alive in the new-style 

syllabus. One H.M.I. felt this "'as the general educational value of 

languages. 

It is vell 1·'orth remembering that the really perceptive advances 

in the teaching of classroom subjects are often (in many subjects) 

derived from teaching low achieving children - the result of lack of 

response or the frustration of teachers responding to dire situations. 

Making clearer aims and objectives v'as seen to be important in 

making greater progress. This -vras to be another of the features of 

the G.C.S.E. for a number of subjects. 

One H.M.I. repeated the general educational value of understanding 
( '2."'11.) /1d_ L~AA?'""' "~ tl'&>o"<."<fi4-. 11-e-~·~u..-.-;,. li,e '¥'"-·.,.<;..~ (.:,"""-; /-1-c...c 

dl l'f~ ltf. {c..-..,- 4¥"\ f J1~ \1 .J.. · Sl,~ '"2.. 'T ......._. I <"i "1 p-al 
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a language; and also the social, healthy curiosity and interest 

to,,rards foreign people. 

With the change of government in 1979 the theme of 

'cornrnunicabili ty' received fresh encouragement from a vave that 

affected all subjects; it J,.Tas that they should be practical and 

useful. 

It cannot be over-emphasized how important is the contribution 

of the freelance reviewer. Revie\-•s are physical items usually \-Ti tten 

by experienced teachers. During the lean, mid 1970s to mid 1980s 

reviews 1·rere almost a type of substitute for teachers' meetings and 

the passing on of good practice - all of which was happening less and 

less as groups confronted each other head-on. A type of '"rorking to 

rule' vas discouraging teachers of all disciplines from meeting in the 

normal way. Written exchanges through revie,,rs, letters and articles 

maintained 'sane contact', unfettered by desire for sensationalism. 

All subject association publications offered this. Languages' reviewers 

underlined the need for realistic, authentic, materials in the classroom. 

Materials should 'feel' and look relevant, meaningful and thereby 

acceptable. A regular revie\-rer, P. D. Morris argued for close rather 

than long-term goals. Another reviever had "rarned of the 'hidden 

curriculum' of just practising language for the sake of it, rather 

than using the modern language for things pupils really did think and 

want to say. Such contributions to the 'method' of teaching, just like 

those contained in good revie\-rS were a good substitute for the 

in-service courses which teachers were advised not to attend by their 

unions because of a deteriorating relationship with the Government. 

That reviewers were sound in their advice "ras eventually proven; their 
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advice appeared in the 1-rritten details of the G.C.S.E. frameFork, of 

course, by then internalized and stated differently. The crucial 

importance, though, -vas the central role being placed by the subject 

associations - in this case the Modern Languages Association and its 

quarterly periodical, Modern Languages. 

The Schools Council Farned that examinations had to serve the 

curriculum and that ne'·' initiatives '-''Ould all be an oncoming chance 

to ensure that. 

It was not long before the Modern Languages Association sensed 

that the initiative ;.ras 'theirs for the taking•. With perfect timing it 

set in motion the final manoevre. It firstly informed all readers of 

its representative voice. It then shoved its supremacy by giving a 

faultless summary of every past (and every future) significant aspect 

of modern languages teaching- a veritable quintessence of modern 

languages in the United Kingdom; thus the Association supported its 

claim as to why it should dominate any study of modern languages. 

In subsequent years it Fas to strengthen its role of contact 

point with the Department of Education and Science and all other 

representative bodies. The Association had held together the body of 

opinion during the '"rilderness years' and no1·' "'aS re1·rarded by being 

the direct intermediary for the G.C.S.E. 

It Yas Fi th unexpected confidence that the Association published 

its collective vision of Languages for the 1990s. It positively 

huddled in embrace the low achieving child - almost as though an 

extra sense had perceived that it was in reality, the needs of these 

'alienated' children which had eventually given the final spark to the 

whole explosion. 

It is essential to remember that it "'as a literary, subject

association movement in modern languages, as in other disciplines, which 
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had kept alive the flame of hope and revival during the difficult 

years. It -.rasa professional voice, not a self-seeking, materialistic, 

politically megalomaniac movement; and this 1,ras only one of the 

disciplines eventually to resurface, purged in time for the G.C,S.E. 

The Historical Association had insisted on regular contact at the 

highest possible level and -vas amongst the first to request a personal 

meeting Fi th Mr. Kenneth Baker, concerned as much as anything, about 

the gathering pace of curricular change. Similarly Classics rapidly 

ackno~rledged that a total revamp ~ras necessary and the Joint Association 

of Classics Teachers responded ~~th speed. Like the Historical 

Association it l''as -vell organized around the country and ""'as able 

quickly to sound out opinion as each new development took place. It 

""'as essential at that time that proposals being issued centrally were 

quickly disseminated and replied to with authoritative and well 

researched urgency. Subjects which felt they lay further from the 

'common core' of essential subjects may well have found that their 

associations vere more alert. It was great credit to the unsung 

commitment which lay in the consciences of many teachers that they 

~'ere able to unravel complex problems of loyalty. They felt indignant 

of their national profile and the rough-handed treatment, yet they 

"~<'ere aware that a massive change to the system would rush by, 

untouched by their professionalism if allowed. For many, co-operation 

through the normal, local authority network seemed to be an 

acknowledgement that accusations laid against teachers nationally 

would be justified. Pride and prejudice - indeed virtually every 

abstract noun seemed to be embedded in the problem. This is where 

the subject associations had a vital position. They epitomised 

professional commitment. They tried to remain apolitical. They rose 
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'squeaky clean' out of the 'slush-fund' turmoil. Modern languages 

teachers bright Fi th their neF, native authenticity keenly welcomed 

their nevr penfriend - the Modern Languages Association. This was a 

refreshing refuge from what they perceived to be the national image 

from television screens of flag-waving and banner-bearing extremists. 

Teachers, of course, also continued to service the curriculum 

"1-rearing their other hat - as members of committees of the examining 

boards. In some instances the unions had asked for "1-ri thdra1-ral of 

contact and co-operation with this most obvious way of promoting the 

G.C.S.E. to final completion; therefore teachers who felt strongly 

about taking a stand against the government's barrage may Hell have 

felt unable to give full commitment at that stage; and it is 

questionable whether they should be judged accordingly. 

This undersubscription by groups of teachers in the pilot 

stages and within the committees of the boards clearly must have had 

some effect on the end result. Even so the indications were that many 

specimen papers Fere not far off target. Whether there were conclusions 

to be made about a 'fair version' prototype (accomplished without a 

proportion of the teachers) 1-•hich seemed quite acceptable, is a matter 

for personal reflection. 

In those final four years the finishing touches Here very 

painstakingly being put to the eventual examination. The influence 

of the examining boards ,,,as, then, beginning to produce concrete, 

tested proposals for the sixteen-plus. These tended to correspond 

with what the Modern Language Association had been suggesting. There 

had been a third source of inspiration in earlier years; in fact some 

might have seen it as a fundamental source; that was the Schools 
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Council. 

In the main periodical a full range of opinion was still being 

expressed by teachers. One contributor thought that far from loose-ends 

starting to come together, it was still Fide open as to whether the 

full ability range could be examined together; also the usefulness of 

~~iting seemed still to be controversial. 

Eric Hawkins tried to encourage teachers to think in terms of 

producing a language environment, within the modern language lesson and 

room. He spoke of the 'gale of English' to which a pupil was exposed 

beh.reen modern language lessons. 

The Modern Language Association stated in December 1982 that it 

¥as proposing to keep a writing component in its sixteen-plus 

examination proposals. This may -.rell have helped to push through the 

package, rather like the Cowper-Temple Clause one hundred years 

earlier. 

Tt-ro leading French course books ¥ere currently available. One 

explained certain things in English; one Has almost entirely in French. 

They competed fiercely for the same market. An older revie-.rer bemoaned 

the modern-style teachers' book. He felt indignant that the current 

trend was to tell teachers hovr to teach, citing 'Whitmarsh' as an 

example of a text which left the teacher entirely to his own discretion. 

In modern languages the teachers and their course text books 1•ere 

teaching to G.C.S.E.-style philosophies well before the examination. 

This may be one instance of anticipation of a national event; but for 

modern languages, out in the cold for so long, there may be an 

exception. 

One contibutor noted that still no fundamental changes had taken 

place in examinations in spite of the perceived changed needs of the 
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student population. The Ordinary level of 1953 was still around. He 

hoped for speedy Government approval of the sixteen-plus criteria. 

He reflected how such little had been achieved after so much 

effort. Perhaps it had been too diversified, too uncontrolled with 

the added millstone of motivation and the hurdle of expectation. 

Motivation, more recently, had come from a sense of achievement and 

enjoyment; the problems of expectation were those of expecting too 

much of their 1-Teaker pupils. 

As it has been seen a startling pace of events took place in 

1983. The Association received reward for its patience. In February 

1983 it published its own National Policy for Languages. By May the 

Department of Education and Science had produced its own suggestions 

for modern languages in the school curriculum. By March 1984 in true 

consultative style the Modern Language Association gave its response 

to the Department of Education and Science. The pace had been breath 

taking - after ten years of virtually nothing. The result was 

conclusive and had the concurrence of teachers, not via the local 

authority, the forbidden route, but mainly via those who had conveyed 

their vie1-Ts through their 01-m professional, subject organizations. 

Later on, the Modern Languages Association was to admit that in 

its view the existing examinations system bore the responsibility for 

the relative failure of initiatives. 

By June 1984 it was felt that the signs were that several of the 

G.C.E./C.S.E. board consortia would 'go it alone' to G.C.S.E. 

A university contributor felt that the specimen papers had 

concentrated on discrete skill-testing and not what is experienced in 

daily communication. The feeling may have been primarily to test 

rather than positively to let a pupil respond to the natural flow of 
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language. It was also felt that the specimen papers had not taken 

enough account of the criteria. 

In spite of all of these problems the system was ready and with 

typical brinksmanship the unions gave grudging permission for teachers 

to have connections with what most of them had been privately 

preparing for for months if not years. Indeed, the General Certificate 

of Secondary miucation had evolved. 
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CONCLUSION 

Significant changes in the examination for the end of compulsory 

schooling in England and Wales have tended to come slowly. The move 

to-vrards G.C.S.E. was shoving signs of grinding to a complete halt 

until it fell under the influence of the hustling Thatcher Government. 

Alterations in the nature of the schools since the Ordinary level and 

C.S.E. had been introduced "'ere indicating a need for a change in the 

nature of examination. Throughout the 1970s the trend had been for 

greater teacher involvement. The mood leading upto the new system in 

the 1970s had been one of co-operating to create a system ~.rhich had 

the hallmark of Ordinary level combined with the best features of 

experience gathered from examining during those years of preparation. 

That mood -vras to change, hO"~-'ever, from co-operation to coercion. 

To the more experienced members of society there was alFays 

going to be a price to pay for the high spending 1970s. James 

Callaghan, then Labour Prime Minister, was amongst the first to 

encourage a more objective view of education. From that point 

onwards a fairly benign in-house investigation changed to a scurrilous 

purge. Mrs. Thatcher squeezed her colleagues to find out "'hether or 

not they were 'wet'. If they sho.,•ed any signs of not being very 

tough-minded then she substituted them. The country l-'atched, uncertain 

of .,rhat to expect from Britain's first lady Prime Minister. Sir Keith 

Joseph, the Secretary of State for Education, began the process of 

excising the education system. 

The progress to.,rards the G.C.S.E. up to that point had been 

comfortable l970s-style with an assumption that "'hatever went ahead 

"~-'OUld be "'ell-funded and well-supported. These phrases, ho,.rever, were 
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not part of the vocabulary of Mrs, Thatcher's Cabinet. If teachers 

had knov-rn that they were heading touards such a lean period some 

might have Hi shed that they had steered the G. C. S.E. in a different 

direction, 

There v'as, of course, a momentum within the schools themselves. 

As society suffered its hangover for the profligate 1970s, a high

spending area such as education, vhich was considered a fairly soft 

target, anJ"'ray, seemed to be dra"\<1!1 more and more frequently under 

public scrutiny. Even slight losses of public, and thus parental, 

support had significant effects on attitudes within the schools. The 

Labour governments had pushed harder and harder for complete 

comprehensivization. Like all la,,rs of nature, for each action there 

v-ras reaction. Whilst society was becoming mildly restless about 

education, stirred on by its agitators, it certainly felt more 

sensitive about traditional reserves such as grammar schools and G.C.E. 

Ordinary level. In effect, a number of factors which might, under 

different circumstances, have dissipated with the normal run of 

national headlines, came together to produce a climate which v-ras 

hostile to the publicly-provided schools. 

The final disappearance of the grammar schools at the same time 

as the threat of disappearance of G.C.E. Ordinary level, then, 

combined to act as a brake on the ultimate imposition of the G.C.S.E.; 

for, in fact, it v-rould have to be imposed since it was to provide, at 

a stroke, for the ability range of those t•ro examinations, C.S.E. and 

Ordinary level. 

One thing the Conservative Government would not tolerate was 

loose ends on any endeavour. In 1984 Sir Keith Joseph had stated an 

intention: to define the main parts of the five to sixteen curriculum 
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so as to define the level of attainment which should be achieved at 

various stages by pupils of different abilities; to alter the sixteen

plus examination so that it Fould measure absolute rather than 

relative performance; to aim at bringing eighty to ninety per cent of 

all pupils at sixteen-plus at least to the level currently achieved 

by pupils of average ability. Between them the Schools Council and 

the examination boards had been moving in and around these waters; but 

even so it was a very forthright target. It would seem to have 

addressed itself to some of the public concern of the time. For he 

vanted to remove boredom from the secondary curriculum, to test 

children on what they could do and understand rather than mark them 

do•m on vhat they did not know, and to relate schooling to the 

realities of the vorld of work. The G.C.S.E. would be the vehicle 

for this endeavour. The Schools Council went. The Secondary 

Examinations Council arrived. Five Examining groups were formed 

anew, out of the old. National criteria, the product of years of work 

by teachers, examiners and others, determined general and subject

specific guidelines for seventy subjects. There was a new emphasis 

on candidates' 1,rork, skills, course""rork by teachers and differentiation 

by papers or questions or outcome. 

By 1985 a new White Paper added the resolution to secure the 

best possible return from the resources invested in education. Four 

principles of breadth, balance, relevance and differentiation were 

added. Thus, politicians' concern for standards, the concern of the 

Department of Education and Science for specific objectives and the 

concern of H.M.I.s for the common curriculum were all mostly met. 

What was eventually to be a new standard curriculum for all children 

ages five to sixteen joined the 'conga dance' of more measures, led 
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by the G.C.S.E. in 1986. The teachers involuntarily jerked to 

produce the rhythm to encourage a type of progress. The music was to 

remain flat for some time. In short, the G.C.S.E. although part of a 

slo¥ build-up over many decades towards ongoing examination development, 

became the front-runner of a package of reforms intended to deal· with 

public and governmental unrest over publicly-provided education. 

Apart from the examinations system being in a state of development 

over the decades, so too r.rere the subjects taught within the schools. 

There is a constant state of flux as subjects move through their 

phases. The subjects which are basic to daily life have a more even 

course; the practical subjects have moved position staying for longer 

spells in each. A true 'maverick' has been modern languages. Whether 

or not the G.C.S.E. is seen as some type of temporary plateau of 

development, it does seem that modern languages were one of the subject

disciplines l•'hich actually, inadvertently or not, had a direct heat

seeking sensor for 1986 and the final decision for the G.C.S.E. to go 

ahead. The movement of subjects towards and during the 1980s had been 

in the direction of practical application, where possible. Modern 

languages were already moving tol-'ards this target. In that respect 

they provide a suitable example. 

The progression of modern languages from the time of the second 

1.-'0rld war upto 1986 may "'ell be a sui table choice since it covers the 

period between and around major educational reform and shows therefore 

a mood in the classroom rather than simply in the statute book or 

educational gossip publications. An interesting development throughout 

that period was the response towards low achieving children as firstly 

more and more were entered for modern language examinations from the 

secondary modern schools and secondly from the increasing number of 
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comprehensive schools. A theme over these years ~rrthin the response 

of teachers to this challenge ¥as background studies which eventually 

took up an 'atmospheric' role •dthin the text books. It was discovered 

that children responded v-rell to this presentation of the background to 

the language. In the early decades after the v-rar and even for some 

time after that it was thought that lov-r achieving children could not 

manage modern languages; this was partly because it was mainly ~Titten, 

certainly for examination pu~oses. Therefore background studies were 

taken up v-dth such enthusi~ that they started to become a subject in 

their ov-'ll right. During this period languages teachers 1.rere 

experimenting with a variety of teaching methods. These were to 

become, eventually, the framev-rork for the G.C.S.E. That forty-two 

year period then between the 1944 Act and the reforming education acts 

which began in 1986, is suitably represented by modern languages which 

actually appeared to come to some form of maturity in 1986 as a result 

of the growth throughout those four decades. From the late 1960s to 

the mid 1980s a contemporaneous relationship between national and 

classroom events can be traced. 
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NOTE TO APPENDICES 

The formal, abrupt and succinct nature of the G.C.E. Ordinary 

level syllabuses of pages 248-254 1·ri th the most brief description of 

examination content in Modern Languages, History and Geography give 

l•'ay to the more explicit syllabuses for the same at C. S. E. . The 

more expansive and extended versions for C.S.E. should be noted; 

they represent the stage of development behreen the formality of 

G.C.E. and the practicality of G.C.S.E. (including Aims, Objectives 

and detailed Schemes of Examination). 

Note that the G.C.S.E. i\laf;oiUI((rder:a. of pagesl-7.3-~86 introduce 

explicitly, set out clearly both Aims and Objectives and also specify 

in detail: Content, Relationships between Assessment Objectives and 

Content; Techniques of Assessment and finally Grade Descriptions. 

The three stages show a development of attitudes towards 

examination. Ordinary level and C.S.E. (the later-starter) ran 

concurrently upto 1986. From that point onwards G.C.S.E. took over. 

The three represent the differing attitudes towards expectations of 

examinations. 

Finally, note should be made of the changing typeface and 

settings, from the more formal Ordinary level to the clearer c.s.E.; 

fvrlt-.zrJ the G.C.S.E. offers an appealing presentation encouraging 

interest in the content of the text. 
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APPENDIX I 

G.C.E. EXAMINATION SYLLABUSES 

(including Grade Descriptions) 
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G.C.E. ORDINARY LEVEL 

FRENCH, HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY 

Source: Oxford Local Examinations Board,l986 
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3820<l8Z3 Ordinary Lt'l't•l Srllalm.<r.< /9/lfl 

Modern languages 

3820. 3821 - French 
3822. 3823- German 

In e~ch of lhc~c langua!!CS lwo syllabuses arc provided. 
C'andid.1lcs may nnt he entered all he same e~aminalion for both 3R20 Frrnrlr anci3R21 Frrndr, nor 

may I hey he entered for either of these '' ilh Frrndr ;~I Advanced Level or with the Alternative 
Ordinary syllahus French witlr Trxt.r. 

C:anditl·•tcs m~y lt<ll he entered HI the same examination for both 31122 German and .J/123 Grrnran, 
nor may they he entered f1•r either of these with Grrman ~I Adv~ncecl Level. 

A list pf the grammar and structures or each lanf!u:tgc which candidates arc expected to know for 
active usc i< printed after the syllabus descriptions. 

3820- French 
3822- German 

The examination in each l~nguage consists nf si~ papers, as follows: 
JR:!fo/1 and :1!!22/1 rrcc Composition (50 minutes, m~ximum mark 40) 
J!t'r.t~ and 31!22/2 Unseen Trnnslatinn and Reading Comprehension (I! hours, maximum 

mark 100) 
JR2\1f.l and 3!122/3 Dicl~tion (about ~0 minutes, m~ximum m~rk JO) 

Eltht-r 
3820/4 and 3!122{4 Prose Compositilln (50 minut~. maximum mark tiO) 

Or 38:!0/5 and 3822/5 Listening Comprchcn<ion (about 35 minutes, maltimum mark 60) 

3R2f'/6 and Jll22{6 Oral Examination (about 10 minutes, maximum mark 30) 

All candidates must take Papers I, 2, 3, and 6, and either 4 or 5. 
Thed11tcs fnr Pnpersl, 2, ], 4 nnd Sare fixctl in the timetable. Paper6(the ornleuminalion)mny be 

held at :rny time during the period covered by the main examination timetable, on dates fixed by 
Heads Ill centres. 

In Paper I candidates are required to write a composition of about 150 words in the foreign 
languaJ:c, based on a short subject outline. 

Paper 2 contain~ two passages for translation into English, and a comprehension passage in the 
foreign hmguage with questions in English to be answered in English. Each translation passage 
carries 41) marh; the comprehension questions carry a total of 20 marb. 

Paper J i~ a dictation test, normally conducted hy the candidates' own teacher. The passage is read 
(i) 111 normal speed. without interruption; (ii) in short sections, with pauses to enable the candidat~ to 
write; (iii) at normal speed, without interruption. 

Paper 4 consists of a pass11ge in English for translation into the foreign language. 
Paper 5 consists of 30 multiple-choice questions in the foreign language, testing understanding of 

short con\'ersations and longer passages. Tape-recordings are supplied from Oxford. This paper is 
idenlicnl with Paper 3 of syllabuses 3!121 (French) and 31123 (German). 

PAf"!r "· the om I examin:rtion, consists or (i) a reading test, nnd (ii) general conversation. II is 
norm:rlly C(lnducted hy the candidates' own teacher in accordance with materials and instructions 
~nt fr(lm Oxford. Centres may be required to tape-record the oral tests of some or all candidates, for 
purposes of moderation. 

3821 -French 
3823- German 

The examination in rach langual!e con<ists of five p:tpers,IIS follows: 
JR: 1/1 and JR23/I Free Compositi(lll (I! hours, maltimum mark 50) 
J!Q 1/2 and 3823/2 Unsrrn Translatinn 05 minutes. maximum mark 40) 
JR21/.l ;md JRB/3 Listening Comprehension (about ~5 minutes. muimum mark 40) 

44 
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Orrfinnrr tl'l'l'/ Srllnhrt.rl'.t JQ81S 3820-3823 

3821/4 and 3823/4 Re~ding Comprehension (45 minute~. m~Jtimum mark 40) 
3821/5 and 3R23/5 Oral Ex~mination (about 10 minutes, maximum mark 30) 

Candidates must take all five pnpers. 
The dates for Paper~ I, 2, 3 and 4 are fixed in the timet a hie. Paper 5 (the oral examination) may he 

held at any time during the period covered by the mnin examination timetable, on dates fi"ed hy 
I leads of centres. 

In Paper I candidates are required to write t11·n comp!'sitions in the foreign language: Question I is 
a composition of ahout 150 words hased on a short suhject outline; Question 2 is a composition of 
about 120 words hased on a series of pictures. Question I is identical with Paper I of syllnhuses 3820 
(French! and 3!122 (German). 

Paper 2 consists of nne p:~ssap:e for translation into English. The passage is identical with one nf the 
passage~ set in Paper 2 nf syllabuses 3820 (French) and .1!122 (German). 

Paper 3 con~ists of JO multiple-choice questions in the foreign language, testing understanding of 
short conver~ations and longer pnssages. Tape-recordings are supplied from Oxford. This pr~per is 
identical with Pr~per 5 of ~yllahuscs 3!120 (French) and 31122 (Germnn). 

Paper 4 consists of 30 multiple-choice questions in the foreign language, testing understanding of 
short statements and and longer pa~sages. 

In Paper 5, the oral examination, candidates are required to: (i) read aloud a pa~sage in the foreign 
language; (ii) an~wer set questions on two ~epa rate pictures; (iii) take part in general conversation on 
topic~ ~uggested by the pictures. The examination is normally conducted hy the candidates' own 
teacher in accordance with material~ and instructions sent from Oxford. Centres may he required to 
tape-record the oral tests of ~orne or all candidates, for purposes of moderation. 

Usts nf Grammar and Stmcturrs 

The following lists define the minimum which c:mdidatc~ should have studied for Ordinary L~vel. 
They include only those clements of the lnnguagc which a c.1ndidate needs to u~e actively, i.e. when 
writing or speaking French or German. They do not purport to be exhau~tive li~ts and do not include 
elements required to be recogni1.cd hut not used. 

FRENCil (syllabuses 3820 and JR21) 

Fnrm.t and u.t('.t nf: 

Nouns: 
Adjectives: 

Articles: 
Pronouns: 

Numbers: 
Verhs: 

Negation: 

Gender and plural of nouns, hoth rel!ular and irregular. 
Gender and numher, including anomalous forms. 
Comparative and superlative. 
Demonstrative adjectives. 
Indefinite adjectiv-es. 
Possessive adjectives. 
Position of adjectives. 
Adjectives followed hy rfr or a. 
Definite, indefinite, and partitive articles. 
Stressed and unstressed forms. 
Subject and object pronouns;-''· I'll. 
Position and order of these with verh. including the imperative. 
Forms in -mcml'(.<l. 
Demonstrative pronouns; ceci, celn. 
Relative pronoun<: dnnt, mi, rl' qrti, Cl' q1ir. 
Indefinite pronoims. 
Possessive pronouns. 
Cardinal and ordinnl; date, time, measurements, quantities. 
Infinitives. present and past; the common irregular verhs. 
The present, future. perfect, pluperfect and imperfect indicative tenses; the 

imperative; the conditional. (The subjunctive need not he known.) 
Modal and auJtiliary verbs. 
Dependent infinitive with fnirl' and verhs of perception. 
RcRe1tive verbs, with direct and indirect reRexive pronoun. 
Participial forms; arrecmcnt of past participle with ni'Oir and hrc. 
Aller with infiniti\"l'. 
Conditional sentences using .<i. 
ne . ... pns, Ill' . ... q11r, nr . ... rirn, nl' .... P~''·"'"""· nc .. .. pflu, Ill' ... . jr.mnis, nr .. 

ni .. ni. 
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3820-3825 

Adv~rbs: 

Prepositions: 
Interrogation: 

Formation (a) by means of sullix 
(h) by other means. 

Adverbs of place, time, and degree. 
Verbs followed by a, by tie, or hy no preposition. 
Forms of question and answer 

(a) by intonation 
(h) hy word order 

Orrlirrary Le••t•l Syllahu.f<'S /9,11 

(c) by use of specific interrogative words (mi, qwmd, etc.). 

GERMAN (syllabuses 3822 and 3823) 
Nouns: 
Articles: 
Pronouns: 

Adjectives: 

Adverbs: 

All genders; all cases; singular and plural. 
Definite and indefinite articles. 
Personal pronouns. 
Possessive pronouns (meirrer, etc., only). 
Relative pronouns (tier, die, das, etc., and war). 
Demonstrative pronouns. 
Interrogative rronouns. 
Indefinite pronouns. 
Predicative use. 
Strong, mixed and weak dcdcnsinns. 
Comparison. 
Possessive adjectives. 
Demonstrative adjective•. 
Interrogative adjectives. 
Indefinite adjectives. 
Comparison. 
Expressions of lime, manner and degree, and place. 

Prerositions: The most common prepositions governing 

Verbs: 

(i) accusative, 
Iii) dative, 

(i;i) accusative and dative, 
(iv) genitive. 

Combination of prepositions with tltl and K'O. 

The forms of serarahlc, inscrumhle, and reflexive vcrhs, including the common 
stron~ verbs. 

The indtcative mood: all tenses, including the conditional. 
The imperative mood. 
The infinitive with and without zu, including the 11m .•. :11 construction. 
The passive voice, in the present and imperfect tenses. 
The subjunctive mood, in the imperfect tense in conditional sentences only. 
Modal verbs (and /aw•n with the infinitive) in the present and imperfect tens.!s; 

mikhte and konnte. 
Conjunctions: Co-ordinating and subordinating conjunctions. 
Numbers, etc.: Cardinal and ordinal numerals; expressions of time; dates; measurements; 

expressions of quantity. 
Word order: In main clauses and subordinate clauses; with separable.. and inseparable verbs; in 

negative and interrogative sentences; position of ad\crbs and adverbial phrases 
and of direct and indirect ohjeots. 
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2830- History (British) 
Thi\ 'IJh;,.cl m~y not he taken with Tfi.Hnry at Advanced Level, nor with any othcr IIi story suhjcct at 
OrtliMr~ I including Alternative Onlinary) Level e~cept 21137 !li.flnry (Anwrinm). 

Four p:tpcrs arc set (c:tch 2! hours, ma':irnum mark 1001. one only of which may he taken. as 
fpJim•·s: 

!2f .1ilfl 
28.1'112 
2~.'01' 
2~'1114 

Period 1066· 14R5 (this paper is not available in the Autumn c~arnination) 
Period 14R5 16R9 
Perit'd 1689 -I R 15 
Period 1815-1951 

In f:tch of the Papers I, 2. and 3. twelve qucsli<lf1S arc set, and candidates must answer any live. 
Pap<:r 4 is dhidcd into three sections: I R I 5 -{,7, I R(,7 -1914, and 1914 -51. Si~ questions arc set on 

rach "~cti .. r .. and candidates must answer live questions, taken from at least two of these sections. 
QuestiPn< may he set that overlap the dates of adjan·nt sections. 

2833- History (Foreign) 
Thi< <ul-oi·:<:t m~y not he taken at the same e~aminatinn with lli.ftory at Advanced Level. nor with any 
rth~r Jliqory suh;ect at Ordinary lincludinl! Alternative Ordinary) Level. 

One r··rcr !21 hours. ma~imum mark IO!l) is set on European history in the period 1!14R 195!l. 
Candidate·< must answer any live question' in the paper, but are not necessarily expected to have 
cn,c•etl the whnle perit>d. There arc no cnmpnlsory questions but some may in part refer to a map 
R~J require a factual knowledge of dates, ,-,ents. personalities and the identification of places. The 
qu~<tinn< may deal with the activities of the European powers outside Europe which a!Tect their 
!Thttl'f1'"ir~ among~tthemselves, and with the intervention of the U.S.A. in European affairs. 

2834- History (British and Foreign) 
Thi<' uh:rt may not be tahn at the same r•amination with lli.<tnry at Advanced Level, nor with any 
rthr ·I k '"rv <uhject at Ordinary (including Alternative Ordinary) Level. 

Or.r r Jpcr (2! hours. ma~imnm mark IIlii) is s!'t. Candidates are not e~pected to study the whole 
"lhlow :tmlthc rarer is set in such a wav that they may concentrate nn nne of the three periods 
r•rrrtf .. r the t~pics dealt with thematically in part J of each section: I R6R -c. 1919; c. 1900 r. 1939: c. 
I~IQ f',<l. Five questions in all must be an<wercd, hut not more than three from either of the two 
"""'·n· f and R. 
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2844. 2845. :md 2846f- Geography 

Three ~~·llabu~e~. 2!144, 2!145, and 2R41if. arc provided at Ordinary Level. Candidates may not enter 
for mnn: than one of these at the same e~amination, and may not take any of them at the saine 
r•amin·ttion with Geograrhy at Advanced Level. 

IN n. In all three ~yllahu~e~. temperature and rainfall ~tatistics in the question papers are shown 
in th~ Pwtrlc sy!<lt>m only, hut answers referring to the imrerial system arc accerted.J Details of the 
~~llahu,,·~ arc gi,·cn hclnw. 

2844 and 2845 
The~c ;liT related schemes, each ha~ed on two compulsory papers. the lir~t being a connnr>n paper on 
Gcncml Geography. and the second a rrtrer on Regional Geography, each scheme covering a 
different reJ!inn as follows: 

2!1-li/l } 
~8·t5/l 
2RH/2 
2R4 5/2 

General (I! hours, maximum mark 4R) 

Regional: Rritish Isles; Developing World ( ll hours, maximum mark 54) 
Regional: Rritish Isles; Western Europe; North America (lj hours, 

mark 54) 
maximum 

Que~tinns may he set in any parer which require candidates to comment on or interpret simple 
statistical material. graphs, diagrams. ohlique acrialphotograrh~. etc. 

SYU.A RliS 
2JI.t4/l nnd 2R4~/I: Gl'nf'rnl 

Candidates arc e~pccted to have a knowledge of the clements of general geography set out below. 
Two cnmpnlsory questions are set: one on section I, comprising short- and paragraph-answer item~; 
the ~econd compri~ing short-answer items covering all ~ections of the syllabus, some of which are 
related to a map' of the world (drawn on the Mollweidc projection) butt he score ofthcse is limited to 
thoo;e sections in which reference is made to a distribution (sections 2-6). · 

In addition, fi,e es~ay-tyre questions arc set, of which one must he answered. These usually refer to 
elements of both physical and human geography and require the use of not more than two regional 
enmplcs. They comprise one based mainly on section~ oft he syllabus, one on sections 2, 4, 5, and fi, 
ty;o on 'cctions 7, 8, and 9, and one other. 

1.· The reading and interpretation of Ordnance Survey maps on scales I :25 000 and I :50 000 
including sections. ~radients, and intervisibility. The interpretation of oblique aerial photo
gmrhs in association with maps. 

2. P.nrth movement~ in Spnce. !Jay and Night. Great Circles. The seasons. Latitude and 
Longitude. Time. the nate Line. 

J. lhc main types of rocks. Earth movements. The distribution of the major features of the relief 
and huild of the Earth's surface. The common types of landforms (including coasts). their 
origins and modification by the arcnts of erosion. The effect of these features on human 
activities. 

4. The principal factors determinin~ climate. The major wind systems and ocean currents. Major 
climatic types and their distrihutton nver the Earth's surface. 

5. The control of vegetation by climate. soil, and relief. The distribution and characteristic.~ oft he 
principal types of natural vegetation. 

1 Rlanl cnri("1. f'flhi' m::.r may~ f'htainf'd hy«ntrt''li from tht ~f"crt'IAty At 0Jlfnrd. The minimum onltr i~ tm mRrot; "'~§ 4 on r. "-
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Ordinary Le1•el Syllabuses 1986 2844-2846 

General Geography, and the second 
different region as follows: 

a paper on Regional Geography, each scheme covering ii 

2844/1 l 
2845/1 
2844/2 
2845/2 

General (I ! hours, maximum mark 48) 

Regional: British Isles; Developing World (I i hours. maximum mark 54) 
Regional: British Isles; Western Europe; North America (I i hours, 

mark 54) 
nutximum 

Questions may he sl!l in any paper which require candidates to comment on or interpret simple 
statistical material, graphs, diagrams, oblique aerial photographs, etc. 

SYLLABUS 

21144/1 and 2845/1: General 

Candidates are expected to have a knowledge of the elements of general geography set out below. 
Two compulsory questions are set: one on section I, comprising short- and paragraph-answer items; 
the second comprising short-answer items covering all sections of the syllabus, some of which arc 
related loa map' of the world (dr.awn on the Mollweicle projection) butt he scope of these is limited to 
those sections in which reference is made to a distribution (sections 2-6). 

In addition, five essay-type questions are set, of which one must he answered. These usually refer to 
elements nf both physical and human geography and require the usc of not more than two regional 
examples. They comrrise. nne based mainly on section J nf the syllabus, one on sections 2. 4, 5, and 6, 
two on sections 7, 8, and 9, and one other. 

I. The reading and interpretation of Ordnance Survey maps on scales I :25 000 and I :50 000 
including sections, gradients, and intervisibility. The interpretation of oblique aerial photo
graphs in association with maps. 

2. Earth movements in Space. Day and Night. Great Circles. The seasons. Latitude and 
Longitude. Time, the Date Line. · 

3. The main types of rocks. Earth movements. The distribution of the major features of the relief 
and build of the Earth's surface. The common types of landforms (including coasts), their 
origins and modification by the agents of erosion. The effect of these features on human 
activities. 

4. The principal factors determining climate. The major wind systems and ocean currents. Major 
climatic types and their distribution over the Earth's surface. 

S. The control of vo:gctutlon by eli mute, soil, and relief. The distribution and churnetcristics of the 
principal types of natural vegetation. 

6. Physical and human factors which affect the distribution of types of agriculture (including 
the animals and plants of major economic importance), forestry, and fishing. Problems of 
cultivation. 

7. Sources of energy. Physical and human factors affecting the location of manufacturing industry. 
8. Population in relation to resources. Physical and human factors affecting the location and 

growth of towns and villages. 
9. Physical and human factors affecting the volume, direction, and composition of transport by 

road, rail, inland water, sea, and air. 

21144/l: Regional (British Isles; llneloping World) 

Candidates are expected to have a knowledge of (A) the llritish Isles and (B) the Developing 
World. They must answer three questions in all, including ttl least one but not more than two on the 
British -Isles. 

Candidates may study the British Isles either by means ofmajnr regional units or by major topics or 
by both. A roughly equal choice nf questions on regions and on topics is set and candidates are not 
restricted in their choice amongst them. 

Questions are set that allow candidates to make use of field-work or of sample studies, or to 
comment on factual material supplied in the question paper. 

(A) TIU' British Isles (6 questions are set). 
The outline of the relief, structure, climate, and population of the British Isles, together with: 
Regional studies within the Dritish Isles. No particular regions are prcscrihed but candidates 

should study a selection of contrasting regions illustrative of some of the following: difficult 

1 Blank copir~ of this map may be ohtuined by ccnlrrs from the Secretnry ttl Oxfurd. The minimum order is ten maps; sec§ 4 ~n p. 6. 
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§ 6. Subjects of Examination 
The Delegntes do not bind their exnminers in any subject to adhere year by yenr to the 
same pnllern in setting rnpers, provided that the syllabus is followed nnd the same general 
standard mnintained. 

Parers are set at two Levels, Ordinary (or Alternative Ordinary) and Advanced, on the 
subjects listed on I"P· 19-21. 

The Ordinary Le,·el examination is not a rass/fail examination; results are issued to 
centres in grades A. 8, C, D. E. and unclassified. Grade A is the highest grade and 
the lower boundary of gr:tde Cis equivalent to the minimum performance required for an 
Ordinary Level pass in the years 1951-74 inclusive. Grade E indicates the lowest level of 
attainment judged lo he of sufficient standard to be recorded on n G.C.E. certificate. Work 
which falls below this level is unclassified. 

The Schools Council and the G.C.E. Boards agreed on the following verbal de~crir
tions of the officinl grades A-E and the unclassified category for reporting results at 
Ordinary Level: 

Officiall(rade 
A 

8 

c 

D 

E 

Unclassified 

Description 
Grade A indicates the standard of attainment to be expected of the ablest 
candidates in the age-group for which the examination is designed. 
Grade 0 indicates attainment which, though not of the highest qunlity, is 
substnntially above the minimum standnrd required for Grade C. 
The lower boundary ofGradeC is equivalent to the minimum performnnce 
formerly required for an Ordinary Level pass. 

Grade D indicates performance not far below that required for Grade C. 

Grade E indicates the lowest level of attainment judged by the Board to be 
of sufficient standard to be recorded on a G.C.E. certificate. 

Candidates in this cntf"gory are those whose level of attainment is below the 
minimum judged by the Board to be of sufficient standard to be recorded 
on a G.C.E. certificate. 

Altt'rnatlve Ordinary Level syllabuses nre designed for candidates of greater maturity 
than is normally expected at Ordin:~ry Level. Results in the 1\llern:~tive Ordinary Level 
ex:~minations are also issued in the five official grades A, 8, C. D, and E, with an 
unclassified category. 

At AdVAnced l~velcandidates who pnss are put in one of five grades, A, B, C, D. E, grade 
A being the highest passing grade and grade E the lowest passing grade; candidates who 
fail to reach grade E may, if they reach a sufficient !ltandard, be allowed a classified result 
at Ordinary Lc\ el, indicated by the symbol -o- (see§ 14 and§ 15 for further information). 

In most Advanced Level subjcds, in addition to the normal Advanced Level papers, 
ortionnl Spe<"ial ,,apers arc set to enable cnndidates of high ability to show their merit. 
These Special papers should be taken only hy candidntes who are likely to do very well in 
them. Cnndidntes may trtke Special pnpers in one or in two subjects but not in more than 
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C.S.E. EXAMINATION SYLLABUSES 

(including Grade Descriptions) 
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c.s.E. 

FRENCH, HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY 

Source: North Regional Examinations Board 
MOdern Languages Syllabus for 1986 

Examinations (First Published, 1984) 
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Modern languages 

Scope of Examination 

1 FRENCH 

2 GERMAN 

3 SPANISH 

The purpose of tile examination IS to test the candidate's ability to understand 
the written and. above all, the spcken word and to test abilit11~s in fluent 
expressiOn both in speech and 1n writing. 

Syllabus 

Vocabulary the following list contains a number of topic areas in 
connection with which pupils could be expected to recognise and use the 
foreign language. The list is intended to be helpful to teachers, but it is not 
exhaustive. It is assumed that teachers will make pupils aware of the list: 

The house, rooms, contents. 

The family, family life 

Town. village and amenities. 

Shops, shopping, merchandise. 

School life. 

Hobbies and interests. 

Travel. tourism, camping. 

Occupations, places of work. 

Dally routine. 

Dates, times, weather. 

Seaside and country. 

Body, clothing, personal description. 

Food, drink, restaurant, cafe. 

Letter writing 

Sport. 

Entertainments. 

Accident anq illness. 

Animals, zoo, farm. domestic. 

Simple narrative, e.g., crime 
adventure. 

2 Structures· A !Jst of structures is given for each language on pages 8-12. 

Scheme of Examination 

The four language skills to be tested will be given the following weighting: 

Written expression (25%). 

Reading comprehension (20%). 

Listening comprehension (25%). 

Speech (30%). 

In each language two wntten papers and a test of Reading and Conversation 
must be taken. 

Special arrangements may be permitted for candidates with speech or hearing 
defects. provided that the Board is informed when the entry schedule is 
submitted. 
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Paper 1 

Section A Free Composition ( 15%). 

Section B. Letter ( 1 0%). 

Section C. Reading Comprehension (20~o) 

Paper 2 

Ltstening Comprehension (25%). 

Oral Examination 

Section A Reading (1 0%) 

Section B. Conversation (20%). 

Paper 1 (P/4 hours) 

Section A - Free Composition 

A free composition of some 120 words (Spanish· 100 words) in the foreign 
language, involving a story based on a series of pictures. 

No direct instruction regarding tenses to be used will appear on the question 
paper. Credit will be given for complex constructions and intelligent use of 
tenses - see Structure Lists on pages 8-12 - although it is possible for a 
candidate making effective use of the present and narrattve tense to achieve 

the highest grade. No credit will be given for irrelevant matter. 

Section B - Letter 

The candidate will be asked to write one letter in the foreign language from a 
choice of two: 

(a) in accordance with short instructions given 111 En!]lish or 

(b) in response to a longer stimulus letter in the foreign language. (N.B. in 
cases where it is felt that it will help candidates. two versions of the same 
stimulus letter may be presented, one marked "'for boys only" and one "for 
girls only". It is stressed that, in such cases. the letters will be basically 
the same with minor but necessary changes of children's names and 
agreements.) 

5 
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Notes 

(i) One of the illternotives will require> an informal letter and the other a 
"semi-formal letter" By "semi-formal letter" is meant a letter between 
two adults who are strangers concerning a· private matter (as opposed to a 
public or bus,ness matter(. 

Examples of the type of ground to be covered by the letter are· 

( 1) ::eekmg tourist information; 

(21 arranginp holidays; 

(3) about a special interest or hobby, e.g. football; 

(4) arrangin!J a school exchange; 

(51 booking <1 campsite or youth hostel; 

(6) thanking someone (e.g for help at the time of an accident); 

(7) enquiring about a lost article. 

(ii) Answers should be about 90 words in length excluding the addre~s. 

(iii) 80% of the marks for this exercise will be given for the use of language in 
the body of the letter - see structure lists on pages 8-12. The remaining 
marks will be given for the correct date. appropriate salutation and 
subscription. ilnd the mtormation given in the body of the letter_ 

(iv) Candidates may be required to use the past and future tenses as well as 
the present tense_ 

(v) No credit will be given for irrelevant matter_ 

Section C --Reading Comprehension 

The candidate will be asked to read one or two prose passages in the foreign 
language. and to answer in English questions set in English. Candidates will be 
expected to show their understanding as fully as the questions require. 

Answers should contain all relevant material but do not need to be in the form 
of complete sentences. 

Paper 2 (45 minutes) 

Listening Comprehension 

A prose passage or passages in the foreign language of not more than 350 
words in total will be read by a teacher from the candidate's ownschool. The 
candidate will be asked to listen to the passage or passages, read three times, 
and to answer in English questions written in English. This will be a test of 
understanding and there will be no undue reliance upon memory. Candidates 
will have adequate time in which to write their answers which should contain 
all relevant information. but need not be in the form of complete sentences_ 

Candidates may, if they wish. take notes after the first reading of the passage or 
passages_ 
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Oral Examination 

Tlw r,xaminat1on in rP.adrng and convr>rsation will be conducted by an examrner 
appo1nterl by tlw Board 

The candidate's own tear.her. or a teacher from the cand1date·s school. will be 
appo111ted by the Board to ilr.t as exam1ner following attendance at co-ordination 
meetrngs throughout the year to assess the candidate's work. Wl1ere there IS 

no sr.hool-based examiner. candrdates· work wfll be assessed by a visiting 
examrner. 

Section A - Reading 

The candidate will be asked to study a prose passage in the foreign language 
for up to seven minutes, and then to read it to the examiner. In assessing the 
standard, the examiner will consider the candidate's pronunciation, intonation 
and phrasing. 

Section 8 - Conversation 

The candidate will be required to converse with the examiner for some five 
minutes in the foreign language on everyday topics such as those suggested in 
the syllabus. In assessing the standard, the examiner will take account of the 
candidate's comprehension of the examiner, vocabulary and range of ideas and 
grammatical accuracy. 
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FRENCH STRUCTURES 

Tile following list is not exhaustive. but has been prepared as a general guide to 
waciH:Jrs preparrng candidates for the examination. 

Verbs 

Present tense (rndrcative). 

Imperfect tense. 

Perfect tense 

Future tense. 

Imperative. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Aller + infinitive. 

Venir de + infinitive. 

Avant de + infinitive. 

Apres avoir. apres etre. 

Verbs and prepositions governing the infinitrve. 

Modal verbs. 

Present participle with "en". 

Conditional tense (for recognition only). 

Passive voice (for recognition only). 

2 Pronouns 

Personal pronouns, including "on 

Reflexive pronouns. 

Direct and indirect object pronouns. 

"y" and "en". 

Emphatic pronouns. 

Possessive protJouns. 

Demonstrative pronouns. 

Relative pronouns. including "ce qui" etc., and relative adverb "ou". 

Position of pronouns. 

3 Adjectives 

8 

Feminine and plural agreement. including common irregulars "bel", 
"nouvel", "vieil" etc. 

Comparative and superlative adjectives. including "meilleur" and "pire". 

Possessive adjectives. 

Demonstrative adjectives. 
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4 Adverbs 

Formation of common adverbs. 

Compwative and superlative adverbs. mcluding common irregulars. 

Negatives. 

5 Articles 

Definite and indefinite articles. including compounds "au". "du" et·:. 

Partitive article. 

Use of "de" after negative or before adjectivH. 

6 Nouns 

9 

Gender and plural, including common irregulars. 

Expressions of possession like "le pere de Jean". 
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History 

Aims 

To give knowledge of. and arouse interest in. the history of recent times. 

2 To help the pupils to understand the developments which have led to the 
world of t•Jday. 

3 To encour'lge individual historical investigation. 

Objectives 

The objectives are to test: 

Recall of relevant information. 

2 The ability of pupils to produce a cogent exposition. 

3 Skill in evaluating historical facts. 

Scheme of Examination 

The examination will consist of two parts. 

Part A: Written Paper (75%1. 

Part B: Teacher's Assessment of Course Work (25%1. 

Part A: Written Paper. 

One written paper of 2 hours including reading time, will be set. to test 
knowledge and understanding of modern history. 

The following options are available: 

Either Alternative 1 : Modern World History. 

Or Alternative 2: Modern British History. 

Alternative 1 : Modern World History 
Section 1 - Containing thirty questions requiring short answers. 

All questions to be attempted. 

Section 2 - Containing seven questions from which candidates should 
answer four. 

Alternative 2: Modern British History 

Section 1 - Containing thirty questions requiring short answers. 
All questions to be attempted. 

Section 2 - C;mdidates should answer four questions. 

In each alternative candidates are advised not to spend more than 15 minutes 
on Section 1. No questions will be asked on any development which has taken 
place in the three years prior to the date of the examination. 

Part B: Teacher's Assessment of Course Work 

In making their assessments the teachers are at liberty to include any work 
which they consider relevant. Notes on teachers' assessments are given at the 
front of this booklet. 

4 
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SYLLABUS 

Part A 

Alternative 1. Modern World History 

The First World War: The European situation in 1914 to the outbreak of the 
War; main theatres of war; methods of warfare; the Home Front in Britain. 

The Treaty of Versailles; the League of Nations; Mussolini and Fascist Italy; the 
rise of Hitler, Nazi Germany. 

Revolution and post revolution in Russia, 1917-1941. showing causes. 
personalities and internal development. 

The Second World War: The failure of the League of Nations; pre-war crises; 
methods of warfare on land. sea and air; the German attack on Western Europe 
to the fall of France; Battle of Britain; Pearl Harbour and the War in the Far East; 
the Russian Front (Siege of Leningrad, Stalingrad, the nature of the War); El 

Alamein to victory in North Africa and Italy; D-Day to victory in Europe. 

The Cold War in Europe from 1945: Division of Germany; the Iron Curtain; 
BP.rlin Airlift; Berlin Wall; NATO; the Warsaw Pact; Hungary I 956; Treaty of 
Rome; EEC; EFTA; Czechoslovakia 1968. 

Major Confrontation from 1945: UNO; Korea; Cuba; Vietnam and South East 
Asia; the Middle East. 

Either 

China from 1945: The Chinese Revolution; Civil War; Mao Tse Tung's China 
(internal development and relations with other countries). 

Or 

Africa from 1945: Developments in the following countries: Algeria, Kenya, the 
Rhodesias and South Africa. 

Part A 

Alternative 2. Modern British History 

Parliamentary reform from 1832: reform bills; Chartism; suffragettes. 

Parliament today: elections; passing a Bill; the party system. 

Farming: the Corn Laws and their repeal; the age of High Farming; competition 
and depression. Effects of World War I. Agriculture since 1918: Government 
support; changes in machinery and methods; the Common Market. 

An outline of the history of Trade Unions from 1824 to the present day. 

Industry: working conditions in 1815; reforms in factories and mines from 
1815 to the First World War; iron, steel and shipbuilding industries from 1815 
to the First World War. 

5 
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Industry since the First World War: years of depression; war effort 193?-
1945; mechanisation with special reference to coal. steel and power: regir
development areas; automation and computers. 

Education from 1833 to the present day. 

Transport by rail. road and sea from 1825 to 1900. 

Transport by road. rail. sea and air from 1900. 

Public health and medicine: 

(a) Chadwick and developments in public health leading to Bevan <-~nd ; 
National Health Service. 

(b) Developments in housing and town planning since the early 19th centw: 

(c) Discoveries in anresthetics. antiseptics, antibiotics; developments'' 
nursing and surgery. 

Relief of poverty: Poor law Act, 1834 and its consequences. The introductio" ·'' 
changes during the 20th century: old 11ge pensions, unemployment r·'.
national assistance and social security. 

6 



Geography 

Aims 

At the end of a course in Geography a pupil should have· 

an understanding of the relationships between man and his environment. 
both natural and man-made; 

2 an understanding of spatial distributions and the processes affecting these 
pallerns; 

3 an ability to use a geograph1cal approach as an aid to .understanding the 
changing world and its problems. 

Scheme of Examination 

There will be two written papers. 

Paper 1 (1 hour 40 minutes) 40% 
Paper 2 (2 hours) 60% 

Paper 1 

Two compulsory questions: one question on O.S. map work: 
one question sampling the syllabus. 

The map-reading question will be based on an O.S. map extract at a scale of 
1 :50 000 or 1 :25 000, first or second series in each case. The calculation of 
gradients. accurate drawing of cross-sections and intervisibility will not be 
required. 

Paper 2 

Four compulsory questions. 

The interpretation of photographs. maps and statistics may be included in each 
paper 

Magnifying glasses may be used for any part of the examination. 

Objectives 

These should be considered as the application of certain skills to a body of 
factual knowledge, ideas and principles. 

(a) Skills 

4 

The ability to find. understand and analyse information from varied 
source materials. viz maps (including O.S. maps). photographs, 
diagrams, statistics, graphs and written material. 

2 The ability to apply ideas and methods to the understanding of unfamiliar 
problems in unfamiliar locations. 

3 The ability to organise information through concepts and principles and 
the ability to make generalisations. 

4 The ability to evaluate information. e.g. to establish causality. 

5 The ability to communicate findings through an appropriate medium
maps, diagrams. in writing etc. 
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(b) Fuc/ual Knowledge 
The factual knowledge required is t11at wl1tr.h is tmplictt tn a study of th•· 
areas and toptcs listed 111 the syllabus. 

(c) Ideas. Principles 

5 

As a guide to teacl1ers, some of the maJor ttleas and princtples 11ave been 
organised under the headtngs below. Appropriate topics with whtch 10 

tllustrate the various groups of ideas are imJica1ed in the syllabus. 

Population 

1 1 Population change is a functton uf birth rate. death rate and 
migration. 

1.2 Distribution of population can be explained by physical. climattc. 
economic. political and cultural factors acting over a pertod ol 
time. 

1.3 Over-population and under-populat•on must be deftned in relation 
to natural and human resources and technological levels 

2 Settlements 

2.1 The physical landscape may influence the stte. form. situation and 
distribution of settlements. 

2.2 SeHiements are of diiterent s•zes and have differing types and 
numbers of functions. 

2.3 Settlements can change in size and function through tirf'e. 

2.4 Settlements may be regarded as central places with sph !res of 
influence and they are hierarchically related. 

2.5 In urban areas patterns of functional zones can be recognised 

2.6 The movements of people and vehicles in urban areas make 
significant patterns in space and ttme. 

2. 7 Both urban and rural settlement problems are complex and 
interconnected and their solutions may be sought through 
planning. 

3 Agriculture 
3.1 Agricultural land use depends upon physical conditions (climate. 

etc.). market forces. government poltcies. levels of technology and 
culture. 

3.2 Farms and farming regions can be regarded as production 
systems with varying levels of input (e.g. fertilisers. capital) and 
output (e.g. crop yield, profits). 

4 Manufacturing Industry 

4.1 Industries are major producers of wt:alth; countries havt: different 
levels of industrialisation. 

4.2 Industrial location depends upon a variety of factors including the 
nature and sources of raw materials and energy requirements. 
the location of markets, transport costs and services and polit•cal 
intervention. 
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6 

4 3 Tt1e oevelopmcnr of mduSIIIQI rt:y1ons and lhe concelllralion of 
paflicul<n indusrries in cerlain areas are responses In lucalion 

facrors. 

4 4 Cl1unyes ill llw rei<Jiive SiQI!ificance of locarion fuctors m<Jy lead to 
geuyrapl1ical 1nertia or to 111e growth or decline of industries and 

induslrtiJI arei.ls. 

5 Movemt!nt 

5 1 Tl11: UIOWih or th-H:dy uf lfilllSjHHI ~ySlt~rnS dlld ttW ~~~~;cJCidtt~d 

nlovernt-~nt of goods. peopll~ i.IIH1 rnlurnlllllon are of fund<.Hnental 

1111portance 111 the spaltal ory;;niSilliU/1 uf IHJrni.ln activilll'S 

52 Areas With l11yli dens1tiHS of pupui<Jtion and econo11liC actiVity 
reqUire well developed internal rout~; nHtworks and extP.rnalltnks. 

6 Resources and Development 

6. I Resources may be natural or man-made and thetr usefulness 
vilrtes in time and between cultures 

6.2 T11e use of non-renewable resources requires careful planning. 

6.3 The exploitation of resources may lead to conflict of interests. 

6 4 Countries and regions may be differentiated by their level of 

economic development 

6.5 The characteristics of 'developing countries· include low per 
capita income. poor social provision. unemployment/under

employment. rapid population growth. 

6.6 Economic development may be seen as a spiral of growth; lack of 

it as a vicious circle of poverty. 

6.7 Economic development can have a detrimenwl effect on 

environment. 

7 Landforms 

7.1 Landforms are a function of structure. rock type and denudational 
procilsses acting over a period of time. 

8 Environments 

8.1 Weather is the re.sult of the behaviour and interaction of air 
masses which may have different characteristics. (Knowledge of 
instruments not required.) 

8.2 Environments may be viewed as ecosystems in which landforms. 
climate. vegetation. soils and various life forms (including man) 
interact. 

8.3 The world distribution of these environments is determined by 
position (latitude and longitude). distance from the sea. altitude. 
wind systems and ocean currents. 
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Syllabus 

Tht~ rll~l!rt:o.. heluw silutJ/d tJ,: USt:U tilt:uflJUilt:ltUil Vvilitlllt: rtdt:Vdtll :.:.,P.CitUil Ulldt:r 

iUCilS, !JrlllCiJ.lh:~ ill (<.') p;i(J<:S ~ 6 

Tile layour should nul ht: l~tkt!ll ;JS J.Jft!SCritltll~J lilt~ ordt~r or sJru<:ILHt~ to lh-: 

followeu m ''"' cuur~" 

fdt::JS ,JIJC/ 

Ptllll.'ljJit•S 

Population 

Bntish l:;les 

EII~JI;tnd. Sl'oii.Htd .~rtd 
W~tft~S 

EEC World 

----· -------
{ ;l~lli 'I d[ v'VPI kl jlli(l:tt !ltull 

~~HJWitt .:tfltf dt'-o!fdtu~itJ;I 

~--------r---------------+-----------~-----------
2 Settlements 

3 Agriculture 

Any <lflfHCJfJfi.Jit~ t~XdflljJit:~ Rtulil~l.nl 
ul rur;,J St!lllt~lllt~nl. P;lft'==> 
lli<Jfkt:l IUWil. ft!ytull.:tf 
Ct~fllre. conurtt;won. 
IWWilJWil 

H•ll f.:Hnun~J 
AralJh! l<tollulu 
D~my lar llllllU 

111lt:'I\SIVP. !.UilllllU til lilt~ 
Nt•ll1t:rld•ub 

Pl.ttll~lllun ••ur•Lldlu:t~ 
th'<J .:llld n•IJbt:t Utii',J 
E~tt:'llSI\It! ldf:t:tny 11! !iJt• 
C<itlitcl•<lll Pr;11r11~~ 

~--------------~------------------·~-----------------4--------------------
4 Manufacturing 

Industry 

5 Movement 

6 Resource and 
Development 

hun und SH!t!l 
Cllt!lllll;als 
Mowr Velllcles 
An tndustnal t!State 

NatJonul transport networks 
The locatton and 
dtweloplllt~nt of any Ont-! 

ma,ot mucJern port 
and a !llitJur <.urport 

The diiHlUIIlU JJiillt!r!l of 
eneryy supply 
A ntlt•onal park. With 
spectal reference to 
conflu;ts uf tnlerest 

fhe Ruhr 
EurOtJUII 

Eurupoll iu~ol tht-! Rhule 
waterway 

lti.lly·Norril ;11HJ South 
L.Hlll rt:ci<Hl 1.Jitun Ill 
lhe Nelherl.tnds 
Tourtsm iJ winter resort 
area, d Medtlerraneun 
resort area 

J~lpilll 

------------------
lilt! ~ . .uullh!ITIS ul .• 11y 
0111~ '£ft!VP.Iupulq 

CUUillly· Willi Sp•·(.t~JI 
rt!lt!rence to JJUio~ll.ilt•.~n 
ltfh011tSLIItUil, lut'~J 

) SUJ..)JJIH!S. l!"'llu~;H ,,Ji 
yruwlll. HLIIlSJuill 
tlelwurk~ ami f,H,:!:J•t 
tri.Jde 

Tlw yenerctl dtslr•l•t.;ltOII 
and charactenslt•:S • ;f 
nch and poor 
counrnes 

r-------------r---------------r---------------r------------------
7 Landforms 

8 Environments 

Wt!alhenny 
Fluvial. ylacial and 
coastal landforms 
Cllalk and lunestone 
scenery 

WtHJiht.·r 
We<..~ther mHps 

Wt:st Eurcpean. 
Me<..itlerranean an<.J 
Monsoon liltural 
envtronmt:nls anti ttoe1r 
world d1Stnbu!lons 

The application of alllhe skills which may be exa111111ed can be learnl wit'l any, 

or all. tOpiCS. 

7 
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Pattern of Assessment 

The follow,ng levels of under stanrllny will be CJssess,~d 

Knuwledye 

The pupcl"s ability to store cnformation cn l11s m1nd and recall '' Tills will 
rnclucle knowledge of terms used. facts. rules and princrples. 

2 Comprehension 

The puprl's ability to understand inform<tlion whrch rs supplred This 
rncludes the abrlrty to translate technrcal terms and to interpn~t data 

3 Application 

The pupil's abrlny to apply geographrcal knowledge to a problem which is 
new to him and thus solve it. 

4 Analys1s 

The pupil's ability to dcvcde information cnto rts const!luent parts (to 
detercncne. for example. cause and effect). 

5 Synthesis 

The pupil's abrlity to draw relevant concluscons from geographical 
knowledge and information provided. 

6 Evaluation 

The pupil's ability to make judgements about. for example. the relative 
merits of various solutions 10 a problem. 

The questcons set may require answers of botlltlle short answer and paragraph 

type, but will not necessarily be set on each topic in the syllabus. Questions will 
give an opportunrty for individual work on topics of a candidate's own choice. 
including fceldwork. 

8 CWS Pnn1ers. Pelaw 
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APPENDIX III 

G.C.S.E. t\SATIOV'lt-'L CIZ-1T:EIZ14 

(including Grade Descriptions) 
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G.C.S.E. 

FRENCH, HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY 

Source: H.M.S.O.; D.E.S.; Welsh Office, January, 1985 
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GCSE 

1. Introduction 

l.l These criteria for GCSE French 
examinations were devised with the 
general needs of modern languages in 
mind. In the light of comments on the draft 
criteria received from individual 
teachers of languages other fhan French 
and from the various language teaching 
associations, it seems clear that the 
criteria can be applied to other 
languages, though it is recognised that at 
the syllabus development stage 
individual characteristics of different 
languages will need to be taken into 
consideration. It must be stressed that 
these criteria apply to syllabuses bearing 
the title French, German, etc. and not, for 
instance to French Studies or German 
Studies, although it is assumed that 
individual Examining Groups may wish to 
develop syllabuses of that kind. 

1.2 The criteria are intended to enable 
Examining Groups to devise syllabuses 
appropriate to the needs of a wide 
variety of candidates, including: 

1.2.1 those leaving school at 16; 

1.2.2 those going on to further 
education but not specialising in 
the subject; 

1.2.3 those going on to specialise in the 
subject at Advanced level; 

1.2.4 mature candidates seeking 
qualifications 

1.3 It is essential that, from the outset, the 
introduction of a new system of 
examining is taken as an opportunity to 
improve syllabuses and methods of 
assessment in modern languages with 
reference to the whole GCSE ability 
range and to attract a much greater 
number of candidates than now enters for 
GCE and CSE modern languages 
examinations. 

General Certificate of 
Secondary Education 

The National Criteria 

French 

1.4 These criteria deliberately refrain from 
laying down a single examination pattern 
to be followed by all syllabuses. 
Examining Groups are free to explore 

··and develop different examination 
models. 

2. Aims 

The aims set out below describe the 
educational purposes of following a course in 
French for the GCSE examination Some of 
the aims are reflected in assesslllent 
objectives; others are not because they. 
cannot readily be assessed for examination 
purposes. 

The aims of a course in French leading up to 
a GCSE examination should be 

2.1 to develop the ability to use French 
effectively for purposes of practical 
communication, 

2.2 to form a sound base of the skills, · 
language and attitudes required for 
further study, work and leisure, 

2.3 to offer insights into the culture and 
civilisation of French-speaking countries, 

2. 4 to develop an awaren~ss of the nature of 
language and language learning, 

2.5 to provide enjoyment and intellectual 
stimulation, 

2.6 to encourage positive attitudes to foreign 
language learning and to speakers of 
foreign.languagesand a sympathetic 
approach to other cultures and 
civilisations, · 

2. 7 to promote learning skills of a more 
general application (eg analysis, 
memorising, drawing of inferences). 
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3. Assessment Objectives 

For assessment objectives to be appropriate 
to candidates across the GCSE ability range 
it is necessary to have some differentiation of 
objectives for each of the four skill areas of 
listening, reading, speaking and writing at a 
basic and a higher level, as described · 
below. These will need to be tested in 
differentiated levels of examination. 

3.1 Common-core assessment objectives 

The following list of common-core 
assessment objectives in the three·skill 
areas of listening, reading and speaking 
are appropriate for all candidates and 
can be seen as the requirement of 
candidates for the award of Grades E, F 
and G. 

3.1.1 Basic listening 

Candidates should be expected, 
within a limited range of clearly 
defined topic areas .. to 
demonstrate understanding of 
specific details in 
announcements, instructions, 
requests, monologues (eg 
weather forecasts, news items), 
interviews and dialogues. The 
material used should be based on 
French which was designed to be 
heard (and not involve texts which 
were intended to be read silently) 
and should be spoken by native 
speakers, ie recorded on tape. 
Candidates should be required to 
demonstrate only comprehension 
and no undue burden should be 
put on memory. 

3.1.2 Basic Reading 

Candidates should be expected, 
within a limited range of clearly 
defined topic areas, to 
demonstrate understanding of 
public notices and signs (eg 
menus, timetables, 
advertisements) and the ability to 
extract relevant specific 
information from such texts as 
simple brochures, guides, letters 
and forms of imaginative writing 
considered to be within the 
experience of, and reflecting the 
interests, of, sixteen year olds of 
average ability. Candidates 
should be required to 
demonstrate only 
comprehension, not to pwduce 
precis or summaries. 

3. I . 3 Basic Speaking 

Candidates should be exp~cied 
to respond to unprepared 
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questiOns on a limited range of 
clearly defined topic areas; the 
questions should be unprepared 
in the sense that they are not 
specified in advance, although 
the close definition of the topic 
areas to be dealt with will make it 
possible for candidates to 
practise the types of question 
which are likely to be asked. 
Candidates should also be 
expected to perform role-playinq 
tasks which involve both taking 
the initiative and responding to 
questions, with both strangers 
and friends. Candidates should 
be expected to pronounce 
sounds of the foreign language 
well enough for a sympathetic 
native speaker to understand. 

3.2 Additional Assessment Objectives 

For candidates aiming at the award of 
GradeD and above, additional 
assessment objectives are necessary. 
These will comprise Basic writing and 
higher level objectives in listening, 
reading, speaking and also writing. 

3.2.1 Basic writing 

The additionai assessment 
objective in Basic writing is as 
follows. 

Candidates should be expected, 
within a limited range of clearly 
defined topic areas (mirroring 
those of the common-core 
assessment objectives for 
speaking), to carry out writing 
tasks which might include, for 
example, a simple letter in 
response to a letter in easily 
comprehensible French or to 
insfructions in English, and short 
messages (post-cards, lists, notes) 
in response to instructions in 
English or easily comprehensible 
French. 

3.2.2 Higher level assessment 
objectives 

3.2.2.1 Higher-levellistening 

Candidates should be expected 
to demonstrate the skills listed 
under Basic listening over a 
wider range of clearly defined 
topic areas. They should, in 
additi011, be able to identify the 
important points or themes of the 
material, including attitudes, 
emotions and ideas which are 
expressed; to draw conclusions 



frol!l. and identify the relationship 
between. 1deas within the 
material which they hear. and to 
understand a variety of registers. 
such as those used on radio and 
television. in the home. m more 
formal situations and by sixteen 
yr•i3r olds in f'1anc0. 

Authentic matenal for listenmo 
COillprehenSIOil ai this level lllGV 
well contain natural hesitation, -
spontaneous repetition or 
rephrasmg of sentences and a 
limited amount of background
nOise 

3 2.2.2 Higher-level reading 

Candidates should he expected 
to demonstrate the skills listed 
under Basic reading over a wider 
range of clearly defined topic 
areas. To the range of types of 
text will be added magazines and 
newspapers likely to be read by 
a sixteen year old~ and in addition 
to the types of comprehension 
expected under common-core 
assessment obJectives. 
candidates should be expected to 
demonstrate the ability to identify 
the Important points or themes 
within an extended piece of 
writing and to draw conclusions 
from, and see relations within, an 
extended text. 

3.2.2.3 Higher-level speaking 

Candidates should be expected 
to demonstrate the skills listed 
under Basic speaking over a 
wider range of clearly defined 
topic areas. They should be 
expected to ask, and respond to, 
quetions relating to a wider range 
of clearly defined situations 
which are within the experience 
and scope of a sixteen year old 
and to conduct a sustained free 
conversation (ie a conversation 
which has not been rehearsed) on 
one or more subjects, as 
specified in the syllabus. 
Candidates should be expected 
to pronounce the normal sounds 
of the foreign language 
uccurately enouah for a native 
speaker to understand without 
difficulty, to observe correct 
sense groupings and speak with a 
certain degree of correct 
intonation and stress. 

3.2.2.4 Higher-level writing 

Candidates should be expected 
to wrlfe lll continuous French, on i1 
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wider range of clearly defined 
topJc areas, in response to a 
written stimulus in English or in 
easily comprehensible French, 01 

m response to a visual stimulus. 

3 3 Relationship between assessment 
objectives and grades 

3 3.1 In discussing the relationship 
between assessment objectives 
and grades, it becomes 
necessary to think in terms of the 
elements within the examination 
(not necessarily distinct 
components) which will be the 
vehicles through which particular 
assessment objectives are met. 
The term 'element' is used in this 
sense in the following section. 

3.3.2 A maximum of Grade E should be 
available to candidates who offer 
simply the three common-core 
Basic elements. 

Candidates aiming at the award 
of Grade D and above should 
preferably be allowed to choose 
in addition to the three common- ' 
core elements, additional 
elements according to their 
needs and capabilities. Grade D 
should be available to a 
candidate whatever additional 
element (or elements) is chosen. 

To gain Grade C, candidates 
should be required to take a test 
of writing, at least at the Basic 
level; they should either 
demonstrate a very high overall 
level of competence in all four 
skill areas at the Basic level and 
one skill area at the higher level 
or a good overall level of 
competence over a wider range 
of elements. It is expected that the 
great majority of candidates 
aspiring to a Grade C award will 
offer at least two of the higher
level elements in addition to the 
four Basic elements, and in many 
cases more. 

To gain Grades A and B, 
candidates should qe required to 
take a test of writing at the hiqher 
level; they should norma.lly -
demonstrate a good overall level 
of competence over the whole 
range of Basic and higher-level 
elements. The possibility must, 
however, not be precluded of 
Grades A and B being gained by 
candidates who demonstrate a 
very high level of competence 
over a slightly restricted range of 



elements: in the case of Grade A 
one of higher-level listening, 
reading or speaking not being 
attempted, and in the case of 
Grade Bone or two of hiqher
levellistening, readinq and 
speaking not being attempted. To 
gain Grades A and B the level of 
competence required over a 
restricted range of elements must 
be extremely high and the 
overwhelming majority of 
candidates aiming at Grades A 
and B would attempt the whole 
range of elements. 

3.3.3. The minimum number of 
elements which must be offered 
to qualify for the award of each of 
Grades A toG can be 
summarised as follows. It must be 
emphasised that in every case the 
overall level of competence 
required over !he elements listed 
would be very high_and that 
candidates with realistic 
prospects of gaining the grade 
would normally offer a greater 
number of elements than the 
minimum requirement. 

Grades G, 
F and E: 3 common-core elements 
GradeD: 3 common-core elements + 

any one additional element 
Grade C: 3 common-core elements + 

Basic writing + any one 
higher-level additional 
element 

Grade B: 3 common-core elements + 
Basic writing + higher-level 
writing + any one additional 
higher-level element 

Grade A: 3 common-core elements+ 
Basic writing + higher-level 
writing + any two additional 
higher-level elements. 

4. Content 

Syllabus content must be closely defined and 
should cover: 

tasks to be performed; 
topic areas to be covered; 
vocnbulary, structures, notions and 
functions to be used productively 
and/or receptively. 

The inclusion of items for receptive use 
only would be on the understanding that 
a limited percentage of vocabulary or 
structures from outside the syllabus 
could occur in tests. Different 
specifications are required 
correspondin(] to any differenti<1ted 
assessment objectives used so that the 
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exact nature of what is referred to 
throughout section 3.2 as "a limited 
range" and "a wider range of clearly 
defined topic areas" is quite clear 

5. Relationship between Assessment 
Objectives and Content 

5.1 Equal allocations of marks should be 
given to the skill areas within any one 
differentiated level. :· 

5.2 The allocation of marks to be given to 
Basic and higher-level elements in a 
particular skill area depends on whether 
two or three differentiated levels of test 
are to be used. 

As a two-level system, for example, it is 
possible to envisage each of the eight 
sets of objectives being tested by a 
separate component so that candidates 
could opt for anything from three to eight 
components depending on their needs 
and capabilities and the degree of choice 
offered by the scheme of examination 
Each component added to the three 
common-core components would 
increase the potential grade. In each skill 
area the proportion of marks awarded to 
the Basic and higher-level components 
could be, for instance, in the ratio 4:3 
reflecting the fact that the Basic 
components would be directed primarily 
at four grades (0-G) and the higher level 
components at only three grades (A-C). 

As a three-level system, for example, it is 
possible to envisage that three levels of 
test (low, middle, high) could be · 
provided in each skill area, of which 
candidates would attempt two (either low 
plus middle, or middle plus high). The 
middle components would test a 
combination of Basic and higher-level 
objectives and the amount of overlap 
within the middle component would 
influence the allocation of marks to the 
three levels. The proportion of marks 
awarded to the three levels could be. for 
instance, in the ratio l :2:2 or 2:4:5. In 
allowing for choice between easier and 
harder combinations of tests in each skill 
area (rather than accumulating 
components as would happen in the two
level system quoted above), a three-level 
system would inevitably be more 
complex, particularly at the awarding 
stage. 

5.3 It will be necessary for the different 
schemes of assessment produced by the 
Examining Groups ta be monitored 
carefully to see how effectively the 
relation~hip between the different levpJs 
hfls been achieved in practice. 



6. Techniques of Assessment 

6.1 Principles 

The basic principle is that the tasks set in 
the examination should be, as far as is 
possible, authentic and valuable outside 
the classroom. The matP.rial presented to 
candidates should be carefully selected 
authentic French, although it might at 
times be necessary toed it, ~impl!fy, or 
gloss occasional words. Tests should not 
place candidates at a disadvantage by 
putting an undue burden on mP.mory or 
aptitude irrelevant to the use or 
understanding of the language. In any 
syllabus the specification of the 
techniques of assessment to be used 
should include full details of the methods 
and principles of assessment which will 
be adopted 

6.2 Techniques 

Appropriate techniques of assessment 
already in use are indicated below for 
each skill area. Other techniques could 
profitably be investigated, provided that 
together they carry only a maximum of I 0 
per cent of the marks available in the 
whole examination. 

6.2.1 Listening comprehension 

Assessment of listening 
comprehension can best be 
carried out by means of questions 
in English to be answered by the 
candidate in his or her own words 
in English on material as specified 
in paragraphs 3.1.1 and 3.2.2.1. 
Multiple-choice objective tests 
are also acceptable provided that 
they have been properly devised 
and pre-tested and are not the 
only testing technique being used 
within this skill area: it is 
considered that inter-Group co
operation in devising and pre
testing multiple-choice tests 
would be helpful. Multiple-choice 
should preferably be in English, 
though experience shows that 
questions in French are also 
possible: if questions are in 
French they should be heard as 
well as read in order to preserve 
the emphasis on listening 
comprehension. 

6.2.2 Reading comprehension 

Assessment of reading 
comprehension can best be 
carried out by means of questions 
in English to be answered by the 
candidate in his own words in 
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English on material as specified in 
paragraphs 3.1.2 and 3.2.2.2. 
Multiple-choice objective tests. 
preferably with questions in 
English, are also acceptable with 
the proviso stipulated in 6.2.1 
above. 

6.2.3 Speaking 

Tests of oral communication can 
most practically be conducted by 
the teacher and assessed either 
by the teacher, subject to 
effective external moderation, or 
by the Examining Group by 
means of examiner-marked tape 
recordings. In some 
circumstances it might be 
desirable to make use of visiting 
external examiners. An external 
form of assessment will need to 
be provided for private 
candidates. Training of teachers 
in oral examining techniques is 
essential. Both this and the need 
for large numbers of GCSE 
candidates to be individually 
examined by practising teachers 
have obvious timetabling, staffing 
and financial implications. The 
techniques of assessment will be 
determined by the assessment 
objectives given in paragraphs 
3.1.3 and 3.2.2.3 and will include 
role-playing tests and general 
conversation. 

6.2.4 Writing 

Appropriate tasks for the 
assessment of productive writing 
skills are described.under the 
assessment objectives in 
paragraphs 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.4, eg 
letters {which may be informal or 
formal) ih response to a letter in 
easily comprehensible French or 
to instructions in English; 
messages (post-cards, lists, notes) 
in response to instructions in 
English or easily comprehensible 
French; and additionally, at the 
higher level, continuous writing in 
response to a visual. stimulus (eg a 
single picture, a series of 
pictures, a diagram). At this level, 
bearing in mind the stated aims of 
the course, the principles of 
assessment listed in 6.1 above 
and the likely backwash effect on 
teaching, any of the following 
techniques of assessment would 
be inappropriate as a compulsory 
technique of assessment: 
summary, precis, dictation and 
prose translation. 



6.3 Examination models 

Within the requirements of these criteria, 
Examining Groups are free to explore 
different examination models. 

Examinations could be at two or three 
levels (as sug(]ested in 5.2 above), but 
whatever syllabus is devised by an 
Examining Group, it should include a 
component common to all candidates; 
this would provide for a unity of approach 
and prevent a possible polarisation into 
academic/communicative which is in any 
case unreal and certainly undesirable. 

The total amount of examining time 
required for any syllabus should be no 
greater than that previously required in 
GCE 0-level or CSE modern languages 
examinations, ie two sessions, each 
lasting no longer than two hours, and an 
oral examination. The tests of common
core objectives in listening and reading 
need probably take up only part of one 
session. Links with the graded tests 
which have so much influenced 
approaches to modern language 
teaching and examining are desirable. 

7 Grade Descriptions 

7.1 Grade descriptions are provided to give 
a general indication of the standards of 
achievement likely to have been shown 
by candidates awarded particular 
grades. The grade awarded will depend 
in practice upon the extent to which the 
candidate has met the assessment 
objectives overall and it might conceal 
weakness in one aspect of the 
examination which is balanced by above 
average performance in some other. 
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7 2 A detailed description ol the 
requirements for Grade C, Grade F' illld 

other grades can be achieved once 
agreement has been reached on a 
defined content syllabus, as outlined in 

section 4, to which close reference con 
be made. At this stage it is possible to 
give only generalised statements of 
limited help about the types of 
performance which will lead to the aw<n rl 
of any particular grade. 

7.3 Candidates awarded Grade F could 
normally be expected to have shown a 
defined overall level of proficiency in 
three skill areas (listening, reading, 
speaking). They will probably have 
demonstrated a good level of attainment 
in tests on the common-core assessment 
objectives outlined in 3.1 (above). The 
clear definition and limited range of topic 
areas, structures, vocabulary, etc., will. it 
is hoped, make it realistic to require a 
high level of performance in these tests 
for the award of Grade F. 

7.4 Candidates awarded Grade C could 
normally be expected to have shown a 
defined overall level of proficiency in 
four skill areas (listening, reading, 
speaking, writing). Within a flexible 
system such as is suggested in 3.3 (above) 
there are likely to be several ways by 
which Grade C could be achieved: for 
instance, by a very high overall 
performance in tests on the common-core 
objectives, Basic writing and one other 
higher-level objective or perhaps more 
likely by a competent overall 
performance, not necessarily balanced, 
in tests on the full range of objectives at 
both levels. 

January 1985 



GCSE 

1. General 

I There are two broad avenues of 
approach in History teaching, differing in 
the emphasis placed on the relative 
importance of "content" and "skills" in 
the study of the subject. The criteria 
apply to the subject as a whole and 
provide for these different approaches. 

1.2 History is primarily concerned with re
creating mankind's past. Statements are 
made which are provisional yet which 
are derived from evidence. A range of 
concepts is employed, many of which are 
shared with other disciplines. There are, 
however, concepts such as continuity and 
change which are of particular concern 
to the study of History. It is in the 
combination of these elements that 
History makes its particular contribution 
to the curriculum. 

Z. Aims 

The aims of a History course are 

2.1 to stimulate interest in and enthusiasm for 
the study of the past; 

2.2 to promote the acquisition of knowledge 
and understanding of human activity in 
the past, linking it, as appropriate, with 
the present; 

2.3 to ensure that candidates' knowledge is 
rooted in an understanding of the nature 
and the use of historical evidence; 

2.4 to help pupils, particularly in courses on 
British History, towards an understanding 
of the development over time of social 
and cultural values; 

2.5 to promote an understanding of the 
nature of cause and consequence, 
continuity and change, similarity and 
difference; 
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2.6 to develop essential study skills such as 
the ability to locate and extract 
information from primary and secondary 
sources; to detect bias; to analyse this 
information and to construct a logical 
argument (usually through the medium of 
writing); 

2.7 to provide a sound basis for further study 
and the pursuit of personal interest. 

3. Assessment Objectives 

All candidates will be expected 

3.1 to recall, evaluate and select knowledge 
relevant to the context and to deploy it in 
a clear and coherent form; 

3.2 to make use of and understand the 
concepts of cause and consequence, 
continuity and change, similarity and 
difference; 

3.3 to show an ability to look at events and 
issues from the perspective of people in 
the past; 

3.4 to show the skills necessary to study a 
wide variety .. of historical evidence which 
should include both primary and 
secondary written sources, statistical and 
visual material, artefacts, text books and 
orally transmitted information 

3.4.1 by comprehending and 
extracting information from it; 

3.4.2 by interpreting and evaluating it 
-distinguishing between fact, 
opmion and judgement; pointing 
to deficiencies in the material as 
evidence, such as gaps and 
inconsistencies; detecting bias; 

3.4.3 by comparing various types of 
historical evidence and reaching 
conclusions based on this 
comparison. 
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4. Content and its Relatiorship with 
Assessment Objectives 

41 It is Ill the professional tradition of the 
diSCipline and inherent in its nature that 
candidates should be able to study 
History in its vaned contexts. This variety 
is apparent Ill the CSE and GCE 0-Level 
History syllabuses which were analysed. 
The Examining Groups should, therefore, 
provide a Wide range of options to give 
freedom to innovate and to reflect local 
interests. It is therefore not desirable to 
stipulate a minimum core of content. 

Each GCSE Examining Group must offer 
at least one syllabus which helps pupils 
towards an understanding of the 
intellectual, cultural. technological and 
political growth of the United Kingdom 
and of the effects of these developments 
on the lives of its citizens. 

4.2 For the above reasons these criteria have 
been couched in terms of aims and 
assessment objectives rather than of 
content. Such aim's and assessment 
objectives in any GCSE History course 
should be the common ground in 
syllabuses and will help in the 
achievement of comparable 
performance standards in the award of 
grades. 

4.3 Nevertheless. aims and objectives 
clearly have important implications for 
determining course content. In order to 
allow the assessment objectives to be 
realised, syllabuses must satisfy the 
following criteria: 

4.31 they must be of sufficient length, 
range and depth; 

4.3.2 they must deal with key issues; 

4.3.3 they must be historically coherent 
and balanced. 

NOTE: Syllabus content should be given 
in some detail and not men~ly 
consist of starting and terminal 
dates. Syllabus writers should be 
careful not to overburden 
candidates and should bear in 
mind resources available. 

4.4 All syllabuses must describe their 
content in accordance with the spirit of 
the examples in Table 1, wh1ch show how 
the above criteria could work in practice 
in different syllabuses. All syllabuses 
must make clear that the description of 
content is not rigidly prescriptive. 

5. Techniques of Assessment 

5. I Differentiation will he achieved by the 
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use of differentJiltecl qur>stion:: \\'Jtill'' 
common papers or a cOJnbinatJrJn ('[ 
differentiated and non-differentii11°d 
components withm a common set C'f 
papers and by setting course v,'OJ k f;l:-;\·s 
appropriate to candidates' Individui11 
levels of ability 

5.2 The ranae of assessment techniques 
available in this subject has been 
considered from the pomt of view of tiH'll 
fitness for purpose, ie whether or not !IJrov 
are appropriate for the above-stated 
assessment objectives and taking into 
account the various needs of candidiltr':. 
throughout the ability range. It is 
therefore recommended that the 

Table 1 

Example: Modem World History 

The syllabus would neerl to ba/anrP lh<' 

requtrement to demonstrate c0nttmn•·• 
and change agamst the depth trealr11ent 
wh1ch would also be looked for In 
practrce. the requtrement of length Cf'lllr! 
therefore be met m one of a vartety (l[ 
forms of which the most obviOUs are 

1919 to the present day 
1880 to 1960 

There are clearly other possibilities It 
would be important to rev1ew frequently 
the coverage of a syllabus purportmg to 
deal with modern world history whtch. 
because of its nature. is constantly 
expandmg. 

The range of content should requtre mter 
a lis a treatment of themes and events rn « 
world rather than, for example, a 
narrowly European perspectiVe. But thP 
range must be coherent and 
manageable. not shapeless and 
overwhelming; an example of a sensible 
treatment of range in world history would 
be a study of international relations. 

In a world history study some coherence 
should be given to the detail so as to allow 
study in depth which can often be the 
occasion for the use of a wide ranae of 
historical evidence. An example of a 
sunable study in depth in modern world 
history would be to give a range of 
regional options from which students 
would select. Each option would be 
studied in its internal history. Each region 
would have to be drawn sufficiently 
narrowly to permit depth study, but not so 
narrowly .as to preclude common themE's 
The following examples satisfy this 
criterion: 

the USSR ana Eastern Europe, 
the Middle East and North Afnca; 
the Caribbean, Central and South 

America; 
Africa South of the Sahara 

· In a modern world h1story syllabus the 
key issues would probably compnse 
themes. Amongst the most important 
themes are: · 

international and regional co
operation and develr:Jr>ment; 



Iii any scheme of assessrllenl 

(cJ) CJIJE:stJons requinng responses in a 
vanety of forms to given historical 
e·ndence; 

NOTES 
(!) \Nhether historicCJ] evidence 

;,iJOuld be rel<1ted to the conter.lt 
of a pArttcul<n syllAbus or not 
should be left to the Examinmg 
Gwups 

(11) Prescribed documents would 
not satrsfy assessment 
objective 3.4 and are therefore 
not rec'Jmmended. 

race relations and mmonty rroblems. 
ciluses and nilture of Wilrfilre and 
moves to delente. 
totaluanan and democJ at1c forms of 
government; 
colonialism. de-colomsat1on and neo
colomaiJsm. 
the 1m pact of technology on society. 

Example Britain and Europe 1450-1600 

Th1s penod JS of sufficient length and 
range to enable candidates to study 
continuJty and change in political, 
religiOus, cultural. economic and social 
hfe. 

Coherence and balance would be 
achieved through the mam concentration 
on Bntain and the ma)or states of Europe, 
but the mteraction of Europe and the 
wider world would be introduced with 
the topics of geographical exploration 
and discovery. the expansion of overseas 
trade and the effects of the price 
revolution. Key issues which could be 
treated m depth would include the 
Reniassance; the Reformation; Philip II 
and Anglo-Spanish rivalry; the social and 
economic problems of Tudor England. 

A study in depth of the Renaissance, for 
example, would cover the arts and 
sciences in Italy; the development of 
printing; the Classical Revival: the 
spread of the New Learning to Northern 
Europe. 

Example • British Social and Economic 
History 1760-1914 

This syllabus is of sufficient length to 
allow study, for example, 

I. of population change in periods of 
slow and rapid growth; 

2. of agnculture during prosperity and 
OPpression; 

3. of development of communications 
over the period. 

The criterion of range will be satisfied as 
the syllabus should mchide economic (eg 
changes in government policy . 
concerning taxation and trade), social (eg 
attitudes and pohcy about poverty and 
pubhc health) and technological aspects 
(eg impact of inventions in the textile 

OIIPStiOiiS -,·;htch can be usncl to test 
l)ot-h historJcal knov.•Jpdge and 
understanding; 

(c) questions demanding an answer 
written in continuous prose; these 
questions should take a variety of 
forms, for example questions bAsed 
on stimulus materials, parts of 
structured questrons, gurded essays. 
open-ended essays. 

Other techniques of assessment are 
currently used in examining History (eg 
site descriptions), and should be 

mdustry). Political aspects (such as the 
w1denma of the franchise and local 
government growth), rehg1ous and 
cultural developments (exemplified m 
attitudes to educatiOn and mvolvement m 
philanthropic movements) and sctentific 
changes (such as the 1mpact or Pasteur's 
work on med1cal and public health 
practtces)could all be mcluded. The 
Importance of world trade and the impact 
or roretgn competttJon should be studied 
so that British developments are fitted 
mto a w1der context. 
In a syllabus of this length and range it ts 
not necessary to study top1cs in 
considerable depth. as long as the 
combined effect of studying the vanous 
aspects gives a sufficiently detailed 
picture of the overall changes which take 
place. 

In selecting specific topics, syllabuses 
should look to key issues, for example. in 
industrial and technological 
development, the textile and iron and 
steel industries; in studying popular 
political movements. Chartism; in 
religious aspects, Methodism and the 
Salvation Army. 

The above three syllabuses exemplify the 
more chronological approach. The criteria 
could also be satisfied in a syllabus with a 
modular approach. Such an approach is 
provided at present by the Schools Council 
Project History 13-16. 

Example• Schools Council Project: History 
13-16 

This syllabus meets the criteria of 
length by providing for a study in 
development (medicine). The 
syllabus provides range by requiring 
the study of this development within 
its social. religious, economic and 
political contexts and by the study of 
a separate modern history topic and 
of a local h1story theme. Depth is 
achieved through the study of a 
limitlld period (for example, Britain 
1815-1851) Coherence is provided 
by the emphasis in all parts of the · 
syllabus on the nature and use of 
evidence. The key issues derive from 
the nature of the constituent parts of 
the syllabus. (for example, the 
Arab/Israeli conflict) 
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available to examining groups but the 
techniques mentioned in (a), (b) and (c) 
above are, on the basis of available 
evidence, most effective in testing the 
stated assessment objectives and, 
therefore, should attract between them at 
least 60% of the marks. 

Care must be taken to ensure that undue 
reliance is not placed on any one 
technique. 

5.3 There are some skills and abilities in 
History which may be assessed as well or 
better by the use of appropriate. forms of 
course work. Therefore a course work 
component, carrying a minimum of 20% 
of the total marks, should normally be 
required of school-based candidates 
taking a course in the subject. Clear 
statements of general course work 
requirements, which must include the 
arrangments for proper external 
moderation, must be provided by the 
Examining Groups. 

6. Grade Descriptions 

Grade descriptions are provided to give a 
general indication of the standards of 
achievement likely to have been shown by 
candidates awarded particular grades. The 
grade awarded will depend in practice upon 
the extent to which the candidate has met the 
assessment objectives overall and it might 
conceal weakness in one aspect of the 
examination which is balanced by above 
average performance in some other. 

6.1 Grade F 

Candidates will be expected 

6.1.1 to recall and display a limited 
amount of accurate and relevant 
historical knowledge; to show a 
basic understanding of the 
historical concepts of cause and 
consequence, continuity and 
change, sufficiently supported by 
obvious examples; to identify and 
list differences and similarities; 

6.1.2 to display knowledge of 
perspectives of other people 
based on specific examples of 
situations and events; 

6. 1 3 to show ability to comprehend 
straightforward evidence; to 
extract partial and/or 
generalised information; 

6.1.4 t'o demonstrate the obvious 
limitations of i'l particular piece of 
evidence; to list some of the 
evidence needed to reconstruct a 
given historical event; 

Prlnlf'd In thP UK fc>r IIMSO by Hobbs th• Prinl•" of Souihomplon 
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6.1.5 to make simple comparison;; 
between pieces of evidence; to 
list the major features of two 01 

more pieces of evidence without 
drawing conclusions from it; 

6.1.6 to communicate in an 
understandable form: to use 
simple historical terminoloqy 

6.2 Grade C 

Candidates will be expected 

6.2.1 to recall arid use historical 
knowledge accurately and 
relevantly in support of a logical 
and evaluative argument: to 
distinguish between cause and 
occasion of an event; to show til<lt 
change in History is not 
necessarily linear or 
'progressive'; to compare and 
contrast people, events, issues 
and institutions; to demonstrate 
understanding of such concepts 
by deploying accurate though 
limited evidence; 

6.2.2 to show an ability to look at events 
and issues from the perspective 
of other people in the past: to 
understand the importance of 
looking for·motives; 

6.2.3 to demonstrate comprehension of 
a range of evidence either by 
translating from one form to 
another (eg explaining accurately 
the information contained in a b<ll 
graph) or by summarising 
information given in a document; 
to answer accurately and fully 
questions demanding specific 
information to be extracted from 
the evidence; 

6.2.4 "to demonstrate the limitations of a 
particular piece of evidence; eg 
point to the use of emotive 
language and to generalisations 
based on little or no evidence: to 
indicate the other types of 
evidence that the historian would 
need to consult in relation to the 
topic and period in question: 

6.2.5 to compare and contrast two or 
more different types of evidence 
and write a coherent conclusion 
based on them, though all aspects 
may not be taken into account: 

6.2.6 to communicate clearly in a 
substantially accurate manner, 
making correct and appropriate 
use of historical terminology. 

january 1985 



GCSE 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Geography is concerned to promote an 
understanding of the natllre of the earth's 
surface and, more particularly, the 
character of places, the complex nature 
of people's relationships and interactions 
with their environment and the 
importance in human affairs of location 
and the spatial organisation of human 
activities. 

1.2 Geographical education may be seen in 
terms of knowledge and understanding, 
skills and values. The term 'values' is 
included to indicate that important topics 
in Geography syllabuses have obvious 
social and political dimensions and 
cannot properly be understood without 
taking account of the attitudes and values 
of those involved. Since the nature of the 
questions asked and the level of 
generalisation recognised as acceptable 
vary with scale, geographical studies 
should normally include enquiries within 
the range of small, regional, national. 
international and world scales. 

1.3 Geography is a valuable medium for 
education in a social context which 
includes such characteristics with a 
geographical dimension as 

(a) a rapidly increasing world population 
with expanding consumer demand 
and consequent resource 
implications; 

(b) the existence of multicultural 
communities and societies; 

(C') the existence af marked contrasts in 
th~ level of economic and 
technological development between 
and within nations; 

(d) the occurrence of rapid social, 
economic and technological change 
in developed and develuping 
countries; 
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(e) an increase in environmental hazards 
and growing concern about the 
deteriorating quality of some 
environments. 

1.4 Geography can help all students in the 
target group make sense of their physica 1 
and human surroundings and extend 
their knowledge and understanding to 
more distant places. It will also provide a 
perspective in which they can place 
local, national and international events 
and enable them to function more 
effectively as individuals and members 
of society. 

1.5 To understand geography adequately 
and to engage in geographical activities 
requires the development of a wide 
range of skills. Many of these skills are 
best developed through practical work 
and fieldwork which should always be an 
integral part of the course. The 
assessment of the skills so developed 
may be undertaken in a variety of ways. 

1.6 There are a number of acceptable 
approaches in Geography, including 
those conveniently labelled spatial, 
regional and ecological. Notwithstanding 
the variety of approaches to Geography, 
all GCSE syllabuses must contain both 
physical and human elements. 

Z. Aims 

The following Aims, in relation to a variety of 
scales, shall apply to all courses: 

2.1 Knowledge and Understanding 

2.1.1 to develop a sense of place and 
an understanding of relative 
location; 

2.1.2 to develop an awareness of the 
characteristics and distribution of 
a selection of contrasting physical 
and homan environments; 
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21.3 to develop an understanding of 
some of the processes which 
affect the development of 
environments; 

2.1.4 to promote an understanding of 
the spatial effects of the ways in 
which people intPTact with each 
other and with their 
environment~; 

2.1.5 to encourage an understanding of 
different communities and 
cultures within our own society 
and elsewhere in the world, 
together with an awareness of 
people's active role in interacting 
with environments and the 
opportunities and constraints 
those different people face in 
their different environments. 

2.2 Skills 

2.2.1 to develop a range of skills 
through practical work, including 
investigations in the field, 
associated with observation, 
collection, representation, 
analysis, interpretation and use of 
data, including maps and 
photographs 

2.3 Values 

2.3.1 to develop a sensitive awareness 
of the environment: 

2.3.2 to encourage an appreciation of 
the significance of the attitudes 
and values of those who make 
decisions about the management 
of the environment and the use of 
terrestrial space; 

2.3.3 to develop awareness of the 
contrasting opportunities and 
constraints facing people living in 
different places under different 
physical and human conditions. 

3. Assessment Objectives 

An examination shall test the extent to which 
candidates are able to: 

in relation to knqwledge and understanding, 

3.1 recall specific facts relating to the 
syllabus content and demonstrate 
locational knowledge within the range of 
small, regional, national, internatiOnal 
and world scales. 

3.2 demonstrate a grasp of the geographical 
ideas, concepts, generalisations and 
principles specified in the sylla'")US and 
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an ability to apply these in a variety of 
physical, economic, environmentill. 
political and social contexts 

3.3 show an appreciation of the wide ran~H" of 
processes, includinq human actions. 
contributing to the development of 

(i) physical, economic, social. political 
and cultural environments and their 
associated effects on the landscApes. 

(ii) spatial patterns and interactions 
which are important within such 
environments. 

3.4 describe the interrelationships between 
people's activities (including, for 
example, government activities, laws and 
systems of taxation) and the total 
environment and demonstrate an ability 
to seek explanations for them. 

3.5 show an awareness that, while 
geographical studies are concerned with 
explanations as well as descriptions, 
many explanations may often be tentative 
and incomplete. 

in relation to skills, 

3.6 select and use a variety of techniques 
appropriate to a geographical enquiry, 
including investigation in the field, and, 
in particular, to 

(i) use basic techniques for obtaining, 
observing, recording, representing, 
analysing, classifying and 
interpreting data; 

(ii) use a range of source materials, 
including maps at a variety of scales, 
photographs and simple statistical 
data; 

(iii) depict information in a simple map 
and diagrammatic form; 

(iv) demonstrate an ability to select, use 
and communicate information and 
conclusions effectively. 

in relation to values, 

3.7 questions set to test this objective must 
require the use of appropriate 
geographical knowledge of candidates 
who will be expected to demonstrate an 
awareness of the significance of attitudes 
and values in some current social, 
economic and environmental issues 
which have a qeographical dimension; 
for example, an understanding of the role 
of decision-making, and of the values cmd 
perceptions of decision makers in thP 
evolution of patterns in human 
geography. 



4. Content 

4.1 Guidelines 

A number of different emphases are 
appropriate at this level. For example, 
satisfactory syllabuses can be structured 
in terms of systematic themes illustrated 
regionally. as well as of regions within 
which selected topics are studied. 
Nevertheless, the following elements of 
content are essential to the achievement 
of the Assessment Objectives: 

41.1 a first hand study of a small area, 
preferably the student's home 
area, which provides not only 
opportunity for direct 
experiential learning but also a 
basis for comparative work on a 
scale which is readily 
comprehensible. 

4.1.2 a study of contrasting areas 
and/or themes within the British 
Isles. The following areas and/or 
themes should be set in a national 
context without necessarily 
implying a comprehensive 
coverage of either the constituent 
countries or all the listed aspects 
of geography. All studies should 
cover such aspects of geography 
as the physical environment; 
population; settlements; 
agriculture; extractive, 
processing and manufacturing 
industries; 'tertiary activities' and 
communications. 

4.1.3 a consideration of the United 
Kingdom's relationships, for 
example in trade and industry, 
with wider groupings of nations 
such as the EEC. 

4.1.4 a study of the geographical 
aspects of important social and 
environmental issues such as the 
problems and opportunities of 
development in less affluent 
nations; the problems of large 
cities; the control and 
management of resources; the 
human response to hostile or 
hazardous environments. 

4 .1.5 topics which focus attention on the 
interrelationship and interaction 
between people and their 
environments. 

4.2 All syllabuses must: 

(i) list not only the themes and contexts 
of study but also the expected range 
of skills to be acquired, ideas to be 
explained and principles to be 
understood; 

(ii) specify the relationship between 
mark weightings, content and 
assessment objectives. 

5. Relationship between the Assessment 
Objectives and Content 

The marks weighting allocation to particular 
assessment objectives should be as follows: 

(i) Recall 20%-40% 
(ii) Skills as in 3.6 (i) (ii) (iii) and (iv) 

Understanding and Application 
20%-40% 

(iii) Practical skills (however assessed) 
20%-40% 

6. Techniques of Assessment 

6.1 Strategies of assessment should be 
capable of measuring the whole range of 
assessment objectives. In order to 
achieve this, all Mode I schemes of 
assessment must include a board-based 
and a school-based component. The 
latter should account for at least 20% of 
the marks. 

6.2.1 The board-based component 
should consist of orie or more 
question papers containing a 
variety of question types overall, 
so that achievement in the wide 
range of Assessment Ob}ectives 
identified will be measured. 

6.2.2 The very nature of the subject 
presents those who examine it 
with the opportunity to draw upon 
a wealth of question stimuli, 
ranging from maps at various 
scales, to photographs, diagrams 
and statistical data. The board
based component should utilise a 
variety of these in each question 
paper, the technique selected 
being that which best gives a 
reliable measure of a specified 
goal. 

6.2.3 Examination papers should be 
designed to ensure that individual 
candidates are assessed over an 
adequate range of objectives. 
When a choice of question is 
given, the alternatives must be 
comparable. 

6.3.1 Any school-based component of 
the assessment programme 
should be so designed as to 
measure the candidates' 
achievf;!ments in ways not 
appropriate to the board-based 
component(s). The component 
may i11clude fieldwork, course 
work, periodic tests and 
assessment of abilities in a wider 
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available to the external 
examiner. 

with or vnthout a common component 111 

either case, and the setting of course 
work tasks appropriate to candidates· 
individual levels of ability 6.3.2 Fieldwork, either in the form of 

course work and/or individuai 
investigations, should be a 
component of school-based 
assessments. Such first-hand 
enquiry should be clearly lmkecl 
to the Assessmt?nt Objectives of 
the syllabus 

7. Grade Descriptions 

6.4 The schemes of assessment must make 
provision for the measurement of the 
different attaintments of candidates. 
Where the full range of grndes is to be 
awarded, the schemes of assessment 
must be based on differentiated papers 

Gt a de descriptions are provided to gJve> ;-) 
oeneral indication of the standards of 
achievement likely to hnve been shown by 
candidates awarded particular grades. The 
grade awarded will depend in practice upon 
the extent to which the candidate has met the 
assessment objectives overall and it might 
conceal weakness in one aspect of the 
examination which is balanced by above
average performance m some other. 

Table I: Grade Descriptions 

Ability 

in relation to 
knowledge 

in relation to 
understanding 

in relation to 
skills 

in relation to 
values 

GradeF 

For Grade F, the student is likely to 
have shown the ability to 

recall basic information relating to the 
syllabus content and demonstrate an 
elementary level of locational 
knowledge. 

demonstrate a comprehension of 
simple geographical ideas; describe 
simple geographical relationships. 

be able to observe, record and 
attempt to classify geographical data; 
to use a range of source materials, 
including maps; to draw simple 
sketch-maps and construct diagrams 
such as a bar graph; to commUJ'licate 
information by brief statements. 

recognise, at an elementary level, the 
claims of differing systems of values 
which influence economic, 
environmental. political and social 
·issues. 

Prlnl&d In lh8 UK lor HMSO by Hobbs lh8 Pnnleno of Southompton 
(11441'1!6) Dd738237 5186 56· 7033 . 
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GradeC 

For Grade C, the student is likely to 
have shown the ability to 

recall a wide range of information in 
sections of the syllabus and, in so 
doing, will reveal a basic level of 
locational knowledge. 

show not only a conlprehension of 
important geographical ideas, 
concepts, generalisations and 
processes as specified in the syllabus, 
but will also demonstrate this 
comprehension, where required, in a 
range of situations social, economic. 
political and environmental. The 
candidate will also be able to describe 
and account for inter-relationships 
between people and their 
environment. 

be able to select relevant data from a 
variety of sources, primary and/or 
secondary, to plan logically a simple 
geographical enquiry from 
observations to ultimate conclusion. 
Techniques used may include map 
interpretation at different scales, 
photographic analysis and a range of 
graphical and numerical information 
such as flow-line diagrams or simple 
census extracts. 

show an increased comprehension of 
judgements made on economic, 
political, environmental and social 
Issues. 

January 1985 
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